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I.— On the Deep Placers of the Scmt
hi connt;,. California, in '-Idle Yuba am
weka Lake- Canal Companies; by B. SlLLlMAN.

3Stern slopes

of the Sierra Nevada in rocks believed to be not older geologi-

cally than the Jurassic. The great gold region of the State, that

area from which much the largest amount of gold bullion

has been derived, stretches over about three degrees of latitude

from near Fort Miller on the San Joaquin river in Fresno
county, north to Deer Creek and the Forks of the Feather river

in Plumas county, an area of about 200 miles in li

of an average width of about 40 miles, although.it widens
toward the north to about 70 miles from east to west. Its

approximate area is probably about 1000 square miles. There
are other important gold-bearing areas, especially those to the

north near the sea coast, viz : the Waldo or Sailors' diggings,

the Sea Shore diggings, and a large but not very productive
district, bounded on the north by the Klamath river, and south
by Trinity river and the forks of the Sacramento near Shasta.

In the southern part of California are several subordinate
gold fields of inconsiderable area, chiefly in the Coast range
mountains ; such are the Santa Cruz diggings near the coast,

the San Antonio, the Francesquito, San Fernando, San Gabriel

and Holcomb valley. These are chiefly interesting historically

furnished the earliest evidence of the existence of

gold in California, some of the southern gold fields having been
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well known to the Spanish missionaries from an early period,

long anterior to the date commonly mentioned (1849) lor the

first discovery of gold in California. Prudential considerations

led. these ecclesiastics to prevent as far as possible the spread of

any knowledge respecting the existence of gold on or near

their mission lands.

From this statement it will be observed that the gold in

California is probably of two distinct geological ages, that of

the Sierra Nevada being Jurassic or Triassic, that of the Coast

range Cretaceous or Tertiary.

Sources to referable.—The original

source from whence all the gold of California has been derived

is undoubtedly the veins of gold-bearing quartz which occur so

abundantly in all the slates and metamorphic rocks of the west-

ern slope of the Sierras within the areas known as the gold re-

gions. But this original or great source of the precious metal is

ly secondary to the shallow and deep diggings or placers,

in the former of which the gold was first discovered, and which
during the early yea
whole of the metal i

! and the distribution of the detri

agency of running water and ice does not admit of a question.

It appears also to be pretty conclusively proved that the gold-

bearing gravel is of two distinct epochs, both geologically very
modern, but the later period distinctly separated in time from
the earlier, and its materials derived chiefly from the breaking up
and redistribution of the older or deep placers. These appear
to be distinctly referable to a river system different from that

which now exists, flowing at a higher level, or over a less eleva-

ted continental mass, and with more power, but generally in the
direction of the main valleys of the present system. The reasons
for this opinion will be hereafter stated more at length.
The sources to which the gold in California is referable are

therefore

1st. The distribution of placer gold by the present Eiver Sys-
tem, giving the « Shallow diggings.'

2d. The distribution of placer gold by an ancient Eiver Sys-
tem, known as * Deep diggings/

3d. The gold-bearing quartz veins in the metamorphic rocks
of the Sierra Nevada.

This is also the order in which the development of the coun-
try by human industry has brought the gold to light : the com-
paratively small number of exceptions to this generalization from
the early workings of quartz mines forming in fact a confirma-
tion of its general accuracy.
The first rush of adventurers was to the shallow placers,
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where the gold, chiefly washed out of the older placers, was
found distributed, within reach of the miners who had only a

pick and shovel or pan. Here the first fruits of labor were
sometimes very ample, and the capital and skill employed quite

Gradually, as the gold thus superficially distributed be-

xhausted, streams of water and various contriv-

' sluicing' were introduced, involving more skill and
tne union of labor with capital.

It was pretty early discovered that very extensive and valu-

able deposits of auriferous gravel lay at levels far above the

present course of the streams, and that to wash these deposits

required the adoption of a -v. method.- adapted to meet the case.

Hence came the so-called Hydraulic proems, which, although in

use now for more than ten years, has yet made barely more
than a commencement upon the great mass of deep lying

auriferous shingle which remains to be treated by this method
of gold washing.

Finally comes the era of quartz mining in depth, the success-

ful prosecution of which demanded more skill and capital, as

well as cheaper labor and better machinery than the early days

of California furnished. In this man undertakes to do for him-

self, by the use of his own skill, what in an earlier age nature

had done for him on a grand scale in breaking up the matrix

of the precious metal, commencing at the fountain head of the

stream of gold.

I propose at present to consider with some detail the second

of the great sources of gold production, viz : Deep-lying Placers.

The character of these deposits is well illustrated by a descrip-

tion of the ground between the south and middle forks of the

Yuba Eiver, in Nevada county, where this description of gold

deposit is well exposed in consequence of the considerable

amount of mining work which has been performed there, the

whole of this ground being controlled by the waters of the

Middle Yuba Canal Company, and of the Eureka Lake Water
Companv.

The Deep Placers of the Yuba.—The Yuba is an affluent of the

Feather mer * n. i - - M ir\ >\ s le on its way to its junc-

tion with the Sacramento. The S •; ks of the

Yuba river unite with the North Yuba, the course of which is

nearly at right angles to these two branches, whose mean course

is west about 13° south (magnetic), the Feather river running
about north and south.

The ridge of land embraced between the South and Middle
forks of the Yuba is from six to eight miles in width, and to the

limits of the auriferous gravel, as thus far explored, about 30
miles, forming an area of about 200 square miles. The elevation

of this ridge above the sea is, at its western extremity near French
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Corral, about 1500 feet, from whence it gradually rises into the

high Sierras, the Yuba Gap Pass being 4570 feet above the sea,

and the Downieville Buttes about 8840 feet. This Mesopotamia
is cut up by ravines descending from a central axis both ways
into the valleys of the two rivers forming 'gulches' with steep

sides, often beautifully wooded. The more elevated portions of

the land are covered by a heavy bed of volcanic ashes and

breccia, which evidently at an earlier day formed a continuous

sheet over not only the tongue of land under consideration, but

over the adjacent region, as is conspicuously seen in the sections

afforded by the various rivers. This mass of volcanic ashes con-

tains numerous angular fragments of cellular lava, trachyte,

basalt, porphyry and volcanic mineral aggregates, quite foreign

to the general geology of the country. Its thickness varies with

the topography and drainage of the surface, but it forms the

summits of all the hills above a certain horizon, and in places

reaches an elevation of from 2000 to 3000 feet above the level
\

of the rivers. Below Columbia the denudation of the surface

has removed the volcanic matter, leaving the auriferous gravel

exposed as the upper surface. This volcanic deposit receives

from the miners the general name of ' cement,' a term it well

deserves from its compact and tenacious character, much re-

sembling pozzuolana or Roman cement. The accompanying sec-

tion was made by Mr. Hugo Hochholzer to accompany his map
of the ridge, and represents the line drawn from the Fellows
Quartz Lode, a . southeast through Snow Point
and Mount Zion, to the South Yuba.

-

This section represents a point above most of the deep dig-

gravel on this portion of the ridge being generally
covered by the volcanic cement, so as to be inaccessible by the
process of b . :lt a later day only

U shows the ravines of the two branches of the Yuba at/
andgr (south), the 'bedrock' a, the auriferous gravel

hy and the volcanic cement c covering all. The Snow-Point
Diggings are seen at d, and the position of two of the water-
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where it is protected from such action. Probably 120 feet is

not an over-statement for its average thickness in the marginal

portions, where it has been exposed by working the deep dig-

gings or hvdraulic claims. This vast gravel bed is composed
of rounded masses of quartz, greenstone, and all the metamor-
phic rocks which are found in the high Sierras.

It is often locally stratified, but I could find no evidence of

any continuity in its beddings. The lower portions are com-
posed of larger boulders than the upper, as a general rule, but
this does not exclude the occasional presence of huge boulders

in the central and upper portions. In a fresh fracture of the

whole thickness of these deposits, such as may be seen daily in

the 'claims,' which are being actively worked, a striking con-

trast of color is seen between the lower and upper portions of

the gravel mass, consequent on the p rcohition of atmospheric
waters and air, oxydizing the iron resulting from the decompo-
sition of pyrites, and staining the -ravel of a lively red and
yellow color in waving lines and bands, contrasting boldly
with the blue color of the unoxydized portions. A close exam-
ination of the blue-colored portion of the gravel shows it to be
highly impregnated with sulphuret of iron, forming, in fact, the

chief esemenl b holds the pebbles in a mass as

firm as conglomerate, requiring the force of gunpowder to break

In the upper portions of these beds are frequent isolated

patches, often of considerable extent, composed of fine sand,

clearly showing water lines, curved, sloping or horizontal, but
never for any distance regular, and in these portions occur

frequently large quantities of lignite, or fossil wood, little

changed "from its original condition, but blackened to the color

of coal and flat with pressure. Among these remains are logs

similar in appearance to the Manzanita, now growing abun-
dantly on the hills of auriferous gravel. Some of these, which
I measured, were fifteen to eighteen inches in diameter and ten

to fifteen feet in length. Occasionally the mass of this ancient

driftwood accumulated in these eddies of the current, where
they were deposited with the fine sands, amount almost to a
continuous bed of lignite.

Wedge-shaped and lenticular masses of tough yellow and
whitish clay also occur in the ancient drift, replacing I

and affording, by their resisting power, a great impediment to

the operations of mining.
The 'slacking down' or diss] t _: ition which a few months

exposure of the hard gravel 'cement' produces, is due mainly,

the decomposition of the associated pyn
before noted. It is remarkable how large a part of the

smoothed and beautifully rounded stones, even those of large
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size" undergo a similar slacking by atmospheric action, even in

a very brief period of time, rendering it almost impossible to

preserve specimens of the gravelly concrete unless they are pro-

tected by varnish. The most unyielding of the ' cement' masses

are sometimes left over one season by the miners, exposed to the

air and frost, to secure the benefits of this disintegration, without

which but little of the contained gold can be obtained.

The gold is disseminated throughout the entire mass of this

great gravel deposit, not uniformly in value, but always in

greater quantity near its base or on the bed rock. The upper

half of the deposit is found to be always less in value than the

lower part, sometimes so poor that it would be unprofitable

working by itself, but inasmuch as there is no practicable mode
of working the under stratum without first moving the upper

portion, in practice the whole is worked.
The gold rarely occurs in large masses in this ancient gravel.

Often on the polished and very smooth surfaces of the 'bed

rock' and of the superincumbent masses of gravel when freshly

raised from their long resting place, the scales of brilliant

yellow metal are beautifully conspicuous. These are frequently

inlaid so firmly upon the hard granite floor of the ancient river

or glacier as to resemble hard stone mosaics. In fact the whole
surface of the bed rock requires to be worked over by the pick

to secure the gold entangled in its surface, to a depth, when
soft, (as of mica or chloritic slate or gneiss,) of several inches.

The method of extracting the gold from these deposits by
hydraulic process is described under a subsequent head.

The Bed Rock, as it is significantly termed by the miners,

shows everywhere when freshly exposed the most conspicuous
evidence of aqueous or glacial action. The course and direction

of the mot

i

its traces everywhere is plainly

discern able. Nothing would so satisfactorily convey a correct

idea of the remarkable features of this ancient floor, moulded
and rounded by water or ice, as a series of good stereoscopic

photographs such as I hope to secure the present season through
the kind assistance of Mr. C. F. Watkins, of San Francisco, so

well known for his admirable California views. The " bed rock"
varies of course in different portions of the area now under con-
sideration, being either granite, gneiss, greenstone or shale. In

e are observed numerous minute quartz veins pursuing

a course parallel to each other often for hundreds of feet without

In the 'American Claim,' at San Juan, the granite is suc-

ceeded on the west by a large jointed blue siliceous shale, of the
same strike with the main joints of the granite. This latter

rock is covered by numerous very large boulders of meta-
morphic conglomerate, of which no traces are seen in place.
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The course of the ancient current where I Lad an opportunity

of measuring it, appears to have been about 20°-25° west of
north, (magnetic,) which it will be observed is nearly at right

angles to the mean course of the middle and south forks of the
Yuba; but it is not far from parallel with the axis of the Sac-

direction of the scratches elsewhere in the great gold region, but
additional observations are required to justify any comprehen-
sive generalization. This much appears drarly shown, however,
by the present state of our knowledge on this" subject, viz: that

the spread of the ancient gold-bearing gravel was produced by
a cause greatly more elevated than the existing river system,

or, which is more probable, at a time when the continent was
less elevated than at present,

1 and moving in a direction con-

formable to the course of the valleys of the Sacramento and San
Joaquim. We find it impossible to admit the existing river-

system as a cause adequate to the spreading of such vast masses
of rounded materials ; the facts plainly point to a much greater

volume of water than any'now flowing in the valley. The sec-

tion already given illustrates perfectly the relations of the pres-

ent river-system to the more ancient one whose grand effects are

I in the bed rock and its vast superincumbent mass of
- gravel. It serves also to illustrate the process now

still in progress, by which the existing river system derived

its gold-bearing sands, in great part at least, from the cutting

away and secondary distribution of these ancient placers.

Those who have had the opportunity of visiting other por-

tions of the great gold region of California than that now
under consideration will at once recognize the local characters

of the details given as perfectly consistent with the general

phenomena of the ancient placers as observed elsewhere ; while

at the same time great differences are found in many of the

details. Thus in Calaveras and Tuolumne counties, 80 or 100
miles farther south, the volcanic matter capping the auriferous

gravel is found in the form of basaltic columns, beneath, which,

recur the same phenomena already described. Here the wood
contained in the gravel beds is beautifully agatised, or con-

verted into semi-opal, as is the case also at Nevada City, Placer-

ville, and 1 with beautiful impressions of
leaves of plants and trees similar in appearance to those now

1
It is the e larger part of the erosion excavating the

ter the Tertiary period. It was probably

during this san. - auriferous gravel -was prod..

degradation of the metamorphic schists and quartz veins of the Sierras by the joint
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This general description of the deep-lying placers of the Yuba
might be greatly extended from my notes, but enough has

probably been said to convey the impression that the phenom-
ena here described are on a grand and comprehensive scale, and

referrable to a general cause long anterior in date to the exist-

ing river-system; a cause which has been sufficient to break

down and transport the gold-bearing veins of the Sierras, with

their associated metamorphic rocks, thus laying up in store for

human use deposits of the precious metal in amount, on a scale

far beyond the notions generally prevailing of the nature of

placer deposits.

Quantity of Gold in the Deep Placers of the Yuba.—The exten-

sive mining operations which, since 1852, have been carried on
upon the ridge of land between the South and Middle Yuba riv-

ers, have supplied the data requisite for a pretty accurate estimate

of the average value of gold actually saved in mining and wash-

ing a given quantity of auriferous gravel. Without making an
exact survey of the ground, it would be impossible to give a

precise statement of the total quantity of gravel which has been
way, much less of what yet remains to be wasted

Fortunately, Mr. George Black, a skillful English engineer long

resident in California, has twice made a reconnoissance of the

ground now under consideration, and his Report,
11

privately

printed, has been placed at my disposal. I shall use its data

with freedom so far as they are required to confirm or extend
my own observations.

The mining ground in this area stretches along both margins
of the delta from French Corral, a place near its western ex-
tremity, in a line pretty closely parallel to the Middle Yuba,
skirted by the claims known as Birchville, Sweetlar*
topool, the Eureka claims (at North San Juan), Badger's Hill,

through Grizzly Gulch to Woolsey's Flat, Moore's Flat. Orleans
Flat, and Snow Point to Eureka, and thence crossing to the
South Yuba slopes ; it includes ),!

-

.

! Iloomfield,

Lake City, Grizzly Hill, Columbia, Pleasant Hill, and Monte-
zuma, the entire circuit being over sixty miles.

But I was fully convinced from my own examinations of this

ground, in November of last year, that but a very small part of
the mining ground available" for early development and quite
within easy control of the existing flow of water furnished by
the Middle Yuba Canal Co. and the Eureka Lake Co. has been
taken up, much less opened for work. Mr. Black estimates the

length of the mining claims at present supplied with water by
the Middle Yuba Canal Co. at five miles, with an average width
of three hundred and fifty yards, and an average depth of forty

* Report on tbe Middle Yuba Canal and Eureka Lake Canal, Nevada Co., Cali-
fornia. By George Black, Civil Engineer. San Francisco. 1864. pp.32.
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yards, making a quantity of one hundred and twenty-three
millions of cubic yards of auriferous gravel. He also estimates
that eight per cent of this quantity has been worked away in the
past twelve years, leaving one hundred and thirteen millions of

la which remain for future operations. At an average
:bur cents of gold to the cubic yard (the average in

the Yuba region appears to be from thirty cents to forty-five

cents per cubic yard, saved in the hydraulic process), the vol-

ume of auriferous gravel here estimated would yield over thirty -

eight millions of dollars. But the total area of the
places where grave

'

estimated by Mr. .

which, and much more, Is controlled l»v the 'water of the Eu-
reka L; k Co., or ot the Middle Vuba Cam 1. Tf this area is esti-

mated at an average of forty yards in depth (it varies from
eighty to two hundred and two hundred and fifty feet in depth),
we shall have one thousand eight hundred fifteen million nine
hundred and thirty-six thousand cubic yards of gravel, and if

this be estimated to yield only thirty cents per yard, we reach
the grand aggregate of five hundred and forty-four million six

hundred and ten thousand dollars as its probable \ ield in gold.

The average cost of the water required to wash away one
cubic yard of gravel has heretofore been seven and a half cents:

but if its price is reduced to six and a quarter dents (=16| cento

for one miner's inch of water) for each cubic yard, the cost of
the water to perform this work will be nearly one hundred and
twenty millions of dollars ($119,316,320). It is easy to see

from these statements that the amount of gold contained in the
deep placers of the Yuba a!

aggregate of all the gold ye
lieh (including silver) amounted on the first of Janu-

ary, 1865, to $695,944,786.* Mr. Black's estimate of the area
of mining ground applies only to certain marginal parts of
the Yuba district which are not covered by the volcanic toft.

I saw beyond these limits a vast amount of valuable mining
ground in this area, all under control of the existing water-
flow of the Eureka Lake Company. There is little doubt,
that at a future time a considerable portion of the ground
covered by volcanic ash beds will be made to yield its pre-

cious deposit in a day of cheaper labor, and with improved
methods of mining. At Forrest City, Minnesota, and Alleghany
town, situated on the north bank of the Middle Yuba, immedi-
ately opposite Snow Point, the volcanic ash bed covers the
'great Blue Lead' (part of the ancient auriferous gravel,) where
it has yielded almost fabulous wealth to the explorers. The
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1 Live Yankee Claim,' for example, at Forrest City, is reported

to have paid its owners over three millions of dollars. The
south side of the Middle Yuba yet remains to be explored for

the continuation of this streak of ' rich pay ' which points nearly

in the direction of the section given in this Report.

It will be observed that these estimates apply only to the

value of gold actually saved. That this amount is small com-

pared with the total contents of the placers, will appear when
we come to describe the method by which it is saved, and see

how crude that process yet is. What goes down the ravines

from the was shed again

in the rivers below by the Chinese and others, but there are no
data for determining how much is thus saved. No account is

taken in this connection of those extremely rich deep placers,

which, like the workings at Forrest City, &c, just nai

other localities, yield gravel so rich in gold that the whole
mass is often worked in a crushing mill.

Process of Hydraulic Mining.—With the more or less complete

sera in the ravines and river beds

sia, where the gold was first obtained with little labor

and by the most simple means, came the necessity of devising a

system by which the deep placers, like these under cons

'could be economically worked. The accomplishing of this ob-

ject demanded the use of a large amount of capital, to be expen-
ded in the construction of canals and aqueducts to convey water
from the mountains and fountain heads of the streams.

t quantity to command tne groi

3 for the opening of tunnels ;

the 'bed rock,' for the discharge of the gravel, an ope-
ration requiring much labor and skill, and consuming often sev-

eral years in their prosecution.
The association of labor and capital thus demanded, called

into existence in various parts of the State, Canal and Ditch
companies, the associates being generally miners, whose lim-
ited finances were eked out by borrowing money from bank-
ers, at rates of interest ranging; from three to five per centum
monthly. The Middle Yuba Canal Company was thus organ-
ized in 1853, and the construction of its hydraulic works
commenced, the water being brought from a point on the
Mi 1 1! Y\ ba riv -r just 1 I.. / W > .Is r's Flat, where the stream
was dammed, with a total cost, including the various branch
ditches, reservoirs and extensions, to June 1858, of $397,171.91,
(since then increased to about $600,000) and
of thirty-eight cubic feet of water per secon
be increased by inexpensive improvements to sixty cubic feet

per second. The first named quantity is equal to 1500 inches
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1

miner's measurement, the second to 2280 miner's inches.
4 The

Eureka Lake Water Company's works, commenced in 1858, have
cost about one million of dollars.

Experience has demonstrated that the larger the volume of
water employed in the process of washing, the more the efficiency

and greater the economy of the operation. The proper applica-

tion of the great media! i by large volumes of

water under a great pressure was a problem solved satisfactorily

only after many abortive trials and large experience. This prob-
lem involves the following conditions.

1st, The whole mass of auriferous gravel must be moved,
whatever its depth, quite down to the 'bed rock.'

2d, This must be accomplished by the action of water alone,

human labor being confined to the application of the water,

preliminary preparations it involves, the
material to be mov< d an<i disposed of in every day often hours
being from 1500 to 3000 cubic yards for each first class opera-

volving the use of 400 inches of water.

3d, The : ;tion of the compact conglome-
rate as a part of the uninterrupted operation of the whole system.

4th, The contemporaneous saving r^t the gold, without inter-

rupting the continued flow of the water.

5th, The disposal of the accumulations resulting from the*

removal of such vast masses of auriferous gravel.

These conditions are in practice met by the following steps.

The mining ground being selected, a tunnel is projected from
the nearest and most convenient ravine, so that starting in

the 'bed rock' on the face of the ravine, it shall approach the

center of the gravel mass to be mov< d R1 a gn li ntol about one
in twelve to one in twenty. The dimensions of this tunnel are

usually six feet in width by seven feet in height, sometimes
wider; and where possible, it is carried on a line of contact be-

tween the granite and the shales, for the greater ease of excava-

tion. These tunnels vary in length from a few hundred feet to

Louse. Theeectional'aiva thr,>Wi J
i

the volume by measurement. Thu> tw-

in depth, under a head of six inches, is c

) with a po-pulatioi
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several thousand feet, some of the longer consuming from two

to four or five years in driving, at a cost of from $10 to $60 per

foot, varying with the character of the rock to be excavated.

The end of the tunnel is designed to be from fifty to one hun-

dred or more feet beneath the under surface of the gravel at a -

point where a shaft is sunk through the gravel and 'bed rock
1

until it intersects the tunnel. It obviously demands careful en-

gineering to carry out works of such magnitude with the accu-

racy required, and for the want of sufficient care or skill in this

particular, years of costly labor and anxious expectation were
sometimes wasted in the early history of these enterprises.

The object of this laborious exploration is obvious. The
long tunnel becomes a sluice- way through the whole length of

which 'sluice boxes' are laid, at once to direct the stream and
save the gold. For this purpose a trough of strong planks is

placed in the tunnel two and a half feet wide and with sides

nigh enough above the pavement to control the stream. The
pavement is usually composed of blocks of wood six inches in

thickness and as wide as the sluice, cut across the grain of the

wood. These are placed about two inches apart at the ends

and held in position by cleets of two inches square. In the

interstices ('rifles') of two inches by four thus left, a small

portion of quicksilver is placed, to aid in catching the gold

which finds its way into these hollow spaces.

The vertical shaft is intended to furnish a fall of sufficient

height to break up the harder masses of conglomerate and
cement as the gravelly stream is precipitated, dashing from side

to side of the shaft, and finally with great force upon its rocky
bottom.

The water from the canal is brought by side flumes or aque-
ducts to the head of the mining ground, with an elevation of

one hundred to two hundred feet above the bed rock, and it is

conveyed into the bottom of the mining claims by iron pipes

sustained on a strong incline of timbers. These pipes are of

sheet iron, of adequate strength, rivetted at the joints, and meas-
ure from twelve to eighteen inches in diameter. These commu-
nicate at the bottom with a strong prismatic box of cast iron,

in the top and sides of which are openings for the adaptation of
flexible pipes, made of a very strong fabric of canvass, termin-
ating in nozzles of metal of two and a half to three inches in

diameter. From these nozzles the streams are directed against

the face of the gravel b rcc comparable to that

of ordnance. The volume of water employed varies, of course,

with the work to be done; but it is not uncommon to see four

or five such streams, each conveying two hundred inches of
water, acting simultaneously on the face of the same bank.
Oae thousand miner's inches are equal to twenty-six and a
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third cubic feet of water, weighing 1632 pounds, constantly

discharged against the face of the bank under a pressure of

ninety to two hundred pounds to the square inch, varyiog with

the height of the column. Under the continuous action of this

enormous mechanical force, aided by the softening power of the

water, large sections of the gravelly mass come crashing down
with great violence. The debris, speedily dissolving and disap-

pearing under the resistless force of the torrent of water, is hur-

ried forward to the mouth of the shaft, down which it is precipi-

tated with the whole volume of turbid water. Boulders of one
hundred to two hundred pounds in weight are shot forward by
this impetuous stream, accompanied by masses of the harder

cement, winch nice! in the I all down the shaft and in the con-

on of the great boulders, the crushing agencies required to

.integrate them
Theh,

in two benches. The upper halt is never so rich as the lower
and being also much less firm is worked away with greate:

y banks of 80 feet and upwards are usually worked
i benches. The upper half is never so rich as the lower,

y also much less firm is worked
rapidity. The lower section is much the

on the 'bed re

—

: pressure, resists even the full force of

the water stream until it has been loosened by gunpowder. For
this purpose adits are driven in on the 'bed rock' forty or fifty

feet from the face of the bank, and a tunnel extended at right

angles therefrom to some distance each side of the adit. In
J a large quantity of gunpowder is placed, from fifty

to two hundred kegs, and fired as one blast by a train laid from
without. In this manner, the compact conglomerate is broken
up, and the water then rapidly completes the work.

Sometimes the system of tunnels on the bed rock is extended
much as in a coal mine, by cross alleys leaving blocks, which
are then washed away, when the whole mass settles and disin-

tegrates easily under the influence of the water.

The tunnels in the bed rock already described are made
double, for the convenience of 'cleaning up' one of them while

the other is in action. The process of cleaning up is performed
every ten or twenty days, according to the size and richness of
the work, and consists in removing the entire pavement of
blocks from the bed of the sluice, and removing all the amal-
gam of gold and ' rich dirt ' collected in the l

rifles,' and re-

placing the blocks in the same way as at first; advantage is

taken of this occasion to reverse the position of the blocks when
they are worn irregularly, and to substitute new ones for those

which are worn through. The mechanical action of the washing
process on the blocks is of course very rapid and severe, so as

to command a complete renewal of them once in eight or ten

weeks. Some miners prefer a pavement of egg-shaped stones
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set like a cobble-stone pavement, the gold being d. :

the interstices. Most of the sluices are however paved with

rectangular wooden blocks as described.

Standing at the mouth of one of these long bed rock tunnels

in full action, one unaccustomed to the process is filled with a

almost to terror, as the muddy
mass sweeps with great velocity onward, bearing i

great boulders which add to the roar of the water, the whole

being precipitated down a series of falls, at each of which it

is caught up again by new sluices of timber lined like the first

one, and so onward and downward many hundreds of feet, until

the level of the river is reached at the distance perhaps of half

a mile or more from the mouth of the first tunnel. At each of

these new falls of twenty-five or fifty feet, the process of com-

minution begun in the first shaft is carried forward and a new
portion of gold is obtained.

Another ingenious device to secure the gold is by means

of what are called under currents. At the end of the last

sluice box, and beyond the mouth of the tunnel a grating

of iron bars is arranged lengthwise in the bottom through which

a portion of the water and finer material falls upon a series of

more gently graded sluices of double the width of the main

sluice. These sluices are placed at right angles to the other

while the great body of the gravel with the large boulders go

dashing forward over the fail, while the finer part thus di-

verted is more gently brought in contact with a new set of

mercurial rifles, from which it rejoins the main torrent ; and the

same process is repeated at each succeeding fall, until the river

is reached.

Rude as this method of saving the gold appears, experience

shows that more gold is saved by it than by any other method
of washing yet devised, while the economical advantages it offers

are incomparably greater than any other. In fact, it would be
entirely impossible to handle so vast a body of poor material in

any other way now known.
To show the enormous advantage gained by the present sys-

tem of working, compared with those formerly in use, Mr. Black
states that, taking a miner's wages at four dollars per day, the

cost of handling a cubic yard of auriferous gravel is as follows

:

With the pan, - $20.00
With the rocker, 5.00

With the long torn, 1.00

With the hydraulic process, - - - .20

In fact, man has, in the hydraulic process, taken command of
nature's agencies, employing them for his own benefit, compell-

ing her to surrender the treasure locked up in the auriferous
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gravel by the use of the same forces which she employed in dis-

tributing it

!

I have dwelt with the more fullness on this process, so famil-

iar to all Californians, because I am persuaded that few who
have not seen it in action have any a d< ^uate notion of its mag-
nitude and importance. By no other myitis certainly does man
more completely change the face of nature than by this method
of hydraulic mining. Hills melt away and disappear under its

influence, being distributed in the river beds below, every win-
ter's freshets carrying to lower and yet lower points portions of
the detritus, while whole valleys are filled with clean-washed
boulders of quartz and other rocks left behind in the general
debacle. Meanwhile the Sacramento and its tributaries, and

the San Joaquim flow turbid with red mud, bars are
formed where none existed before, and the hydrography of the

bay of San Francisco is changing under the influence of the
same causes. The desolation which remains after the ground

- - I appalling.

The rounded surface of the bed rock torn up with picks and
strewn with great boulders shows here and there islands of
gr; vol, risii g in v< rtical chits with red and blue stains, serving

to mark the ancient level and filling the spectator with ama,»
Stent at the changes, geological in their nature and extent, which
the hand of man has wrought.

But the auri sacra fames heeds no suggestion of the aesthetic;

the gold is there, we have the means and the power to re-

move it, why should we stay our hand ! The process is but
just commenced. It has required already twelve years to re-

move, as we have seen, eight per cent of the mining ground,
already recognized as such, in but a small portion of the area

between the two forks of the Yuba. Not this generation, nor
yet a fifth from this, will see the completion of the work, while

each year will hereali •1 production of gold
ud to the maximum possible with the water at command. The

nt of gold sent into commerce from this very limited por-

t of the ancient auriferous gravel has for many years

iuppiy.—it toiiows as an obvious conseque
has been said of the Deep Placers, and of the hydraul

llions of dollars annually.

Water Supply.—It follows as an obvious consequence of what

mining, that an adequate supply of water at a suitable elevation

is essential for the extraction of the gold contained in the ancient

auriferous gravel. The water shed between the two branches
of the Yuba River now under consideration, includes not only
the tributary streams which rise in the Sierras, such as Canon
Creek, Pass Creek, and others, but a great number of small and

:es, from a few acres to several miles in area which nes-

tle among the hills. Of these the largest is the Truckee Lake

;
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and although the waters of this considerable reservoir are not

now flowing in either of the canals under consideration, I am
credibly informed, on high authority, that they are likely to do
so ere long. Canon Creek Lake (called on the map Eureka
Lake) is the most considerable reservoir of the Eureka Lake
Canal Co. I visited it in November, after the first fall of snow,

but before the waters had commenced accumulating. In four

or five weeks time after it was full. A substantial dam built of

blocks of granite, raises its waters to a present average height of

forty-two feet above its outlet, with natural abutments of granite

capable of receiving twenty feet more of height. Its base is

transversely at bottom one hundred and twenty feet, its height

seventy feet, and from bank to bank its top measures two hun-
dred and fifty feet. The water face is protected by a double
covering of sawed planking, securely fastened, and in all five

inches in thickness. The flow of water is regulated by a sluice-

way of arched masonry. When full, the present capacity of this

reservoir is estimated at 933,000,000 cubic feet of water. By an
increase of twelve feet in the height of the darn, Mr. Black esti-

mates the increased capacity of this reservoir to be 262,000,000
of cubic feet of water, equal to twenty-five clays supply of the

canal with a constant stream, or in all about six months' supply.

But the canal receives its supply for four months, say from
the middle of April to the middle of August, from the moun-
tain streams, which afl ply from the constant
melting of the snows during this season ; the snow accumu-
lates in great quantities in the snowy Sierras during the winter
months, the melting of which supplies not only the flow of the
streams, but fills also to overflowing all the mountain lakes and
artificial reservoirs, in which the waters are kept in reserve
against the droughts of late summer and autumn. Rarely, as in

the summer of 1863-4, does the snow-fall fail to meet the de-

mands. During the year named, for the first time since the con-
struction of the canals, the reservoirs were not half filled, but dur-
ing the current year they were filled again by mid-winter. The
rain-fall for 1863-^ was less than has been known in California
since 1850-51. The snow in 1863^t measured only four feet.

a

[ for 1S63, '64, is only 1
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Besides the main reservoir are other smaller

voirs, of which the principal one is Lake Faucherie, on the

course of Canon Creek, perhaps four miles below the main res-

ervoir. A timber dam of thirty feet in height has been con-

structed across its outlet, forming a reservoir of about two
hundred acres, giving a volume of 217,000,000 of cubic feet.

Dams have also been erected across the outlets of several small

lakes to the west and south of Lake Faucherie, from the outlet

of which the main canal

The Eureka Canal is constructed partly in earth and partly

as a wooden flume. The dimensions of the main flume are

five feet nine inches in width; depth, three feet; fall, sixteen

feet per mile. The discharge is ninety-six and forty-four-hun-

dredths cubic feet per second, or 3,485 miners' inches, taking
the depth of water at two feet nine inches. If the full depth
of three feet were attained, the discharge would be one hundred
and thirteen and thirty-three-hundredths cubic feet, or 4,306
inches ; but on account of the irregularity in the grade and the

subsidences which have taken place, it is not practicable, at pres-

ent, to fill it to its full capacity.

Taking 3,485 inches as the supply, and deducting ten per cent

for loss by leakage, evaporation, etc., will leave 3,037 inches, the

supply which can be made available. The practical result,

which is 3000 inches, agrees very closely with this ; 3,037 inches

of a constant discharge during a working day of ten hours is

equal to 7,289 inches for twenty-four hours, which latter quan-
tity, therefore, is the available capacity of the canal, irrespec-

tive of the Miners' and other confluent ditches. The discharge

per second, being ninety-six and forty-four-hundredths cubic

feet, equals eight and one-third millions of cubic feet for twenty-

four hours. The yearly complement is therefore 3,041,000,000
cubic feet.

The storage capacity for the supply of the Canal is thus stated

:

Canon Creek Reservoir, 933 millions cubic feet.

Lake Faucherie, 2 1 7 " " "

Smaller lakes,
.' 100 " '« "

e Middle Tuba in 1856-7,
one foot of

fall of snow, divided by seven, is equal to the rain-fall.)

Sekies, Vol. XL, No. 118.-Juxy, 1865.
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This amount divided by eight and one-third millions, the daily

supply, equals one hundred and fifty days', or five months' stor-

age supply. A partial deficiency exists during three months of

the year, from the middle of January to the middle of April,

during a part of which period, however, the demands for wash-

ing are at a minimum. In ordinary years the reservoirs are not

drawn from before the middle of August. In 1864, however,

the draft commenced as early as July 1st, owing to the very

exceptional dryness of that season.

The main canal after leaving Canon Creek takes a westerly

direction, and follows the contour of the hills on the south side

until it crosses Jackson Creek, a distance of about seven miles
;

thence taking a more northerly direction for two miles, it crosses

a depression in the ridge, and keeping above "Weaver's or Eu-
reka Lake, follows the north slope of the ridge to Eureka, a dis-

tance of about eleven miles; continuing in the same direction

two miles further, it erosses a low depression by means of the

Magenta and National aqueducts. From this it still follows the

same slope of the ridge to Snow Tent, a distance of thirty-two

miles from its commencement. At this point, being on the crest

of the ridge, it discharges itself on the north side into Bloody
Run, a tributary of the Middle Yuba, and on the south side into

Bloomfield Creek, a tributary of the South Yuba, thus obtaining

the complete command of the country from river to river.

Among the wonders which strike a visitor on first seeing

the mining regions of California, are the lofty aqueducts con-

structed on trestle-work for the purpose of carrying the water
across deep ravines. Often these structures are slight and in-

secure, but the Magenta and National (or Washington) aque-

ducts on the line of the Eureka Canal are remarkable exceptions
to this. They are thus described by Mr. Black

:

"The Magenta and National aqueducts, which reflect great credit on
the ability and skill of Mr. Faucherie, the engineer, are the finest works
of the kind in California. During their construction, in 1859, 1 had fre-

quent opportunities of inspecting them, as I was at that time engaged

g on the works of the Sierra Nevada Lake Water Canal, on
the opposite side of the Yuba. The National Aqueduct is in length

1,800 feet

;

live feet. The Magenta Aqueduct is

1,400 feet in Ieugth, and its greate'st height one hundred and twenty-six

feet. The size of the flume is seven feet by one foot and three inches
;

grade, one foot per hundred feet. The sides were

i them. The posts of the trestles

were all hewn from trees _ . no splicing existing in

any part of them ; they are whole from foundation to top. The sides of

the flume, one foot three inches in depth, are formed of whole scantlings

D length and seven inches in width. The trestles are placed
thirty feet apart from centers ; they are well and securely braced. The
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whole aqueduct was built in sections of thirty feet each ; each section,

th« spot where it was constructed, by
which scaffolding was completely dispensed with. This work, to-day, is

and substantial, and likely to last for many years."

The aggregate length of all the ditches in the Eureka Com-
pany's ownership is about two hundred miles.

In the ownership of the San Juan Company the aggregate
length is about half this quantity, twenty-six miles being in the
main San Juan ditch.

The safe capacity of discharge of the canals of both Com-
panies, being a constant stream during 10 hours, is as follows

:

Eureka Lake Canal 3,000
Miners' Canal 750
Other districts 250

4,000
Middle Yuba Canal 1,500

5,500 inches for 10 hours, equals for 24 hours 13,200
20 per cent deficiency in supply, stoppages, and other causes, 2,620

10,580
Say 10,000 inches per day.

The laws of California are quite peculiar in respect to the
rights of miners to the control of mining ground and of water.

The miner has no ownership in fee, but an absolute control so

long as he conforms to the mining laws of his district. Mining
being the great business of the State, the rights of miners

been most carefully guarded, and are esteemed prior to

ontroi or water, the Jaws permit ana pro

nknown under the English common law, such

all other property rights of real estate. As respects the

-ol of water, the laws permit and protect usages
sh common law, such as the per-

of water from its original channels for min-
ing uses. The right of 'locating' streams for such purposes
is fully recognized and established as against adverse interests,

by numerous decisions of the highest Courts of law. An ab-
stract of these mining laws may be found in Hittel's Resources
of California, page 354.



F. Gardiner on the i

The following observations were made upon the ice on the

Kennebec river during the months of February and March, 1865.

The location is in the town of Gardiner, at a point where the

river is about 700 feet wide. The water is entirely fresh for

many miles below, and the average ebb and flow of the tide

here is five feet. The depth of water varies, according to the

state of the tide and the particular locality, from 17 to 25 feet.

In the course of the winter the ice is always observed to crowd
ashore, crumpling up in ridges on the flats and near the edge of

the channel. This process was already well advanced when, after

various delays, these observations were begun, Feb. 6. A row
of stakes was planted in the ice, by boring holes quite through
to the water, at distances of about 100 feet apart, avoiding a I

very near approach to either shore. Their positions were deter- I

mined by observing the range of each with a near and a distant

fixed object on the shore, by means of an instrument with a
small telescope, and also by the angles subtended at each posi-

tion by fixed objects on the opposite shores. After an interval

of time, the instrument was placed in the same range, and the

distance from it to the stake measured. The stakes were soon
broken off even with the ice by boys, and then a heavy snow
fall rath the consequent sinking of the ice and formation of a
separate sheet of ice above, with water between and slush above,
made it impossible to recover the ends of the stakes until March
18th. The distance between the eastern and western stakes was
500 feet. March 18, the easternmost stake was found to have
moved to the eastward 12| inches. A stake 200 feet west of •

this had not sensibly changed its position. The western-most
stake had moved to the westward 12 feet 2 in. There was thus a
total expansion of the ice of 13 feet 2f in. in a breadth of 500
feet, or 2 -646 per cent nearly, in 40 days. Of course this motion
is entirely independent of the action of gravity, and is possibly
due to variations in the temperature of the air, that of the water
having been nearly constant, as will be seen below. It is to be
regretted that there are no data for determining the proportion
of this motion in successive proportions of time—a defect which

rations of another winter, and of observers
in other localities, may supply. The temperatures observed at
my house, I

j . er, during the time, are as fol-
lows, in degrees Farenheit : Mean temperature, Feb 6 to 28
inclusive, 22-37°

] mean of extreme heat of each day, 32°
; mean

of extreme cold, 12-74°
; mean diurnal variation, 20"217° ex-

treme heat, 45°
;
extreme cold, -17°

; extreme variation
'

62°
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March 1 to 18, inclusive.—Mean temperature, 33138°
; mean of

extreme heat, 41-33°
; of extreme cold, 24-944°

; mean diurnal

variation, 15-44° ; extreme heat, 50°
; extreme cold, 7°

; extreme
to . These temperatures, of course, are each that of

the shade ; they would be much increased by taking into con-

sideration the influence of the sun to which the ice was exposed.

When the ends of the stakes were recovered, they were float-

ing in greatly enlarged holes. The stakes were pieces of pine

turned, £ in. in diameter. They were placed in holes of 1£ in.

diameter, and frozen in firmly. When found, the holes varied

from 1^ to 6£ in. diameter. This fact probably accounts for the

anomalous temperatures given below, and must be due to the

action of the sun's rays in the substance of the ice absorbed by
the wood of the stakes. It also illustrates the effect upon the

ice of objects within its substance. The larger holes were in

the middle and near the eastern side of the river ; the smaller

were toward the western shore, where a high bank cuts off the

sun early in the afternoon.

The subjoined temperatures of the water and ice were taken

with thermometers enclosed in cylinders of pine of such size

as to leave a minimum thickness of \ in. of wood outside the

bulb. The piece of wood covering the graduated side of the

stem was confined only by an inclia rubber ring which could

be slipped off in an instant. These thermometers were made
by Green of New York, accurately graduated to r\° C, and
easily read to ^V - The temperatures of the air and snow were
observed with naked thermometers. The niinimum time of ex-

posure in each case was a half hour, and it was not found that

a longer exposure produced any change, although an hour was

f
tried. The thermometers were sunk perpendicularly

in the ice, by boring holes with an augur a trifle larger than the

thermometer cases, and, after inserting them, stopping the top

of the hole with dry snow. The measurements, in all cases, are

to the center of the bulb, which was about 1^ in. long. The
temperature of the water was always observed near the bottom
of the river, and also immediately under the ice ; but no differ-

ence was observed except on Feb. 6, when the water near the

bottom was 0-10, and just below the ice -0-05, the ice at the time

wasting a little. Feb. 15, 010 ; Feb. 22, 0-15
; March 11, 035

;

March 18, after a heavy rain, producing a freshet and filling the

river with melted snow, 015. This freshet terminated the ob-

servations upon the ice.

At a point about the middle of the river and near the line of

the stakes, varied, however, a few feet for each observation, the

following observations were made : Feb. 6, mean temperature

of air in shade, 0°
; depth of snow on ice, 15 in. ; thickness of

" snow ice," 6J in. ; of black ice, 6£ in. ; total, 13 in.—surface
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of ice 3 in. below surface of water. Temperature of snow just

below its surface, 0°; just above the ice, -3'45° ; of ice at depth

of 10 in., -195. Feb. 15, air in shade, -4-15 ; depth of snow, 6

in. Below this was a sheet of ice generally 3£ in. thick, then a

layer of water 2£ in., then about 12 in. of ice ; in all, 18 in.

The temperature of the ice was taken at a point where the two
layers were frozen together. Snow near surface, -1'55°

;
just

above ice, -0*75°
; ice at depth of 2 in. 046° ; at 14 in., 0-65V

Feb. 22, thickness of snow, ice, and water, about the same.

Temperature of air in shade, - 390° ; of snow near its surface,

0°
;
just above ice, 055°

; of enclosed water, OOo . The layer

of water prevented the examination of the ice below. March
18, snow on the ice all gone ; upper layer of ice, 4 in., but much
disintegrated and in places wholly gone ; enclosed water vary-

ing from 2 to 5 in., and the entire thickness of the whole reduced
to from 14 to 15 in. Temperature of enclosed water, 085°

;

temperature of air in shade, 3 90°
; in sun, 7'25 . At another

point, where the draft of air under a bridge kept the surface

nearly free from snow, but still fully exposed to the sun, the

following observations were made: February 15—air in shade,
-4'70°; in sun, 0°

; thickness of "snow ice," 3 in. ; of black ice,

19 in. : total, 22 in. Temperature of ice at depth of 2 in., - 0-35°
;

at 10 in., -2-15°; at 18 in., -2'25°. Feb. 22,—air in shade,
-2-25°; in sun, 9"50°

; snow ice, 2* in.; black ice, 2 If in.:

total, 24^ Temperature of ice at 2 in., 2-15°
;

2

at 10 in., 1-00°
;

at 18 in., 0-65°
; at 22 in., 0-90°. The surface of ice in the sun

was thawing freely. March 11,—air in shade, -220°
; in sun,

11-10°
; surface of ice thawing in the sun. Thickness of black

ice, (there being no snow ice), 22| in. Temperature, at 2 in.,
1-90°

5

1

at 10 in., 2-35° ;' at 18 in., 1-25V
These observations show that the ice expands without reference

to the temperature of the water, and that the temperature of the
ice itself, for such thickness as above given, varies considerably,
its changes having little reference to the water below. It also
appears that the rays of the sun at these depths, (and probably
the same would be true of much greater depths,) are absorbed
largely by an enclosed object, even of a light color. In the uni-
form temperature of the water at various depths, there is evi-
dence that the sudden disintegration of the ice, and its disap-
pearance, is not in this instance due to the action of the water.
This occurs constantly on the large ponds in the neighborhood,
but rarely on the river. It never takes place until the " snow
ice is entirely melted, and is believed to be due to the action
of the sun.

1 Chips of the ice left in the hale ^ere melted, and thermometer case some-
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ART. III.— On the Oriyin and Formation of Prairies ; by
Leo Lesquereux.

[Concluded from vol. xxxix, p. 327.]

We now come to the examination of the new theory of Prof.

Wine-hell.
1 A clear abstract is given by the author himself in

the following words

:

1. The soil of the prairies is of lacustrine formation, as proved
by its physical characters, and by the necessary effect of geo-
logical changes of level which are generally admitted to have

2. Lacustrine sediments enclose but few living germs.

3. Diluvial deposits, on the contrary, are found everywhere re-

plete with living germs.

4. The living germs of the diluvial deposits were buried dur-
ing the glacial epoch.

5. In proportion as the diluvial surface became exposed, the
flora of the pre-glacial epoch was reproduced.

6. The vegetation which finally appeared on the drained la-

custrine area was extra-limited, and was more likely to be herba-

ceous than arboreal.

The above quoted conclusions are sustained with ability by
various arguments, and merit, therefore, careful consideration.

The first is, " The soil of the prairies is of lacustrine formation,"

etc.—As Prof. Winchell states, in the beginning, that his sys-

tem is not intended to explain the formation of the low wet
prairies, but only that of the high rolling prairies, and as, in re-

marking on the extent of the ancient lakes, he says that its arms
reached into Iowa, we may admit that the high rolling prairies

of this State are considered by him as resulting from the same
lacustrine action. We might go farther west, and follow the same
formation over a surface continually rising to an elevation of
5000 feet,

5 But it is not necessary for our present argument.
In Iowa the knolls of the high prairies are 1,500 feet above the
Ocean, and as Lake Michigan is only 600 feet above the sea, its

waters, to reach the high prairies of Iowa, should have been 900
feet higher than they now are. How would this agree with the
actual configuration of our country? Moreover, as the level

of the high prairies of Southern Illinois is now at least 150
feet lower than that of Lake Michigan, this part of the country,
in the supposition of the author, should have been, at the time
of the formation of the Iowa prairies, under at least one thousand
feet of water. With such an elevation of the lakes as supposed

1 This Journal, [2], xxxviii, 332.
1

Prof. Whitney in Geol. Report of Iowa, p. 19 ; for this and gome of the follow-
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above, all the highlands of Indiana and Ohio should have been

also deep under water. For, the highest point of the Ohio

canal, at Licking, being 890 feet above the sea, there is still about

500 feet of difference between this point and the level of the

Iowa prairies. The whole high country in Ohio and Indiana is

nevertheless covered with forest.

Nobody, indeed, can deny that the whole surface of the

prairies, from the lowest to the highest point, has been recently

(geologically considered) under water. But to reduce to a mere

extension of Lake Michigan, or of the basin of our lakes, an

epoch of submergence which has left its traces over the whole

extent of our continent, is narrowing the phenomenon of a

whole epoch to one of its merely local results. The deposits of

this Champlain epoch follow the rivers of the valley of the

Mississippi to their highest affluents and their sources.
3

I have

seen them overlie the Drift along the banks of the Big "Waraju

river, in the Indian Territory, at an elevation of more than two I

hundred feet above the bed of the river. This epoch of subsi-

dence has been followed by an epoch of slow upheaval and slow

drainage whose action is recognizable in denudations, deepening

of channels, moulding of terraces, along the lakes and the

rivers, etc.,
4 and in the formation of prairies over immense,

nearly horizontal plains, which were necessarily covered with

vast sheets of water, lakes, and swamps. If the wider expanse

of our lakes at former times is understood in that way, it is indeed
undeniable. But, as we have already said, these lakes cannot be
considered in the phenomenon as causative or primitive agents.

And if it is so, all the deposits of that epoch belong to the same
lacustrine formation, and as all these surface deposits which were
not horizontal are generally wooded, and often densely so, we
are already authorized to conclude that the so-called lacustrine

formation has, by its nature, no direct relation to the prairies.

Before passing to another of the statements of the author, I
would like to ask if there is not a contradiction in asserting that
there was " little difficulty in discovering the true origin of the
so-called ' wet prairies ' so common in Ohio and Michigan, and
now usually termed 'marshes,' 'swales,' 'bogs,' and in proving
that the humidity and sourness of the soil were the real causes
of the absence of ordinary upland trees from their surface,"

5 and
to say, in considering my opinion identified by the author with
the former, that " it is so well known that there is- no situation
so wet but certain trees will flourish in it," (referring here to the
soil of swamps.)9

Is it not also a contradiction to acknowledge
that the wet prairies, along the shores of our lakes, are caused

* Dana : Manual of Geology, p, 547.
4 The Terrace epoch. Dana, ibid., p. 554.
* This Journal, [2], xxxviii, 333. • This Journal, ibid, p. S43.
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./ humidity of the soil, and to assert that the high prairies,

aider lacustrine influence, owe their origin to quite another
ime modify the action of lacus-

tht

with

Nothing is known of the length of time for which the germs
of seeds can be preserved in water. Salt water and fresh water
appear to have about the same destructive action on seeds.

Though a number of fruits and seeds are brought by currents
from the shores of America to those of Scotia and Norway, these
seeds do not, or only very rarely, germinate, even under careful
cultivation.' The marine cocoa-nut (Lodoicea Seychellarum Lab.)
has been carried for ages by currents from the Praslin Islands to
the Maldive, and, nevertheless, it has not been naturalized on
these last islands, although similar to the former in climate.

6 In
fresh water, the only instance known of seeds preserved for a
length of time is that quoted by Dureau de la Malle, who says,'

that seeds of White Birch, (Betula alba, L.), preserved their ger-

minative power after twenty years of immersion. Nothing, or
very little, is known, either, of the duration of vitality in differ-

ent kinds of seeds, under various circumstances. Even for the
same species, this duration depends on their degree of maturity,

and on the substance in which they have been deposited. When
inclosed in a perfectly dry, unalterable matter, in carbon, for ex-
ample, and sheltered against any kind of atmospheric action, the
life of seeds may be, apparently, preserved for a long but not
for an indefinite period of time. Isolated and apparently mar-
velous facts, tending to prove the preservation of the vegetative
power of some seeds for centuries, have been quoted by authors.
But these peculiar cases have not been carefully enough investi-

gated to be considered as conclusive for science; or, after inves-
tigation, have been found to be mere fabrications, published for

mercenary purposes. Three cases of this kind are quoted by
Prof. Winchell in support of his 4th assertion. One regards the
seeds of raspberries taken from the stomach of a skeleton, found
30 feet below the surface of the earth. With the body were
found " some coins of the Emperor Hadrian, from which we are
justified in assuming that these seeds had r

for 1600 to 1700 years." I will say nothing of that stomach
preserved for 1700 years, though, supposing that the story was
true, it would indicate a concurrence of peculiar circumstances,
so remarkably favorable to the preservation of organic sub-
stances, that we should consider the case of the preserved vital-

J
Alph. De Candolle Geogr. Bot., p. 616. a

Hooker's Bot. Mag., t. 2734.

Am. Jouk. Sc: .. v u ni-Jctr, 1865.
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ity of the raspberry seeds, as quite an exceptional one. But on

this subject, Prof. Ad. DeCandolle, who mentions the same fact,

and who has studied more closely than any other botanist this

interesting question of the preservation of seeds, says: "Prof.

Lindley has quoted a species of Re « hose seeds

were found in a human skeleton, w to be some

centuries old ; but after verification of the fact, the seeds proved

to be more recent."
10 DeCandolle says nothing of that bulbous

root found in the hands of a mummy and which produced a

beautiful dab the fact, as one of those apocry-

phal stories with which science had better not be encumbered.

Not that the statement of Prof. Lindley is to be doubted ;
but

that this celebrated botanist, too prone to believe stories in con-

firmation of b sled by false accounts.

We know of old that the merchants of Egyptian mummies are

not more conscientious in the preparation of their goods for mar-
ket, than the manufacturers of Italian or of Syrian antiquities.

J
Manuscripts, seeds, rings, every kind of remarkable utensils and I

bodies, have been wrapped with the old bones of Egyptian mum-
mies, to raise their price This explains also the third case of

long preservation of seeds of wheat from the pyramids, quoted I

by Prof. Winchell. I have myself cultivated green peas, duly
certified as directly coming from the same source and bought at

a high price ; and learned to my cost that the most common of

our varieties of this vegetable was already cultivated at the time
of the Pharaohs.
But even accrediting to the seeds a vitality of infinite dura-

tion, whenever they are imbedded under favorable conditions,
wrapped in a hard and perfectly dry body, sheltered against
any kind of atmospheric influence, we must inquire if the diurnal
or drift deposits may have afforded to them these conditions of
preservation.

Two theories only are admissible for explaining the transpor-
tation of the drift materials : 1st, Water and floating Icebergs,
2d, Glaciers. In the first case the transport of seeds would have
been made in water. •< yed, as it has been
remarked already. Admitting, with Prof Winchell, the trans-
portation by glaciers, we are called to suppose or believe that
seeds of all the species of trees now living on the north part of
our continent, have been at first buried and then carried in the
drift, as in a kind of Noah's ark, especially provided for the
pres ovation of vegetables. But the transportation of the ma-
terials carried by glaciers is only partly done upon their sur-
face, and does not proceed in a way very favorable to the pres-
ervation of seeds. In their forwa

.

, ice f the
glaciers is continually broken into innumerable fissures of vari-
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ous size, often broad crevasses of great depth, where heaps of

transported materials are constantly engulfed, to be, by the

movement of the ice, crushed, ground up, and, by ami bv,

thrown back to the surface to be swallowed again. Hence, all

the materials transported by glaciers bear the marks of long
grinding. The soft stones have been reduced to sand or to

mud, the hard ones arc rounded into pebbles, and the few which
have casually escaped burial have still their angular corners

smoothed away, of course. And though the movement is slow,

the materials carried on the back of the glaciers (moraines) are

eoiitin ially mixing and in a confused mass, and thus, though
their thickness may be great, they are at repeated times ex-

posed to atmospheric action. How then could it be supposed
that mere seeds, especially large ones, like acorns, nuts, beech
nuts, etc., could have resisted the crushing action of ice, when
hard stones have been ground into sand and mud. For, accord-

ing to the theoi r, the s eds o ight to hav b t n
j
n serv< 1 within

the transports 1 mat ui ils. as it is positively stated that diluvial

materials are full of seeds.

Prof. Winched says, "The general effect of the events which
ushered in and marked the progress of the reign of ice was to

destrov the vegetation flourishing over all the northern portion

of the continent, and mingle its forms with cubic miles of debris

detached from the underdying rocks," etc. What has become
of these forms of vegetation, remains of vast destroyed forests

which have produced those seeds il is replete?

Are trunks and branches of trees more difficult to preserve than

seeds? Whohasfoui: « buried 50
and 100 fett in this di'uvial rubbish V 1 Although the drift has

been cut by canals, railroads, etc., over its vast extent, I do not

know that'any large deposits of vegetable remains have been
found in it. there is, near Cleveland, Ohio, a bed of vegetable

matter, a compound of leaves and branches of nearly carbonized

Conifers heaped in patches, within sandy clay, and which do
not appear to have been transported from the place where the

v. They look like the scattered remains of an in-

fc-bog. Here, at Columbus, a few pieces of wood have
been dug out, at a depth of twenty feet, from a kind of drifted

clay not"far from the banks of the Scioto river. They may or

may not belong to the Drift ; in any case they were, when talcen

out, as soft as clay and decayed throughout. These are the only
Drift deposits of vegetable remains which have come under my

And if the diluvial deposits are replete with living germs,

how is it that wherever these deposits are deeply cut, and their

inmost recesses exposed to view, we do not see this new ground

11 This Journal, 1. c, p. 334.
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invaded at once by a peculiar kind of vegetation, especially by
trees? Along the Ohio canals, the exposed Drift remains abso-

lutely sterile in the first years after its denudation. By and by,

some seeds of the plants growing in the neighborhood, those of

the Mullen especially, invade this new soil, and become for a time

its predominant vegetation. Afterward, a few shrubs, also the

most common in the vicinity, appear on it; and it is only long

years after, and when the surface of the original ground is

already covered by a coat of vegetable mould, that a few trees,

the Black Locust, the Elm, etc., are seen here and there growing
up among the bushes.

Prof. Winchell again says :
" 4th, The living germs of the dilu-

vial deposits were buried during the glacial epoch ;" and, "5th, In
proportion as the diluvial surface became exposed, the flora of the

pre-glacial epoch was reproduced. .

The author supposes that the vegetation which characterized

the close of the Tertiary period was probably nearly identical

with that existing at the present day under "the same climatic

conditions." The climate of the Tertiary period at our latitude

was evidently warmer than it is now, and, in the supposition of
the author, we must expect of course to find the seeds of northern
species, brought with the Diluvium and established with us, tak-

ing the place of those destroyed by the influence of the glacial

period. Considering only the general character of the flora of
the Tertiary at different latitudes, it agrees well enough with this

idea, and we may give here some details which tend to strengthen
the hypothesis, more, perhaps, than any reason advanced by the
author himself
The Tertiary flora of Iceland, at least what is known of it,

is more closely related to our present flora than that of the Ter-
tiary of the Mississippi. Among twenty-seven species of Phe-
nogaraous plants,

13
it has eight Conifers, one of which, the most

common, is an Araucaria ; two Pines, one of them related to
Pinus serotina Michx. ©f ours; five Firs, one also related to our
Abies balsamea Marsh., or Abies Fraseri Pursh. Among the
Monoeotyledonous plants, this flora of Iceland has a Sparganium,
a species of the Naiadacea and the seeds of a sedge ; and among
the Dicotyledonous it has three species of Birch, one of which
is related to our Belula excelsa Ait; one Alder, one Willow, one
Hazelnut, one Oak, whose nervation resembles that of our Quer-
cus montana Willd.

; one Buttonwood {Platanus), one Dombey-
opsis, a genus of the Linden family, represented only by broken,
scarcely determinable leaves; one Maple, apparently the most
predominant species in that Tertiary flora of Iceland and re-
markable by its large leaves and large fruits ; one Grape rela-
ted to Vitis vulpina L. of ours.; one Tulip tree, one Buckthorn,

« Tins Journal, 1 c, p. 881 -" 0. Heer: Flora Tert. Belvet iii 117.
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one Sumach, and one Walnut. If we consider the genera n\\\y,

it is evident that this flora has the greatest a imingy with ours;

and if we could account for the transportation of seeds, it would
perhaps seem reasonable to suppose that the change of character
of our vegetation, since the Tertiary period, might be explained
by Prof. Winchell's theory. Before conceding the value of this

supposition, however, we must look further to what we know
of the characters of the vegetation in our recent geological ages.

The materials collected till now from the flora of Iceland as well
as from our own are not sufficient to form a solid basis for argu-
ment, but we must use them as they are.

In the lower Miocene (may be the Eocene?) of the State of
Mississippi, the most abundant remains of fossil plants belong to

a species of Calamopsis, an extinct genus of Palms. With this,

and in about the same abundance, there are leaves of a Sabal
resembling our Palmetto, and of Fig and Cinnamon trees. At
a higher stage, in the red shales, which I consider as true Mio-
cene, we find still some leaves of Fig, Cinnamon, and S.

lies of our time. Higher still, in the chalk banks of
Columbus, Kentucky, we have leaves and fruits, whose relation

wrer to our present species. Some of them so much so,

that I have considered them as identical with ours.
14

Passing

higher up in the formations, we have, along the banks of the

lower Ohio river, thick strata of a compound of leaves and fruits

mixed with alluvial clay and formed in terraces. All the species

of this formation are of our time and of our latitude.

In the difference of forms between the plants of the lower
Tertiary and those of our epoch, we recognize a constant modi-
fication of specific characters, but one so uniform and so slow in

its progress that we cannot consider it as resulting from any
great geological cataclysm. These changes are nevertheless evi-

dent ; as evident after the glacial epoch as at the different stages

of the Tertiary, but no more marked. Therefore, I do not see

that we can ascribe the last change to a peculiar glacial agency,
especially when, to sustain the hypothesis, we should have now,
in our arborescent vegetation, exactly the same species as those
of the Northern Tertiary. This is certainly not the case. For
out of the twenty-seven species of the Tertiary of Iceland, no

'

one is perfectly iden: r only are related to

species of our "time, and the most remarkable and prominent,
Araucaria and Acer otopterix Gp., that maple noted for its very
large fruits, are types of which no trace appears, in our actual

vegetation.

14 This Journal, [2], xxvii, 364. Specimens of these fossil plants were sent to

Prof. Heer, who denied the identity of some of them with species of our time, and
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Prof. Winchell's next statement is, "6th, The vegetation. whM
peared on the drained lacustrine area was ex\

more likely to be herbaceous than arboreal.

What is an extra-limital vegetation? Prof. Winchell sup-
poses that after the Drift epoch the whole continent pass
the action of the ocean's surges. That the highest points of the

.ring from this general flood were immediately covered
with forests, from the seeds preserved in it. That, at the time
when this portion of the emerged continent "was again clothed
with those forms of verdure which had adorned it at the close
of the Tertiary period," " the retreating waters paused to brood
over the wide region destined to become the garden of the West

;

perpetual dilution converted them into a vast inland sea of fresh
water, upon whose bottom gathered the lifeless sediments that
were to be the soil of the prairies."

A few simple measurements have already contradicted the es-

sential idea in this paragraph. We have quoted it only to show
that by extra-limital species, the author understands a]

species which either did not belong to the Tertian-, or.'.-lid not
inhabit the forests bordering the lacustrine prairies, and were
brought from somewhere far away. For the vegetation of the
prairies is of a type quite different from that of the forests, and
cannot have originated from it How, then, can we account for
this extra-limital origin of species and the transportation of seeds
across the forests surrounding the lacustrine deposits ? Can we
suppose that, for hundreds of centuries, the seeds of trees never
progressed by dispersion, never trespassed upon that limit
marked by the borders of ancient lakes, though the so-
adapted for their germination and their growth ;

,B
and that the

lacustrine soil was invaded by herbaceous plants brought from
far away across the forests, we know not whence? It is not neces-
sary to attempt to refute such a supposition. Are the seeds of
Maple, Box-Elder, Linden, Hornbeam, Ironwood, Birch Alder

.ttonwood, etc., which are either winged or surrounded
with down or with hairs to facilitate their dispersion, more diffi-
cult to transport by natural known agencies, such as winds cur-
rents, etc., than those of Pentalostemon, A
and other Leguminosse so common on the prairie's? The vege-
tation of the prairies has the same general character b -

the swamps and marsh lands. In both there is esp
abundance of large, coarse Composite, " plants which continu
ally pump water by their roots from the soil

their leaves into the atmosphere as vapors."- These and mSst
of the other species of the prairies have generally deep-creeping
or tap conical and tuberous roots, penetrating the soil and thus
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s °Pinion- Thia Journal, [2], xxxviii 34416 De Candolle Physiol. Veget, p. 1210.
*«.vui, <J44.
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escaping destruction by conflagration.
17 And with these, there

are the sedges, and the'hard grasses, like the Andropogons, which
seek a siliceous soil, and whose tissue is so hard*, ned by nlica that

their culms are not even consumed by the autumnal lires. These,

and indeed many of the species of the high prairies of the Mis-

sissippi, are found in our swamps along the canals of Ohio.

A simple remark on the whole theory will close this examin-
• be ac-

nces of
the phenomenon which it proposes to explain; and its explana-
tions should he sustained by what we know of natural laws still

in activity, and by action so evident that its effects cannot be
denied. 'Neither of these conditions is fulfilled, I think, by the

new theory. It takes into consideration a very small part of the

whole system of prairies, explaining neither the low lacustrine

nor the tlu\ those of the sea nor those of the

% etc. xVnd it refuses to acknowledge an evident opera-

tion constantly at work under our eyes, the resalt of a simple

Art. IY.—Preliminary notice of a small collection of Fossilsfound
by Dr. Ha Kenvu <: t '><- \ at the highest

northern hcaiitits ever explored; by F. B. Meek.

Some time after Dr. Hays' return from his Arctic expedition,

he sent on to the Smithsonian Institution several boxes of min-
eral and rock specimens collected by him while in the north, to

be examined by Prof. Thomas Egleston. On opening these,

Prof. Egleston noticed, amongst other specimens, a mass of

gray limestone containing a few fossils, to which he called the

attention of the writer. Finding these to be of much interest,

considering the distant northern locality from which they were
obtained, the other specimens were then carefully examined, and
fragments of a few other fossils found amongst them. When
Dr. Hays subsequently visited Washington, he stated that the

best specimens of fossils collected by him were then in the pos-

session of a friend at Philadelphia, and that those we had seen
were merely fragments that had been packed up with the rock
specimens. At the request of Dr. Hays, the writer agreed to

examine and report upon these fossils, so soon as the other speci-

mens could be sent on from Philadelphia. After the lapse of five

or six months, however, without their arrival, inquiries were

tends sometimes its ravages beyond the natural limits of the prairies
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made in regard to them, when it was ascertained from Dr. Hays
that his friend, with whom he had left the specimens, had sent

them on some time previous. Unfortunately, however, up to

this time they have not been received, and, as it is quite probable

they may never be recovered, it has been thought desirable in

the interests of science, as well as injustice to the intrepid Arc-

tic explorer, Dr. Hays, that such conclusions as can be deduced
from the meager collection of imperfect fossils found amongst
the rock specimens collected by him, should be placed on record.

Before expressing an opinion, however, in regard to the age

of the rock from which these specimens were obtained, the fol-

lowing list of them, with brief descriptions of some of those

believed to be new to science, are given :'

1. Zaphrentis Haysii, Meek.
' '} ':.',:

base; length, about two inches; breadth, near the summit, 1-40 inches
;

sometimes showing, on the convex side, two broad, distant, shallow, lon-

irrows, extending the whole length, so as to give that side a

trilobate appearance. Epitheca, thick, and, where not worn, cor:

I wrinkles of growth, which are most
distinct near the summit. Calice, apparently rather deep, (filled with

stony matter in all the B{) id septa about
r stout and rigid, as seen around the margins of

where about ten of them may be counted in a space of half an inch
;

alternating with these there is a shorter and weaker secondary series.

The trilobate appearance of the outer or convex side in the type of this

species, together with its small wrinkles of growth, give it much the as-

pect of some of the merely arched species of Platyceras, f

might be mistaken, when the calice is filled with stony matter. As some
of the other specimens, however, apparently not differing in other respects,

do not present this trilobate appearance, it may not be constant.

The specific name of this coral is given in honor of Dr. Hays, its

Locality, Cape Frazier. Between lat. 80° and 81° N., long. V0° W.
2. Syringopora, (sp.

The tubes are crowded
i nearly always

. Theyless than their own breadth apart, and sometin

are uniformly 0-10 inch in diameter, and appas

are small.

Locality, Leidy. Betweeu lat. 80° and 81°, long. ^0° W.
3. Favosites, (sp. undt.)

A small flat fragment showing regular hexagonal calices 0-10 inch in
diameter, i and closely arranged; mural pores

is seen on one wall only) of four or'ti .

Locality, same as last.
5

ition in a work Dr. Hays ha3 in prog™

prepare drawir
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4. Strophomena rhomboidalis, Wahlb. (=Leptaena depressa of

authors). Presenting its usual characters.

5. Strophodonta Headlevana, Hall?

The specimen of (his shell cubists of about the half of a ventral valve,
' the matrix so a-, to show the inner sM,' with its coai'-e irn'Cf-

A single spt < inn n of a ventral vaiv.
| n' v . , . i tin- m itrix.

Breadth, 0-4ii inch : length, o-:;.; h„ ].. \f, ,;
:

N'cw York

of New York (

11. Loxonema? Kanei, Meek.

An internal cast, from which it is not possible to determ

doubt, whether it is a Loxonema, or a Murchisonia. Length

inches; breadth, 0'75; apical angle, 20°. Fori

consisting of about six convex whorls, separated by a dist

Aperture subovate ; last turn compa

Named in honor of Dr. Kane, the Arctic explorer.

Locality, Cape Frazier; between Iat. 80° and 81°, long. %
12. Orthoceras (undetermined).

The specimen is too
: ion with any

cies, or be characterized as new. It is incomplete at both
and partly embedded in a mass of limestone. Entire length c

ment, 2 inch the larger end, 0-43 inch in diameter;

at smaller end, 0-15 inch. Septate tin >'.:_;•! it; - ; m numbering five

in the space of 0-27 inch at larger end. Siphon and surface unknown.
Locality, same as last.

13. Ill.excs, (sp. undet.)

Fragments of the glabella, and a movable cheek, apparently of a
species of this genus.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XL, No. US.—JcLr, 1865.
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been collected, belong to the Upper Siluria_ _.
The most remarkable fact, however, is, that they are nearly all

very closely allied to, and some of them apparently in all respects
^indistinguishable from, species found in the Catskill Shaly lime-
stone of the New York Lower Helderberg Group. Indeed, these
shells resemble so closely Shaly limestone forms, that we could

lii nestone in
which they are imbedded might be a New York specimen that
had in some way been accidentally mixed with those from the
north after Dr. Hays's return, until assured by him that he dis-

tinctly remembered collecting it at the Arctic locality.

We are aware that great caution is necessary in pronouncing
upon the identity of 6 ties separated by forty
degrees of latitude, without a good series of specimens for com-
parison

;
but, whether or not the absolute specific identity of

any of these Arctic shells with New York species be admitted,
in their unquestionably close affinities to the New York forms
alluded to, they certainly_present another striking evidence of
the apparent wonderful uniformity of climatic and other physical
conditions during these early periods of our earth's history, over

AKT. V.—On the Replacement of one Alcoholic Radical by another
in compounds of the Ether Class; by C. Friedel and J. M.

While engaged in the study of the ethers of silicic acid, we
noticed that the normal silicate of ethyl,

1 ^ H J
Q

4 , when
it was heated with amylic alcohol, underwent a decomposition
similar to that which would have been effected by an alkaline
base

;
ethylic alcohol was set free, and ethers containing the radi-

cal amyl were formed
;
we also observed a decomposition at thetemperature* its boiling point, of a mixed siLate of ethyl

and amyl, (0aH5) 3
j 4 , with formation of silicate of ethyl

KtaTS^^ T "?
aS
i°

f "? miSed 6thers intermediateto these two We considered it of interest to determine theconditions under which reactions of this nature take Xce es-pecially as they have much analogy with those which most oftenoccur m inorganic chemistry, namely, the action of a b£e upon

= 16, C= lj
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a salt, and in general the replacement of one element by another,
and there was reason to hope that the study of the reactions in

1 1 1 row some
light upon those in which their types, the inorganic elements,
play ;

the present research we have confined ourselves to the
study of a few compounds, which may be taken as representa-

tives of others which are analogous, and have endeavored to

solve by experiment the following problems.
1. Is the replacement of the alcoholic radicals by each other

one that takes place readily in all the combinations into which
they enter; or is it peculiar to their eomt'inations with acids?

2. Is one alcoholic radical to be considered as playing the
part of a stronger base than another, and as displacing it from
its combination by virtue of a stronger affinity for the body with
which it was combined ? Or, on the contrary, is the change of
composition, produced by heating a mixture of compounds of
several radicals, due to the tendency of each one to enter into

all the combinations possible to it?

In order to answer the first question, we have examined—1st,

the action of alcohols on the ethers of various acids ; 2d, the

action of these ethers on each other : and 3d, the action on each
other of the ethers, properly so called. The second question

has been, at least partially, answered by conducting two series

of experiments, in which the conditions of the reaction have
been reversed ; as for example, first by the study of the action

of amylie alcohol on the acetate of ethyl, and then that of
ethylic alcohol on the acetate of amyl. Great care has been
taken to ascertain the purity of the preparations employed, and
particularly that the alcohols were anhydrous. 3

Action of amylic alcohol on acetate of ethyl.—A mixture of equal
parts, by weight, of the two bodies was sealed in a stout glass

tube by means of the blowpipe lamp, and heated during forty-

eight hours at 240°-260° C. Common alcohol was set free, and
could easily be isolated and recognized in the portion of the
contents of the tube which distilled at the lowest temperature.
The portion which distilled last contained acetate of amyl, to-

gether with the excess of amylic alcohol employed. To sepa-

rate the two, advantage was taken of the property of amylic
alcohol to unite readily with an excess of sulphuric acid to form

huric acid soluble in water, while acetate of amvl is

dissolved, undecomposed by 1

luting the solution with wate

.
the temperature of a mixture oi amylic alcohol, with sev

2 The best and most economical method of obtaining an anhydrous alcoh
after previous re ci ifcfa a quantity of so
sufficient to destroy the small am ned by it. The exce
sodium employed forms an alcoholate of sodium, which is not decomposed a

point of ebullition of the alcohol.
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times its weight of concentrated sulphuric acid, to rise al

60°-70° C, the product is entirely soluble in water. A
higher temperature insoluble products, sulphate of amyl and
amylic ether, are formed.] The portion, therefore, of the i

tents of the tube, whose boiling point was above 125° C, .. _
treated with sulphuric acid, and the acetate of amyl, pr
by the addition of water, was again treated .

and again precipitated by water. This operation was repeated
three times. In this way acetate of amyl was obtain
ing 136°-138°, which contained:

C — 64-71 - - 64*62

H = 10-93 - - - 10-77

The quantity of acetate of amyl formed was considerable, but
q of the acetate of ethyl remained unchanged,

although amylic alcohol had been employed in excess.
Action of common alcohol on a- ;Ull l parts of

each were heated forty hours at 240° C. The liquid which dis-

tilled at 75°-90° C, was washed eight times with a saturate^
solution of common salt, to free it from alcohol, and dried (

chlorid of calcium. After being" thus purified, it distilled at
74°-76° C, and had all the properties of acetate of ethyl. An
analysis gave

:

C == 53-81 - - 54*54

II = 9-50 - - - 9-09

Thus acetate of ethyl was formed in the same way from a r

ture of acetate of amyl and common alcohol, that acetate of
amyl was from a mixture of acetate of ethyl and amylic alcohol.

Action of amylic alcohol on benzoate of ethyl—Equal parte of
I sixty hours at 210°-240° C, gave a small quantity

of an ether, distilling at 251°-253°, which answered in all its
properties to benzoate of amyl. It contained

:

C « 74-47 - - ?£SJ
H = 825 - - - 8-33

We conclude from this and another experiment, which was
3 ™e **ta*e of amyl, obtained at different times, always distilled at 136°-138°

The amylic alcohol used in the preparation distilled at 1 -131°, and contained:
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made at a somewhat lower temperature, ami where oulv traces

of benzoateof amyl were produced, that the henxoate of ethyl

is decomposed by an alcohol with more diiUculty thmi the acetic

ethers. It will be remembered that this \>ody is also less easily

decomposed by water and alkaline bases than they ; the reac-

tion, however, takes place, and the extent of the decomposition
effected is without doubt only a quest ion of time and temperature.
We next studied the action of an alcohol on the ether of a

bibasic acid, a reaction which is capable, evidentlv, of giving
rise to a greater number of products than those 'which woe
formed in the preceding cases; lor, by the successive, replace-

ment, by another radical, of each equivalent of the alcoholic

radical combined with the acid, first a mixed ether, and then an
ether containing two equivalents oi the other radical would be
formed. Oxalic ether, whi< i is isily decomposed by water and
alkalies, is well adapted to the study of this reaction.

Action of •tiate of ethyl.—One part amylic
alcohol and two parts oxalic ether were in an d tl irtv-six hours
at 220°-250° C. On opening the tube, carbonic acid and car-

bonic oxyd, unmixed with any hydrocarbon, were given off,

ary ether was found in the most volatile part of the
liquid ; thus a small part of the oxalate of ethyl had been de-

composed by heat into carbonic acid, carbonic oxyd and ether

;

but the contents of the tube were not acid, and this decomposi-
tion could have had no influence on the reaction we were study-
ing. After the liquid, taken from the tube, had undergone sev-

eral fractionated distillations, the
;

low 90° C.

consisted of a mixture of ordinary ether and alcohol. The alco-

hol had evidently been set free from the oxalic ether by the
action of amylic alcohol. It was isolated from the common
ether, with which it was mixed, by treating the mixture with
an aqueous solution of salt, and distilling to regain the alcohol

which was dissolved in the saline solution. The alcohol, dis-

tilled, Was treated again several times in the same way. After
having been rectified over anhydrous baryta, it boiled at 78°,

and presented the characteristic properties of ordinary alcohol.

The portion of the liquid boiling at a temperature higher
than 90° was separated by fractionated distillation into four pro-

ducts: amy] j near 180°,

oxalate of ethyl and amyl, distilling at 225 G
-233°, and oxalate

of amyl, distilling at 259°-261°. An analysis of the latter gave

:

C = 62-24 - - 62*61"

-233°, which was
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obtained in a state of approximate purity, could not be farther
purified by repeated distillations, but on the contrary, when dis-

tilled by itself, the limits of temperature within which it passed
beeanie wider with each operation. We suppose this circum-
stance to arise from a decomposition of the body by heat, and
our supposition was verified by the result of an ex
where we heated a portion of this product, which had distilled
at 230°-242°, during twenty-four hours, at 220°-250° C, in a
sealed tube, and found that the decomposition had advanced so
far that oxalate of ethyl (boiling at 180°), and oxalate of amyl
(boiling at 260°), could be obtained from it. We sha
the details of experiments with the ethers of a quadi:
in a paper on silicic ethers.

It appears from the experiment with the mixed oxalate of
ethyl and amyl, that, when two alcoholic radicals are combined
with a single bibasic acid, they have a tendency, at a high tem-
perature, to displace each other, so that, besides the portion of
the mixed ether which remains unchanged, compounds of the
acid with two equivalents of each of the radicals are formed.
When two ethers containing different acids and different alco-
holic radicals are subjected together to the action of heat a de-
composition might be expected with production of two new
ethers, each acid having entered into combination with each
alcohol. This reaction actually takes place.

Action of benzoate of ethyl on acetate of amyl—The two ethers
were heated several hours at 300°-310° C, and the acetate of
ethyl and benzoate of amyl formed were isolated and analyzed.

Acetate of ethyl, boiling point about 74°
:

Benzoate of amyl, boiling point about 250°

c = 74-06 - - nl

In another experiment, when the tube was heated sixty hours
at 200°-240°, the quantity of these ethers formed was too small
to admit of their being separated from the other products A
very high temperature or a great length of time therefore is
necessary to the accomplishment of this reaction The ethers
properly so called, the* oxyds of alcoholic radical's, do not un-
dergo a similar decomposition except perhaps at a verv Wh
temperature. •> k

Common ether and amylic ether were heated seventy-five hours
at 200°-250° without formation of a mixed ether
The presence of water in the products employed would have

taken away entirely from the value of the preceding experi.
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ments, for i acted upon the ether, setting free

an equivalent of acid, which would have combined with the
alcohol, setting water free again, so that the transfer of the acid
from one alcoholic radical to another might have been wholly-

independent of the reaction we were studying; each of the
tubes, after having been heated, was therefore examined with
very sensitive litmus paper, which was left in the liquid several
minutes. In no case was there a trace of acid reaction observed.

If we refer to these experiments for an answer to the ques-
tions proposed at the beginning of the memoir, we find: 1st.

That the reaction which we have considered takes place, nt a
temperature in the neighborhood of 250° C, between an alcohol
and the ether of an acid, or between two ethers of acids, and
also, that a similar dccomp^itlon tnkes place when the mixed
ether of a

|

tted by itself. That it does not
take place at all, or only with great difficulty, when the ethers

(oxyds) of alcoholic ra li .. s are ;
- ate i with one another. That

the reaction takes place most readily with those ethers that are

most easily decomposed by water and other reagents. 2d. That
the character of the reaction indicates that it is not dependent
upon elective affinity, but simply on a tendency of each radical

to unite with all the others present, and thus to form the great-

est number of compounds possible.

It has long been a point, upon which the opinion of chemists

has been undecided, whether two salts in solution undergo mu-
tual decomposition, so that a portion of each acid combines with
a portion of each base, or whether the salts remain in their

primitive condition. Late researches* seem to render probable
the first view of the subject, so that, for example, a solution of
nitrate of potash and sulphate of magnesia would be found to

contain the sulphates of potash and magnesia and the nitrates of
these bases if there were any means of directly separating all

these salts ; the separation is however impossible, and the state

of combination of each element in the solution must be deduced
from an examination of its physical properties. With many
compounds of organic chemistry, however, when it is sought to

separate products formed under similar circumstances, and be-

longing to the same class as salts in inorganic chemistry, advan-
tage may be taken of the differences in the boiling points of
the products to isolate each one by fractionated distillation ; and
also, a peculiar and characteristic property of organic bodies fre-

quently aids in rendering a separation of this nature easy,

namely, the slowness with which they experience intermolecular
changes. Thus, the mixed oxalate of ethyl and amyl can be
obtained, by a single distillation, in a state of approximative

4 Gladstone, Journ. Chem. Soc, xv, 302.
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purity, from the products of the reaction of oxalate of amyl
oxalate of ethyl, although, when it is isolated and heated alone
for a certain length of time, it is resolved in part into the bodies
from which it was formed. It is this last mentioned property
of compounds of the ether class together with their volatility,

which render them peculiarly fitted as material for the study of

reactions like those which we have been considering ; and the
results, obtained by such a study, are not without weight in ques-
tions concerning inorganic compounds, for the analogies between
the elementary bodies and the organic radicals, which play the
same part as elements in a large number of reactions

coming every day more numerous with the advance of
science, and the barrier which separates the two bw
chemistry is now nothing more than a line of division in an ar-

tificial classification, which, notwithstanding its many advan-

Art. VI—On Etherification; by C. Friedel and J. M. Crafts.

With the purpose of extending our observations on the class
of reactions described in the preceding paper, we undertook
similar experiments with the chlorids and iodids of alcoholic
radicals ; but we soon recognized that, although these bodies
are easily decomposed by an alcohol at a comparatively low
temperature, the reaction is quite different from the one before
described.

Two tubes were heated twenty-four hours at 160°-180° C.
The first contained iodid of amyl with one-half its weight of
common alcohol

; the second contained iodid of ethyl with an
equal weight of amylic alcohol. The contents of the tubes be-
came strongly acid, and a layer of water, containing iodhydric
acid in solution, separated on the surface of the liqui
of them.

The liquid was washed with water to free it from iodhydric
acid, and, as the iodids are not acted upon by conceal
phurie acid, this agent was employed to separate them from the
other products. The iodids, a -

,,, from the
sulphuric acid, underwent seve ral

ltj uns The
contents of the first tube gave a small qua,

[true boiling point =72°-2]
f
and from the second tube iodid ofamy

,
boiling at 146 [true boiling point =146°], was obtained.

Analyses were made of these products, which corresponded
sufficiently with the true composition to leave no doubt as to
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the identity of the bodies. The quantity of these iodids which
was obtained was, however, comparatively small; in each of
the tubes the principal portion of the reaction was an ether,
whi i';i was regained from the sulphuric acid employed in purify-
ing the iodids, by the addition of water.

The ether obtained in this manner was not pure, being mixed
with a small quantity of the iodids, and with traces of the alco-

hols, but it distilled in greater part at 100°-120°, and after a
few fractionated distillations a large quantity of a product whose
boiling point was near 110° was obtained. In order to rid this

product of the iodids with which it was mixed, it was heated
sometime with sodium: the iodids were destroyed with forma-

tion of iodid of sodium and the radicals ethyl and amyl. From
these latter the ether was freed by repeated "fractionated distilla-

tion as far as possible, but the analyses below show that the
body was not perfectly pure ; the traces of these hydrocarbons
which it contained was not, however, sufficient to leave any
doubt as to its identity with the mixed oxyd of ethyl and amvl,

£j

2

2
5

I

O. It distilled at 110°-113° (true boiling point =112°).

Analysis I is of the product obtained from the tube contain-

ing iodid of amyl and common alcohol ; analysis n, of that ob-
tained from iodid of ethyl and amylic alcohol.

C = 13-53 72-55 72-41

H = 14-30 14-22 • 13-79

The ether could only have contained a trace of an alcohol, but,

as the action of sodium of a mixture of an alcohol with the
iodid of the radical of another alcohol gives rise to a mixed
ether, we repeated the experiment, taking care to destroy the
alcohol more completely by repeated treatments with concentra-
ted sulphuric acid before acting upon the iodid with sodium, but
we did not observe that the quantity of mixed ether formed was
diminished after this precaution had been taken.

In the foregoing experiments common ether as well as amylic
ether were formed, but in much smaller quantity than the mixed
ether. The principal reaction which took place in the tubes is

therefore expressed by the equation

:

|}e + R'l = !}o + HI.

The iodhydric acid in presence of an excess of alcohol would
give rise to the formation of water and of the iodid of the alco-

holic radical,

^|o -f HI = EI + H20,

and the iodid would in this manner be continually decomposed
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XL, No. 118.—July, 1865.
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and reformed as long as any alcohol remained. The iodhydric
acid would also decompose a certain portion of the ether formed,
in the same manner as it decomposes an alcohol, but less readily.

It is not necessary to suppose that the decomposition and re-

composition of the iodid are dependent upon successive reac-

tions
; it is on the contrary certain, that at any given moment all

the above mentioned reactions take place simultaneously, and
that the mass of each body entering into them at that moment
determines the relative amount of their products.

The fact that the principal product of the reaction of the iodid
of an alcoholic radical upon the alcohol of another radical is a
mixed ether can only be interpreted by the first of the preced-
ing equations, and this manner of viewing the reaction is of
some importance in its bearing on the theory of etherification,

as affording evidence in support of a theory, already advanced
by Keynoso 1 and others, which refers to a simple chemical re-
;.--': ::.> --';••

I:'.-- :.:. ..:
<

,
- .

.
•

'
,

. .

bromids, and iodids on alcohols. We have been able to demon-
strate in the preceding experiments, that the first stage of the
reaction, the replacement of the hydrogen of the alcohol by
the radical combined with the i<

3 |,] ace j n a
manner which accords with the theory of Reynoso. The prop-
erty, which the chlorids, bromids and iodids of alcol

cals, as well as of metals, possess, of transforming an unlimited
quantity of an alcohol into an ether is comparable to that of
ferments, in so far that a change of composition is wrought in a
large quantity of matter by a body, which seems in itself to be
i- •.-. and the explanation of phenomena of this class was
sought in a mysterious influence, exerted by the presence of the
body, which brought about a change without seemin^ to suffer
one itself; but the remarkable researches of Pasteur°have led
to the discovery of an explanation of the process of fermenta-
tion in the physiological action exercised by the fermenting
matter on one another; the etherification of alcohols bv bodies
which are not destroyed at the end of the process, also admits
of a simple explanation, founded on known chemical laws, and
there is reason to hope that the name catai

be banished from scientific language by a closer study of the
which have been designated by this term in default of

a knowledge of their true character.
These researches have been made in the laboratory of Profes-
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nah/scs of various Natural Waters.

r probable origin, the elimination of sulpha

ii an I Kn-iaml ;* foot-note on errors in i

§ 35. The analyses of the various mineral waters to be given

in the second part of the present paper, were made according to

the modes laid down in the treatise of Fres.

Analysis. The carbonate of soda in the alkaline waters was de-

by the excess of the alkaline bases over the chlorine

and sulphuric acid present. This was generally controlled by
the amount of the carbonate of baryta thrown down from a so-

lution of chlorid of barium by a solution of the soluble salts

obtained by the evaporation of the mineral water ; and in some
cases, to be specified farther on, this latter process was relied on
as the only means of determining the amount of carbonate of

soda. For remarks on the earthy carbonates of the waters, and
their relation to the results of analysis, see Part III of tl

The date at which the various waters were collected for analy-

sis is in each case appended to the notice of the spring. This is

of the greater importance, inasmuch as it will be shown that, in

the course of years, some of the springs here described have
suffered considerable changes in their composition.

§ 36. In the following table are given the analyses of several

waters belonging to the first class as defined in § 34.'

1. This water is from a well thirty feet in depth, near the vil-

lage of Ancaster, on the western shore of Lake Ontario. It is

sunk in the Niagara formation ; but like the other waters of this

class, probably has its source in the Lower Silurian limestones.

The water rises nearly to the surface, but there is no perceptible

discharge. Its temperature was found to be 48° F. when col-

lected for analysis in September, 1847.

appeared in the Geology of Canada, but several are now for the first time in print.
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of Lake Ontario. It contained small portions of bary
strontia, and was collected in October, 1853.

3, 4. Several wells have been sunk in the Trenton limestone
in the township of Hallowell, on the Bay of Quinte, Lake On-
tario, in search of brine for salt-making, and have yielded bitter
saline waters, of which the two here noticed are examples No
3 was obtained from a well twenty-seven feet deep, in October'
1853. No. 4 was taken in the summer of 1854 from a well a
mile or two distant from the last. Neither of these waters was

-
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St Catherines

>
near Niagara Falls, a boring of five

inches m diameter was carried to a depth of about 500 feet, and
after traversing the Medina formation, is said to have penetrated

rty feet into the Hudson Eiver shales. It yields about
«al!o

Professor Croft of the U
minute of a salin r, whose analysis by

j of Toronto, a ic
afforded the results given under 5. This water, which - firstuught for the manufacture of salt, is now much used for meujcinal purposes. Its strength seems subject to some variation
since a specimen from the same well in December, 1861, gave me'
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1 of Queen's College in that city
• twelve years since. They W<

represent the whole of the sulph

Tho

) made probably te

•mbmed with calcium
Dr. Williamson both bromine and iodte° andZ Z^tlt
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found to be sulphurous. These waters differ from the preceding

in containing considerable amounts of earthy carbonate?, and in

this respect are related to those of the second class, while they

still show a large predominance of earthy chlorids.

§37. The waters of the above tabic contain, besides clilorid of

sodium and a little chlorid of potassium, large quantities of the

chlorids of calcium and magneaiui tl er, in sev-

eral cases, to more than one half the solid contents of the water.

Sulphates either are absent, or occur only in small quantities,

and the same is true of earthy carbonates/ Salts of baryta and

strontia are sometimes present, while the proportions of bromids

and iodids, though variable, arc often considerable.

In the large amount of magnesian chlorid which they contain

these wains resemble the bittern or motherdiquor which remains

after the greater part of the chlorid of sodium has been removed
from sea-w; ter by evaporation. The bitterns from modern seas,

however, differ in the presence of sulphates, and in containing,

when sufficiently concentrated, only traces of lime. The reason

of this, as already pointed out in §22, is to be found in the fact

that in the waters of the present ocean the sulphates are much
more than equivalent to the lime, so that this base separates

during evaporation as gypsum. 2
But, as shown in § 23 and g 24,

3 of the ancient seas, which held in the form of the

chlorid of calcium* the greater part of the lime since deposited

iate, must have yielded by evaporation bitterns contain-

ing a large proportion of chlorid of calcium. Such is the na-

ture of the brines whose analyses are given in the above table,

and such we suppose to have been their origin. The complete

absence of sulphates from many of these waters points to the

separation of large quantities of earthy sulphates in the Lower
Silurian strata from which these saline springs issue; and the

presence in many of the dolomitic beds of the Calciferous sand-

rock of abui 1 small masses of gypsum, is an

evidence of the elimination of the sulphates by e\

The frequent occurrence of crystalline masses of sulphate of

strontian in the Chazy and Black Kiver limestones of this

region, is also to be noted as another means by which the sul-

phates were separated from the waters of the Lower Silurian

seas. From the proportions of chlorid of sodium, varying from
about one-third to more than two-thirds of the solid contents of

the above waters, it is apparent that in most cases the process

of evaporation had gone so far as to separate a part of the com-

mon salt; and thus

V

-is ancient saliferous

formation must be impregnated with solid or dissolved salts
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the relative amounts of the several chlorids in waters from the
i, and even from adjacent sources. These differences

are seen on comparing the waters from the different wells of St.
Catherines, Hallowell and Kingston, with each other.

§ 38. The great solubility of chlorid of calcium rende
difficult to suppose its separation from the mother-liquors i

to be deposited in a solid state in the strata. The same rer
applies to chlorid of magnesium. It is, however, to be rema
that the double chlorid of potassium and magnesium (carnal-
is decomposed by deliquesence into solid chlorid of
and a solution of chlorid of magnesium; and thus
those which at Stassfurth contain large quantities of
(.: 22.) might give rise to solutions of magnesian chlorid. This,
however, would require the presence of a large amount of chlorid
of potassium in the early seas. It will be observed, by referring
to the analyses above given, that the chlorid of magnesium
sometimes surpasses in amount the chlorid of calcium, and some-
times, on the contrary, is equal to only one-half or one-fourth of
the latter salt. While it is not impossible that the predomi
of the magnesian chlorid in some waters may be traced i

decomposition of carnallite, it is undoubtedly in most case*,
nected with the action of solutions of carbonate of soda, the
effect of which, as already pointed out, is to first separate the

>luble lime-salt as carbonate, leavii stage the
magnesia chlorid (§ 18.) As this reaction replaces the lime-salts
by chlorid of sodium, it might be expected that there would be
an increase in the amount of the latter salt in the water wher-
ever the magnesian chlorid predominates, did we not remember
that evaporation separates it from the water in a solid form • and
that the two processes, one of which replaces the chlorid of cal-
cium by chlorid of sodium, while the other eliminates the latter
salt from the solution might have been going on simultaneously
or alternately. As the nature of the waters now under consid-
eration shows that the process of evaporation had been carried
so far as to separate the sulphate in the form of gv> -
probably also a portion of the chlorid of Bodi
it is evident that we have not yet the data necessary for deter-
mining the composition of the water of the Lower Silurian
ocean, as regards the proportions of the sodium, calcium and

which it held in soluti only conclude,
from these mother-liquors, that the amount of the eai
was relatively very large. J

§89. As already remarked in § 22, the mother-liquor frommodern sea-water contains no chlorid of calcium, but on the
contrary, large quantities of sulphate of magnesia the' lime in
the modern ocean being less than one-half that required to com-
bine with the sulphate present. If, however, we examine the
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numerous analyses of rock-salt and of brines from various salif-

erous formations, we shall find that chiorid of calcium is very
frequently present in both of them ; thus supporting the con-

' ready announced in >j 24 with regard to the composi-
tion of the seas of former geological periods. The oldest salif-

erous formation which has Ween hitherto investigated is the

Onondaga salt-group of the New York geulogists. which belongs
to the upper part of the Silurian series, and supplies the almost

notwithstanding their -real purity, contain small proportions of

Beck, and the recent and careful examinations of Goessmann.
In the brines of that region the solid matters are equal to from
14-3 to 16*7 per cent, and contain on an average, according to

the latter chemist, 1-54 sulphate of lime, 93 chiorid of calci-

um, and 0*88 chiorid of magnesium in 100-00; the remainder
being chiorid of sodium. 3

The nearly saturated brines from the Saginaw valley in Mich-
igan, which have their source at the base of the Carboniferous

series, contain, according to mv calculation from an anahsis hv
Prof. Dubois, in 100-00 parts of solid matters, chiorid of calci-

um 9-81 ; chiorid of magnesium 761 : sulphate of lime 2-20;

the remainder being chiefly chiorid of sodium. Another well

in the same vicinity gave to Chilton an amount of chiorid of

calcium equal to o'
:76 per cent.

4

In a specimen of salt manu-
n Goessmann found 1*09 of chiorid of calci-

um ; and in two specimens of Ohio salt, 61 and 143 per cent

of the same chiorid. The rock-salt from the Lias of <

according to Nichol, contains small cavities, partly filled with
air, and partly with a concentrated solution of chiorid of mag-
nesium, with "some chiorid of calcium.

5

Also Report on the < In..- h_'i S-':

ournal, [2], x*

- case, 1862

:: alvscs i

:. <fe d. Phiios,

S&SiofSe" I magnesia, and s

lime. He regarded [he whole of tt

of sulphate. If, hov
of sod* and sulphat

'

::£! y
;sia; a composition wh WW < f efcemi-

il combinations. Froi the earthy chlorids,

hich according to NTcS rmation, are decom-

It is to be regretted th ita of note the results

wiation of carbonates of soda and as ;lme, as in the anal-
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tained from borings in the Coal formation, are remarkable for

containing large proportions of chlorids of calcium and :

nesium, though the sum of these, according to^the analys<

Lenny, is never equal to more than about one-fourth of the

chlorid of sodium. The presence of salts of barium and stron-

tium in these brines, and the consequent absence of sulphates is,

according to Lenny, a constant character in this region over an

area of two thousand square miles. (See Bischof, Chem. G-eol.

i, 377). A later analysis of another one of these waters from

the same region, by Steiner, is cited by Will and Kopp, Jahres-

bericht, 1861, p. 1112. His results agree closely with those of

Lennv. See also the analysis of a bittern from this region by
Boy/ (this Journal, [2], vii, 74).

These re. n roach in character to those of

Whitby and Hallowell ; but in these the chlorid of sodiu
forms only about one-half the solid contents, and the proportion
of the chlorid of magnesium to the chlorid of calcium is rela-

tively much greater than in the waters from western Penn
'

vania, where the magnesian chlorid is equal only to from <___

third to one-fifth of the chlorid of calcium; the proportions of

the two being subject in both regions to considerable variation

In this connection may be cited a water from Bras d'Or, I

the island of Cape Breton, lately analyzed by Prof. How, which
contains, in 1000 parts, chlorid of sodium 4*901, chlorid' of po-
tassium 0-650, chlorid of calcium 4413, and chlorid of magne-
sium only 0-638, besides sulphate of lime 0-134, carbonates of
lime and magnesia 0*085, with traces ofiron-oxyd and r

= 10-821. (Ca 870.) The analyses of
waters furnish comparatively few examples of the predominance
of earthy chlorids.

8

§ 41. We have already shown in § 38 how the action of car-
bonate of soda upon sea-water or bittern will destroy the nor-

of an excess of carbonic acid. (This Jour., ['

f magnesii
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mal proportion between the chlorids of magnesium and cal-

cium by converting the latter into an insoluble carbonate, and
leaving at last only salts of sodium and magnesium in solution.

A process the reverse of this has evidently intervened for the
production of waters like that from Cape Breton and some
others noticed by Lerscb, in which chlorid of calcium abounds,
with little or no sulphate or chlorid of magnesium. This pro-

cess is probably one connected with the formation of a silicate

of magnesia. Bischof has already insisted upon the sparing
solubility of this silicate, and he observed that silicates of
alumina, both artificial and natural, when digested with a solu-

tion of magnesian chlorid, exchange a portion of their base for

magnesia, thus giving rise to solutions of alumina
; which, being

decomposed by carbonates, may have been the source of many
of the aluminous deposits referred to in § 9. He also observed
a similar decomposition between the solution of an artificial sil-

icate of lime and soluble magnesian salts. (Bischof, Chem. Ge-
ology, i, 13, also chap, xxiv.) In repeating and extending his

experiments, I have confirmed his observation that a solution of
silicate of lime precipitates silicate of magnesia from the sulphate

and the chlorid of magnesium ; and have found, moreover, that

by digestion at ordinal an Bxeesi of freshly

d silicate of lime, chlorid of magnesium is completely
decomposed ; an insoluble silicate of magnesia being formed,

while nothing but chlorid of calcium remains in solution. It is

clear that the greater insolubility of the magnesian silicate, as

compared with silicate of lime, determines a result the very re-

verse of that produced by carbonates with solutions of the two
earthy bases. In the one case, the lime is separated as carbon-

ate, the magnesia remaining in solution; while in the other, by
the action of silicate of soda (or of lime), the magnesia is re-

moved and the lime remains. Hence, carbonate of lime and sil-

icate of magnesia are everywhere found in nature ; while car-

bonate of magnesia and silicate of lime are produced only under
local and exceptional conditions. The detailed results of some
experiments on this subject are reserved for another place. It

is evident that the production from the waters of the early seas
of beds of sepiolite, talc, serpentine, and other rocks in which a
magnesian silicate abounds, must, in closed basins, have given
rise to waters in which chlorid of calcium would predominate.

§ 42. Of the waters of the second class whose analyses are
here given, the first three occur, with many others of similar

character, on the south side of the Ottawa river, below the city

of that name. The remaining four are on the north side of the
St. Lawrence, between Montreal and Quebec, where ah
waters abound. All of these springs rise from the Lower Silu-

rian limestones of the region.
Am. Jocr. Scl—Sbcoxd Series, Vol. XL, No. 118.—July, 1865.
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Table II— S-ATERS or the icon Class.

1
** t

* 3.

^^j#i"f-cSi: "id
9

Toii
12 :.-.

•oi;u5

Bromid of "

Iodi.l of

Sulfate of lime..

Silica WW.

"•'i:j:'u'» -J'»m'

0021

•0503 -0718

11 "•Vise

In 1000 parts

Specific gravity . .

.

I.'/^llirfs 101036 1011-231 ....
'??

1, 2. These two waters are from the township of Plantagenet.

The first is known as Larocque's, and the second as the Georgian

Spring. These waters were examined in 1849 and 1851. Two
other springs have been observed in the same vicinity, one re-

sembling Larocque's spring and containing borates, with a not-

able proportion of strontia, while the other is an alkaline-saline

water of the third class.

3. Caledonia Intermittent Spring. This spring owes its name
to the intermitting discharge of carburetted hydrogen which
takes place from its waters. It is in the township of Caledonia,
not far from Plantagenet, and near three other waters from the
same township, to be mentioned in the next class. The water
was collected in September, 1847.

4. Lanoraie. This is from the seigniory of Lanoraie. It

contains both baryta and strontia, and evolves an abundance of
carburetted hydrogen. The water was collected in March, 1851.

5. Is from a copious spring in the seigniory of Berthier, and
was collected in July, 1853.

6. Is from the township of Caxton, and yields six or eight
gallons of water a minute, besides a great abundance of infiam-

b. The carbonic acid was found to equal 1126 parts, of
which -651, or more than one half, is required for the neutral
carbonates present. The water was taken from the sprint in
October, 1818.

i from the seigniory of St. Leon
like the last. .;. able gas. The carbonic
as equal to 1-224 parts, of which -651, or not quite one

half, is required for the neutral carbonates found by analysis.
The i was collected in October,
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8, 9. These are from two springs in the parish of Ste-Gene-
vieve on the I'.atiscan River, and are remarkable for the large
proportion of iodids which they contain. The first is known as
Trudel's spring, and the second is at the ferry opposite to the
church. The waters were collected in August, 1853. Several
other saline springs occur in the same neighborhood.

§ 43. Of the waters of the third class which follow, the first

four rise from the Trenton limestone, and occur on the south
side of the Ottawa River, in the vicinity of the first three of the

preceding section. The others are from the south side of the
St. Lawrence below Montreal.

Tab E III. B OF TUB THI XV Clas

1
- '

" 1.

::;;;:

JU^ -t-
555

OOU

•21 St

•6;yi

1
" potassium .

i Bromid of sodium
Iodid of sodium-

I Sulphate of potash...
Phosphate of soda

|

Carbonate of soda
~:l

1, 2 and 3 are waters from Caledonia, and rise about two
miles from the spring 1, of the second table. These waters were
examined in September, 1847. The first, which is known as the

Gas spring, then yielded about four gallons of water a minute,

and discharged in the same time about 300 cubic inches of car-

buretted hydrogen gas, whence its name. At a distance of four

or five rods from this, are the second and third springs, known
as the Sali

i

is about ten

gallons a minute. The former affords a few bubbles of carbu-

retted hydrogen gas, and is not at all sulphurous, while the lat-

ter contained a little sulphuretted hydrogen, equal to somewhat
less than a cubic inch to the gallon. The temperature of the

three waters was found to be respectively 44°-4, 45° and 46° F.

Thecarbo; ras equal to

*705, of which -356, or a little more than one-half, is required

for the neutral carbonates present. In the Saline spring there

was found -648 of carbonic acid, being an excess of

that required to form neutral carbonates ; while in the Sulphur
Spring, which contained in 1000 parts only '590 of carbonic
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acid, -349 are contained in the neutral carbonates, leaving only

141 towards the formation of bi-carbonates. For later analyses

of these waters see § 46.

4. This, which is known as Gillan's spring, is from the town-

ship of Fitzroy, not very far from the last. Its waters were

collected in July, 1850.

5, 6. These two waters are from Varennes, and are about one

hundred rods apart. The first is known as the Saline, and the

second is called the Gas spring from the large volumes of ear-

buretted hydrogen gas which it disengages. The Saline spring

contained in 1000 parts -920 of carbonic acid, of which 451, or

nearly one half, is required to form neutral carbonates present.

In the-G-as spring was found -792 of carbonic acid, leaving thus

•312 over that required to form neutral carbonates. The waters

were collected in October, 1848.

7. This is from Labaie du Febvre, and is known as Cour-

chene's spring. It evolves small quantities of carburetted hy-

drogen gas. The water was collected in September, 1852. Sev-

eral other mineral springs occur in this vicinity, one of them

belonging to this class, and others to the second and fourth

classes.

8. This water, from the seigniory of Belceil, was collected in

1851.

§ 44. We shall now proceed to the springs which, in § 34,

have been referred to the fourth class—and begin with three

analyses of a mineral water from Chambly. Here, on a plateau,

over an area of about two acres, the clayey soil is destitute of

vegetation and impregnated with alkaline waters, which in the

dry season give rise to a saline efnoresence on the partially

dried-up and fissured surface. A well, sunk here to a depth of

eight or ten feet in the clay, which overlies the Hudson Kiver

formation, affords at all times an abundant supply of water,

which generally flows in a small stream from the top of the well.

Small bubbles of carburetted hydrogen are sometimes seen to

escape front the water. The temperature at the bottom of the

.bund, in October, 1861, to be 53° F., and in August,

1864, to be nearly 54° F. The mean temperature of Chambly
can differ but little from that of Montreal, which is 44° -6 F., so

that this is a thermal water. Another alkaline and saline spring

in the same parish has also a temperature of 53° F. The water
of the spring here described has a sweetish saline taste, and is

much relished by the cattle of the neighborhood. Three analy-
ses have been made of its waters, the results of which are here
given side by side. The first was collected in October, 1851

;

the second in October, 1852 ; and the third in August, 1864, dur-
ing a very dry season.
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Chlorid of potassium undet. -0824 -0182

sodium -8689 -8387 -8846
Carbonate of sodium 1-0295 1 0604 -9820

Alumina and phosphate " -0i )63

Borate's" io'di'dVan d br'omids
'.'.'.'.'..'.

undet. undet. undet.

lalOOOparts 21652 21322 1-9917

A portion of barium is included with the strontium salt The
water contains moreover a portion of an organic acid, which.
causes it to assume a bright brown color when reduced by evap-
oration. Acetic acid gave no precipitate with the concentrated
and filtered water ; but the subsequent addition of acetate of
copper yielded a brown precipitate of what was regarded as

apocrenate of copper. The organic matter of this and of many
other mineral springs baa pi urigin. The
carbonic acid was determined in the third analysis, and was
equal in two trials to '903 and -905. The neutral carbonates in

this water require '452 parts of carbonic acid.

§ 45. In the following table are given the results of the analy-

ses of several other waters, which belong like the last to the

fourth class.

Table IV.-Waters of the vo eth Class,

l. 2. 3. 4. 5.

'!!?! T2L

3818
•0067

HE. •0188

•2480
|
Carbonate o/soda

Silica ^ "

-i1 I^HL
[In 10,000 parts .... ~TT.T"

1. This spring was met with some years since in constructing

a lock on the Kichelieu Kiver at St. Ours, and was enclosed in

such a way that it is only accessible through a pump ; so that it

rink to determine the amount of water furnished by the

spring, or its freedom from admixture. The water was obtained

in November, 1852, and is remarkable for the large proportion of

potassium salts. 1000 parts of the water gave of alkalies deter-

mined as chlorids, 0-2250 ; of which 0-0565 parts, or 25-11 per

cent, were chlorid of potassium. Another trial gave 24*52 per
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cent; while a portion of the water taken from the spring three

weeks earlier gave a large proportion of alkalies, equal toO'3100

of chlorids ; of which 0-0596, or 17'53 per cent, were chlorid of

potassium.

2. This spring occurs on the bank of the Jacques Cartier river,

a little above Quebec. It is strongly impregnated with sulphur-

etted hydrogen, and appears to co e proportion

of borates. It was collected for analysis in the Bumme:t

r::

opposite side of the St. Lawrence, a few r

and like it is sulphurous, and affords a strong reaction of boric

acid. It was collected for analysis in July, 1853.

4. A small area of marshy ground in the seigniory of Nicolet,

near the line of St. Gregoire, is, like the similar tract in Chambly,
so impregnated with mineral water as to be destitute of vegeta-

tion. The water collected in a small pit, dug in this locality in the

autumn of 1853, was yellowish colored, and alkaline to the taste,

and gave by analysis the above results. Several other alkaline

;s occur in this vicinity. All of the preceding waters, with
ception of No. 2, which comes out from the Utica slates,

rise, like that of Chambly, from the Hudson River formation.

5. This water, unlike the preceding, is that of a large river,

the Ottawa, which drains a region occupied chiefly by ancient

crystalline rocks, covered by extensive forests and marshes. The
soluble matters which it contains are therefore derived in part

from the superficial decomposition of these rocks, and in part

from the decaying vegetation. The water, which was taken at

the head of the St. Anne's rapids, on the 9th of March, 1854, be-

fore the melting of the winter's snows had begun, had a pale
amber-yellow color from dissolved organic matter, which gave
a dark brown hue to the residue after evaporation. The weight
of this residue from 10,000 parts dried at 300° F., v

which after ignition was reduced to -5340 parts. As seen in

the above table, one-half of the solid matters in t

were earthy carbonates, and more than one
that the whole amount of salts of alkaline bases was -088,' (of
which nearly one half is carbonate of soda) ; while the St. Ours
water, which resembles that of the Ottawa
contains in the same quantity 4"248, or more than forty-eight
times as much. The alkalies of the Ottawa water equalled as
chlorids, -0900, of which -0293 or 32-5 per cent were chlorid
of potassium. The results of some observations on the -

organic matters of this river water will be given in part III It
will be observed that in the above table the figures given for
the first five waters are for 1000 parts, while those of the Ottawa
are for 10,000 parts.

§ 46. In this connection may be given the analyses of two sim-
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ilar springs from Vermont, the Highgate and Alburg springs.

rs were sent me in October and November IS 61, »od

the results have already appeared in the Geology of Vermont,

vol. ii, p. 926. Both of these waters, when examined, were

slightly sulphurous, and yielded the reactions of boric acid.

;nt of carbonate of soda was estimated from the carbo-

nate of baryta obtained by the process already mentioned in § 35.

Chlorid ©f sodium -402 "140

Bvlobateof soda 'M2 -024

InlOOOparts -113 "452

§47. On the 5th January, 1865, after a lapse of more than

seventeen years, I again visited the three springs of Caledonia,

whose analyses have been given in the table § 43, and collected

nation. The results of my recent

analyses show that considerable changes have occurred in the

>n of each of these springs, and tend to confirm in an

unexpected manner, the theory which I long since put forward,

—that the waters of the second and third classes owe their ori-

gin to the mingling of saline waters of the first class with alka-

: .urth class. It will be observed that the

three Caledonia waters in 1847 were all alkaline, though the

proportions of the carbonate of soda were unlike. Sulphates

were also present in all of them, though most abundant in the

Sulphur spri
-

'
i
holding the smallest amount of

solid matters, °was the most alkaline. In January, 1865, how-

ever, the first and second of these waters had ceased to be alka-

line, and contained, instead of carbonate of soda, small quantities

of earthy chlorid, causing them to enter into the second class.

They no longer contained any sulphates, but, on the contrary,

portions of baryta and strontia. Only the Sulphur spring, which

in 1847 contained the largest proportion of carbonate of soda and

of sulphates, still retained these elements, though in diminished

amounts, and was feebly impregnated with sulphuretted hydro-

gen. If we suppose these waters to arise from the commingling

of saline waters like those of V\ containing

earthy chl oi & waters of

the fourth class holding carbonate and sulphate of soda, it is evi-

dent that a sufficient quantity of the latter water would decom-

pose the ea: reeipitate the salts of ba

strontia present; while an excess would give rise to

saline waters containing sulphate and carbonate of soda, such

as were the three springs of Caledonia in 1847. A falling-off in
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upply of the sulphated alkaline water has however taken

,
and the result is seen in the appearance of chlorid of

lesium and of baryta and strontia in two of the springs,

n a diminished proportion of carbonate of soda in the Sul-

tion of these changes, no attempt

tassium, iodine and bromine. For the purposes of comparison,

the two series of analyses are here put in juxtaposition ; the

elements just mentioned being included with the chlorid of so-

dium, and the figures reduced to three places of decimals. The
i solution of |__

iilphate of strontia, and calcu- .

. part sulphate of baryta.

precipiu

acidulat

lated as such, but i

Table V.-Sho^ng the e Caledonian Springs.

1. Gas Spring.
.

1847. 1 1665. 1849. I860.

6-488 6-930 3-6S5
|

6 930

Carbonate of soda
'077

" 2f d -'J

.J°Q
1 '

o1
'

'oi^!

-294 "228

Silica

In 1000 parts 7 '' 6
" 7

' 174
1

7-345
1 7-547

j|
4-938 I 4-123

In the recent analyses of these waters, the carbonic acid in
the Gas spring was found to equal, for 1,000 parts, '671 ; of which
•278 were required for the neutral carbonates. The Saline spring
contained *664 of carbonic acid, of which -290 go to make up the
neutral carbonates. The Sulphur spring, in like manner, gave
of carbonic acid -573, while the neutral carbonates of the water
require only 191. All of these waters in January, 1865, thus

I an excess of carbonic acid above that required to form
bicarbonates with the carbonated bases present; while the analy-
ses of the same springs in 1847, showed, as we have seen in § 43,
a quantity of carbonic acid insufficient for the formation of bicar-
bonates. The questions of this deficiency, and of the variation
in the amount of carbonic acid in these and other waters will be
considered in the third part of this paper.

§ 48. The waters of our fifth and sixth classes, as defined in
§ 34, are distinguished by the presence of sulphates ; the former

and the latter being neutral waters. In the fifth class
the principal element is sulphuric acid, associated with variable
and accidental amounts of sulphates of alkalies, lime, magnesia,
alumina, and iron. Apart from the springs of this kind°which
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occur in regions where volcanic agencies are evidently active,

the only ones hitherto studied are those of New York and west-
ern Canada ; which issue from unaltered, and almost horizontal

Upper Silurian rocks. (§ 31.) The first account of these re-

markable waters was given in this Journal in 1829 (vol. xv,

p. 238), by the late Prof. Eaton, who described two acid springs
in Byron, Genesee Co., N. Y. ; one yielding a stream of dis-

sid water sufficient to turn a mill-wheel, and the other
affording in smaller quantities a much more acid water. The
latter was afterward examined by Dr. Lewis Beck (Mineralogy
of New York, p. 150). He found it to be colorless, transparent
and intensely acid, with a specific gravity of 1-113

; which cor-

responds to a solution holding seventeen per cent of oil of vitriol.

No chlorids, and only traces of lime and iron, were found in this

water, which was nearly pure dilute sulphuric acid. Prof. Hall
(Geology of New York, 4th District, p. 134), has noticed in addi-

tion to these, several other springs and wells of acid water in the

adjacent town of Bergen. Farther westward, in the town of Al-
abama is a similar water, whose analysis by Erni and Craw will

be found in this Journal, [2], ix, 450. It contained in 1000 parts

about 2-5 of sulphuric acid, and 46 parts of sulphates, chiefly of

lime, magnesia, iron and alumina. In this, as in the succeeding

analyses, hydrated sulphuric acid, S0 8
HO, is meant.

The earliest quantitative analyses of any of these waters were
those by Croft and myself of a spring at Tuscarora, in 1845 and
1847, of which the detailed results appear in this Journal, [2],
viii, 364. This, at the time of my analysis in September, 1847,

contained, in 1000 parts, 4"29 of sulphuric acid, and only 1-87 of

sulphates ; while the previous analysis by Prof. Croft gave ap-

proximatively 3'00 of neutral sulphates, and only about 1-37 of

sulphuric acid. Similar acid waters occur on Grand Island

above Niagara Falls, and at Chippewa.
All of these springs, along a line of more than 100 miles from

east to west, rise from the outcrop of the Onondaga salt-group

;

but in the township ofNiagara, not far from Queenston, are two
similar waters which issue from the Medina sandstone. One of

these is in the southwest part of the township, and fills a small
basin in yellow clay, which, at a depth of three or four feet, is

underlaid by red and green sandstones. The water, which like

those of Tuscarora and Chippewa, is slightly impregnated with
sulphuretted hydrogen, is kept in constant agitation from the es-

cape of inflammable gas. It contained, in 1000 parts, about two
parts of free sulphuric acid, and less than one part of neutral

sulphates. This water was collected in October, 1849, and at that

time another half dried-up pool in the vicinity contained a still

more acid water. Another similar spring occurs near St. Da-
vids in the same township.
Ax Jocr. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. XL, No. 118.-July, 1865.
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In connection with the suggestion made in § 31 as to their

probable origin at great depths, it would be very desirable to

have careful observations as to the temperature of these acid

springs. When, on the 19th October, 1847, I visited the Tusca-

rora spring, the water in two of the small pools had a tempera-

ture of 56° F. ; but on plunging the thermometer in the mud
at the bottom of one of these it rose to 60°-5.

.

It appears from a comparison of the analysis of Croft

wn, that the waters of the Tuscarora spring underwent

able change in composition in the space of two years;

the proportion of the bases to the acid at the time of the second

analysis being little more than one-third of that in the analysis

of Croft. This change was indeed to be expected, since waters

of this kind must soon remove the soluble constituents from the

rocks through which they flow, and eventually become like the

water from Byron, little more than a solution of sulphuric acid.

The observations of Eaton at Byron, and my own at Tuscarora,

show that half-decayed trees are still standing on the soil which

is now so impregnated with acid waters as to be unfit to support

vegetation. Seasoning from the changes in composition, it may
be supposed that these waters were at first neutral, the whole of

the acid being saturated by the calcareous rocks through which

they must rise. It was from this consideration that I was for-

merly led to ascribe to the action of these waters, the formation

of some of the masses of gvpsum which appear along the outcrop

of the Onondaga salt-group. (This Journal, [2], vii, 175.) That

waters like those just mentioned must give rise to sulphate of

lime by their action on calcareous rocks is evident ; and some
of the deposits of gypsum in this region, as described by good
observers, would appear to be thus formed. So far, however, as

my personal observations of the gypsums of western Canada
have extended, they appear to be in all cases cotemporaneous
with the shales and dolomites with which they are interstratilied,

and to have no connection with the sulphuric-acid springs which
are so common throughout that region. (This Journal, [2], xxviii,

365, and Geology of Canada, 352.)

§ 50. We have included in a sixth class the various neutral
saline waters in which sulphates predominate, sometimes to the
exclusion of chlorids. The bases of these waters are soda, pot-

ash, lime, and magnesia ; which are usually found together,

though in varying proportions. For the better understanding
of the relations of these sulphated waters, it may be well to
recapitulate what has been said about their origin

; and to con-
sider them, from this point of view, under two heads.

First, those formed from the solution of neutral sulphates
previously existing in a solid form in the earth. Strata enclosing
natural deposits of sulphates of soda and magnesia, sometimes
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with sulphate of potash (§ 17, § 19), afford the most obviou;

source of these waters. The frequent occurrence of gypsum, how
ever, points to this salt as a more abundant source of sulphated

waters. Solutions of gypsum may in some case exchange their

lime for the soda of insoluble silicates, or this salt may be decom-

posed by solutions of carbonate of soda (§ 7, § 19). The decompo-

sition of the sulphate of lime by hydrous carbonate

ss in many cases the source of sul-

phate of magnesia, which is, more frequently thj

soda, a predominant element in mineral waters.

with a suggestion made in the section last cited, it may be

marked that I have since found that predazzite, in virtue of the

hydrate of m; gnesia - I. oh it c nt i ns. readily decomposes solu-

tions of gypsum holding carbonic acid in solution, and gives

hate of magnesia.
In the second place, sulphuric-acid waters, like those described

in §47, by their action upon calcareous and magnesian rocks,

or by the intervention of carbonate of soda, may, as already sug-

gested, give rise to neutral sulphated waters of the eia

It is vi, 1 t al-Jo that waters impre,- ited v h sulphates of alu-

mina and iron from oxvdizing sulphates, as mentioned in § 28,

may be decomposed in a similar manner, and with like results.

Neutral sulphated waters generated by any of the above pro-

cesses, are evidently subject to admixtures oi

other sources, and may thus become impregnated with chlorids

and carbonates. Indeed it is rare to find wa;

without some portion of chlorids, and a transition is thus pre-

sented to the waters of the first four classes ; in which also por-

tions of sulphates are of frequent occurrence. The presence of

sulphates being one of the conditions required for the generation

of sulphuretted hydrogen (§ 10), we find that the waters of the

sixth class are very often sulphurous.

§ 51. Waters of the sixth class are very frequently met with

in the Paleozoic rocks of New York and western Canada, and

are probably derived from the gypsum which is found in greater

or less abundance at various horizons, from the Calciferous sand-

rock to the Onondaga salt-group. It is however not improbable

that the sulphuric-acid waters which abound in this region (§ 48)

may, by their neutralization, give rise to similar springs. In the

waters of the district under consideration, the sulphate of lime

generally predominates over the sulphates of *heother bases, and

chlorids are frequently present in considerable quantities. For

numerous analyses of these waters, see Beck, Mineralogy of New
York. The results of an examination of the Charlotteville

spring, remarkable for the amount of sulphuretted hydrogen

which it contains, will be found in this Journal, [2], vm, 369. A
very copious sulphur spring which issues from a mound of cal-
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careous tufa in Brant, C. W., overlying the Corniferous lime-

stone, is distinguished by the absence of any trace of chlorids ; in

which respect it resembles the acid waters of the fifth class from
the adjacent region. A partial analysis of a portion of it collected

in 1861, gave, for 1000 parts, sulphate of lime 1-240, sulphate of

magnesia -207, and carbonate of lime '193. From a slight excess

in the amount of sulphuric acid, it is probable that a little sul-

phate of soda was also present.

Of waters of this class, in which sulphate of magnesia predom-
inates, but few have yet been observed in this country. A re-

markable example of this kind from Hamilton, C. W., was ex-

amined by Prof. Croft of Toronto, and described by him in the

Canadian Journal for 1853 (page 153). It had a specific gravity

of 10064, and gave for 1000 parts,

Sulphate of soda, ....,-- 1-6985

The rocks exposed at Hamilton include the Medina sandstone,

and the Niagara limestone, with the intermediate Clinton group.

Along the outcrop of the latter, crystalline crusts of nearly pure

sulphate of magnesia are observed to form in many localities,

- dry season of the year. (Geology of Canada, p. 460.)

According to Emmons, the Post-tertiary clays near Crown
Point, on the western shore of Lake Champlain, are during

dry weather covered with efflorescences of sulphate of magnesia,

which impregnates several springs in the vicinity. The water

of one of these, according to Emmons, had a speeific gravity of

1014-0, and contained, in 1000 parts, 18*78 of saline matter, which
was chiefiv sulphate of magnesia, with some sulphate of lime.

(Cited by Beck, Mineralogy of New York, p. 252.) The strata

underlying the clays of this region belong, according to the State

geological map, to the Potsdam, Calciferous and Trenton forma-
tions, but the source of the magnesian salt is not improbably to

be found in the clays themselves.
In the third and concluding part of this paper, it is proposed

to notice briefly some of the more important points in the chem-
istry of the various waters which have been here described, and
to inquire into their geological relations.
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Art. VIII.— On Molecular Physics ; by Prof. W. A. Norton,

[Continued from vol. xxxix, p. 254.]

Thermo-Electricity.—The key to thermo-electric phenomena
should be found in the effect produced by heat on the electric

condition of molecules. Now when heat is applied to a surface,

the molecules at the surface first receive the ethereal pulses of
which the force of heat consists. These pulses passing on to the
central atom of each molecule, or the condensed universal ether
at the center of the molecule, are there partially expended in

expanding its electric atmosphere on the outer side, and are par-
tially propagated on. Upon reaching the inner side of the atom
they will again be partially consumed in expanding the atmos-
phere on that side, while a certain portion will be transmitted to

the next atom. It is easy to see that this second expansion should
be less than the first, tinder these circumstances two important
electrical effects will be produced. (1.) By reason of the greater

expansion of the atmosphere on the outer than on the inner side,

its density will be diminished on the outer side, and hence elec-

tric ether will flow around to that side. Tin moleo. lar atmosphere

will therefore become j,<> 'he outer side. (2.) As
a consequence of this polarization the molecular atmosphere will

urge awayfrom it a portion of the electric etherposited near its surface,

and tend to develop a negative polar m of contigu-

ous surfaces. The surface receiving the heat will then become
positively polarized, and there will be at the same time an elec-

tric movement outward from the surface. Cold, or the abstrac-

tion of heat, will have precisely the opposite tendency ; that is,

a surface in the act of cooling will become negatively polarized,

and this change will be attended with a flow of electricity toward
the surface. Such movements of the electric ether will be in

waves of translation, or in currents of free electricity, or both
combined, according to the conducting power of the medium
exterior to the surface (p. 252). Substances may differ in the

effects thus produced, under similar circumstances, from two
causes ; a difference in their conducting power for heat, and a

difference in the degree of expansion, or in the effect of the ex-

pansion produced by the same amount of heat.

Now let a plate of bismuth be placed in contact with a plate

of antimony, and let the junction be heated and the other ends
be broughUnto good conducting communication. If the above
mentioned effects of heat be different for these two metals, a

current should set, at the junction, from the one which experi-

ences the greatest effect to that which experiences the least, and
pass through the circuit. Bismuth is a poorer conductor of heat
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than antimony, and in fact than most other metals, and hence
its surface molecules should imbibe and retain more heat than
those of the antimony. The diamagnetic properties of bismuth
also indicate, as will be seen hereafter, that its molecular atmos-
pheres are remarkably expansible. If these peculiarities of bis-

muth be admitted, we have an explanation of the fact that bis-

muth is positive
1
to other metals in its thermo-electric relations.

The bismuth and antimony in the thermo-electric pair, it will be
observed, hold the same relation to each other as the zinc and
copper in the galvanic pair, and the heat does the same electri-

cal duty in the one, that the oxygen does in the other.

If the other ends of the two metals be brought together and
cooled, the current will be reenforced, since the molecular at-

mospheres of the bismuth will contract more than those of the
antimony. (See effect of cold, p. 61.)

It has been ascertained as the result of numerous experiments,
that " increasing the temperature of the negative metal gener-
ally increases the amount of deflection of the galvanometer
needle produced by heating the junction; while if the higher
heat is applied to the metal which is positive at moderate tem-
peratures, a current in the opposite direction is established." To
get at the explanation of these curious effects we must observe
that the " higher heat " spoken of is applied at a certain distance
from the junction, and hence it is the inner sides of the surface
molecules which first receive the heat from this second source,
and become positively polarized. Accordingly, the current should
be strengthened in the first case, above mentioned, and weak-
ened in the second. It has also been observed that a current
may be excited with two wires of the same metal, by heating
the end of one and bringing it in contact with the other ; and
that the direction of the current at the junction is from the cold
to the hot wire." In this case it is to be remarked that the hot
wire is in the act of cooling, and hence there should be an elec-
tric movement toward its surface (p. 61), or from the cold to
the hot wire, through the junction.

Pyro-electric Crystals.—Tourmaline is the most conspicuous
crystal belonging to this class. "A prism of tourmaline has dif-

ferent secondary planes at its : as it is ex-
pressed, is hemihed rally modified." This peculiarity of crystal-

hich also obtains in the other pyro-electric crystals,

indicates that in the direction of the axis, the molecules of the
crystal have different mechanical properties on opposite sides.

In this condition of things we may reasonably suppose that the
molecular atmospheres would expand unequally on opposite

1 By the positive metal is here meant that which imparts, at the heated junction,
positive electricity to the other metal. This is often termed the negative metal.
Its polarization is positive, bat itei five (p. 245).
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sides, under the influence of the same amount of heat. If this

be admitted we have a complete explanation of the electric phe-

nomena exhibited by the tourmaline when heated, in accordance

with the principles already laid down. Thus, let a tourmaline

be heated regularly, that is, so that all points of its surface shall

receive equal increments of heat; at all points of the surface the

unequal expansive action of the heat upon the two sides of the

molecular atmospheres in the axial direction, will determine

their polarization, and an attendant electric movement from the

positively polarized side of one molecule to the negatively polar-

ized side of the next. There should accordingly be opposite

electrical states manifested at the ends of the crystal. This state

ef thii ga should continue so long as the temperature is rising.

But it is to be observed that the effective polarization determined
in each molecule by the heat is weakened by the discharge that

takes place from one molecule to the next, and that from this

cause the signs of electrical excitement at the ends of the crystal

will be much feebler when the temperature becomes uniform

than they would otherwise be. Now if the heated tourmaline

be cooled regularly, the process that attended upon the heating

will be reversed, and the electrical states, or effective poles,

will be reversed. This reversal of the poles may occur soon

after the temperature begins to fall, because of the above men-

tioned weakening of the effective polarization ; since this remain-

ing polarization,°when the temperature becomes uniform, which
is really effective 'upon bodies placed near the ends of the tourma-

line, may be no greater than the opposite transient polarization

that may arise from a small loss of temperature.

Mutual Attractions and Bepulsions of Ulectric Currenis.~We

have seen that in an electric current there is a flow, or onward

movement of electric ether throughout the entire route of the

current. Now the rapidly moving molecules of electric ether

must act impulsively against the universal ether m their path;

and every such impulse must be propagated indefinitely

through this ether. The innumerable impulses thus c

in a current are parallel to the direction of the current, and

must take effect upon all surrounding molecules in this direction.

They constitute what maybe called the external imp'

of the current. The well known phenomena under immediate

consideration, as well as all the other phenomena of the external

action of currents to be discussed, are to be ascribed to the ope-

ration of this external impulsive force. Let us first take the case

of two parallel wires conveying currents in the same direction.

The impulses propagated from these wires will tend to weaken
the tension of the universal ether lying between the wires. A
similar effect but less in amount, will be produced upon the

ether lying on the outer sides of the wires. The ethereal tension
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should therefore be in excess upon the outer sides of the wires,

and hence they should be urged toward each other, or there

should be an apparent attraction between the wires conveying

the currents. The excess of ethereal tension here alluded to is

attributable to the fact that the impulses proceeding from the

one wire, in being propagated through the other, are materially

reduced in intensity. This effect results mainly from the disper-

sion produced by the interstitial ether, which is brought into a

very disturbed state of density by the swiftly moving atoms of

the electric ether in the current. When only one of the wires

conveys a current, no attraction or repulsion is observed, be-

cause the dispersion just mentioned is wanting.

If the currents be supposed to traverse the wires in opposite

directions, then the same operative cause, the external impulsive

forces of the currents, will compress the ether between the wires

to a greater degree than beyond them, and thus there will be an

effective force urging them farther apart.

Let a, fig. 8, be a point of one of the currents, from which an

impulse is propagated, and ab
f

etc, ad,

lines radiating from it and crossing the \

'

^
second wire, v, under different degrees v_-_

between bd and eg represent the lines of

moving electrical atoms. Each of the C
lines ab, ac, ad, will cross the same num-
ber of such lines, and therefore impulses propagated along them
will encounter the same number of moving atoms, and experi-

ence the same proportional diminution. This diminution should
be a certain constant fractional part of the impulse that reaches
any point of the nearer side, eg, of the wire, The diminution
of the propagated impulse, in traversing the wire, simply by
reason of the increased length of the passage, as the line is more
oblique, should also be a constant fractional part of the impulse;
since fc is the same proportional part of of, or an for each point
of the wire. Hence the action of any point a of the first wire,
upon any point/ of the second, should be inversely proportional
to the square of the distance ; and the entire force of action of
one indefinite wire upon another should be inversely propor-
tional to the distance between the two. (See Lame", Cours de
Physique, vol. iii, p. 236.)

If the currents cross each other under a certain angle instead
of being parallel, it may be seen by attending to the mutual
actions of the separate points of the two currents, that there
will be attractions or repulsions according to the relative direc-
tions of the currents at the points ; and that the entire action
will tend to bring the two currents into the same direction, in

which the attraction will be a maximum.
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External Action of an Electric Current upon bodies in their

natural state.—In undertaking to deduce from our fundamental

principles the varied phenomena of the action of a current upon

bodies in its vicinity, we have to consider that there are ixco

modes in which the external impulsive force of a current may
act upon such bodies and develop currents ; the one d

the other indirect. (1.) The propagated impulses may take

effect directly upon the atoms of the electric atmospheres of the

molecules, impelling them in the same direction that the primary

current is moving, and so tend to generate a current similar to

the primary. (2.) Or these same ethereal impulses may r-u!

upon the central atoms of the molecules, force up the atmos-

pheres on the side of the atoms upon which they fall, and so

develop a current opposite to the original one. We have to

consider, also, that the external current-force may operate, the-

oretically, in both these ways, either upon the simple molecules

which are grouped together into compound molecules, or upon

compound molecules as a whole. The action upon the coi

of the compound molecules, tends to develop currents within

the mass of these molecules. Among the variety of especial

currents which may thus be excited, we have parti-:

note those which may be developed in the surface of each group,

and circulate around it, from particle to particle. If the direct

mode of operation of the primary current predominates, such

circular currents are magnetic; if the indirect prevail, they are

diamagnetic. If the two tendencies countervail each other, the

substance is in a neutral magnetic condition. The neutral mag-

netic state may also result from the absence of groups of parti-

cles in the substance, within which circular currents can be

established.
, ,

.

To the action of the current upon each compound molecule,

with its own proper atmosphere (p. 241), as a whole, are to be as-

cribed the remarkable phenomena. •
especially

so-called. Experiment has hitherto failed to detect the exist-

ence of any current, from one such molecule to another, or

through the mass of a bodv, produced by the uniform action of

an established current. All such induced currents result from

either an increase or a decrease in the effective action of the in-

ducing current, and are wholly due to the indirect mode of ope-

ration of this current. This fact indicate-,

the views that have been advanced upon electric polarization,

(p. 242), that the current develops a polarization in the com-

pound molecules of bodies, which increases or decreases as the

external impulsive action of the current increases or decreases,

This polarization is Faraday's "Electro-tonic state" of bodies.

Magnetism.—The general nature of the magnetic currents, as

Aa. Jour. Sci.-Secosd Series, Vol. XL, No. 118.-Jcly, 1865.
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distinguished from other electric currents, has just been indicated.

The existence of such currents in the surface of a compound

molecule seems to imply that there is a virtual chain of particles

extending circularly around it, which there would be if the num-

ber .of particles in each group be large. Ampere's researches

have oomplel r molecular

currents is the key to all magnetic phenomena. It suffices, there-

fore for our present purpose, to show, as has been done, that

such currents are legitimately deducible from the fundamental

conceptions laid down at the outset ; and that the mutually attrac-

tive and repulsive actions of currents may also be derived from

leas, (p. 63). Weadopt, then, definitively,

Ampere's theorv of the constitution of a magnet.

The immediate cause of the development of magnetic currents

is the direct impulsive action of an established current, taking

effect upon the particles in the surface of compound molecules.

In respect to magnetic properties, we have specially to distin-

guish soft iron and steel. The cause of their difference of prop-

erty seems to lie simply in a difference in the conducting power

of the groups of particles into which they are aggregated. If

in soft iron these groups are good conductors, the electric ether

set in motion should pass freely around them, unattended with

any material polarization of the particles, and unresisted by the

force that results from such polarization, (p. 245). When the

exciting cause ceases to operate, there is no force remaining to

counteract the resistance of the universal ether to the flow of

the electricity, and the retarding operation of contiguous oppos-

ing currents. But if we suppose that, in the case of steel, the

molecular groups are imperfect conductors, the magnetizing

force will develop a polarization of the separate molecules ; and,

as a consequence, the currents may pass chiefly through their

atmospheres, as in the case of electric induction, (p. 243). In

this state of things, when the force is withdrawn, it does not

follow that the magnetic currents will entirely pass off; for there

would apparently be a force in operation which would tend to

retain currents of a certain intensity in circulation. This is the

mutual action of the contiguous positive and negative sides of

two molecules, throughout the chain. It would seem that such

a circular chain of particles would not, of necessity, attain to a

condition of statical polarization, but might reach a dynamical

equilibrium ; in which the impulsive force, from each discharge

brought about by the action of contiguous molecules, should

restore the polarization lost by the discharge to the next pre-

ceding molecule.*

3 It is -worthy of consideration, whether certain phenomena of luminosity, as

...-- „:..
jh the mass; or from a similar effect produced in a feebler

degree by heat or light.
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pola

termines and maintains, in opposition to all resistances, currents

of a certain intensity. A certain amount of force (" coercive

force"), and a certain interval of time, are expended in develop-

ing this polarization. At the same time it is only when this force
"

5 exerted with this result that permanent magnetism c

Heat, or a blow, or an electric discharge, by destroying the mo-
lecular polarization, may demagnetize the bar. It is also to be

observed that intense heat may demagnetize a bar, and destroy

the susceptibility to magnetism in iron or steel, by breaking up
the groups of particles into which the mass is aggregated.

Diamagnetism.—It has already been intimated that the dia-

magnetic state into which certain substances, as bismuth, phos-

phorus, antimony, &c, are brought by the action of a powerful

magnet, pi n of currents around

the compound molecules of the mass, in the opposite direction

to the inducing current; and that these currents result from the

second mode of operation of the external force of the primary

current, (p. 65). Accordingly, the susceptibility to diamag-

netism must arise from a special liability to expansion on the

part of the electric atmospheres of the simple molecules, when

urged upward by the ethereal pulses that fall upon their central

Electro-Magnetism.—-The essential theory of the developement

of magnetism by electric currents, and of electro-magnetic phe-

nomena generally, is embraced in what has already been stated,

(pp. 63-4-5).

Magneto-Electricity.—The excitation of electric currents by

magnetic action is a phenomenon of pure induction, and will

be included under the next head.

Inductir. —The term induction, as ordin-

arily used in Dynamical Electricity, has reference only to the

development of currents, through wires, or upon the 3D

within the mass of bodies. It will suffice to confine our atten-

tion to the origination of currents in wires forming a closed

circuit. The general idea of the process, as contemplated from

our .theoreti- t_ > -int of view, has already been indicated. The

fundamental principle which covers the whole ground is, that

whenever the action of the impulsive force of any current be-

gins, or is on the increase, the induced current sets in the oppo-

site direction to the inducing current; and when the same action

terminates, or is on the decrease, the induced flows in the same

direction as the inducing current. The rationale is, that the ethe-

real pulses of the originating force fall upon the condensed ether

at the central portion of each group of molecules, and urge out-

ward the in .:her on that side of the group.
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This determines a flow of a certain portion of the electric ether

around to that side ; and a consequent positive polarization on

that side of the group, or compound molecule. While this

process of polarization is going on, there must then be a flow of

electricity from one compound molecule to the next, in the same

direction in which the transfer of ether occurs within the mole-

cules themselves, as an inevitable attendant upon the increasing

polarization (p. 242). When the primary action becomes con-

stant, there simply abides a state of static polarization,—an
11 electro-tonic state,"—in which an equilibrium prevails through-

out the circuit. But when this action falls off, the polarization

maintained by it must decline, and a current arise setting in the

opposite direction to the former one (p. 67). The inducing

current may be either electric, or magnetic, so-called. The in-

crease of its action upon the adjacent wire may result either

from the closing of the circuit in the case of a galvanic cur-

the magnetization of the iron when a magnet is em-
ployed ; or from the approach of the current to the

from a change in the position of the wire in the magn
attended with an augmentation in the action of the external im-

m
ulsive force exerted by all the circular currents of the magnet.

A decrease in the polarizing effect of the inducing current may
result from an interruption of the circuit, or a diminution in the

force of the magnet, or a recess of the wire from the current, or

a movement of the wire in the magnetic field attended with a
diminished action of the entire impulsive force of the magnet.
The oppositely directed currents induced by alternately clos-

ing and breaking the galvanic circuit, when the two contiguous
wires are formed into a hollow coil, are greatly augmented by
inserting rods, or bundles of iron wire within the coil. The
explanation of this is, doubtless, that the direct action of the
galvanic current is reenforced by the magnetic currents which
it develops in the iron. The other cases of induction above
referred to need not be dwelt upon, with the exception of that
resulting from the movement of a wire to different points of the
magnetic field.

This case has been subjected to a rigorous experimental analy-
sis by Faraday, who has deduced from his researches the follow-
ing general results. If a wire, forming part of a closed circuit,

be held in a direction transverse to a magnet, and moved in the
magnetic field, across the "lines of force," or magnetic curves, Q
current will be induced in the wire. If the wire be moved in
one direction across these lines of force, a current in a certain
direction will arise, and if it be moved across them in the other
direction, a current in the opposite direction will be induced.
The quantity of electricity set in motion will depend upon the
number of lines of force crossed by the moving wire, and not
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upon the obliquity of the direction of the motion to these lines

Thus, if the wire be placed over the middle of the magnet, (7/

fig. 9), and moved in any
direction from this position,

across the lines of force as

shown in the figure, a cur- ._.—±\ .._ /

rent will be induced in it, \ *..-'''"
~'x$/

running in the same direc- /\ __ ] .
% / \ 1

tion as the circular currents \ / /<" I /\ \ j

side of the mag- --\-j
j*' / \ ] / \^'fLi. w • ,-r

t; and if t]

ed across these lines toward v- V
the middle of the magnet, a °|

'- —— i

current will traverse the wire fl

in the opposite direction. In '

each case the comparative quantity of electricity set in motion,

will depend solely upon the comparative number of magnetic

curves crossed, and not upon the line, mr, ms, or mt, along which
the movement takes place.

These facts are in entire accordance with the fundamental prin-

ple of induction, stated on page 67. For, (1.) the impulsive

force of the magnet, at any point of the field, is the resultant of

the special impulsive forces due to all the circular currents of

the magnet, and has the same direction as these currents in the

upper face of the magnet. (2.) This resultant will have the

greatest value at the middle of the magnet, m, and decrease in

all directions from this point. (3.) The curves of equal impul-

sive force correspond very closely to Faraday's "lines of force."

For it will be seen on a little reflection, that the force will, be-

yond a certain distance from the middle, if not from the very

middle, decrease most rapidly parallel to the surface of the mag-
net

; and that the curves of equal impulsive force, proceeding

from points on the ends of the magnet, will recede, over the

middle of the magnet, to a greater distance from it than half its

length. This is strikingly true of the curves that originate from

near the center of each end ; for at the very center, the force in

question vanishes entirely, and therefore the curves for that

point would be thrown to an infinite distance from the middle

of the magnet.
In making a comparative estimate of the impulsive force of

the magnet in different parts of the field, it should be observed

that in receding from the magnet the force that results from any

one molecular current is the resultant of the opposing impulses

propagated from the oppositely directed currents on the nearer

and farther sides of the molecule, and that this not only depends

upon the distance of the point from the molecule, but also upon

the obliquity of the line connecting the two, to the plane of
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the circular current. For the same distance the resultant will

be greatest when the point lies in this plane, and zero when the

point is opposite the center of the current. Bearing this in

mind, it may readily be seen that if a line, uv, be drawn parallel

of the magnet, at any distance from it, the in

this lin< "

i magn
Also that the force will decrease along a line, as if, par-

force of the magnet, along this line, will decrease from the poi

n, opposite the middle of the magnet, indefinitely in both direc-

allel to the end, and vanish at o in the prolongation of the i

To obtain a general expression for the intensity of the exter-

nal impulsive force of the magnet, let

abed, fig. 10, be a magnet, and let us
?

.

regard its effective action upon any mole- j t
j

cule, at f, as the result of the joint action

of two sets of opposing currents, the one «
lying in the upper face ab, and tbe other ^
in the lower face cd. Let nf=y, nr=z, " s

nr'=z\ nb=u, na=v, ac=d, and m=coefficient of the impulsive
force of an individual current. Then for the action of r upon/ we

have , , ; and for the action of nr. / , . ,= — tang -+C.
y
2+z2

\ V y
2+«a y

&
y

Tor the entire action of rib, we have the definite integral

— tang -. In a similar manner we obtain, for the opposing

action of od, ——: tang ——z . The effective impulsive action

of the portion n o d b of the magnet, will then be

The effective action of the other portion, naoc, of the magnet,

will be — tang tang ——

.

y
h

y y+d ° y+d
We therefore have, for the entire action of the magnet,

"When y is large as compared with d, we have approximately

w= ~(«c afe + arc bfd) (b.)

To obtain the equation of the c

let mn = x, and rm^t. Then
-\-mb=x+a. Also na=v=a— x.

?+t»g^)-
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C here represents the constant intensity of the impulsive force

of the magnet, for one curve. The value of C decreases as the

distance of the curve from m, fig. 9, increases. The equation (b)

• for the larger curves, except near the magnet, afc+
bfd, must vary in nearly the same ratio with the ordinate y,

from one point to another of the curve. To the left of the line

a fc becomes negative in equation (b). Equations (a)

and (c) fail for y~0.
The investigation here made proceeds upon the supposition

that the breadth of the magnet is indefinitely small. 1

1

pose it to be indefinitely ereat, the action of each individual

transverse current upon any point,/ fig. 10, would be inversely

proportional to the distance of the current from this point,' and

It v.
I I o readily seen that the amount of force propagated to^

within any angle, as mfr', will be the same whatever may be

the value of fn. .

The equation for the value of the effective impulsive force will

be approximately of the form

k being a constant coefficient dependent upon the strength of

the magnet,— I and V the parts of the length, a b of the magnet,

. between the angles afc and bfd subtended by the

two ends,—and n. n> the mean distances of these parts from /.

We approximate to this state of things in proportion as the

magnet is supposed to be broader, and shorter and thinner
;
or

in proportion as, with a magnet of given dimensions, the point

/ is taken nearer to the magnet.

Let us now replace Faraday's lines of force by the curves ot

equal impulsive force of the magnet, and consider what should

be the effect of moving a wire across them, along any line mr,

ms, mt. &c, (fig. 9). , . , .

It is obvious that if the movement be outward, the impulsive

force taking effect upon the wire will decrease ;
and that if it be

inward, the force will increase. Hence, agreeably to the funda-

inciple before alluded t
case there

should be an induced current having the same direction as the

currents of the upper face of the magnet ; and m the second

case a current pursuing the opposite direction. Again, the

amount of change of force which results from the displacement

of the wire, and therefore the quantity of electricity which

this charge sets in motion, should depend solely upon the

number of curves traversed. We may add that in whatever

part of the magnetic field, and in whatever direction the wire be

are here sapp

'

-- transverse to the magnet,

one in the upper and the other in the lower surface.
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supposed to move, the theoretical result is in perfect accordance
with the facts as experimentally established by Faraday.

In the foregoing we have supposed the wire, transverse to the
magnet, to be moved parallel to itself to various points of the
magnetic field ; but Faraday has shown that a current may also

be induced in the wire, by bending it into a curve am
it to revolve around the magnet, after one end has been brought
into contact with the equatorial part of the magnet, and the
other with a wire or rod leading out
from the pole, as shown in fig. 11. ^i__^^
"A copper ring was fixed round and s^ ^\/?
in contact with the equatorial part, _^-^-

and the wire, e, made to bear by
~"

pf>
:

spring pressure against this ring, and
also against a ring on the axis." The direction of the current

changed with the direction of revolution. Corresponding cur-

rents were also obtained by rotating the magnet in the opposite

directions, the wire remaining fixed. To explain these currents

upon the principles now developed, we must first observe that

the impulsive force of the magnet will impart a transverse polar-

ization to the molecules of the wire. Now let a motion of rev-

olution be imparted to the wire, in a direction opposite to that

of the circulation of the magnetic currents, and the relative ve-

locity with which the ethereal impulses will fall upon the mole-

cules will be the sum of the velocity due to the impulse, and
that of the molecules themselves in the opposite direction. The
molecules at the end, e, of the wire, will therefore take on a

higher polarization than is induced in the copper ring by the

magnet simply. This polarization should be attended with a

disturbance of the electric condition of the molecules in the

direction of the length of the wire. There should, then, be an
inequality in this disturbance at the point of contact, e. This

inequality should originate a current that would pass around
the circuit. Let v denote the velocity answering to the magnetic
impulse, and v' the velocity of revolution of the molecule at e.

Then the effect due to the polarizing force at the end, e, of the

wire, maybe represented by m (v+v') 2
, and that induced in the

contiguous particles of the copper ring by mu 3
. The difference

is mv'(2v+v'\ which represents the electro-motive force of the

current. If the wire were made to revolve around an unmag-
netized bar, the originating force of the current would be rnv' 2

.

The electro-motive force just mentioned would exceed this nearly

in the ratio of 2v to v'. A very high velocity of revolution of

the wire would therefore be required to develop a sensible cur-

rent, if the bar were unmagnetized. The above expression for

the electro-motive force, viz, mv'(2v-{-v'), which is nearly equal
to 2mvv'

}
shows that this force is proportional to the velocity, v',
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of revolution of the wire. The entire force developed in ten
revolutions of the wire should then remain the same, if the ve-

locity of revolution should be changed, (as determined by Fara-
day). If the magnet rotates in the opposite direction its im-

pulses against the ether will be correspondingly increased, and
the result will be the same.

Faraday, in certain papers <

character

that he inclines to the opinion that they have in reality a physi-

cal existence, correspondent to their analogues the elect

instead of being simply " representants of magnetic power," or

lines of resultant magnetic action. In speculating upon the

question in existence may consist, he remarks
that " it may be a vibration of the hypothetical aether," (along

the lines), or a state or tension of that aether equivalent to either

a dynamic or a static condition, or it may be some other state.
"'

The results arrived at, in the present paper, are opposed to these

speculative ideas of the great English physicist, for our conclu-

sions are that the lines upon which the phenomena of induction

by a magnet depend are merely lines of equal magnetic action

;

but the action is that of a force whose existence has not hereto-

fore been recognized, viz, the so-called impulsive force of the

magnet.
(To be concluded.)

Art. IX.—On the Spectra ofsome of the Fixed Stars ; by William
Huggins, F.E.A.S., and Prof. W. A. Miller, V.P.RS., and

On the Spectra of some of the Nebulas; by William Hug-
gins, F.R.A.S.

Mr. Htjggln-s and Prof. Miller presented to the Royal Soci-

ety of London, on the 26th of May, 1864, an important paper on

the spectra of some of the fixed stars, and Mr. Huggins presented

one on the 8th of September on the spectra of some of the neb-

ulas. By a peculiar adaptation of the spectroscope to a telescope

of 10 feet focal length and 8 inches aperture, they were able to

make a direct comparison of the spectra of the moon, planets,

fixed stars, and nebulas, with the spectra of the several chemical

elements. The following are some of the more important points

of the two papers.

The result of the analysis of the light of the moon is wholly

negative as to the existence of any considerable lunar atmos-

3 Series, Vol. XL, No. 118.-Jult, 1865.
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sphere. The spectra of the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, and
Venus, agree essentially with the solar spectrum. Differences

however exist which cannot be due to the earth's atmosphere.
The evidence afforded by the prism of the existence of atmos-
pheres around these planets is imperfect. This may be explained
by supposing the light to be reflected from masses of clouds in

the upper strata of thin atmospheres, and not from the surface

of the planets.

Observations on the Fixed Stars.—The number of fixed stars

which we have, to a greater or less extent, examined amounts
to nearly 50. We have, however, concentrated our efforts upon
three or four of the brighter stars, and two only of these have
been mapped with any degree of completeness. These sj < tra

are, indeed, as rich in lines as that of the sun, and even with
these it may be advantageous to compare the spectra of addi-

tional metals when the season is again favorable.

« Tauri (Aldebaran)..—The light of this star is of a pale red.

When viewed in the spectroscope, numerous strong lines are at

once evident, particularly in the orange, the green, and the blue
portions. The positions of about seventy of these lines have
been measured.

We have compared the spectra of sixteen of the terrestrial

elements by simultaneous observation with the spectrum of Al-

debaran, of course selecting those in which we had reason, from
the observations, to believe coincidence was most likely to occur.

Nine of these spectra exhibited lines coincident with certain lines

in the spectrum of the star. They are as follows -.—sodium, mag-
nesium, hydrogen, calcium, iron, bismuth, tellurium, antimony, and
mercury.

Seven other elements were compared with this star, viz. nitro-

gen, cobalt, tin, lead, cadmium, lithium, and barium. No coinci-

dence was observed. With nitrogen three strong double lines

were compared, with cobalt one strong single line and a double
line, with tin five lines, with lead two strong lines, with cadmium
three lines, with barium two of the strongest in the green, and
with lithium the line in the orange, but were found to be with-

out any strong lines in the star-spectrum corresponding with

a Ononis—The light of this star has a decided orange tinge.

None of the stars which we have examined exhibits a more
complex or remarkable spectrum than this.

The spectra obtained from sixteen elementary bodies were ob-
served simultaneously with it. In five of these, viz. sodium,
magnesium, calcium, iron, and bismuth, lines corresponding with
certain stellar lines were found to exist.

The bright green line so characteristic of thallium appears to

coincide with one of the lines seen in the star-spectrum
; but this
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line may be due to calcium, since the small difference between

the position of the thallium line and that of one of the calcium

lines very close to it, would not be distinguishable with the dis-

persive power of the apparatus employed.

In the spectra of the other elements which we compared with,

that of the star, no coincidences occur. There is no line coinci-

dent with the red line C of hydrogen ; but in the star are two

strong lines, one on either side of the position of C :
there is

also no line coincident with F. It is strikingly confirmatory

of this metlud of analysis, that in all the stars hitherto ex-

amined bv us in which a line corresponding to C exists, that

corresponding to F is also found. When F is absent, C is also

wanting. In nitrogen three strong double lines were compared.

In tin five lines, and in lead two bright lines were compared,

but no coincidence was found.

The strongest of the gold lines approximates closely in posi-

tion to one in the spectrum of the star, but it is probably not

Three of the strong lines of cadmium, two of silver,

four o? mercury, two of barium, and one (the orange line) of A*-

km, were observed to be not coincident with any of the lines

visible in the star. In these comparisons, when barium was

used, it was employed in the form of a nearly solid amalgam.

(? Pegasi—The color of this star is a fine yellow In the gen-

eral arrangement of the groups, in the gradation of the strength

of the lines composing the groups, and in the absence of the hy-

drogen lines, this spectrum, though much fainter, is closely anal-

ogous with the spectrum of "Orionis. Nine of the elements

were compared with it. Two of these, viz. sodium, and magne-

sium, and perhaps a third, viz. barium, furnish spectra in which

there are lines which coinicide with lines m the spectrum ot

the star. . ,

The spectra of iron and manganese were also compared with

that of the star, but the state of the atmosphere prevented any

certain conclusion. The lines in the spectra of nitrogen, tin, and

mercury, were not coincident with any definite lines in the star

-

spectrum. Neither of the hydrogen lines corresponding to C and

The absence in the spectrum of « Ononis, and also in the spec-

trum of (3 Pegasi which so closely resembles it in character, ot

lines corresponding to those of hydrogen, is an observation ot

considerable interest. It is of the more importance since the

lines G and F are highly characteristic of the solar spectrum and

and of the spectra of by far the larger number of the fixed stars

to which our observations have been extended. These excep-

tions are further interesting as they seem to prove that the lines

C and F are due to the luminous bodies themselves. Of this some

doubt might be entertained, and it might be suspected that they
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are in some way due to our own atmosphere, if these lines were
present in the spectra of all the stars without exception. This
absence of the lines corresponding to hydrogen is also the more
entitled to consideration, since it is so rare to find them wanting,
amongst the considerable number of stellar spectra which we
have observed.

Sirius.— Three if not four elementary bodies have been found
to furnish spectra in which lines coincide with those of Sirius.

viz. sodium, magnesium, hydrogen, and probably iron.

The whole spectrum of Sirius is crossed by a very large num-
ber of faint and fine lines. It is worthy of notice that in the

case of Sirius, and a large number of the white stars, at the same
time that the hydrogen lines are abnormally strong as compared
with the solar spectrum, all the metallic lines are remarkably

« Lyroe (Vega).—This is a white star having a spectrum of the
same class as Sirius, and as full of fine lines as the solar spectrum.

General Observations.—Probably in the constitution of the i

'

vealed by spectrum analysis, we shall find the origin of the

differences in the color of stellar light. Since spectrum analysis

shows that certain of the laws of I revail in the

sun and stars, there can be little doubt that the immediate source
of solar and stellar light must be solid or liquid matter main-
tained in an intensely incandescent state, the result of an exceed-
ingly high temperature. For it is from such a source alone that

we can produce light even in a feeble degree comparable with
that of the sun.
The light from incandescent solid and liquid bodies affords

an unbroken spectrum containing rays of light of every refrangi-

bin the portion of the speGtrum which is visible. As
-ion of the light is connected with the state of solidity

or liquidity, and not with the chemical nature of the body, it is

highly probable that the light when first emitted from the photo-
sphere, or light-giving surface of the sun and of the stars, would
be in all cases identical.

The source of the difference of color, therefore, is to be sought
m the difference of the constituents of the investing atmospheres.
The atmosphere of each star must vary in nature as the constitu-
ents of the star vary; and observation has shown that the stars
do differ from the sun and from each other in respect of the
elements of which thev consist. The light of each star therefore
will be diminished by the loss of those rays which correspond in
refrangibility to the bright lines which the constituents of each
atmosphere would, in the incandescent state, be capable of emit-
ting. In proportion as these dark lines preponderate in particu-
lar parts of the spectrum, so will the colors in which they occur
be weaker, and consequently the colors of other refran edibilities

will predominate.
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Observations on the Planetary Nebula.—These wondrous objects

present in the telescope slightly oval disks. For this reason they
were placed by Sir William Herschel in a class by themselves.

They present but little indication of resolvability. The color of

their light, which in the case of several is blue tinted with green,

is remarkable, since this is a color extremely rare amongst sin-

gle stars. These nebulae, too, agree in showing no indication

of central condensation. By these appearances the planetary

nebulae are specially marked as objects which probably present

phenomena of an order altogether different from those which
characterize the sun and the fixed stars. On this account, as

well as because of their brightness, I selected these nebulas as

the most suitable for examination with the prism.

The numbers and description of the nebulas, are taken from
the last Catalogue of Sir John Herschel.

[37 H. IV. A planetary nebula in Draco, very bright
;
pretty

small; suddenly brighter in the middle, very small nucleus.]

On August 29, 1864, 1 directed the telescope armed with the

spectrum apparatus to this nebula. At first I suspected some
derangement of the instrument had taken place ; for no spectrum

was seen, but only a short line of light perpendicular to the direc-

tion of dispersion. I then found that the light of this nebula,

unlike any other ex-terrestrial light which had yet been subject-

ed by me"to prismatic analvsis, was not composed of light of dif-

ferent refrangibilities, and therefore could not form a spectrum.

A great part of the light from this nebula is monochromatic, and

after passing through the prisms remains concentrated in a bright

line occupying in the instrument the position of that part of the

spectrum to which its light corresponds in refrangibility. A
more careful examination with a narrower slit, however, showed

that, a little more refrangible than the bright line, and separated

from it by a dark interval, a narrower and much fainter line oc-

curs. Beyond this, again, at about three times the distance of

the second line, a third, exceed seen. The

positions of these lines in the spectrum were determined by a

simultaneous comparison of them in the instrument with the

spectrum of the induction spark taken between electrodes of

magnesium. The strongest line coincides in position with the

brightest of the air lines. This line is due to nitrogen, and

occurs in the spectrum about midway between b and F of the

solar spectrum.

The faintest of the lines of the nebula agrees in position with

the line of hydrogen corresponding to Fraunhofer's F.
_

The

other bright line was compared with the strong line of barium
;

this line is a little more refrangible than that belonging to the

nebula.
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Besides these lines, an exceedingly faint spectrum was just

perceived for a short distance on both sides of the group of
bright lines. I suspect this is not uniform, but is crossed with
dark spaces. Subsequent observations on other nebulas induce
me to regard this faint spectrum as due to the solid or liquid

matter of the nucleus, and as quite distinct from the bright lines

into which nearly the whole of the light from the nebulas is con-
centrated. The color of this nebula is greenish blue.

[6 2. A planetary nebula in Taurus Poniatowskii, very bright;
very small; round; little hazy.] The spectrum is essentially

the same as that of 37 H. IV. The three bright lines occupy
the same positions in the spectrum, which was determined by
direct comparison with the spectrum of the induction spark.

These lines have also the same relative intensity. They are

exceedingly sharp and well defined. The presence of an ex-

tremely faint spectrum was suspected. In connexion with this

it is important to remark that this nebula does not possess a
distinct nucleus. The color of this nebula is greenish blue.

[73 H. IV. A planetary nebula in Cygnus with a central star.

Bright
;

pretty large ; round ; star of the 11th magnitude in

the middle.] The same three bright lines were seen. Their
positions in the spectrum were verified by direct comparison
with the induction spark. In addition to these a spectrum
could be traced from about D to about G of the solar spectrum.
This spectrum is much stronger than the corresponding spec-
trum of 37 H. IV. This agrees with the greater brightness of
the central star, or nucleus. The opinion that the faint contin-
uous spectrum is formed alone by the light from the bright cen-
tral point was confirmed by the following observation. When
the cylindrical lens was removed, the three bright lines remained
of considerable length, corresponding to the diameter of the tele-

scopic image of the nebula ; but the faint spectrum became as
narrow as a line, showing that this spectrum is formed by light
which comes from an object of which the image in the telescope
is a point. Lord Eosse remarks of this nebula, "A very re-
markable object, perhaps analogous to H. 450." The color of
this nebula is greenish blue.

[51 H. IV. A planetary nebula in Sagittarius. Bright; very
small

; round.] This nebula is less bright than those 'which
have been described. The two brighter of the lines were well
defined, and were directly compared with the induction spark.
The third line was seen only by glimpses. I had a suspicion of
an exceedingly faint spectrum. The color of this nebula is

greenish blue. Lord Rosse remarks, " Center rather dark. The
dark part is a little north preceding the middle.

[1 H. IV. An exceedingly interesting object in Aquarius.
Planetary; very bright; small; elliptic] The three bright
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lines very sharp and distinct. They were compared for posi-

tion with the induction spark. Though this object is bright,

?ion only of the faint spectrum was suspected. This
nebula contains probably a very small quantity of matter con-

densed into the liquid or solid state. The color of the light of

this nebula is greenish blue. Lord Rosse has not detected any
central star, nor any perforation, as seen in some of the other

planetary nebulse. He represents it with ansa?, which probably

nebulous ring seen edgeways.

[57 M. An annular nebula in Lyra; bright; pretty large;

considerably elongated.]—The apparent brightness of this neb-

ula, as seen in the telescope, is probably due to its large extent,

for the faintness of its sp< ctrum indicates that it has a smaller

intrinsic brightness than the nebulas already examined. The
brightest of the three lines was well seen. I suspected also the

presence of the next in brightness. No indication whatever of

a faint spectrum. The bright line looks remarkable, since it

consists of two bright dots corresponding to sections of the ring,

and between these there was not darkness, but an excessively

faint line joining them. This observation makes it probable

that the faint nebulous matter occupying the central portion is

similar in constitution to that of the ring. The bright line was

compared with the induction-spark.

[18 H. IV. Planetary ; very bright
;

pretty small, round,

blue.]—With a power of 600 this nebula appears distinctly r~

nular. The color of its light is g :'

formed by the light from this nebu
H. IV. la the spectrum of this nebula, however, in addition

to the three bright lines, a fourth bright line, excessively faint,

was seen. This line is about as much more refrangible than the

ing in position with F as this line is more refrangible

than the brightest of the lines, which coincides with a line of

[27 M. Very bright; very large; irregularly extended.

Dumb-bell. In Vulpecula.]—The light of this nebula, after

passing through the prisms, remained concentrated in a bright

line corresponding to the brightest of the three lines. This line

appeared nebulous at the edges. No trace of the other lines was

perceived, nor was a faint continuous spectrum detected. The
bright line was ascertained, by a simultaneous compai

the spectrum of the induction spark, to agree in position with

the brightest of the lines of nitrogen. Minute points of light

have been observed in this nebula by Lord Rosse, Otto Struve,

and others
; the spectra of these bright points, especially if con-

tinuous like those of stars, are doubtless invisible from exces-

sive faintness. By suitable movements given to the telescope,

different portions of the image of the nebula formed in the tele-
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scope were caused successively to fall upon the opening of the

slit, which was about r\ inch by gi
7 inch. This method of

observation showed that the light from different parts of the

nebula is identical in refrangibility, and varfes alone in degree

of intensity.

In addition to these objects the following were also observed

:

[92 M. Very bright globular clusters of stars in Hercules.]

The bright central portion was brought upon the slit. A faint

spectrum similar to that of a star. The light could be traced

from between C and D to about G. Too faint for the observa-

tion of lines of absorption.

[50 H. IV. Very bright ; large ; round. In Hercules.] The
spectrum similar to that of a faint star. No indication of bright

[31 M.] The brightest part of the great nebula in Androm-
eda was brought upon the slit. The spectrum could be traced

from about D to F. The light appeared to cease very abruptly

in the orange
; this may be due to the smaller luminosity of this

part of the spectrum. No indication of the bright lines.

[32 M. Very bright ; large ; round
;

pretty suddenly much
brighter in the middle.] This small but very bright compan-
ion of the great nebula in Andromeda presents a spectrum
apparently exactly similar to that of 31 M. The spectrum ap-

pears to end abruptly in the orange ; and throughout its length

is not uniform, but is evidently crossed either by lines of ab-

sorption or by bright lines.

[55 Androm. Fine nebulous star with strong atmosphere.]
The spectrum apparently similar to that of an ordinary star.

[26 IV. Very bright cluster in Eridanus.] The spectrum
could be traced from the orange to about the blue. No indica-

tion of the bright lines. Several other nebulas were observed,
but of these the light was found to be too faint to admit of sat-

isfactory examination with the spectrum apparatus.
It is obvious that the nebulaa 37 H. IV, 6 2., 73 H. IV, 51 H.

TV, 1 H. IV, 57 M, 18 H. IV, and 27 M, can no longer be regarded
as aggregations of suns after the order to which our own sun and
the fixed stars belong. We have in these objects to do no longer
with a special modification only of our own type of suns, but
find ourselves in the presence of objects possessing a distinct
and peculiar plan of structure.

In place of an incandescent solid or liquid body transmitting
light of all refrangibiiities through an atmosphere which inter-

cepts by absorption a certain number of them, such as our sun
appears to be, we must probably regard these objects, or at least

their photo-surfaces, as enormous masses of luminous gas or va-

por. For it is alone from matter in the gaseous state that light
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consisting of certain definite refrangibilities only, as is the case
with the light of these nebulas, is known to be emitted.

Such gaseous masses would be doubtless, from many causes,

unequally dense in different portions ; and if matter condensed
into the liquid or solid state were also present, it would, from
its superior splendor, be visible as a bright point or points within
the disk of the nebula. These suggestions are in close accord-

ance with the observations of Lord Rosse.

Another consideration which opposes the notion that these

nebulas are clusters of stars is found in the extreme simplicity

of constitution which the three bright lines suggest, whether or

not we regard these lines as indicating the presence of nitrogen,

hydrogen and a substance unknown.
It is perhaps of importance to state that, except nitrogen, no

one of thirty of the chemical elements the spectra of which I

have measured has a strong line very near the bright line of the

nebulas. If, however, this line were due to nitrogen, we ought
to see other line3 as well ; for there are specially two strong

double lines in the spectrum of nitrogen, one at least of which,

if they existed in the light of the nebulas, would be easily visi-

ble. In my experiments on the spectrum of nitrogen, I found
that the character of the brightest of the lines of nitrogen, that

with which the line in the nebulas coincides, differs from that of

the two double lines next in brilliancy. This line is more neb-

ulous at the edges, even when the slit is narrow and the outer

lines are thin and sharp. The same phenomenon was observed

with some of the other elements. We do not yet know the

origin of this difference of character observable among lines of

the same element. May it not indicate a physical difference in

the atoms, in connexion with the vibrations of which the lines

are probably produced ? The speculation presents itself, whether
the occurrence of this one line only in the nebulas may not in-

dicate a form of matter more elementary than nitrogen, and
which our analysis has not yet enabled us to detect.

Aet. X.—Reactions of Gelatine; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

I have been occupied at times for some years past with the

study of this very interesting substance, and propose here to

describe a new reaction which I have observed, and which con-

stitutes, I believe, the first colored reaction described as pro-

duced between pure gelatine and a perfectly colorless reagent.

It is true that the precipitate produced in gelatine solutions by
gallotannic acid is much deeper in color than the precipitant.

But the straw-yellow color of gallotannic acid naturally leads to

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XL, No. 118.-July, 1865.
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the expectation of colored combinations, whereas in the case I

am about to mention, the precipitant is colorless, and the pro-

duction of a marked color seems to point to a more complete
action than that of simple combination.
When a piece of gelatine is dropped into an acid solution of

pernitrate of mercury, it gradually assumes a strong red colora-

tion, and after a time, dissolves in it completely at ordi
peratures, to a fine red solution. This solution deepens a little

if boiled for some minutes. By chlorate of potash, the hot solu-

tion is quickly decolorized, and passes to pale dirty yellow.
This red coloration seems to require a certain amount of time

for its production, which cannot be replaced by heat. If a piece
of gelatine be immersed in the solution of protonitrate and boiled
for some minutes it is dissolved but the solution thus obtained
is not red, but yellowish.

It is to be regretted that the reaction here described is not
more delicate. It is only striking when tolerablv strong solu-

tions of gelatine are employed. When the solution is very
weak, as for example, if the gelatine constitutes only one half of
one per cent of the mixed liquids, the limit of the delicacy of
the test is reached. Such a solution, by standing twenty-four

hours, exhibits a light but distinct pink color. Although this

delicacy is not what may be desired, still, colloid organic sub-
stances are so comparatively difficult of qualitative detection
as a general thing, that the method is not without value.
The experiment was next extended to metagelatine. A neu-

tral metagelatine was prepared in the following manner.
Gelatine was set to swell in cold saturated solution of oxalic

acid, and then a moderate heat was applied for a sufficiently long
time for the mass to remain quite fluid when cold. It was then
agitated with precipitated carbonate of lime until the whole of
the oxalic acid was got rid of. Metagelatine prepared in this
way was kept for months in a corked vial in a warm room with-
out showing any disposition to putrefy. It was almost as fluid
as water

: perfectly neutral and almost insipid to the taste.
With this metagelatine, the red coloration was produced even

more decidedly than with ordinary gelatine. The addition of
the acid solution of per-nitrate of mercury produced at first a
whitish flocculent precipitate, which, by standing, acquired a
strong red color, as did the supernatant liquid.

Philadelphia, May 12, 1865.
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the diurnal variation of the

barometer, [Proceedings A. P. S., ix, 284], I expressed the belief

that a careful investigation would "show a mutual connection
through which all the secondary [disturbing] causes may be
referred to a single force." In my various subsequent papers,

and especially in the one to which the Magellanic Premium was
awarded, [op. citat. and Trans. A. P. S., vol. xiii, N. S., Art. VI],
I pointed out various reasons for supposing that the primal uni-

tary force is the same that controls the motions of the several

stellar systems
; in other words, the force of gravitation, or per-

haps of simple undulation, which is manifested as heat in one
of its subordinate forms, and as attraction in another. The
numerical relations which I demonstrated between the disturb-

ances of weight and of total magnetic force were certainly note-

worthy, and to my own mind, extremely satisfactory, and as

further investigations have afforded additional confirmation of
my views, I desire to put upon record a brief notice of the gen-

eral harmony which mutually characterizes the gravitation cur-

rents and the variations of magnetic declination.

Preliminary investigations showed, as might have been

reasonably anticipated, that the best quantitative results can be

obtained from the observations at stations near the equator, and
I therefore based my reasoning in great measure upon the St.

Helena records and Maj. Gen. Sabine's discussions, confirming it

by such incidental references to other observations, as seemed
available for the purpose. At the same time allusion was made
[Trans. A. P. S., loc. citat., p. 132,] to researches now in progress,

which may probably enable us to discover numerical relations,

that will be equally satisfactory, from an examination of the

observations in higher latitudes. While patiently and confi-

dently awaiting the completion of those researches it may be
well to present some considerations which will serve both as a

corroboration of my own views and as a guide to the investiga-

tions of others.

The discussions of the magnetic and meteorological observa-

tions at Oirard College, [Coast Survey Reports, and Smithsonian

Contributions], should be specially interesting to all Americans,

and they are also among the most recent and valuable publica-

tions on ten Proa them I quote the following

references to the most important and best established normal

disturbances of declination.

' From the Proceedings of the Amer. Philosoph. Soc., April 21, 1865.
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I. " The annual variation depends on the earth's position in
its orbit, the diurnal variation being subject to an inequality
depending on the sun's declination. The diurnal range is

greater when the sun has north declination, and smaller when
south declination ; the phenomenon passing from one state to
the other about the time of the equinoxes." [Part II, p. 10. See
also Toronto Obs., 2, xvii ; St. Helena Obs., 2, cxviii].

II. "At the hour of 6 or 7 in the morning, the annual varia-
tion is a maximum, disappearing at a quarter before 10 A. M.,
and reaching a second (secondary) maximum value at 1 P. M.
It almost disappears soon after 5 p. m., and a third still smaller

a is reached after 9 p. m. Half an hour before mid-
night, the annual variation again disappears. At (and before
and after) the principal maximum, between 6 and 7 in the morn-
ing, the annual variation causes the north end of the magnet to
be deflected to the east in summer and to the west in w
1 p. M. the deflections are to the west in summer and to the 'east
in winter. The range of the diurnal motion is thus increased in
summer and diminished in winter; the magnet being deflected
in summer more to the east in the morning hours, and more to
the west in the afternoon hours, or having greater elongations
than it would have if the sun moved in the equator I

the converse is the case.'' [Ibid., p. 12. Compare St. Helena
Obs., 2, cxvm ; Toronto Obs., I, xiv, and 2, xvi.]

III. "According to the same authority," [Gen. Sabine] "the
lie same in both hemispheres, the north end

of the magnet being deflected to the east in the forenoon, the sun
having north declination ; when in the diurnal variation the
north end of the magnet at that time of the day is deflected to
the east in the northern hemisphere and to the west in the
southern hemisphere

; in other words, in regard to the direction
the law ol , n is the same, and that of the
diurnal variation the opposite in passing from the northern to
the southern magnetic hemisphere.'' [Ibid., p. 13. Comp. St.
Hel. Obs., 2, lxxx, cxvm.] r

IV. "The regular progression of the monthly values is a
feature of the annual variation deserving particular notice.
I here is no sudden transition from the positive to the negative— -c versd, at or near the time of the

vernal equinox) ; on the contrary, the annualn hQ -egular in its progressive ch;
ual varia-

ges. The method

Sabine for the same end, butlhe result ^neve hX7 in
plose accordance." It has been found that the transition takes
place ten days after either equinox, and also that the turning

St'T/ote 2

n

cxx
y
]

S the S°1StiCeS-" [Ibid
-' p -

14
-
ComP
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V. "The general character of the diurnal motion ... is

nearly the same throughout the year ; the most eastern deflec-

tion is reached a quarter before 8 o'clock in the morning (about

a quarter of an hour earlier in summer, and half an hour later

in winter), . . . the north end of the magnet then begins to

move westward, and reaches its western elongation about a

quarter after one o'clock in the afternoon (a few minutes earlier

in summer). . . . The diurnal curve presents but a single

wave, slightly interrupted by a deviation occurring during the

hours near midnight, (from about 10 P. m. to 1 a. m.), when the

magnet has a direct or westerly motion; shortly after 1 a.m.

the magnet again assumes a retrograde motion and completes the

cycle by arriving at its eastern elongation shortly before 8 o'clock

in the morning. This nocturnal deflection is" well marked in

winter, vanishes in the summer months, and is hardly percept-

ible in the annual curve. According to the investigations of

General Sabine, it is probable that if we had the means of en-

tirely obliterating the effect of disturbances, this small OS

would almost disappear. In summer, when it has no existence,

the magnet remains nearly stationary between the hours of 8

p. M. and 3 a. m., a feature which is also shown by the annual

type-curve." [Ibid., p. 20. Comp. Hobarton Obs., 2, vi ; St. Hel.

Obs., 2, cxi, cxix, cxx ; Toronto Obs., I, xiv, 2, xvi.]

VI. " The critical hours which vary least during the year are

those of the western elongation and those of the morning mean
declination. The extreme difference between the value for any

month and the mean annual value, is 31 minutes in the former

and 28 minutes in the latter." [Ibid., p. 21.]

VII. The curves of lunar-diurnal variation " show two east

and two west deflections in a lunar day," the westerly maxima
"occurring about the upper and lower culminations," and the

easterly maxima "at the intermediate six hours. The total

range hardly reaches 0'5.

those obtained for Toronto and Pragu<
St. Hel. Obs., 2, xxiii, lxxxii, cxliv ; Toronto Obs., 3, Ixxxv.]

VIII. " In comparing the easterly and westerly curves, the

constant in Bessel's formula comes out zero, and hence it is in-

ferred that the moon has no specific action in deflecting the

magnet bv " [Ibid., p. 10.]

IX. « If we take the four phases into account, the lunar action

seems to be retarded 10 minutes, which quantity may be termed

the lunar-magnetic interval for the Philadelphia Station. At
Toronto the intervals are not so regular." [Ibid., p. 11.]

X. " The characteristic feature of the annual inequality in the

lunar-diurnal variation is a much smaller amplitude in winter

than in summer. Kreil, indeed, inferred from the ten year series

of the Prague observations, that in winter the lunar-diurnal va-
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nation either disappears, or is entirely concealed by irregular
fluctuations, requiring a long series for their diminution. The
method of reduction which he employed was, however, less per-
fect than that now used. The second characteristic of the ine-
quality consists in the earlier occurrence of the maxima and

u winter than in summer. The winter curve precedes
the summer curve by about one and three-quarter hours." Tlbid.,

p. 12-13.]

XL The curves of
continuous observatic

ilarity, the amount of deflection being nearly equal in alfparts
of the globe. [See diagram, Part II, p. 12. Comp. St. Hel. Obs..

2, cxix; Toronto Obs., 2, xvi, xvii.]

Now it is evident that the mechanicallv-polarizing currents
(Proc. A. P. S., ix, 367 sqq.) must be variously deflected at dif-

ferent periods of the day, in consequence of gravitation-disturb-
ances arising both from the varying distance of the sun and
from solar heat. Although it may sometimes be desirable to
consider the so-called thermal currents apart from those which
would be produced independently of any change of tempera-
ture, such a distinction is unnecessary in a preliminar
tive investigation like the present, because the periods both of
maxima and of minima are precisely coincident in the two cur-
rents (except as they may be slightly modified by the earth's
radiant heat), and because even the thermal currents are occasioned
simply and solely by the varying gravitation of fluids of varying
density.

°

Regarding, therefore, the air and aether over any given mag-
netic meridian, during the day hours the intertropical and dur-
ing the night the extra-tropical portions will be most drawn
toward the sun, and the following deflections will be thus pro-
duced in the portions nearest the equator :

KW. K.E. N.W.
The night-disturbances, whether from variations of temperature
or from simple fall toward the sun (the distance fallen varying
as the square of the time from midnight), will be very slight.
The earth's rotation, centrifugal force, and the atmospheric iner-
tia, tend to throw each of the phases forward and to increase
the magnitude of the westerly, while they diminish the easterly
deflections. If these modifications were sufficient to override the
slight easterly tendency at 6 to 12 p. m., and to advance the
phases one hour, the disturbances would assume the following-
forms, the change between 7 P. M. and 1 a. m. being scarcely, Ff
at all, perceptible: Ji
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Northern zones, S.B. S.W.
Southern " N.E. N.W.

At the equinoxes, the amounts of deflection in the northern and

southern magnetic hemispheres should be equal ; at other sea-

sons the shortest lines would suffer the greatest displacement,

the deflections being greatest in the northern zones from April

to September, when the sun is in the northern signs, and in the

southern zones from October to March, when the sun is in the

southern signs. My experiments have shown that the compass-

needle sympathizes with, and is to some extent controlled by,

purely mech and if in obedience to such con-

trol it should tend to parallelism with the asthereal currents, a

westerly dist I Ion (the declination being always

conventionally referred to the north pole of the needle) would

correspond either to an equatorial southeasterly deflection of the

southern or a northwesterly deflection of the northern extremity

of a half-meridian, and an easterly disturbance to a southwest-

erly deflection of the southern or a northeasterly deflection of

the northern extremity. . .

Substituting these declination values for the current-deviations

to which they correspond, the almost precise accordance of theory

and observation in the prominent features of the normal varia-

tions of declination, may be seen by a reference to the following

table:

Daily maximum, 1

) Easterly. Westerly.

Half-yearly " April to SeptH Easterly. Westerly.
" " " Oct. to Mar.* ) Westerly. Easterly. Mean. \

Mean. Stationary-

Theoretical, 1 7 a.m. 1 1 p.m.

Observed [I to V],3
- - 1 6-8 " 1 1 " SrH}** g

p;",t°3
A
:
M *

GTen. Sabine, in speaking of the opposition of the annual and

semi-annual curves (St. Hel. Obs., 2, cxix), says, " these remark-

able systematic dissimilarities may be regarded as sufficient in-

dications of a difference in the mode of operation of the solar in-

fluence in the two cases." I am not aware that any attempt has

hitherto been made to explain this apparent difference, or to

show that il and may result from the action of

a uniform law. I believe that I have now given the needed ex-

planation, and since I have shown experimentally that the phe-

nomena are such as should be produced by gravitation, it is rea-

sonable to assume that they probably are so produced. I he

probability is increased by the disappearance of the night oscil-

lation in summer (V), the probability that when it is observed

it results from thermal disturbances, and the greater stability of
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those critical hours which are nearest to the hours of maximum
sun-ward gravitation (VI). The precise coincidence both in

time and direction of the lunar-diurnal declination and tidal

curves (VII), the unavoidable inference that the moon has no
constant or specific magnetic action (VIII), the "establishment"
of ten minutes at the Philadelphia station (IX), the correspond-
ence of the lunar and solar curves in the diminished winter am-
plitude (X), and the uniformity at all stations of the semi-annual
variation-curves (XI), are all necessary corollaries of my hy-

The demonstration of a connection between the daily and.
annual variations of magnetism and gravitation would be in-

complete, if our theory could not be so extended as to explain
the decennial and secular changes. For such an extension we
are compelled to wait until further study and observation have
more precisely defined the character and value of those changes,
and suggested all the important gravitation-disturbances of long
period to which they may be plausibly referred. We may find,

however, in the attraction of Jupiter, one of the possible
of the 10-11 year period, while nutation, precession, geological
upheaval and depression, change of seasons, accumulation or
diminution of polar ice, and the shifting position of the center
of gravity of our planetary system, must a11 necessarily con-
tribute to the production of gradual changes in the terrestrial
gravitation currents. The belief does not therefore seem unrea-
sonable, that the feeble vibrations of the tremulous needle may
not only furnish us with a delicate scale for weighing (as we
have already approximately done) the huge mass of the sun,
but they may also aid us in the discovery and verification of
other important cosmical phenomena, and the assignment of
their appropriate laws.
Although it is probable that terrestrial magnetism is mainly

owing to currents circulating above the surface, it is well known
that there are also earth-currents which exert an appreciable
modifying influence. I am confident that they will be found
equally obedient to the laws of gravitation, which affect every
particle of the earth's body, modifying the crystalline-polarity
and cohesion of solids as well as the flow of liquids, and pro-
ducing internal tides, which may contribute largely to that met-
amorphism of stratified rocks which has been referred by geolo-
gists to the agency of heated fluids and vapors. (See Borers,
Pa Eeport, ii, 700; Lyell, this Journal, [2], xxxix, 22

)

The inclination presents some anomalies that are difficult to
explain, and whether we compare the solar-diurnal or the annual
curves at the principal northern and southern stations, the "in-
dications of a difference in the mode of operation of the solar in-
fluence in the two cases" seem as striking and perplexing as
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they did to Hudson and Herschel in their examination of the
influence of heat on the barometer (Proc. A. P. S., ix, 283), and
to Sabine in his discussions of the semi-annual declination curves
(St. Hel. Obs., 2, cxix). But the disappearance, in the progress
of our investigations, of these once seemingly insurmountable
difficulties,—the wonderful coincidence in the general features

of the gravitation and magnetic currents,— and the a priori

probability that all disturbed forces, of whatever character or
variety, will tend constantly to a mutual equilibrium,—encour-
age the belief that this apparent paradox may be likewise sus-

ceptible of a simple interpretation, which will drive it from its

latest lurking place.

I can think, at this moment, of no more probable causes of
the want of symmetry here spoken of, than the different distri-

bution of land and water in the two hemispheres, and the influ-

ence of powerful alternating land and sea breezes. A long series

of connected observations at a number of new stations may per-

haps be required, before it can be satisfactorily ascertained

whether the disturbances thus occasioned are sufficient to ac-

count for all the phenomena, but meanwhile it is interesting to

observe the degree of accordance that exists, at northern inland

stations like Philadelphia and Toronto, between the curves of

vertical force and force of wind on the one hand, and those of

horizontal force and barometric pressure on the other, as well as

the agreement that has been pointed out by Dr. Lloyd and Mr.
Homer, between the annual curves of declination and of temper-

Am. XII.-

Introductory Remarks.—While engaged, a few years since, in

attempting to separate some of the constituents of coal-tar naph-
tha by the common process of fractional distillation, I was forced
to the conviction that that process could not be safely relied

upon f)v anything like a complete and accurate analysis of such
a complex mixture of liquids ; and that, at best, the products
thus obtained could not be regarded as anything better than re-

mote approximations to pure substances ; leaving reason to fear

that there might still be other bodies present, in less quantities

perhaps, which had escaped detection.

An examination of the results of previous researches on tars,

petroleums, etc., served in general to confirm the impressions

induced by my own less extended experiments; and to increase,
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rather than lessen, the doubts already existing in my mind as to
the trustworthiness of the results which had hitherto been pub-
lished concerning the neutral constituents of such mixtures. In-
fluenced by these considerations, and by the belief that, if I could
succeed in finding a process capable of effecting a more complete
separation of the constituents ofsuch mixtures, it might probably
lead to the discovery of new bodies, lying between those which
had already been described,—I was led to undertake the re-
searches, the results of which I am about to record. Even if this
chief purpose should fail, I was convinced that the expenditure of

-olating those bodies in a state of greater purity, would
be amply compensated by the much needed confirmation, or per-
haps correction, of the results previously published, in
to the valuable incidental evidence of the absence of other bodies
which would thus be furnished. The results which I have ob-
tained in the pursuit of this object are abundantly sufficient to
show that I did not undervalue the work of my predecessors,
nor over-estimate the importance of the work before me.
The success which attended my efforts in search of a better

process of separation has already been described in detail, in a
memoir "On Fractional Condensation," etc. (Memoirs of the
American Academy, 1864, and the last volume of this Journal.)

This new process was first applied, more especially for the
purpose of testing its efficiency in the separation of benzole from
coal-tar naphtha. This mixture was selected for the test on ac-
count of the property which benzole possesses, in contradistinc-
tion from its associates, of being crystallizable at a low tempera-
ture, thus affording an additional test of the purity of the product
which might be obtained by the process of fractioning. Some-
what to my surprise I found that, after only the fifth series of

158, 1 had obtained benzole so nearly pure that the whole
of it would distil from a tubulated retort between 80° and 81°
C; and that when congealed, which was effected by placing the
containing bottle in pounded ice, not a drop of liquid could be
poured from the mass of crystals. From this result,—which, at
least, indicated a near approximation to rmritv

—

to

nection with other favorable indications, .

had accomplished my first object, and had found a process that
could, in all probability, be successfully applied in the study of
the petroleums, which up to that time (1861) had baffled every
attempt to resolve them into their proximate constituents.

Being naturally anxious to apply the new process in this seem-
ingly more promising field of inquiry, I at once suspended, for
the time being, my operations on coal-tar naphtha, and com-
menced simultaneously the investigation of Pennsylvanian petro-
leum, and of the oils distilled from Albert coal (from Hillsboro,
New Brunswick) in the process of manufacturiug illuminating
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oil. These two substances, neither of which had ever bee»
made the subject of special scientific investigation, were selected

as being fair representative types, on the one hand of the native

liquid petroleums, and on the other of the artificial coal oils.

The comparative study of these two substances seemed to promise

additional interest on account of the close analogies which they

present, especially when this circumstance is considered in con-

nection with the fact of their great diversity of origin. This is

the limit which at that time was assigned for these researches;

my intention being, so soon as the separations and analyses

should be completed, and the boiling-points and some of the

other more important ]' - < i teristics determined, briefly

to publish the results, together with the process of fractioning,

—

preliminary to a complete memoir at a more advanced stage of

the work. "
Before this w< 1 k h 1 1 b< • ti a< complished, however,

it became evident that the bodies contained in these mixtures

could not be studied so satisfactorily by themselves as in compar-
ison with other series of hydrocarbons, especially with reference

to certain important questions of more general interest; for ex-

ample, the question in regard to the increment of boiling-point

corresponding to the addition of C 3
H

2
in homologous series.

It was therefore deemed advisable to extend the inquiry so as to

include the naphthas from coal- and wood-tars, and the oil of cu-

min. And there are still other mixtures of hydrocarbons, that

have been made the subject of previous research which must yet

be brought into the works, in order to clear up, in a satisfactory

the confusion and obscurity that seem to exist in our

publications regarding some questions relating to the different

series of this class of°bodies.
This digression from my original plan having caused much

additional labor has necessarily delayed publication longer than

was desirable, until now the results of more than three years of

work have accumulated. In this connection I may remark, so

far as regards petroleum, that I had nearly completed the frac-

tional separations—except of the bodies of high boiling-point—

so long ago as June, 1862, having been for a long time occupied

with this work before the appearance, in that month, of the first

memoir of Pelouze and Cahours on the same subject. At that

time my work was con.-, lei il Iv in a Ivauce of theirs, and their

results dill; ae in some important pa

yet after the publication of their memoir I felt reconciled to a

continuance of the delay which had been caused by the change of

plan above mentioned, considering it due to these chemists that

they should have time to complete the publication of the results

of their investigations before I should publish mine. Similar

remarks might be made respecting the first publication of Schor-

lemmer, which appeared soon after, on the products of distillation
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of cannel coal ; this substance being so closely analogous to the
Albert coal (upon the products of which I had at that time been
long engaged) as to induce the belief that, under the same cir-

cumstances, either would afford the same products.

I.

—

On the Volatile Hydrocarbons from Coal-tar Naphtha, Oil

Part I.

—

Hydrocarbons from Coal-tar Naphtha.

In presenting the results of a re-examination of a series of sub-
stances upon which so much labor had already been bestowed,
and upon the nature and properties of which so little doubt has
seemed to exist, it may confer an interest on the subject to state

briefly some of the more important results and conclu-
previous investigators have arrived at in the study of these
substances.

The discovery by Faraday, 1
in 1825, of benzole (" bicarburet-

ted hydrogen") in the oil compressed from oil-gas, rendered it

highly probable, and indeed led this distinguished philosopher
to suspect, that this substance might be found in coal-tar naphtha.
His search for it, however, proved unsuccessful, it having been
first detected by Hofmann in 1845.' This chemist, however,
did not attempt to isolate this body, and the bare fact of its pres-
sence appears to be all that was definitely known of the compo-
sition of coal-tar naphtha prior to 1849, in which year Mansfield*
published his elaborate and valuable research, being the first

effort at a proximate analysis of this mixture which appears to
have been attended with any considerable measure of success.
Although a fatal accident, while engaged in his experiments,'
prevented Mansfield from completing the investigation which he
had so well begun, yet the work that he had already published
in an unfinished state must always be regarded as having con-
tributed much towards a clear and definite knowledge of the
nature of the neutral pyrogenous oils contained in coal-tar
naphtha. Indeed, it may be said that little has since been added
to our knowledge on this subject. Notwithstanding the incom-
pleteness of his separations of the hydrocarbons, the extent to
which he had carried them with the limited means employed is
truly remarkable, and could not have been accomplished with-
out an expenditure of labor, and a degree of patient endurance,
which only those who have experienced the tediousness of such
operations can appreciate.

Mansfield claimed to show that the light coal-tar naphtha is
composed of a mixture of four distinct hydrocarbons, boiling

* Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, 1825, cxv, 465
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"within the range of 80° to 175° C. ; and probably having the
general formula Cn Hn_e. The first of these, which he found to
boil constant at 80°, was proved to be identical with benzole,
C I2H 6 . The second, boiling at about 113°, was determimed,
from certain reactions, to be identical with toluole, C

, 4
H

8
. The

special study of this body was deferred, however, with the re-

mark that it had not yet been isolated in a state of sufficient pu-
rity to claim an analysis. The third body, boiling at about 140°
to 145°, was said to present all the characteristics of cumole,
C,

8H, ; but this view was not founded on a careful study and
comparison of the chemical or physical properties of these bodies,

but was merely an expression of opinion in advance of anticipa-

ted results. Of the fourth body, boiling at about 170° to 175°,

Mansfield remarks that it bears so strong a resemblance, in odor
and other properties, to cymole, C

?
H,

4 , as to induce the belief

that this substance is identical with the hydrocarbon existing
in oil of cumin. It thus appears that of the four bodies which
Mansfield detected in coal-tar naphtha, benzole is the only one
which he had studied in any detail. Indeed he distinctly states

that the others had not yet been isolated in such a state of purity
as to entitle them to analysis. And yet his conjectures as to the
identity of these bodies, thrown out by way of preliminary no- •

tice of results which were acknowledged to be incomplete and
inaccurate, have nevertheless been extensively quoted, and gen-
erally received as established facts. In addition to the bodies
already mentioned, Mansfield also detected the presence of a
body more volatile than benzole, having an alliaceous odor,

which he found to boil between 60° and 70°. Eitthausen6 made
a re-examination of the light coal-tar naphtha, in order to obtain
the hydrocarbons in a state of greater purity, and to prove the

correctness of Mansfield's view of the composition of this naph-
tha. In regard to the results which he obtained, he says they
fully confirm those of Mansfield. Of the body which Mansfield

designated as probably identical with cymole, and of the oil

more volatile than benzole, Eitthausen obtained quantities too
small to admit of investigation. In regard to the latter, how-
ever, he remarks, 8

that to Mansfield's account he can add, that
" its nitro-product quite resembles that of benzole, and hence
that at all events it belongs to the series C„ Hn^, and perhaps
has the formula C

,
H

4
." 7

It is to be regretted that Eitthausen

* Journal fur praktische Chemie, 1854, Ixi, 74.

•"Ichkannden Angaben von Mansfield iiber das let

das seine Nitroproducte denen des Benzol-. .- r os jedenfalls

der Reihe CnH„-6 angehort und vielleicht die Formel C 10H4 besitzt.
7 On a future occasion T b!

- :i placing this

He was evident! • ie. Further-

more, as Mansfield suggested might be possible, that part of the naphtha more vola-
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also omitted to analyze and determine the vapor density of any
one of these substances, he having added, therefore, nothing
more than a confirmation of the results of Mansfield. He gives
the boiling-point of benzole at 80°, of toluole at 109°, and of the
so-called cumole at 139°-140°, which will be found to agree very
nearly with my own determinations. Church, 8

in the following
year, published a paper on the "Determination of Boiling-
points" in the " Benzole Series." I cannot better present his
results than by quoting the following table:—

Benzole, C
x 2 H6 = C 6 3 (C2 H2 )

80°-8 1

Toluole, C 14 H 8 =C 6 4(C 2 IlJ 103°-7
Xylole, C 16 H 10 = C 6 5(C,H;) 126°-2
Cumole, C I8 H 12 =C 6 6(C

2 H;) U8°-il
Cymole, C20 II 14 = C a 7(C2 H„) l70o -7>

Church states that he obtained all of these bodies from coal-
naphtha, and also that he obtained benzole from benzoic acid,
toluole from toluylic acid, xylole from woodspirit, cumole from
cuminic acid, and cymole from oil of cumin

; and that he has
found the corresponding bodies from these different sources to
be identical. It will be observed that Church claims to have

1

found in coal-tar a body boiling at 126°-2, which he calls xylole,
thus supplying from this source a fifth member of the benzole

hereas Mansfield andEitthausen found only four bodies
within the range of temperature indicated by the table. It will
also be observed that his determination of the boiling-point of
toluole is much lower, and that of cumole much higher, than
the corresponding determinations of Mansfield and Eitthausen

;

thus giving room for a middle member between them, and pre-
serving a remarkable uniformity of difference—viz. 22° and a
fraction—between the boiling-points of any two contiguous mem-
bers of the series, for the addition of C

2H 2 .

°

That the earlier investigators had found in coal-tar naphtha
only the two lower members (C I2H 8 and C,

4
H

3 ) and the two
upper members (C,,H 12 and C, H, ). indicating the absence
of the middle member (C 1B H I0 ) of the benzole series was
always to me an anomaly which I could not reconcile with
any plausible theory in regard to the formation of these bodies;
and 1 was led, therefore, to question whether this body had
not been overlooked in making the separations. The alleged
discovery of this body in coal-naphtha by Church, together with

I by no means composed of a single substance. Having had a
-

ate .it" great purity. Of the two bodies

, 1855, [4], ix, 256.
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through-

wrhich the whole research had been conducted, led me to regard
his results as being more reliable than those which had previously
been published. I remained under this conviction until I had
discovered the boiling-point difference of 30° in other series of
hydrocarbons/ which led me to doubt the accuracy of Church's
determinations of boiling-points, and to consider those of Mans-
field and Ritthausen as probably more correct.

In the first paragraph of his paper, Church remarks that,

"although doubts still remain as to the relations of these bodies
to one another, yet their composition has been ascertained with
certainty." It does not appear, however, that an analysis or
vapor density of any one of the members of this series, as ob-

tained from coal-tar, except benzole, had ever been published.

As already indicated by the title of his paper, it appears to

have been the design of Church to treat only of the boiling-

points of these bodies
;

yet finding that his preparations of

toluole—prepared both from coal-

1

i arid—gave
a boiling-point differing considerably from observations previously

published, he took occasion to make analyses of his preparations

of this substance, which he regards as "perfectly satisfactory ;"'

and adds that "the details and numerical results of these analy-

ses, and of many others which the present inquiry necessitated,

the limits and special object of the present paper do not admit
of my giving here." As he undertook to correct the work of

his predecessors, to do which fairly would seem to require the

publication of these " details and numerical results," their omis-

sion is to be regretted, the more since he found space and pur-

pose for matter apparently less relevant to his special subject. I

am prompted to these remarks from having been led to under-

take the tedious task of making a re-examination of coal-tar

naphtha mainly on account of the disagreement between
Church's determinations, which I have found to be mostly in-

correct, and those which had been previously published.

In addition to the bodies mentioned in the foregoing table,

Church alludes to the discovery of two other bodies, boiling re-

spectively at 97° and 112°. Subsequently, in a " Note on Para-

benzole, a new Hydrocarbon from Coal-Naphtha,"
10 he publishes

the details of an investigation of the former of these two bodies,

which he finally found to boil "perfectly constant at 97°-5," and
to be isomeric with benzole.

I think I shall be able to show in the following pages,—
1. That coal-tar naphtha contains only four hydrocarbons

within the range of 80° to 170°, as taught by Mansfield, and

confirmed by Ritthausen.

9 See a following Memoir on this subject.
10 Philosophical Magazine, 1857, [4], xiii, 415.
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2. That the benzole series within that range of temperature
i limited to four members, and therefore does not contain five,

3 has been generally supposed.
3. That these four members have the boiling-points 80°, 110°,

10°, and 170 respectively ; and consequently that the boiling-
Dint difference in this series, for an elementary difference of

~ OAO
,
instead of 22° and a fraction as alleged by Church,

mat tu-
"---'

140°,

by Mansfield, nor even :

formula which has been
less than that of cumole.

5. That the body obtained from coal-tar naphtha, boiling at
170°, is quite a different body from cymole obtained from oil of
cumin,—with which it has been considered identical, as assumed
by Mansfield,—these bodies differing from each other by C 2H 3 .

6. That camole from cuminic acid, and cymole from oil of
cumin, do not even belong to the benzole series.

7. That the Parabenzole of Church was in all probability only
a mixture of benzole and toluole.

Of the Quality of Naphtha employed in this Investigation.—As
I have taken occasion to question the existence in coal-tar naph-
tha of two of the substances which it has been said to contain,—viz. cymole, C20H, 4 ,

and parabenzole, C 13H 6
,—-it is a mat-

te importance that I should clearly state the kind or
the naphtha employed. The tar from which this

naphtha was obtained was a mixture of the tar furnished by the
following companies, viz. the New York and the Manhattan
Gas-Light Companies, of New York ; Brooklyn Gas-Light Com-
pany, of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Albany Gas-Light Company, of
Albany, N. Y. ; and the Gas-Light Companies of Newark and
Jersey City, in New Jersey. It was mostly made from Cannel
and Newcastle caking coals, which were imported from Liver-
pool, and mixed in the proportions of one-third to five-eighths
Cannel, to two-thirds to three-eighths Newcastle. In some of
the works a portion of the caking coal was from mines in Penn-
sylvania. The tar from these different gas-works, as regularly
received at the naphtha manufactory, was poured into a large
tank provided for this purpose. The stills were uniformly
charged with tar directly from this tank ; so that there can be
no doubt that the naphtha employed was made from a mixture
of the tar supplied by the six different companies above enu-
merated. Most of the gas-works referred to are large the an-
nTLV™tf°\ °f

r
ar

J
araountinS in the aggregate to upwards

of 50,000 barrels. It does not appear, therefore, that the ab-
h- "i question from the naphtha which I have

*~J
*-> any peculiarity of the tar. The

quality of 1

naphtha was
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naphtha was prepared in a manufactory in New York over
which I had at that time personal control, and was purified un-

der my own direction. The process of purification did not dif-

fer essentially from that in common use in England, the reagents

employed being oil of vitriol and alkali. One hundred barrels

of the purified naphtha were subjected, under my personal su-

perintendence, to repeated fractional distillation from an iron

still. The chief object in operating on so large a quantity
was to insure the detection of any constituent which might be
present in small proportion. The process of fractioning was
continued on this large scale until the separations had so far

progressed, that at certain temperatures a full barrel of distillate

would come off from the ten-barrel still employed, without a

variation of more than one or two degrees of the thermometer.
Finally, a sa I ken from each of the barrels com-
posing the last series of products, and these samples were set

aside for this investigation, which was afterwards conducted in

the laboratory.

Of the Results of Fractional Condensation.—Such of the sam-
ples above mentioned as promised to yield the different constit-

uents of the naphtha in the largest proportion were subjected

to repeated series of fractionings by my process of " Fractional

Condensation." n As full details of this process have already

been given in the memoir referred to, it will be needless to re-

peat them here. It will suffice to say that the fractioning in

this case was conducted in ; ;
.-. - :'- as there described, and

continued until the whole of the naphtha taken, boiling between
80° and 170°, had accumulated at the four points already indi-

cated, viz: at 80°, 110°, 140°, and 170° ; or so nearly the whole
that the intermediate quantities had become too small to admit
of being further operated upon. Having, therefore, so thor-

oughly exhausted the i
^ I can have no hesi-

tation in asserting that no other body than those alluded to was
present in the naphtha,—at least, in appreciable quantity,—
hence, that the parabenzole of Church was probably only a mix-
ture of benzole and toluole. I may here remark that each of
the sample-gallons employed, when subjected to my process of

fractioning, l, in variable proportion, all of

the constituents of the naphtha.

Of some of the Properties of the B ning.—
1. Benzole.—Specific gravity, 0"8957 at 0°, and 0-882 at 15°-5. 12

11
Memoirs of the Amen. r

=
T r,1

- :

Am.-T., k -
r -v i; , ,^. , t.v, 1S65.
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Determination of Boiling-point—This experiment was con-

ducted in a tubulated retort, operating on 150-200 c. c. of the

benzole, containing some pieces of sodium. The benzole em-

ployed had previously been repeatedly boiled with sodium, until

the latter ceased to have any action. The thermometer bulb

extended into the liquid
13 nearly to the bottom of the retort.

A second thermometer was attached, by means of flexible bands,

to the side of the one in the retort; the bulb being placed, dur-

ing ebullition, at a point midway between the center of the cork

(-6°) and the upper end of the mercurial column, viz: at 35°.

A paper screen, closely fitting the thermometer spindle, was pla-

ced across at the top of the cork. With the retort neck slightly

inclined upward, and cooled to prevent the escape of vapor,

ebullition was continued for a considerable time, until the mer-

cury in the thermometer ceased to rise. The lamp being removed
for the moment, the neck of the retort was then turned down-
ward, and quickly inserted in a Liebig's condenser. On replac-

ing the lamp, distillation commenced almost immediately at 79°.

Observations.—
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Distillatipn therefore occupied one hour and ten minutes, during

which time the thermometer rose only
o,

6, being fifty minutes

IB rising
o,
2 from 79°-4 to 79°'6, at which temperature it had

distilled nearly to dryness. Height of the barometer during the

experiment reduced to 0° = 761-9mra . Taking 79° 4, this being

the average of the last five observations, and applying the cor-

rections for the upper column of mercury, and for atmospheric

pressure, according to the directions given by Kopp, 14 we find

the corrected boiling point of benzole to be 80°'l.

Analysis.— 2339 gram of benzole gave, by my process
16 of

combustion in a stream of oxygen gas, 07903 of carbonic acid,

and 0-1683 of water.

'nation of Vapor Density.—
Temperature of balance,

T.mneiatui'e of oil bath,

II.-!,t of barometer,

Theory,

of vapor found,

C 12H fi
= 4 voluc

2. Toluole.—Specific gravity, 0'8824 at 0°, and 0"872 at 15 .

I> ttrmhtntiun of Bui Iiw/^jK-inL—The pr< paration employed for

this determination had also been repeatedly boiled with sodium

until the latter ceased to have any action upon it 0|
this case also upon a pretty large quantity, I

pied about an hour. The experiment was conducted a -

under the head of bei

two minutes later, the temperature had fallen to 110°4.

point it remained absolutely constant during the lapse of forty-

eight minutes. Five minutes later the temperature

again to 110°-6; and five minutes later to 110°-8, at which

point, having distilled nearly to dryness, the operation was sus-

pended. The corrections for pressure (-0°\L6) and for the upper

column of mercurv—which, with the thermometer used in this

experiment, was only 7° in length,—gives 110
o,
3 as the corrected

boiling-point of toluole. Church
18 remarks that toluole, when

distilled in the ordinary manner, is liable to become oxydized,

and its boiling-point thereby raised, in consequence of the upper

part of the retort becoming heated above the boiling-point of

toluole. He found that toluole which, by ordinary distillation,

American Academy', 1864, p. 261, and this Jour., xxxix, 326.
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had come over between 108° and 109°, would distil eight-tenths

between 103° and 104°, after repeated purification with sodium.
I would therefore state that my preparation of toluole was never
subjected to a temperature above its boiling-point; and that I

have never noticed any reduction of the boiling-point of this

body by purification with sodium.

Analysis.—0-1628 gram of toluole gave, by combustion in a
stream of oxygen gas, 0-5447 of carbonic acid, and 0-1315 of water.

Carbon, C, 4 84 91-3 91-20
Hydrogen, H 8 8 8-7 8-97

92 100-0 10oT7

Determination of Vapor Density.—
Temperature of balance, 11°

Temperature of oil bath, 209°
Height of barometer, 760-lmm at 15°

Increment of balloon, 0-287
Capacity of balloon, 2495 c. c.

Densitv of vapor found, 3-2196

Theory", C 14H 8= 4 volumes, 3-1822

3. Xylole (Cumole of Mansfield and Ritthausen) .—Specific
gravity, 0-878 at 0°, and 0-866 at 15°-5.

Determination of Boiling-point.—This determination was made
in all respects like that of benzole, the xylole employed having
been also subjected to the same treatment. The quantity ope-
rated upon was, however, smaller, and the experiment conducted
more rapidly. Distillation began at 138°-6, and terminated at

139°, having distilled almost to dryness. The time occupied
was seventeen minutes. Taking the average of these observa-
tions, viz: 138°-4, and applying the customary corrections, we
find 139°-8 to be the corrected boiling-point of xylole.

Analysis.—01333 gram of xylole gave, by combustion in a
stream ofoxygen gas, 0-4413 of carbonic acid, and 01185 of water.

Carbon, C 16 96 90-57 90-29

'nation of Vapor Density.—
Temperature of balance,

Temperature of oil bath,
Height of barometer,
Increment of balloon,

Capacity of balloon,

Density of vapor found,uensity ot vapor f

Theory, C 1GH 10 ,
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These results show clearly that this body has the formula
C,

6
H,

, and that it is doubtless the third member of the ben-
zole series." Although xylole, first discovered by Cahours in

the oil separated from wood-spirit, has had a much lower boil-

ing-point assigned to it, I have retained that name for this body,

since the results which I have obtained in the study of the light

oil from wood-tar indicate that when the corresponding body
from this source is in a state of equal purity, its boiling-point

will agree with the above determination. I may here mention
that in my researches on the light oil from wood-tar I have ob-

tained a body at about 140°, but nothing between that and 110°

(these temperatures are not corrected), although special pains

were taken to work up the intermediate fractions. So that I am
in a position to justify the assertion that no other body was
present in appreciable quantity between the temperatures men-
tioned.

That this body from coal-tar naphtha, boiling at 140°, is not

identical with cumole from cuminic acid, will be made apparent
on comparison of the results above stated, with those which will

be given when treating of cumole.

4. Isocumole {Cymole of Mansfield).—Specific gravity, 0-8643

at 0°, and 0-853 at 15°.

Determination of Boiling-point.—-This was conducted with the

usual precautions, and under conditions similar to those detailed

above. The distillation, as in the foregoing determinations, was

continued nearly to dryness, and occupied twenty-five minutes.

Before distillation was commenced, the* temperature of the boil-

ing liquid was found to be 166° 5, and at the close of distilla-

tion 167°. Applying the customary corrections to the average

of these observations, viz : 166°-75, we obtain for the corrected

boiling-point 169°-8.

Analysis.—01944 gram of the substance gave, by combustion
in a stream of oxygen, 0.6366 of carbonic acid, and 0*1896 of

" As this men receipt ot my jourr

September calls attention to fate publications of Hugo
Naquet concernins • it is xylole, a

which agrees with my own. (Annalen der Cbemie und Pharmacit.

321.) Bechamp, on the contrary, erroneously regards it as being a new hydrocar-

bon, not belonging to the benzole series. (Bulletin de ,

1864, 204.) Naquet also calls it a
C 18H 12 . (Ibid., p. 205.)
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Determination of Vapor Density.—
Temperature of balance, 16°

Temperature of oil bath, 211°
Height of barometer, 758°*4mm at 14°

Increment of balloon, 0*4939
Capacity of balloon, 221 c. c.

Density of vapor found, 4*7281

Theory, C20H, 6=4 volumes, 4-7028

Excess found, -0253

The calculated density on the formula C 2 H 1

4

is 4*635
;
which,

compared with the density found, would increase the excess to

0093. Although the determination agrees more nearly, indeed
almost exactly, with the calculated density on the formula C 2H )6 , the calculation on the formula C 2 H,

4
does not show a

greater variation from the density found, than we have observed
to be quite frequent with hydrocarbons of so high boiling-point;
so that it may be questionable which of these formula? is the true
one. I cannot regard the determination of a vapor density as

reliable for fixing the formula nearer than to within two equiva-
lents of hydrogen. In the absence of opposing evidence, it will

be wiser, however, to take the formula which agrees best with
the results of experiment; at least until it shall be shown that
the discrepancy between the calculated and observed vapor
densities of bodies of high boiling-point, which appears to be so
frequent, is nearly constant, or variable by some fixed law by
which the amount of the error, in any given case, may be pretty
nearly estimated. Ishi 1 this body as having
the formula C 30H t6 ,

which is also better supported by the re-

sults of analysis. On account of its source, and close resemblance
to oil of turpentine, I think of no better appellation for this body
than cumo-oil of turpentine ; thus adding another to the long list

of isomers of the former substance, the chemical relations of
which stand in so much need of being further studied.

2. Cumole.—This body was first obtained by Gerhardt and
Cahours," by the dry distillation of a mixture of six parts of

.old, and twenty-four parts of caustic baryta.
Abel33

obtained the same result by substituting caustic lime for
the baryta. His product, however, was found to boil 4° above
that of Gerhardt and Cahours. My preparation was also made
by the use of lime. Although the results of my experiments
confirm the conclusions arrived at by Gerhardt and Cahours as
to the composition of this body, vet the numerical results differ
considerably from theirs. I have also observed some new facts
regarding the formation of this body. They have described the

jj
Annalea de Chimie et de Physique, 1845, [3], iv, 87.
Annalen der Chemie und 1 i
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reaction between the baryta and cuminic acid as being much
more simple than my experiments seem to indicate. On this

point they remark :
" The formation of cumene is easily explain-

ed. In effect, the cuminic acid being represented by C
4
H

2 4 4 ,

it appears that C
4 4 , that is to say, 2 equivalents of carbonic

acid, are retained by the baryta, while 36H 24 are set free."
34

C 80H 13 3 =C 2 3 +C iaH 12 .

In another place (p. 88) they remark, that " by suitably man-
aging the heat, and employing no more than 6 gr. of cuminic
acid at a time, no other products are ever obtained than those
which we mention."* 5 My experiments show that this reaction
is by no means so simple as thus described. The crude product
obtained from the mixture of lime and cuminic acid, when sub-
jected to a simqle distillation from a tubulated retort, was found
to distil between 155° and 250°, leaving a residue at the latter

temperature which became semi-fluid on cooling. The distillate

thus obtained gave, by my process of fractional condensation, an
oil boiling at 151°-1, and a residue at 170°. It is not improbable

alter may prove to be mostly cymole, C 2 H,
4 ;

but the

quantity was too" small to admit of pursuing this inquiry with
the probability of deciding the question. There is evidence,

however, that the product obtained by Gerhardt and Cahours
was not simply pure cumole, as they described it, but a mixture
of different bodies, which would necessitate a more complicated

iich they assigned. Gerhardt and Cahours
found the boiling-point of their cumole to be constant at 144°.

Four years later, Gerhardt,
28 having occasion to make a very

accurate determination of the boiling-point of this body, in con-

nection with his research to find a law governing the boiling-

points of the hydrocarbons, found its boiling-point to be 9°

higher, viz. 153'°, which is but 2° higher than my own deter-

mination. The disagreement between their determinations, it

being so considerable, may be more reasonably accounted for

on the supposition that they operated, in the first instance, upon
a mixture of different bodies ; and yet I cannot see how they
could have obtained the product boiling below 150°. Additional

evidence on this point will be found in the discrepancy which
appears between their determination of the vapor density, and
that calculated upon theory.

que C36 II 34 sotit cMfMffe
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Thes

.Determination ofBoiling-point—The quantity of material being

quite small, this determination was made in a large test tube,

with the usual precautions. It had not a perfectly constant

boiling-point, the distillation ranging from 148°4 to 1510,
6L Ap-

plying the proper corrections to the mean of these observations,

gives, for the boiling-point of cumole, 151 0,
1, which is doubt-

less a little too high from the impracticability of making a com-

plete separation with the small quantity of material employed.

If the boiling-point difference between cumole and cymole, for

the difference of C 2H 9
in their elementary formulae, is 30°, as

there is every reason to believe, then the boiling-point of cumole
should be 150°, as I have found the boiling-point of cymole to

be but a fraction under 180°.

Analysis.—0-1700 gram of cumole gave, by combustion with

oxyd of copper, -563 of carbonic acid, and 01557 of water.

Determination of Vapor Density.

-

Temperature of balance,

Density of vapor found, 4-2003

Theory, C iaH 12=4 volumes, 4-151

This determination, as well as the results of analysis, confirms,

therefore, the formula which Gerhardt and Cahours had assigned

to this body. I had anticipated a different result from this, inas-

much as the hydrocarbon from coal-tar naphtha, which I have

called iso-cumole, boiling at 170°, or nearly 20° higher than cu-

mole from cuminic acid,—had been found, as I have shown
above, to ha S12. I am forced to the conclusion,

therefore, that these two bodies are isomeric, and belong to differ-

ent series. A preliminary examination of their behavior with

reagents indicates that their chemical properties are also differ-

ent. These will be treated of on a future occasion, in Part III.

3. Cymole.—Notwithstanding that this body is so much more
volatile than the cuminole with which it is associated in the oil

of cumin,—there being a difference of 40° between their boiling-

points,—Gerhardt and Cahours found it necessary to resort to
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I means, viz; treatment with fused potash, in order to
isolate it. Being desirous of testing the efficiency of my pro-
cess in effecting the separation, the preparation employed in this
investigation was obtained by fractional condensation, this pro-
cess having been found as effective in this as in other cases.
This will appear by a comparison of the results obtained in the
study of this body before and after treatment with concentrated
sulphuric acid, which is also effective to remove cuminole.

Specific gravity.—
At 0°, before treatment with HOS0 3 , 0-8G97
At 0°, after « " " 0-8724
At 14°, before - " " " 0-8592

Determination of Boiling-point be/ore Treatment with Sulphuric
Acid.—The preparation was found to distil to dryness between
175°-8 and 177°. The temperature remained absolutely constant
at 176° during the lapse of ten minutes, and occupied fifteen

minutes in rising from 176° to 176°-5. Taking the mean of the
former numbers, viz: 176°-4, and applying the proper correc-
tions for pressure, etc., we obtain 1 7L*

•"• b>r ::.< ^ling-point of
cymole.

After Treatment with Sulphuric Acid.—The preparation dis-

tilled to dryness between 176° and 177°, the temperature remain-

tial change in the boiling-point had been produced by the acid
treatment. It was nevertheless evident that some impurity was
being removed by the acid, as the first portions of the latter be-
came dark-colored and thickened on being agitated with the oil.

Successive portions of acid were therefore employed, until it

ceased to produce any marked effect.

Analysis before Treatment with Sulphuric Acid.—01589 gram
of cymole gave, by combustion in a stream of oxygen gas, 05200
of carbonic acid, and 0'1532 of water.

Carbon, C20 120 89-55 89-25

Hydrogen, H l4 14 10-45 10-7i

134 100-00 9.9-96

After Treatment with Sulphuric Acid, and Distillation in Vacuo.—0*1623 gram of cymole, by combustion in a stream of oxygen
gas gave 0-5324 of carbonic acid, and 0*1561 of water.
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Determination of Vapor Density before Treatment with Siu

Acid.—
Temperature of balance, 11°

Temperature of oil bath, 259°

Increment of balloon, 0-4446

Capacity of balloon, 239 c. c.

Density of vapor found, 4-742

Theory, C20H l4=4 volumes, 4-6351

After Treatment with Sulphuric Acid.—

Temperature of balance, 25°-5

Temperature of oil bath, 255"

Height of barometter, 760mm at 26°

Increment of balloon, 04647
Capacity of balloon, 232 c. c.

Density of vapor found, 4-7536

Ditto before treatment with H0S0 3 , 4-742

The results of the two determinations are therefore almost

identical.

A comparison of the above results with those obtained in the

study of isocumole, the body from coal-tar naphtha boiling at

170°, will show that the two bodies are far from being the same
substance, as Mansfield assumed, and that they have a constitu-

tional difference of C 2H 2 ,
and therefore doubtless belong to dif-

ferent series.

Note.—I had hoped to be able to present on this occasion the results

of the study of some of the more important reactions of the hydrocarbons
treated of in the preceding pages,—at least, of those in regard to which
I have differed from my predecessors ; but as this work is yet incomplete,
and as I am at present do ' other substances of more
immediate interest, I will defer this branch of the subject for future con-

sideration, in Part III. I may here remark, however, that the behavior
of these bodies with reagents is such as to strengthen the conclusions
already expressed in regard to them.
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Akt. XIII.—On the nature of the Invisible Photographic Image;
by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia. In a letter to the Editors.

Some experiments in which I have lately been engaged seem
to me to finally settle the long-contested question as to the na-

ture of the invisible photographic image, and I hasten to send
a very brief description of them, hoping it will be in time for

your July number.
The view that the change which takes place in an iodo-bro-

mized plate in the camera, is a purely physical one, that no
chemical decomposition takes place, and neither liberation of

iodine nor reduction of silver, has obtained a pretty general ac-

ceptance. But latterly it has been opposed by two distinguished

photographers, Dr. Vogel and Major Russel. The former affirms

that iodid of silver "is never sensitive unless there is a body
present capable of taking iodine from it under the influence of

light. And Russel believes that the developed image is chiefly

produced at the expense of the silver haloid in the film.

The following experiments seem to me to decisively close this

controversy m.favor of the physical theory.

Experiment 1.—If the iodid or bromid of silver in the film

undergoes decomposition in the camera, and still more, if the

developed image is formed at its expense, the film of iodo-bro-

mid must necessarily be greatly consumed in the development

under the dense portions of the negative, which it has contrib-

uted to form.
To settle this point, I exposed and developed an iodo-bro-

mized plate in the ordinary manner. Then, instead of remov-
ing the unchanged iodid and bromid by fixing in the ordinary

manner I took measures to remove the developed image without

he iodid and bromid. This I succeeded in doing with

the aid of a very weak solution of acid per-nitrate of mercury.

Now, if the iodid, or bromid, or both, had been in any way de*

composed, to form, or aid in forming, the developed negative

image, when this came to be removed, there should have been

negative that has been completely iodized. Nothing of this sort

was visible, the film was perfectly uniform, just as dense where

i sky had been, as in those parts which had I

applied.

This experiment seems sufficiently decisive. But the follow*

ing is far stronger.
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Experiment 2.—A plate was treated in all respects i

except that the application of the nitrate of mercury
ing the developed image was made by yellow light. The plate,

ept that the application of the nitrate of mercury for remov-
the developed image was made by yellow light. The plate,

i showing nothing but a Uniform yellow film, was carefully

washed, and an iron developer, to which nitrate of silv

citric acid had been added, was applied. In this way the original

image was reproduced, and came out quite dearly with all its

details.

Now as every trace of a picture and all reduced silve

een removed by the nitrate of mercury, it is by this e:

; absolutely demonstrated that the image is a purely physi-

lty, a very

cal one, and that after having served to produce one picture,

that picture may be dissolved off, and the same physical impres-
sion may be made to produce a second picture by a simple ap-

plication of a developing agent.

Philadelphia, June 14, 1865.

P. S-—Since the above was written, I have repeated the ex-
periment with a pyrogallic development with similar results.

Both the first and second developments may be made with an
iron developer, or both with a pyrogallic. The experiment suc-

ceeds without the least difficulty in either way.

Art. XIV.

—

Minerahgical Notices ; by Prof. C. U.

1. Syhedrite.—I have thus named, from its local

pretty green mineral sent me in small quantity by Dr.' Thomas
Oldham, Geological Surveyor General of India. It has the fol-

lowing properties : Hardness =3 "5. Gravity =2-321. Massive;
irregularly foliated in much-contorted individuals, resembling
common varieties of massive highly crystalline dolomite. Color
leek-green,—that of the purest Indian heliotrope. Translucent
on the edges onhv. Luster vitreous. Cleavage in one direction
very distinct. Brittle. Liable to alteration by exposure to the
weather, when it loses its luster and cleavage, and assumes a pale
greenish color, at the same time emitting an earthy odor if mois-

Before the blowpipe it swells up slightly and undergoes easy
fusion into a slightly grayish pearly-white enamel. With borax
it gives imperfectly the reaction of iron. Its powder is apple-
green, in which state it is but slowly attacked by long boiling
in chlorhydric acid. The liquid does not gelatinize on cooling.
As I wished to preserve as much as possible of the matenal

for an analysis by Mr. Tyler, I had but six grains to submit to a
qualitative examination- Nevertheless, I kept as accurate an ac-
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count as I was able of the results obtained. They were, Silica
55-00, alumina 12'00, lime 6'00, protoxyd of iron 4*50, magnesia
2'2i. water 13-33= 94-15.

The mineral occurs in trap at Thore-Ghat, in the Syhedree
Mountains, Bombay.

Mr. W. S. Tyler has sent me the following account of his
chemical examination, in a letter dated Gottingen, March 1, 1865.

"I have finished my examination of the Syhedrite, with the
exhaustion of the material, and send you herewith the results at

which I have arrived. Though not so satisfactory as could be
desired, some conclusions as to the constitution of the mineral
may nevertheless be drawn from them. I devoted most of the
material, of course, to a search for the alkalies, but found none
present. Of the rest, the larger part was used for the determina-
tion of the water and silica, and of the bases as well as possible.

The determination of the silica failed, through an accident; and
the precipitate of alumina and oxyd of iron was melted with
nitrate of potassa to see if a trace of chrome were present.

None, however, was found. So only the water, lime and mag-
nesia were determined in this portion. The small remainder
was again divided. One portion was heated with concentrated

sulphuric acid in an atmosphere of carbonic acid, to discover, if

possible, whether the iron was present as protoxyd or peroxyd

;

but the mineral appeared to be entirely insoluble. The other

portion, of 0-095 grams, was devoted to a second determination
of the water.

No. 1 (0-8239 grs.) was decomposed with hydrofluoric acid,

and gave 0-1241 gr. A1 3 3
,
0*025 gr. Fe 2 3

, 0595 gr. CaO.
No. 2 (0-3695 gr.), decomposed in the usual way, with carbon-

ate of soda and potassa, after ignition to determine the water,

gave 0-0209 gr. CaO, 0'009 gr. MgO.
No. 3 (0-095 gr.) gave 0-0156 gr. HO.

The simplest formula which corresponds to a ratio 1:2:9:4
would be (3fegi+2XlSi 3)+i2 aq., in which 8 represents XI ;

and

% ie, 6 and %, in the proportion 2fe, 6Ca and 3%. This formula

requires SiO 3 58-05, HO 1547, A1 2 3 14-73, FeO 2-81, CaO
671, and xMgO 2-34. If the iron be calculated as peroxyd, we
have the following composition

:
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Mg, 2-46 -98 f
™* * K:«:ai:K=l:3:H:6

Si', 5660 80-16 80-15 11

So regarded it has very nearly the composition of stilbite, the
oxygen ratio in Which is 1 : 3 : 12 : 5, or (&Si*-r-SlSi»)+5 aq., with
Si 59-79, £i 16-61, Ga 9-06 and fl 14 54. The mineral differs,

however, from stilbite in its complete insoln
its green color would seem, in the absence of chrome, to indi-

cate that the iron was contained as protoxyd. Want of material
prevented any further attempts to solve this not altogether easy

2. Octahedral Garnet at Middletown, Conn.—Ever since the
china-stone quarry of feldspar has been wrought at Middle-
town, I have known of the occasional finding there of precious
garnet in small drusy masses, either loose in cavities'*! [.Id-

spar or slightly adhering to the walls of such cavities. The
color is intermediate between blood-red and hyacinth-red. The
largest masses were rarely above half an inch in diameter.
Their most ambiguous feature was, that they presented no facets
of the rhombic dodecahedron or the trapezohedron, both of
which forms were often to be met with in the common red-brown
garnet of the same locality. Prof. Johnston of Middletown, how-
ever, has lately sent me a small fragment, among some fragments
of columbite, which shows distinct octahedral faces, thus evinc-
ing the relationship of the substance with the octahedral garnet
of Elba.

3. Corundophilite at Chester, Mass. 1—I find this mineral to be
most abundant along with the emery of this locality, especially
with the coarse granular variety (where the corundum is in
rhombohedral crystals of a reddish-brown color) ; also with the
margarite. Ilmenite, in thin curved laminae, is likewise asso-
ciated with the margarite.

4. American Sihina.—A valuable repository of this precious
pigment exists in the town of Whately, which will soon be re-
ported upon, and is destined to be brought into extensive use.

5. Diaspore in the Emery-rock of Chester, Mass.—I found this
mineral on the surfaces of cross-joints of the emery-rock about
a month since. It was associated with rose-colored amphode-
lite. On visiting the locality yesterday, I again discovered it

similarly situated, but associated with, radiated epidote ; and in

11 ""J?
h

-

*rf

miDeral WMch °r
'
Jackson

'
in ^ account of the emery locality,
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a second instance, in very distinct crystals occupying little clefts
'iie crystals being implanted on massive or simply foliated dias-
pore of a delicate pink color, similar to the
I he crystals had the form usually figured fbrGcethite,
of a blood-red color, owing to a very thin film of peroxyd of
iron, when broken across, however, they showed the "same
tint as the massive mineral beneath. T
and blowpipe characters fully agreed with the inferences con-

nature of th 'mineral derived from en stalline form.
Ihe observation is the more interesting as adding another

species to the associates of- emery detected at tins locality. I

..:ere had occasion to point out two Connecticut local-

'5 K '

S ( [ ''" - ' v. 01 it L t Iitield with corundum and kyanite,
the other at Trumbull with topaz and fluor.

6. Dipyreat Caiman, Conn.—Mr. F. E. Seymour of New York
gave me for examination an unknown mineral which I find to

• It occurs in small crystals dominated through a
estdne, associafc '. with minute crystals of

occasional acalea of a nearly colorless mica. At
first view the mineral seemed to be a glassy pyroxene; but on
farther examination it was foa that species
both in form and in the absence of cleavage. The crystals are
octagonal prisms, or rat. ~. a ith tlo ir lateral

tod, so as to possess very nearly equal breadth
primary planes, to which they incline under

13o° (reflec. goniom.). Hardness =6. Gravity =2-6. Semi-
transparent. Color gray with a tinge of blue. Fracture con
choidal to uneven. No traces of cleavage. Luster vitreou*
-Largest crystals one-third of an inch in diameter. Length abo
three times their diameter. I have seen but one crystal (out
fitty) that showed a tendency toward a regular termination,
Ihis exhibited one of the pyramidal planes common in meionite
and scapolite. Before the blowpipe it immediately whitens, be-
comes nearly oi lition into a vesic-
ular glass, the flame of the blowpipe being deeply colored yellow.

Amherst College, Feb. 15, 1865.

:ntific intelligence.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

-.—Liebreich has discov-
n the fresh brain of man and animals a crystalline substance to

'..
liently obtained free from b

.

'.

- -

15
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shaken in a flask with water and ether. Cholestei

ble in water are thus removed ; after filtering, the mass on the filter is

treated with alcohol of 85 per cent at 45° C. in a water-bath and then

filtered through a water-bath filter. The filtrate is to be cooled to 0° C,

toi'in. The mass is then to be dried under the air-pump o\

acid, moistened with a little water and dissolved in alcohol at 45° C.

The solution, after filtration, is to be allowed to cool gradually upon a

appearance a itj of alcohol employed; tlev m -iv bfe

the brains of various animals was found to have the formula

C232H241N 4P044 .

Dried under the air-] ump owr -u
:l light flocky

I
ub!e in ilo.hol and th i but wit! liffi ,U\ - in i in

55° C. decomposes protagon partially. With water, protagon swells

.ably and gives an opaque, stan.-h-like mass. More water gives

a clear but opalescent solution ; when boiled with saline solutions the

protagon coagulates, but the coagulum is not a chemical compound, as

the salts may be washed out. Glacial acetic acid dissolves protagon to a
i, on cooling, crystals may be obtained

those yielded by alcohol. When strongly heated, protagon melts, be-

lie same time brown, and finally leaves a carbons;
lifficntt to burn and which has n moistened.

When protagon is boiled for 24 hours with baryta water,
phosphoric acid is formed, which unites with the baryta, while a new
base which the author terms neurin is set free. Two fatty acids are
formed at the same time, of which one appears to be stearic acid. The
lead salt of the other acid is soluble in ether, but the acid is not the oleic.
Neurin has the formula C 10H 13N as the simplest expression of the
analysis; its platinum salt is C 10H 14NC1, PtCl 2 . The above investi-
gations are sufficient to show that protagon possesses an extremely com-
plex structure, while the products of its decomposition separate it in a
remarkable manner from other known substances. Liebreich considers
it certain that the glycerin-phosphoric acid, oleo-phosphoric add
<fec, of certain writers, are all secondary products of the decomposition
of protagon. It is to be hoped that the author will pursue the investi-

b promises results of extraordinary importance and interest.—Ann. der Chemie und Pharm., cxxxiv, 29. w# G .

2. On an advantageous method of preparing oxygen.—Fleitmann has
given a method of preparing oxygen from bleaching powder, which pos-
sesses much interest theoretically, and which appears also to offer some
decided advantages over the ordinary processes. The method in question
depends upon the fact that a concentrated solution of hypochlorite of
lime, when warmed with a trace of freshly prepared moist hyperoxyd of
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cobalt, is completely decomposed into oxygen and a solution of chlorid
of calcium. No chlorate of lime is formed, but the whole of the active
<
\w- n is siven off. The evolution of oxygen takes place at a tempera-

ture of To to 80° C. in a regular current, with a gentle foaming of the
liquid. The author's explanation of the process is that a lower hyper-

• xygen from the hypochlorite of lime and passes

|

nsed into oxygen and the lower oxyd,
and the process is then repeated. The same quantity of hyperoxyd will

ivd is very small, from £ to Ty of one pe"r c i.t l-em- MiHi.-ient.

Instead of pr • cobalt separately, a few drops of
any soluble e hypochlorite,
when a corresponding qua i- formed. The advan-

cing to Fleitmann, are
as follows. ]. The evolution of the gas i* very regular and easily man-

tat the process may be used In which a

lamp may usually be removed, the decomposition going on to the end.

2. All the oxygen of the material is obtained, which is not the case when
peroxyd of manganese is heated. 3. The method is much cheaper than
that by means of chlorate of potash.

It is to be regretted that the solution of hypochlorite of lime cannot
be used in the raw unfiltered state, but must be perfectly clear, since a

milky solution foams so that finally the whole contents of the vessel pass

over. A clear solution is best obtained by decantation, one portion of

of the hypochlorite being heated with water, and then this solution being

employed to act upon a fresh portion of the bleaching powder. In this

manner it is easy, from a good bleaching powder of 35 per cent, to ob-

tain a solution which evolves 25 to 30 times its volume of oxygen. Upon
the small scale, flasks may be employed with advantage, and these may
be filled with the liquid to £ of their volume. Upon the large scale for

technical purposes steam boilers would answer well, and would permit

the evolution of gas under pressure.

—

Ann. der Clianie v. ml I'hann.,

cxxxiv, 64. w. o.

3. On propyl-phycit.—Carius has given the name of propyl-phycit to

a new alcohol, which affords the first instance of a tet. it-.n.i- organic \\ I

in combination with water, and the formula of which, in the ordinary

equivalent notation, is C 6H4 4 , 4HO or
C «

H *
j- 8 . The new alcohol

is an amorphous, solid, tough and colorless substance. It does not crys-

tallize, is solo > very sweet taste. In its

irates, and the p
mass. Ilumus-liko substances

formed by boiling the alcohol * i i I-... <. l'i

m of "oxyd of copper by cau

m the amm:>iii . acid oxydizes the alcohol

is a new acid,
C*Ha°* I

8 ; by a further oxydation, oxalic acid
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is formed. All the four equivalents of hvdrojren in the m
pyl-phycit may be replaced by other radicals,Simple or co:

the lead salt has the formula
jf

6^4
[ 8 . The author de

ethers derived from the new alcohol, the formulae of which

Mono-nitrate,
° 6H^

|
Q^

H 2 (C4H 3 2 ) 2 f°8-

Tetracetate,
gf^O.).} -

Triethyl ether,
g.H

4

^^ | ^
Tetrethyl-ether, gf^ [or

I>i-acetate,

Diaceto-diethyl ether, (C4
H,

(C 4H 3 2 )2 j

These compounds are of special interest as illustrating the tetratomic
of the new radical C«H4 , and as establi

4-acid alcohols. They ,•,->.,!. r it. to > ij the le *t.

• may be prepared artifi-
cially, and they confirm the view long since propoa
the sugars u hoi but of a
higher order. A tetracid alcohol will form four chlorids by the successive

replacement of H02 by CI. Thus we should have
°«f* I

9
,

CeH* I
°«

f

6

H
2 5 Cl 2

' ^H* ( CI
2
,'

C 6H 4 •
CI 4" °f tbese two chlorids, the second

in order, namely, *

R
i

|

°*
, was obtained by the author from glycerine

and formed the startiuo- 1

Chemie mid J
.

MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

I, Descriptions of New Species of Fossilsfrom the Paleozoic Rocks of
the Western States; by J. H. McChesney. Chicago. Date of text be-

txxil p. 122, 1861. Sin.-e that time the author has
'^ liS di.-mb._-,!

,
; u .,i i ami n0Vr-

' -— -., •

'
•

about one hundred atid sixty figures. The fact that these figures were
1 The exact date of the publication of this memoir is unknown to us since it
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byMr.Saltei • of London,

of many of . ns,"oi

i English paleon-

ar own testimony

pressed with tl m of the characters of

tonus descrii.ed, with those of old and well known species. But
illustrations accompanied these descriptions as then issued, we d

sullicieiit to justify an expresi

opinion in n _ 188. As the

author has now, however, added good figures v( many of these fossils,

we have made careful comparisons of the >p.-cies with tln»e figured and

Others, and here otier BOmfl critical notes embodying our

To begin with the first plate, we would remark that figure 1, Retzia

subglobosu Mi in 1858, under the name
R<-tz'iuj,n„ct>ji;/>r,i, in the Trai^ St. Louis Acad. Sd.. vol. i, p. 220. It

| ;-v Mareon during the year 1858,

in his N. Am. Geo!., p. 51, as Terebrahda Mormunii. Figure 2, Tere-

bratula geniculosa McC. represents a well known spe i - '- rihed many
years back in this .fou: na!. 'hy Dr. Morton, from Ohio, as T. bo,

, in vol. iii,

ts, p. 101, 1S57. Figure 3 of this plate is not

-, some doubts may exist

it agrees well with tl desoript i ot sh. I h. pi
[

-es to caH bnbo-

coelia gemmula on page 41, and with no oth

. ,.. Mr. Davidson of Loiuh

hat shell. In regard
"

ties both

nor .-ran,I, ~ ' the. name S^irifrr pla-

, ill lSDS; see M.-oU'! ( *eol. Kt-p. .IT. pag. ^"'-'. hgure4,

M-rek ah — of Kansas, in the Proceed. Acad.

Nat. Sci. L'iul^L. Is-,.. Ui „ier the nan.- UrthJnna crassa, arid subse-

erly belongs. Fig. 6, Or this Las : ,<v\ M.-C. -a n < «

variety of tie es, species may be multi-

- ~

'
'

-•:_}
• - -.-. '.

..-•...-:•

European I'. ..,: from that shell, however, Norwood
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and Pratten's name, P. Bogersii, (Jour. Phil. Acad. Sci., Aug. 1854)

founded upon a variety, or more pn the same, will

have to be adopted. Figures 11 and 12, Productus tubulospinu* McC,

different, our author's name cannot be rnv.dn '.

t <r it. sim e it was figured

. vol. xxxiv, p. 153, under the name

In regard to Plate II, we would merely remark that figure 5, Bellero-

pkon Blaneyanus McC. seems to be only a vari

He is doubtless correct, however, in separating these forms from B. Urei

Fleming, though here, again, he was too late in proposing a new name,

m in 1857 (see Kentucky
Geol. Report, vol. iii, p. 562). His figures 9, 10 and 13, of this plate,

representing forms he calls Leda Knoxensis, L. Owenii, and L.

have more the form of the genus Yoldia. If they are true Ledas, how-
ever, their names must be written Nuculana Knoxemis, N. Rushensis

and N. Owenii, since the name Leda is only a synonym of the older

genus Nuculana Link, 1807. Figure 12, Nucula \\f ,-' , -- M.
<

'.. l.us

not the form of shells of that genus as restricted by modern conchologists.

Figures 14 and 15, Natica Altonemis McC. and N. Shumardi McC. are

not Naticas at all, as will be seen at a glance, but belong to McCoy's
genus Naticopsis, and hence, if new, must be called Naticopsis Allonen-

sis and Naticopsis Skurnardi. The genus Natica, as now real

wholly unknown in the Paleozoic rocks, as all well informed paleontol-

ogists must be aware. Figures 19 and 20, JHtcm
\formit McC. are doubtless only varieties of D. nitidc

which, according to figures given by Mr. Davidson, who referred speci-

mens sent from the Illinois localities to that species, includes a wider
range of varieties than the two forms figured by our author.
We pass over Plates III and IV, occupied by figures of shells and

On Plate V, among other Crinoids, he gives (fig. 4) an excellent rep-

i of a noble species under the name Forbesiocrinus Pratteni,
which show- Bed by our author to bo
"probably an accidental feature." It is unnecessary, however, to inform
any one who has given the Crinoids more than a s'uj

i (i d mu-1\ , t nit

tins n a typical Melocrinus, and, hence, must be called 1

Figure 1 of Plate VI represents his Productus injlatus, which may be
a small variety of P. mm , vary to the

L'

-' '• * '' '
" "''.• 1-1- r/ nt«. In tin- ,-xplanations of the.•-

-

;

., -..--
:

;
: .-

• .
•'

these U<, s , . m. ••'.., w\ itU - tn »[,
in the latter genus by McCoy.
On Plate VII, he gives (fig. 4) Nuculites Vaseyanus, which is un-

r more properly Ni
tions, descending from



beaks, on th

bonit'erous e

vens). His iV acuta rectangula, of the same plate, is more probably t

On Plate I X . which is ap-
parently only known P. oblongus. On the same plate,

he figures a - by him under the name Ambonychia
neglecta, but placed by him now in the genus Pterinea. It has not the

'

' :"

Pterinea, however, and clearly d«-

In conclusi - y.v do not mean to assert that all

the species described in this memoir are spurious, or placed in wrong
: some of them are undoubtedly distinct from all ;

desrrik-d forms, and have been properly referred : while- tin:

are g -n, i d \ sulli h nth < !e u to . .

'"}' the aid of

the figures, to identify the forms described. The author also deserves

•en d f
t hi _.

j
-I , t _ > ot most of the species pro-

posed by him, and it is to be hoped figures of the

others. >o that all may form their own conclusions as to which of them
should be adopted, and which arranged in the lists of synonyms. We
must confess, however, I

is memoir has not left a

very favorable impression in regard to the author's powers

tiou, nor of his knowledge of the literature of the subject upon which he

has essayed to write.

2. Mont Alto Lignite and Appalachian Erosion; by J. P. Lbsxxt,

30 pp., 8vo, with 4 plates. (From the Proc. Amer. Acad. Sci., 1864,

pp. 463-482.)—Mr. Lesley here describes a bed of lignite found recently

i Southern <
i | i i lie regards it as of the same age

with the lignite of Brandon, Vermont, described by Pr f.

but not com ith the iron ore (limonite) beds with

which the latter associates them.
1

Mr. Lesley enters at some length into the nature and origin of the

ore-bed formation of the Atlantic border, and the position of the lignite,

from which we cite the following:

" It consists everywhere of two parts, more or less easily dist ;

the other a surface-wash over the basset edges of the first. The date of

the formation of this local surface-wash may be Tertiary, and perhaps

Post-tertiary. The stratified portions must be, as to their stratification, of

Lower Silurian age; while the metamorphism which they have undergone,

in situ, pro; vs and ores, may date from any time

subsequent to the formation of a surface-topography approxima

tical with the i^ of the original Lower

into limonite clay beds, in ipso situ, stratified as before, but charged with

1 These limonite beds were long since shown by Percival to be. in part at least,

contrary to the views of Prof Hitchcock, altered beds of pyritiferous, micaceous

and argillaceous schist in place. (See his Report (1842), p. 132, and also this Jour-
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an ' !
1 / ,-; ;:

tage of the oxyds from a former higher surface now
of iron and manganese carri

Mg»w tojower leveh, esent day.
' lhe brown-hematite ore-deposits of Mont A

H *es winch form ihe southeastern

••:
-

of .mall or mlh
;

wh !
I

!er, 8,hoeo08, rock-ore bel t8. Tbe geol

pin, to the perfect baB

n-heraatite.
' The great

'
* t: " origin;, >, U ] ls I,,.,,, ,]„. , „„„ f a

often tint .,i, h !ai_- . \,, -i,',-
,-'"

tJ-VL^a
neighborhood, as is the case here.

"•;:'.:
:
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"

^' "
:! '-

'

'
-
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: ,:.
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.

-
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v.. .: ^ . ;., .
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.
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,

;

.

,.,',','

Jiv" :

'

'

i - :,!, '- ;l - t,
' r

bes the positions of the lignite beds and refers

.
' '.

•
- .: '

.- '
-

.

^

;• ; ,^: '

^

'

; .;.. -

;

'

' >
the lignite. He also

s Atlantic slope, as. follows :-
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"The New Red is seen in the see- r 1 against or
toward a country, the surface of which is :|, ee hundred f.et lower than
its own. There is no evidence of a wide extension of New Red over that
lower surface in the New Red age. On the contrary, not a hillock or
gravel patch of New Red is to be found throughout the whole Paleozoic
country to the north or west of this, its present absurdly constructed over-

irgin. II H H this to be accounted for?
" There must have been some barrier to the New Red waters between

the Schuylkill and the Susquehanna, to correspond with the bfti l

we see everywhere else between the Hudson and the James. Otherwise
the New Red waters would have overflowed, by at least three hundred
feet, the Silurian valley in its i >ar, and |> i etrat.'d to valleys -

tinny mountains through
which the 8< ft, and the Susquehanna rivers flow.
What was this barrier ?

"I think none can be suggested b
much more elevated surface of the Si

ent height of the mountains, and the mountain crests to a proportionately

:

he face of the surface at any given

be process,—and we have the required barrier to the estuary
of the New R-d: h. expl ua on of its top Conglomerate ; a good reason
why there are no Xe\v Red tne es back of the South mountains; and a
closer date for the Lignite of Mont Alto."

Referring to a plate illustrating the paper, he says, it "is noticeable,

1. How vast an amount of Paleozoic rock-substance has been swept away
;

and, yet, that amount represents only the waste of the four lower Paleo-

Tpoeed upon these at a still older date, eight others,

have formed their surfaces; suppos-
ing no cataclysm. 2. How fine a chance was given for collecting toward
the present surface the ferruginous elements of the slowly decomposing
and cavernous-becoming limestone layers ; and 3. How the erosion must
have acted, for some reason or other, more upon the Paleozoic surface

outside, than upon the Paleozoic surface inside the limits of the New Red

;

the reason probably being, simply this : that the latter was under the

New Red waters, and was being covered up, while the other was being

eroded
; but the erosion had not yet brought the valley surface down to

the New Red water-level, when the uplift of the New Red took place.

After which, the two erosions went on with different velocities propor-

tional to the different solubilities, &c, of the Silurian limestone, and of

the New Red sandstone, formations.

As for the m*t have been subsequent to the ero-

sion of the N I iidy not older than the Cretaceous lig-

nites of the United States ; and when we consider the immense lapse of

time needt'u ice from a level with the

tops of the New Red Hills, down to a level with their feet, we may well

believe that the precise condition of the ore deposits as we see

it commenced before New Red times, was not perfected until the latest

Am. Joue. Be :
-"

r- >tO. 118.—Jllt, 1865.
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Tertiary age, and, therefore, this last must be the age of the lignite—
apart from all consideration of fossils.

3. Eruption of Etna.—A letter by Mr. Fouque in "Les Mondes" of the
6 th of April, contains the following: At half past 10, on the evening

~"
t of January, there was a severe earthquake, and immediately

after, the eruption commence 1. it broke out on the nor
the mountain at a point about 1700 meters abov e the sea-1

old cone of Frum
days the lava had flowed on C kilometers with breadth o
a \ ui .!• - thickti. - sometimes amounting: to 10
ters are seven in number. 1 ur kinds : u , .

on the incandescent lava; the acid, w here the temperature
C. ; the alkaline, where the te nperature is belo\ • this, but
100° C. ; and the carbonic, in r by, where
ordinary temperature. There was a remarkable
all its compounds, its odor

is and paper
cunt tin ng acetate of lead not being". .* T j,,. nnl .

" l
' '

'
' '

- '
'

'

i'un 1 -. in 1 own ii th

dry, (although in these in I if sm ill | inti
j

-

- of the latter were two or three per minul i,

thunder, those of the former were a continuous series, too rapid tofel
counted, comparable to the blows of a hammer on an anvil.—

4. Volcano of Kilauea.^ks, all information relating to Kil.u: a will

•vith interest, we insert the following received* from Mr. Can.
"The submerging and a , cauldron of

i grand spectacle. The same phenomenon occur-
!•

: ;

: .-
,

'•

.

•
'

" .

•
.

" I was at Kilauea on the 9th and 10th inst. ]

in the great cauldron "Halemaumau." The lavas were boiling with vehe-
mence, as if preparing for action. Besides this r

other fires ai , C1,lter. One lake was boiling most
intensely about a mile from the fountain-lake in a northwesl
tion. The natives told mc that, a day or two pr<

Kilauea, a jagged cone, ..

the center of the igneous lake, became so undermined by the
intense boi

\ m . y a ,
]r t _

( j ow|,

and was submerged in the fiery al y- .
. tnii% \,

rose again, like a whale from the deep, and shook cataracts of molten
''- - '

'

"- ''!._
lands, some fifteen miles f; , Kilauea, 1 passed m inj '

lrg
ancient and densely wooded, from 300 to 800 feet

in height and depth. I spent a night near a be
'.. -

• :
•'

: . .= ....

-

fissures are opened in the earth, out •

have issued from time immemorial, and affording heat enough to cook
for an army. —Honolulu C .

i? 10> 1 g64 _
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5. Addition to Prof. Shepard's Notes on the minerals of the Emery
mine at Cheater, Mass., (see p. 1 ] 2) ; by the Author.—I have just found

the diaspore at Chester, in broad, nearly transparent white lamina-, with

White ma^ive corundum, in veins half an inch thick, occurs travers-

ing the massive enmrv. The latter mineral at Chester is exceedingly

umtunn in com} o.-ith n, and mai be regarded as an a! an ..ate of protoxyd

of iron, J-.iL

A vein of Indianite, many inches thick, is found near the tunnel on

South mountain, running for many rods through the . hh»i it •
r< l;« n the

-

indianite.

Masonite (the vari. t\ near to ottreiit. ) is ;
Is.) al n iai t at many places

in the emery-vein on the North mountain. Brookite rarely attends the

diaspore and corundophilite.
, ,._ ,

I would also add that emery occurs in fine grains widely diffused

b is the contiguous formation of the

fernery on it. eastern side. Indeed I '

.
,t rock of the

just as the emery of the Grecian archipelago and Turkey i

6. Geological Map of Bus
containing the most recent discoveries up t

prepared by Mr. H. Helm u l"^ lll=^ ;:"7
the Urals,

and the adjoining countries to and beyond the Aral sea of the east, Con-

stantinople •

-v un t!ie Kk 'A
-

llif '

- :

'

. -ions corresponding to the several numbers: 1, A

stand for railroads ; and the black dots for coal beds. The geology of

and has a separate numbering and coloring: a,

-

stone and Devonian: a, Metamorphic
*, Eruptive rocks m t \ »] an :

;
'

, *s. The map is accompanied by a pamphlet de-

scriptive of the formations.
7. On the Chanr/es rendered necessary i

Africa, by recent Discoveries of Fossils ; _

!

•-

upturned edges of gneiss, and continuous with inclined sandstone of liJte
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kind, interstratified with gneiss.

slate and Bokkeveldt schist, which Ba

ions rocks" of the Eastern - parable from.

the clay-slate, which Mr. Bain had cal It follows

!i it if the clay-slate proved Devonian, as Mr. Rubidge believed

it would, the horizontal quartzite must be much newer, and probably

i outlying mass of the Dicynodon
hat rocks of wid
having the same mineralogi

pposing that rocks of widely different apes li;

rical chai

icture respecting the

I ; and Dr. Rubidge

: the same age. Fi-

nally, the discovery of a Calamite in the sandstone, not unlike some
specimens belonging to the same g. . uodon rocks,

renders the probability of the truth of the second conjecture very great.

—

Reader, May 20.

8. Anthrakerpeton, a new Carboniferous Reptile.—Prof. Owen has

t fossil reptile from the Coal-beds of Llantrissent in Glamor-
ganshire, Wales. It comes from the lower part of the "Middle" if not

the upper part of the "Lower" Coal-measures. The species is interme-

diate in size between the Raphetes and Dendrerpeton ; the ribs are

longer than in any known Labyrinthodont, and these and the limb bones

indicate that the animal belonged to '

ag type which,

with developmental condition of the bones like those in some I

very common in Devonian, showed forms of the skeleton more like those

in Saurian reptiles, than in the modern air-bre;

Reader, Jan. 1.

9. Mineral wealth of Mexico.—Baron de Mornkr, a Swedish man of

'ported to have found a bed of anthracite of excellent quality

in the district of Guerrero, Mexico. Already a deposit of bitumen and
of two beds of coal are under exploration in the district of Iturbide, be-

sides a source of petroleum near Tenancingo, and a vein of cinnabar at

Sultepec. Two Frenchmen, MM. Favre and Gabriel, are about to under-

take the working of the iron ore of the district of Chalco, where rail-

roads are being rapidly built.

—

Les Mondes, March 23.

10. Gneiss with the impression of an Equisetum.—The museum at

Turin contains a fragment of gneiss from an erratic block, derived appar-

ently from the Valteline, from the mass of crystalline rocks of that re-

gion which underlie the Infraliassic group of Sismonda. Mr. Sismonda
regards the fossil as proof of the m of the funda-
mental gneiss of the Alps, and as affording a fact bearing on the age of

23, p. 532.

11. Kalicine.—H. St. Claire Deville thus names bicarbonate of pot-
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12. Geological Excursion,— Mr. Frank H. Bradley, a member of the
Zoological and Paleontological Department of the Slu.lii.-ia Scientific

School, proposes to take charge of a few students, for the purpose of

traduction to geology, during a trip of about four
weeks through the State of New York.
He will meet his class at Burlington, Vt, on Monday, July 31st, and

commence work on the following morning at Port Kent on the opposite

The trip will include visits to some of the fine

ork is famous, as wel
early all the formation: 7i the Potsdam san

fords the best opportu mtv n America, if not ir the world.

For some years past Mr. Bradley has been engaged in the study of

therefrom. We recommend him for the charge which he undertakes.

Mr. B. informs us that the expenses while with him need not exceed
one hundred doll) thirty dollars.

Communications addressed to him at New Haven will be received as

late as July 25th.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

I. Thwailes, Enumeratio Plantarum Zeylanice ; an Enumeration of
Ceylon Plants, etc., is now completed with the publication of part 5. It

forms an octavo volume of 483 pages, and is the only separate work of

any consequence upon the botany of Cevlon since the publication of the—
iaurus Zeylanicus" of Bur-

changes which are occur-

ring in the vegetation of the island~ through man's direct r-
"~ J

,
about forty ye;

vation of 3000 feet. The plant alluded to is the Lantana mixta, Linn.,

which appears to have found in Ceylon a soil and climate exactly Baited

to its growth
; for it now covers thousands of acres with its dense masses

of foliage, taking complete possession of land where cultivation has been

neglected or g the growth of any other plants, and
even destroying small trees, the tops <• 'it stems are

able to reach, plant is so acceptable to frugivorou3

> :

.. - :

spots where it becomes esta

the indigenous vegetation." Dr. Hooker has found time to render his

invaluable ai< - and synonymy, and in

superintend; . [Thwaitea* remaining at Km
post in Ceylon. a. g,

2. Flora Capensis ; by Drs. Hahvey and Sonder.—The t!.

of this standard work, c
J

B ti0m -#«&*-

acece to Ca,.->, as issued early in the present y*ar, the

preface bearing date, Feb. 24. Nearly five-sixths of the 630 pages of



this volume, are devoted to the order Composit
Prof. Harvey. '

as Tripolinm.

admMl.i.iu of the 1'ohnedun AguUa of the Vi.jJ.-t Family, which has

ion too like Agathct'a.) The price of
the v. nine has been raised from twelve to eighteen shillings, which is

still very reasonable. A . G .

3. Thesaurus Capensis, by Prof. Harvey, the excellent companion of
the above Floia, h,- i, ! 1 tin h -h .i..!i< ,1th

j t. ,

second volume. The most interesting plant figured in the lasl

is Hydnora trio
k double plate. a. g.

4. Ammobroma Sonorce (literally, the Sand-food of Sonora) is the
name of an extraordinary root-parasitic plant, of the region at the head

i
;,.. .... "

: .

....:..
in the 8th volume of the Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History, New
York. It has been briefly noticed before (bat never fully
as a new genus, allied to the rare M- \., m t \ .Jn'lhun of Kunth
(or Lennoa, L. ,arza) i

' II moi ! t < i

1

>

, , ,, ,,

known Pholismn of Xuttal. Ir hardly throws any new ji^ht upon the
affinity of these strange p t „ be rather
Monotropaceous than Oi obscure. This plant,

growing in a forlorn sandy desert, almost covered by the Band
it lives, was foun 1 by its discoverer, the ite ( oh A. B. Gray, to form a
considerable part of the sustenance of the Papigos Indians of the dis-

- said to be very luscious when first gathered and cooked, re-

a taste the sweet potato, only far more delicate. a. g.

5. Annates Botanices Systematica, torn. VI.—With the fourth volume,
1 »r. Wa pers having deceased, the edit

;_ed into the

7 of the sixth volume,

published from 1851 to 1855 ii

the alphabetical index of these

index will occupy fasc. 8 of this bulky volume, which began to be issued
in 1861. The accumulation of spec* •

j ;lst io years
is perhaps equally large; and, if treated in th - -

in the year 1-7,1. h is to he re-

gretted that the compacter plan, adopted in the earlier volumes of the
series, was not adhered to. A# G .

6. The Production of Organisms in closed vessels.—As appears' from
i in tliA rtc^t,*. „e Af,.„ on „ ^„^^_ v.„ r. A* ,ri-»

S ..-!. :y. April 27. Dr. Chi
ones of Prof. Wyman, and
are produced "exactly und

Reader of I

jommunication, was read before the

l- t

npossible to recognize these minute obj. cts, with any degree
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tainty, even with double that magnifying power. When once their ex-

rd to recognize the same object with a power of

-

• very portion of it, and
* * * u

j t seeIns c ]ear

i resisting the boiling

ire in a fluid, or (2) that they are spontaneously generated, of

(3) that they are not ' organisms' at all. I was myself somen li;ii inelinej

to the latter belief concerning them at one time ; but some researches in

whi Ii f am now engaged have gone far to convince me that they are

He vegetable forms. The choice, therefore, seems to remain

I'iuion, but remark only, that if it be. true that 'germs' can re-

sist the boiling teiii; re in fluid i both triies in th < ntroversy

r M. l'a-

>-iy at present to solve the problem of spontaneous generation."

cter of these Bacteriums
was reached through an cxamii itioii of tin m b\ th \ object- glass re-

cently constructed by Messrs. Powell and Lealand. a. c.

V. On the absorption and assimilation of carbonic acid by plants.—
Mr. Boussisgault. has recently made some experiments on the absorp-

tion and assim -

; . >
i

• eaves exposed to sunlight.

His results are thus summed up : 1. Leaves exposed to the sun in pure

carbonic acid do not dee- y do. it is with exces-

sive slowness. 2. Leaves exposed in a mixture of carbonic acid and

atmospheric air rapidly decompose the former gas. Oxygen does not

seem to interfere in the phenomenon. 3. Carb>

composed by leaves when that gas is mixed with either h

nitrogen. The author has pointed oat - -phenomena
with the slow combustion of phosphorus under certain circumstances.

Thus phosphorus placed in pure oxygen does not become luminous, and

of oxygen and atmospheric air, however, phosphorus burns rapidly; it

also burns when placed in oxygen mixed with hydrogen, nitrogen, or

b does not burn in pure or
j

pressure, becomes combustible when the gas is rarefied; and
Mr. Boussing iriy, a leaf placed in rarefied pure car-

bonic acid <! ; evolved oxygen.

—

Reader, May 27.

8. Classification of Polyps; by A. E. Verrill.-—The following sub-

divisions of the !;,;., ( ,f polyps have been proposed by Prof. Yen ill, in

the Proceedings of th K-~ \ Institute, vol. iv, p. 145.

Order I. Madreporaria.—Polyps simple or compound with embry-
-

tion unless . ;ng. Actinal area well

developed, form broadly expanded. - the higher

groups to become narrowed toward the mouth. Tentacles simple, com-
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cal. Dermal tissues, and usually the radiating lamelhe.

coral; the radiating plates being between the lamellae, are,

ambulacra!, and appear to originate from the surfaces of the lamellae and
the connective tissues extemin:.; across the ambulacral chambers and
filling them from below. Interambulacral spaces distinct.

FamUiea—Stan ystiphyUid®.

Suborder IL r simple or compound by marg

.'"•'

Families— Cycblitidre, Lophoseridse, Fungidte, Merulinidaj.

- '

-

•

..'
. .. .:,

Polypa compound by budding, sometimes
simple.

Families-*-Eupsammidse, Gemmiporida>, Poritidie, Madreporidee.

Order II. Actinaria.—Polyps with well developed, often highly

longer, more concentrated around the mouth, n
not always, furnished with special tentacular lobes or folds. A
spaces always open, destitute of connecting tissues and solid deposits.

Suborder I. Zoanthacea.—V'olyps encrusting, adherent, budding from mural ex-

port, at edge of disk.

Families—Zoanthidse, Bergidro.

Suborder II Antipathacea.—?o\y^B connected by a ccenenchyma, secreting a

-

Jrt/ntfiM-Antipathidue, Gerardidffl.

1 This group is placed here with considerable hesitation, and principally on ac-

t they may be entitled to rank as a separate order of Polyps.
-

droid Acalephs, <

-

,e, having analogies with nearly all the higher groups of Polyps, a
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.{. fuuicea.—Polyps free, capable of locomotion, with a highly spe-

varying from ten to many hundreds, often with accessory organs aris-•-'!-!
• - -

i
.

"

well developed actinal, mu-
ipouiid by bud<"

itely lobed, long, encircling a

Irical, short, connected by a

I imilirs— Permat ui | ;l ', Pavonari 1 \ Yen tilli i « ,
Renilli h .

9. Embryology of the Star Fish ; by Alexander Agassiz. 70 pp.
4to, with 8 -'= Contribu-
tions to the Natural History of the roscopie re-

searches here described, and ven beautifully displayed on the eight
:'-.'-.- .— .••..: "

'

-
:

The author closes with the following important observations on the Radi-
ate type, and its relation to the apparent bilaterality in the larval Echino-

" From what has been said, it is evident that the plan of radiation un-

aria, and of the Pluteus.

whole of the stomach and the alimentary canal on
one side, the complicated system of arms arranged with perfect symmetry
on each side of the axis, passing through the mouth and the anus, does
not change, though it partially conceals, the radiate plan. We have Ho-
lothunans which always creep upon three of their ambulacra, where a
dorsal and a ventral side, an anterior and a posterior region, are subordi-

nate to the plan of radial &« place to a less extent

- 'ids. Among Polyps even, which are, as it were. 1

1

v region are strikingly

rial spheroraeres are all

added at one extremity of the mouth-slit, and yet the Actinia is made up

ig spheromeres. The earliest stages of the larvae of Echino-
derms, before the apppearance of the water-tubes, remind us forcibly of
the young Actinia soon after it has escaped from the egcr, or of the first

stages of growth of a Scyphistoma, after it has attached itself to the

vious to the formation of tentacles. What constitutes the

difference in the structural plan of these animals belonging to different

classes, in their primary stages of growth ? They are all built according

Am. Jocb. Scl-Secomd Series, Vol. XL, No. HS.-Jult, 1865.
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to one and the same idea, so carried out as to be eminently echinoder-

moid in one i another, and polypoidal in a third.

In young Echinoderms, as in young Ctenophorse, we find nothing of the

remarkable preponderance of certain

pearance in more advanced conditions. Their radi

but becomes gradually obscured and
;....- -

the excessive development of certain spheromeres as compared with the

" The case of these larvae is only an additional example of what we find

so often in nature, that one plan of structure apparently previ

ing a great predominance
_

tion which has hitherto perplexed all investigators of this subject,— viz

:

bow it was possii <• that a larva, wh eh has always been considered as

1
'••"'

l
• ^ i!'l ' i i radiate animal by a process of internal gem-

mation. It is, indeed, t latei ',<., -ut built upon a ra ite plan ;

a larva recalling a lower class of this branch of the animal kingdom, an

acalepbian larva giving rise to an Eel m its very be-

same time, and equally.
1

" These transformations are, however, peculiar to the class of Ecbino-

The egg becomes the em wential is lost

process; no intermediate individual comes into the cycle. It

mes the larva, the latter being, in its turn, trans-

formed into the young Echinoderm. This larva is, in short, an acale-

l
us somewhat of the twin individuals of free Hy-

lition corresponding to the

..

' - ' -• "
-

: .-:!..: ; _';.;., -..; '..

toother set of Medusa?.
" If the views here taken of the plan of development of Echinoderms

be correct, they introduce a new set of facts respecting their affinities

with the Polyps and Acalephs, which cannot fail to have an important
bearing on the question of the separal

,rma a3 a dis-

atean r'.rm.

r^e which the Hydroid Polyps hold I

-

iw in tke < teoo]
. f^m which

' that peculiar funnel, opening outward,

:rs of the Ctenophorae M

nt«stine to the stomach. The pin-
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tean forms certainly she
are built, <

and that we have between the Echinoderms and Acalephs the same con-

nection, based upon the identity of plan which exists between the Aca-
lephs and Polyps. We cannot, therefore, admit that the views so fre-

of the Acalephs and Polyps, as a distinct type (Ccelenterata), from the

nd Bti less can we

favor rests upon the assumed total want of connection between the ambu-
lacral system and the digestive .-v-km. \.<\\ '1,'- oi,i.,-elmn has been

shown, by Prof. Agassiz, to exist in the adult of many B :

lists in the early stages of

the embryonic de\e!
j
• in, v. i. n !\ *, th •

• -\ -tern is formed

from the digestive system. With v.: --' a'g<»-

ment for the lalidit'v <>: a chi-MnVation by which the type of I i:»< :

i.-
s i

.

-s

would be broken up, and the Polyps and Acalephs separated from the

i, hs a distinct type, under the name of Ccelenterata. We
are, therefore, jis-t i ti» I in affirming that the tyj

an independent type of the animal kingdom, containing three equivalent

classes,— EciiiuuJerms, Acalephs, and Polyps."

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Note on the inclination of the planetary orbits to the inwriabU

plane; by Prof. G. Henrichs.—On page 138 of the preceding volume

aDnears an editorial footnote stating that the an

inclinations I of the planetary orbits toward the in

[ develop-

Let t be the inclination of the orbit, and V the inclin .:' n i f the inva-

riable plane toward the ecliptic. As the values of i themselves are

subject to quite considerable change-. Jesaary to -cal-

culate the exact values of I, and made use of the equation

l-i'^i,
i. e., subtracting the smaller from the greater angle.

The remark of the editor has induced us to calculate ihe exact values of

I in order to see how great an error is committed in neglecting the

Madler's Astronomhs Popuhure (Berlin*! 861) we take the following

Mars, 48 16 18 -0 1 51 5-7

Jupiter, 98 48 37 -8 1 18 42 -4

Saturn, 112 16 34 -2 2 29 29 -9

46 29 -2

Neptune, 129 59 23 -1

Invariable plane, 106 49-0
1 47 0-9
1 35 27 -9 (for 1800)
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These values give the following results (stated to

Neptune,

long to me smaller planets. Of the large planets there is

making a con „ former value'; the very

pointed out by Mr. Trowbridge (vol. xxxviii, p. 355) does not
If -Neptune is not in its maximum of im.-linati.jn, then this
would make it highly probable that there must be another
yond Xq.tune(§5, I).

l

Thus it appears that our numbers for

approximations only, and therefore not
i page 139,

s not to be the ultima

Iowa City, April, 1865.

hern hemisphe

the 24th of Januai
3 seen at Rio Janeiro on

Fe . 21st, 25th, and 29th. On the 20th, he l
faint tail branching out to the north of the princip;

Perihelion passage, 1865, Jan. 14-3367,
n = 3° 33/-79 i = ooo'i

t°L1^fe
u

tl^
h
-^

nSs
-'
and A and B the other *
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Nebula

ili.-y appear

identical throughout the body. The light IV. in on*
\

irt differs fr. in that

The four bright stars of the trapezium and other stars distributed over
the nebula gave a continuous spectrum.

According to Lord Rosse and Prof. Bond, the brighter parts near the
-. If this bo the true appearance of

telescopic power, then these discrete points of
li ate and probably denser portions of the gas, and

that the whole nebula is to be regarded rather as a system of gaseous
m as an unbroken vaporous mass.

oince the usually received opinion of the enormous distances of the

Jon to rest upon, in respect of the
nebulae which give a gaseous spectrum, it is much to be desired that

lion should be sought for in such of them as are suitable for
this purpose.

If ^the gaseous matter of these objects represented the ' nebulous
fluid,' out of which, according to the hypothesis of Sir Wm. Herschel,
stars are to be elaborated, we should expect a spectrum in which the
groups of bright lines were as numerous as the dark lines due to absorp-
tion found in the spectra of the stars.

If the three bright lines be supposed to indicate matter in its most
primary forms, still we should expect to find in some of the nebulas, or in
some parts of them, indications by a more complex spectrum, of an ad-
vance in the formation of the separate elemental v

the Sun and in the stars.

A progressive formation of some kind is, however, suggested by the
presence in many of the nebula; of a nucleus, the spectrum of which in-

dicates that it is i quid matter.

ication of re-

l spectrum, such as the Great Nebula
'<-', are not clusters of suns, but gaseous nebulas which, by

the gradual loss of heat, or the influence of other forces, have become
crowded with more condensed and opaque portions.

So far as my observations extend at present, they suggest the opinion
that the nebulae which give a gaseous spectrum are systems possessing a

m the great
group of cosmieal bodies to which our Sun and the fixed stars belong.**—Ast. Soc. Notices.
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4. On the Meteorite of Mamboum, Bengal ; by Mr. Haidinger.—
This meteorite fell 180 utta, on the 22d of De-

cember, 1863, at 9 a. m., during a calm. The detonations which accom-

panied the fall were heard to a distance of 30 miles; and some hours

afterward a large fragment was collected at Corsipore, a second smaller

at Pandra, and others, as large as a nut, near Govindpur. The paste or

base of the atone is ash-gray and is distinctly brecciform in

without rounded granules. Monosulphuret of iron is abundant in it,

though only in minute particles; grains of metallic iron are less numer-

ous. The specific gravity is 3-424.—Ber. Wien. Akad., Sept. 21, 1864.

5. New Asteroid..—Another sr

by de Gasparis at Naples. It wa
10th magnitude.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

"I. Experiments on the production of cylinders of ice by pressure

through orifices ; by Mr. Fresca, (Pi oc. Acad. Sci., Paris, for Feb. 21).—
These experiments were made by acting on ice contain- 1 in a cylinder

0-16 meter (about 6 im I -i i - , te pressure to

drive it through a central orifice in its y two inches)

in diameter. These plates, prepared by Tyndall's method, in some cases

colored at the joints and - ke plates of lead or of por-

celain paste, as before explained by the author to the Academy. The

surfaces of the planes of di

by the process, as with . Lubes concentric and per-

fectly distinct from one another, thus indicating the movement of each

point of the mass in the course of the transformation. The
ice are longitudinally furrowed, and the furrows appeared to proceed from

* - L
en a portion of the cylindrical block

nsequence, it ceases to be subjected

to pressure at the outer extremity. The porcelain paste afforded the

author delicate furrows • kind, and in some cases

the material was divided into small separate lamellse. The evenly-bedded
structure of the cylinder of ice shows that the origin of these

subsequent to the first formation of the cylinder.

For a block of the dimensions employed in the experiments the pres-

sure required for the flow of the ice is 10,000 kilograms, while for lead

it is 50,000 kilograms. These pressures correspond, for the square centi-

meter, to 126 and 637 kilograms. This pressure

responds to a column of water 1300 n - evident that

if the orifice were smaller in proportion to the diameter of the mass un-

der pressure, the force requisite would be notably less.

Mr. Fresca observes that the circumstances attending the formation

of these jets of ice appear to throw light on the controverted ques-

tion as to the movement of glaciers. The relative displacement of the

layers of ice in the process, the change of form in the faces orig
form of the beds at the extremity of each partial tube, the

large cavities formed toward these extremities, and even the fissures or

fractures at the moment of escape from the pressure, are so many points

laciers. There is not the mass of
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complete to a degree the analogy.

Tyndall had before shown that ice could be moulded to any shape by

, • •

n nv of tins kind <A \ lit i g ti \, - ns

of Tyndall and Forbes into accord, sin the viscosity,

more or less great, of the material does not neoese

the flow : and the transpa i& escape from the orifice,

shows, besides, that, under a "comparatively feeble pressure, ice may be

changed in form without ceasing to be glassy in texture or aspect.

—

Les
Mondes, Feb. 23.

2. Observations on Sepulture in the Age of Stone, between Castries

and Baillargues, France; by P. Gervais.—A natural excavation, several

yards in length, has been discovered in the Commune of B
which had been used for the burial of a number of human bodies of the

Age of Stone. The bones several were of quite

.; <i a man of

high stature; "the femur \\;isO'4G5 meter long. A cranium presented to

the Academy of Sciences by Mr. Gervais whs of the type of the white

race, it havi
i

' without a trace of
;

and a well-dei ippeared to have belonged to a female,

. . .
:.=

* "
i fixing the age to which the people here inte

Ti^v

srtebne of snakes, and feir

Mr. Gervais c meludes from his observations, that, in the remote period

referred to.
| a and much of southern France were

inhabited by the race here indicated.—Les Mondes, Feb. 23.

3. Lake hi' ' Mi M — i
<".<*/ i

,
-vs again suc-

ceeded iu making some rones and observations

byhisconti; ; near Robenhausen. It

key to the chronolog-

ical enigma of the Pale I
l!ie7 sPread

. : ,,„ the m u re r Jf living in that remote period, as well as

' .;,. Hitherto it was believed that only two of

these old settlements ex :
^ one above the other;

these recent observations make it plain that there are three, one on the

,
top of the other. The two oldest settlements have been destroyed by
fire, and furnish a great number of an Fne third set-

b do not consist of round wood, but

, lire, but had been abandoned in the

course of time; it is poor in remnants of interest. All three settlements

which must have <

period. Among t
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'comer, only tools of stone, bone and wood have
been found, many for uses unknown, but not the slightest trace of bronze

or iron. Tin mi length of duration of the pre-his-

torical periods of the so-called Stone period and Bronze period have no-

where been more clearly demonstrated than in the Pale buildings of

much clearer and more precise even than in those of Den-
mark and Meekleuberg. Xo settlements of the oldest men, among those

known till now, can, in fact, be compared in size and preservation with

the large lake-villages of the Stone period at Robenhausen, Wauwyl and
"Wangen, on Lake Constance.

—

Athenaeum^ May 27.

A. On the Human Remains of tin Tr<»i </'.< Fro^.,1 ; by P. J. Van
Beneden and Dr. E. Dupont.—Remains of fouit* i i livid !s have

been found at the cave, called (from the discovery of a cranium) Trou
de Frontal. Of the two best crania, one is orthognathous, the other

: and still the prognathous one has the largest cavity.

The vari. is < tlici ' rms 1 .

'

i h ti i^tm nts of , rania an ! of lie irlv ev< rv

other portion of the skeleton, part of them the remains of
others of youths and adults. All lie in complete disoi ler, as if they had

•! by some catastroj '

!ina
|'

;
and

with them are bones of various mammal- of kinds now living, besides

different species of Helix, Cyclostoma and Unio, flint implements, orna-

ments, amulets, coarse pottery, a crystal of fluor spar, a bone needle, etc.

5. Instrument for measuring distances.—Dr. Emsmann, in a paper in

Poggendorff's Annalen, describes a new instrument for meas
meats by being independ-

ent of the measurement of angles, or of a base line. It com
in an application of the well-known principle that the image of an ob-
ject is brought to a focus by a convex lens at a distance from the lens
varying according to the remoteness of the object. The arrangement

:
1" focal length, a screen of ground glass, upon which the

_ placed behind the eye-piece. The instrument,
a photographic camera ; the length,

about 5| feet. In order to keep the indications within cer-
the screen is placed behind the eye-pier,., and t! e distance

between the lenses is so arranged thai

paces, at all ranges, requires at least a movement of one line in the
screen. Tn.- ;„. obtained up to 2000 paces. Dr.

at will be found useful in coast bat-
r ' ' ^ sluing the distance of a vessel out at sea. In siecre opera-

ich depends on the principle of sim-

-office to volunteer corps for r— '"

6.

by Mr. Robert Cross, (Proc. liov < ;. -r. S. . A pi 24.")—Tl -

narrative ofa journey performed I
[oyed by the

India-office in collecting seeds of the Pitayo cinchona-tree for planting
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in India. This valuable species of cinchona appeared to be now reduced

to a few specimens growing near Popayan, from which the writer suc-

ceeded in obtaining a good supply of seeds. His journey from the

Pftayo forests to the valley of the Magdelena was over the high and

bleak plateau of Gu mae.Wwl < '< his mules had a narrow escape from

perishing of cold, and where he saw the road strewed with skeletons of

General Mosquera, Minister of the United States of Columbia to Great

Britain, at the invitation of the President, addressed a few remarks to

the meeting in English, in which he described the efforts which the

government of his native country were making to open a road across

the Cordillera. . . . This was one out of many enterprises which were

now being pushed forward with a view to increase the commerce between

il Britain in the abundant produce of that part of

Tropical America.
Mr. Evan Hopkins, C.E., who had been employ.

to survey various parts of New Granada, confirmed the statements of

Mr. Oliphant with regard to the geography of the Isthmus. As to the

vast region which Mr. Cross had given them an account of, the difficul-

ties of travel were due to the want of proper pre-

cautions II. had hims If crossed a I th< rang.-> .it''
tout suffering any great privation, and a more magnificent

region for beauty and ferl *« seen -

Mr. Gerstenberg reviewed the capa

had been proposed for a ship canal, and gave his reasons for preferring

had been first suggested by Humboldt, namely, between the

Gulf of St. Miguel and Caledonia Bay, which was the only line that

presented the indispensable requirement of good harbors at each end.

Mr. Oliphant differed from Mr. Gerstenberg in -

harbor at each end was of more importance than a depression in the

, Crawford and Dr. Hodgkin also took part in the

u of cross-

ing the Isthmus of Panama had been PfVr jfe"
quent and lively discussions in the S th Mr. Oli-

phant, that it would be a disgrace to British geographers if they did not

complete the examination of this region.—Header, May 6.

7. Walker H>e follow-

ing prizes were founded by the late I for the best

memoirs, in I

s committee

appointed by the Council of the Bosfc
-'
°'7- Tne

first and second are to be awarded annually ; the third, once in five years,

First—For the best memoir presented, a prize of sixty dollars may be

awarded. If, however, the memoir be one of marked merit, the amount

awarded may be increased to one hundred dollars, at the discretion ot

Second—For the next best memoir, a prize not exceeding fifty dollars

may be awarded at the discretion of the committee.

Neither of the above prizes shall be awarded unless the memoirs pre-

" * juate merit.

l vol. XL, No. U8.-Jcly, 1865.
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Ttiitd—Grand Honorary Prize. The Council of the Society may
aWard tbe sum of five hundred dollar t<>t mk-Ii se i ifi, iiu estimation or

history as they may think deserving thereof; pro-

ive first been made known
and published in the United States of America; and shall have been at
the time of said award made known and published -,l least one year.
If in consequence of the extraordinary merit of any such ii

or discovery, the Council of the Society should see fit, thev
therefor the sum of one thousand dollars.

The following subjects for prizes under the Walker fund have been
announced by the Society.

Subject of the Annual Prize for 1865-6. "Adduce and discuss the
evidences of the co-existence of man and extinct animals, with the view
of determining the limits of his antiquity."

Subject for ]

insects, in reference both to cases

Bary, and where it is only accessory ;" the investigate
ence directed to indigenous plants.

Memoirs offered in competition for the above prizes must be forwarded
on or before A ,„„ Snri,t>/ of Xutu-

ommittee on the Walker Prizes, Boston, Massy
Each memoir must be accompanied by a sealed envelope en<

author's name, and superscribed by a motto corresponding to one borne
by the manuscript.

of 1863—802 meters in

i first three months of 1865. The
ters per day, in 1864, 2'92 meters,

rate it will take five years and
eight months to complete the tunnel.

—

Les Mondes, May 18.
9. Centennial Celebration of the Royal Saxon Mining Academy at

Freiberg.—Baron von Beust and Professors Reich, Breithaupt, Cotta,
^ :

: ,..--,; ..,; ,. • ....; .- ."

tenmannisches Zeitung, that the Centennial celebration of tl

Mining Academy will take place on the 30th of July, 1866 It is ex-
.- former students of the Academy will be present

t requested that every one interested
should do as much as possible to acquaint others with the app

to bring his photograph, so that it

•- fl Mming-Academy as a souvenir

10. The Agassiz Expedition to South America.-The expedition of
Prof. Agassiz arrived safely at Rio de Janeiro on the 22d of April. The
Emperor sent a boat along side of the Colorado to take the party on
shore, and in the evening had a long interview with Mr. Agassiz. The
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Secretary of the Treasury of Brazil gave orders to have the baggage and.

instruments of the party passed unopened at the Cu-tnm I

every courtesy was extended to the members of the expedition by the

officials of the Brazilian government.—Boston Transcript, June 9.

11. Report on the mortality in Paris ; I y M. l';:\ ili.k.—As tar as w,e

can judge from historical documents, the annual mortality in Paris at

the commencement of the last century was 1 in 28 ; 50 years later, 1 in

30; in 1830, 1 in 36. The year I840*was exceptional, and the ratio was

to old Paris.

In 18G0, the time of the annexation, the population was increased by

t:h< in 1S61, out of 1,696,141 inhabitants

was 1 in 39. In 1862 and 1863 the diminution in the ratio of deaths

it amounting in both years to 1 in 40, the number of deaths

being, in 1862, 42,113.
The Conn r..rovement of the public heahh to

the great works carried forward in the capital— that is, the opening of

>';, . imp, ,\,-in nt-i in the -:r, |.|y < f wat< r. in >\\ .
:

i,a,-. in the

n of the "Commission des 1 _ -
organiza-

tion of hospital- : and also to the general prosperity of the working

er care of themselves, dress more warmly, and eat

more wholesome and abundant food.—Les Mondes, Feb. 23.

12. Dr. H. Falconer.—It has been determined to place a m
- I- -... ':-;.:... -

a Falconer Scholarship, or Fellowship, in Natural Science in the Univer-

pwards of £1000 have already been subscribed—
MackiJs Reperl, May 1st.

13. Ink.— ' poor Plnduatrie N i-

tionale has offered a prize of three thousand dollars for an ink that wiU

not corrode steel pens.

—

A then.

14. Production of the Sexes.—The views f M . lT.ury, published in

volume xxxix of this Journal (p. 84) have recently been controverted by

. 8th before the Academy of Sciences

at Paris. The author bases his conclusions on an extensive series of ex-

15. British Association.—The thirty-fifth meeting of the British As-

r the year, W illiam

Hopkins and Presidents, George Griffith, General

Secretary.

16. Academy of Sciences, Paris.—-In May last, Otto Strove was elected
'' -

_
• -..'.-: v " '• -"

the place of I ir of Geneva in the place

Struve; and in the Botanical section, Alexander Braun was elected a

corresponding member.
17. Voyage of the Novara.—The second part of volume II of the

-

Academy of 9 ^ iue «orJc ot

- n, and R. Felder.
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of April, 1794. Mr. Decaisne announced his death to the Academy of

Science in the following iennes was the friend and

is naturalist of the age, George Cuvier.

He was for half a century the friend and confidant of Alexander von

Humboldt. Such friendships will ever honor the memory of our regret-

ted confrere.

—

Les Mondes, May 4.

Pikrre Gratiolet, the eloquent professor of zoology of the Faculty of

Sciences, Paris, distinguished also as a spiritualist writer, died suddenly

on the 21st of February last.

Leon Dufour, one of the most prominent of French zoologists, and

especially eminent in entomology, long an associate of Cuvier, Latreille,

etc., died on the 18th of .' h year.

Aomiral Fitzrov, the able and learned commander of the

Expedition of the Beagle, (that of which Darwin was the naturalist^

hydrographical surveyor in various regions, and author of extended me-

teorological researches, died early in May last, in his 60th year, having

been born on the 5th of July, 1805.

A. Gresslt, a prominent Swiss geologist, died recently at Soleuue,

in Switzerland.

Sir J. Richardson, the distinguished naturalist and Arctic voyager,

died on the 5th of June last.

Sir Joseph Paxton, the architect of the Crystal Palace of 1851, edi-

tor of the "Magazine of Botany," between 1840 and 1852, and author

of a Botanical Dictionary and other works, died on the 8th of June, at

his residence, Rock Hill, Sydenham, in his sixty-first year.

Kupffer, the meteorologist, and Director of the Central Observatory

of Russia, at St. Petersburg, has recently died.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. A Treatise on Astronomy; by Elias Loomis, LL.D., Professor of

Nat. Phil, and Astron. in Yale College. Harper & Brothers, New York,

1865. 8vt,. ie is especially designed as a college

text-book. This primary object has directed the selection of the topics,

and the extent of the development of each. The articles and sections

are also arranged to meet the wants of the class room. The mathemat-

uiottt imply a knowledge of the elements of mathematics in-

cluding Spherical Trigonometry and Conic Sections. The subject is

rendered more attr n uv to indents by allotting more than usual space to

constitution of the sun, the tides, the

tables, and eight plates. The tables give the elements of the planets,

asteroids, satellites, periodical comets and binary stars, the heights and

diameters of the lunar mountains, the parallaxes of fixed stars, &c.

Prof. Loomis's Treatise on Practical Astronomy has been deservedly

esteemed, and his experience of the peculiar wants of college classes affords

assurance that this treatise w&l be equally worthy of favor.
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2. Entomological Society of Philadelphia.—The Entomological So-

ciety of Philadelphia during the three years past has issued three vol-

umes, containing in all 1650 pages and 20 plates, many of the plates

beautifully colored. Since the commencement of the present year two

thick numbers of Proceeding h ( \. ready apj red : N". 1, t r .lanuary

at,.; I. ' man, «• .tit.tii.it _- J 1
-J

j
•_ - '

1
j

t , \"o. •-'. ioi Mau h and

April, containing 120 pages and one plate. These nearly complete the

4th volume of the publications of this Society.

These numbers contain the following memoirs:

Page 1, Hymenoptera of Cuba; E. T. Cresron.-p. -2ol. On certain Diurnal Lepidop-

L. ;
';'-.

.

.

_.
:

•
•
- :: ...;..;:.

Xo.6;A.£.Grote.

Along with the last number of the Proceedings we have received a

copy of a Circular, signed by the P. ; T. Cresson,

J. Cassin and A. R. Grote, annnouncing that the Society had been,

greatly indebted for its m.-ato .-f pi '.

-I '.ni: to the generosity of Dr.

Thomas B. V - it rpose, be-

sides additional aid at various times, and $5,000, also, for the general

maintenance of the Society ; and that, on account . ; Dr. \

den death without having "• im< 1 - ut h - • \\ - - "

! *< ' n fo place the

-
-

.

was now greai that,
w,To

insure the permanence of the Society, and the continuance of its publi-

cations, an income of 83,000 is judged to be i-

are therefore needed and

asked for from the friends of science in the land. No sci

or Academy in the United States has been doing, of late, more, or better

work for science than the Entomological Society ;
and the failure of its

means, which has come upon it so su I

as well as to the general interests of ^ : t. e. i - merits a ready

response. The Society, as it states, cannot offer any equivalent advan-

tages for don I hey propose, however, to make those

who come b tare, and give at least $10<

Members ; while those who give $500 or more will be entitled also to

the Publications of the Nh tv during I .1 i

ciety by Bubs .ions, which are furnished at the small

n price of three dollars a volume.

3. Whitney's Report on the Geol

publication of the text of the first volume of this Report, containing the

Paleontology by F. B. Meek and W. M. Gabb, was noticed in the la?t

volume of this Journal (p. 99). The engraving of the plat

been completed, and they are now r,

two in number, in large 8vo, and are crowded with figures :
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fossils, from the Carboniferous, Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary

formations. They are f>_ U- Mr. Meek and Mr.

Gabb— which is a sutl! /. These handsome plates

annexed to the text make one of the most elegant, as well as most valu-

able, volumes that has yet been published on any department of Ameri-
can geology. The plates of the Jurassic include figures of the species

that were obtained from the metamorphic gold rocks of the Sierra Nevada.
4. A Preliminary Report on- the Geology of New Brunswick, together

with a special Report on the " Quebec G , by Henry
Youle Hind, M.A., F.R.G.S..&C. 294 pp.* Svo. Fivd. i in m, \."u Biuns-

wiek, 1865.—This Report is made partly from the author's o

and largely from other sources. It takes up in succession the geograph-
ical features of the Province ; the gen re ; the Gran-

-.

injected from
below (from the Devonian) into fissm

i nal axes.

5. Comparative Geography, bv (.'arl Rittei:, laieT'rufessor of Geog-
raphy in the University of Berlin. Translated for the use of S.

Colleges, by Wm. L. Gage. 220 pp. 12 mo. Philadelphia, 1865. J. B.

Lippincott & Co.—This work is a translation of one of the series of lec-

tures by the great geographer Ritter, wh .se writings it is almost super-

fluous to commend. It is a condensed and philosophical review of the

geographical features of our globe, presented without encumbering de-

tuple yet animated style; and is full of instruction both for

the student and the general reader.

6. Annual Report of t f the City of New York,
for the years 1863, '64. Albany, 186 I >ns and infor-

mation on a great variety of topics, of practical interest, connected with
agriculture and the useful arts, are presented in this volume, together with
the address of Gen. Wm. H. Anthon and the anniversary address of C. P.
Daly, LL.D.

*

7. Bawd's Review of American Birds.—Sheets 10 to 20, covering
pages 145 to 320 inclusive, of Baird's "Review of American Birds," have

•• They treat of the Jfoto the latter un-
der the four m AASetopha-
gince), and the Hirundinidce.

8. Naturalises Directory; by F. W. Putnam. Published by the
-

number, has been issued. It .extends to 32 pages
'•'

. -.

9 - Chamte seventh volume of this excellent
Encyclopedia has been issued, carrying the work nearly throu_

10. Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the year 1862.
632 pp. Svo, v, kit un p| .—At. n- the mai i u.-t,no' papers in

- - -..,<:,.,,. •.,-..-
others ou the Wheat Plat. .'-. Imphee and Sorghum
culture, Sheep husbandry and breeding, Marbles of Rutland, Vt., etc.
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11. Report on the Formation of the Canterbury Plains (New Zealand,)

Lh a Geological Sketch-map and Jive Geological sections, by Julius

^ast, Ph.S., F.G.S., etc., Provincial Geologist. 64 pp. small fob, with

:olored map and sections.—Canterbury Province adjoins Banks's Pe-

isula, on the west side of the middle island of New Zealand". The
imoir contains a description of the old glacial deposits, moraines, lacus-

oe beds, raised beaches, and alluvium of the Province.

12. American Journal of Conchology..—Part 3 of the first volume of

Anthony, Gabb, Com . 1, Trvou, \e\v« mh and \\ hiirk-ld. The Paleon-

hells, two of them by T. A. Conrad, and one

nber is illustrated by seven beautiful plates,

wo of them by T. A. Conrad, l

by R. P. Whitfie
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Art. XY.~Fnedrich Qeorg Wilkelm Struve*

Friedrich Georg Wilhelm Struve was born at Altona,

in the Duchy of Holstein, April 15, 1793 ; his father, Jacob
Struve, for ith great distinction the director-

ship of the High School in that city, and was widely known
for his classical and mathematical acquirements. His mother
was the daughter of Pastor Stinde, who went to Eussia as chap-

lain to Peter III ; it was this circumstance which subsequently
led to the settlement of many of the Struve family in Eussia

;

until then the Struves had from time immemorial lived as re-

spectable yeomen in the Duchy of Holstein. Thus our old

and honored associate was descended from the original stock of
the Anglo-Saxon race ; a descent which many of us remember
distinctly expressed itself both in the personal appearance and
m the moral qualities of the man. Struve was happily trained

by his father into no precocity in his early childhood, but in due
time, when removed to the High School, he made such advance-
ment in his studies as at the age of fifteen to be qualified for

entrance at the University. In those days of trouble the young
student had but little prospect of continuing his studies undis-

turbed. A constant sense of the oppression of the foreigner

and the dread of the French conscription decided his parents, in

1808, to send young \
at that time probably

the quietest country in the world, and where his elder brother

aied the post of Classical Lecturer in the University of

ty, so soon to be illuminated by the ex-

f the Royal Astronomical Society, Feb. 10, 1865.

occupied tl

pat. This i
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ample and fame of Wilhelm Struve, had been recently founded
by Alexander I, immediately after his accession to the throne,

and was intended by him not only to be the intellectual center

of the German Provinces of Eussia, but to serve as a civilizing

link between Europe and Russia proper. Here Wilhelm Struve,

that the young student earned his first literary laurels, by i

academical exercise "De systemate metrico apud Alexandr
this essay was honored by a prize, and by being printed
University expense. It was by this wise and fortunate 8

tee living in other

parts of Europe, where Struve's native tongue, the German, was
at that time but little understood. These early literar

also contributed, in no slight degree, to secure that balance and
breadth of mind for which our lamented associate was after-

ward so remarkable.
In 1811 Struve took his first university degree in Philology,

and it was only after having thus fulfilled his father's desire that

he passed to that branch of science which henceforth became
the principal object of his life. No doubt, while he was a stu-

dent at Dorpat, the able scientific lectures of the elder Parrot
excited a warm interest in his mind ; but it was rather an inner

call than any external circumstance which led Struve at length
to devote himself to astronomy. Parrot's influence was not

confined to the mental stimulus thus afforded to his young phi-

losophic pupil, but by the representations which he made to the

by authorities relative to young Struve's promise of
future eminence, and his present straightened pecuniary re-

sources, he obtained for him the means of still longer prosecut-
ing his studies at Dorpat. It was partly in this way that Struve
from the early age of fifteen ceased to be a burden upon the

•une of his father; but the boy's own exertions and
self-denial contributed greatly to the same end. It was brought
about in this way. Shortly after Wilhelm Struve had entered
the University, he applied for and obtained the post of private
tutor in the family of Mr. de Berg, a wealthy nobleman of Liv-
land, and his first pupil there was the Count de Berg, the pres-
ent Viceroy of Poland. By this arrangement the young student
was necessarily debarred from a regular attendance on the lec-

tures of the place ; but this untoward necessity served, as was
natural with one of Struve's mind, only still further to quicken
his zeal to make the best of such advantages as remained to him,
and to animate his self-reliance.



t the fam-

studies at Dorpat, Struve passed on to the class of Astronomy.
The Professor at that day was Huth, a man for whose worth
and eminent attainments our old associate ever retained an af-

fectionate and respectful memory. Huth's health was too infirm
to permit him to assist his pupil to any great extent, and hence
young Struve was, by a happy fatality, or in truer words by
the discipline of Providence, once more thrown upon self-reli-

ance and the resources of his own efforts. The Professor him-
self was scarcely ever able to visit the Observatory, but he per-

mitted his pupil to make what use of it he could. This Ob-
servatory was at that time but scantily supplied with instru-

ments, and even those for the most part were not in a condition

J use. Among these instruments was a Transit by our
countryman Dolland, and the excellence of the object-glass

attracted the special notice of the embryo astronomer. The pil-

lars of this instrument were, it is true, erected, but upon them
there was no provision existing for the attachment of the Y's
and the other subsidiary apparatus, while the body of the in-

strument itself had never been removed from the case in which
it had been packed. For the mounting of this instrument
young Struve could obtain no adequate assistance in the city of
Dorpat, but was thrown entirely on the workmanship of his

own hands, and the guidance of his own inexperienced judg-
ment. Nevertheless, the work was done, and well done ; and
in after days Struve would often recur to the fortunate difficul-

ties under which his earliest efforts were made. We must not
forget that Struve at this time was only in his nineteenth year.

Early in the autumn of 1813 Struve took his degree of Doctor
of Philosophy, and on that occasion wrote his first memoir on an
astronomical subject, namely, Be geographica Speculai Dorpatensis
Positions In this paper, among other matters, he gave the first

determination of the longitude of that Observatory, deduced from
occultations observed by himself during the preceding year. In
November,

I

; is, he was appointed
extraordinary Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, and
two years later, upon the death of Huth, he was advanced to
the ordinary professorship. In this capacity his duty was not
only to attend to the Observatory, but to lecture also on As-
tronomy and the higher branches of Mathematics

; each
do doubt suffering from this combination of duties, notwith-
standing the efforts of the Professor to prevent it. In 1822,
however, the two offices were happily separated, and Struve was
henceforth enabled to devote his zeal and his abilities exclusively
to the proper work of an Observatory.
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Having thus arrived at that point in our venerated associ-

ate's career when he was appointed the chief of an Observatory,

soon to be rendered by his labors famous to all time, we may
for a few moments not improperly revert to the circumstances

which years before, indicated the bent of his mind, and, in a

certain degree, shaped the after-course of his life. ' In August,

1811, young Wilhelm Struve, while yet a student, and with ex-

tremely slender means at his disposal, verified the orbital mo-
tion of the two components of Castor, predicted by the elder

Herschel in his immortal memoir of 1803, and which by this

time was completed to the extent of thirty degrees. This first

success had a decided influence in directing Struve'smind to the

abundant harvest which he foresaw might be reaped from a

zealous devotion to Sidereal Astronomy. Nearly at the same
time, while spending the summer at Sagnitz, in the house of his

friend, Mr. de Berg, Struve's attention was drawn to Geodesy;
and the early success which here again attended his first at-

tempts, laid the foundation for that other gigantic work upon
which, together with his labors in sidereal astronomy, rest the

fame and the scientific services of this great observer. Although
provided with the feeblest conceivable instrumental means, he

made excursions in the neighborhood of his friend's house, in

order to see if it were possible to make a triangulation of that

part of Livland. While practising himself in the use of the

sextant, for that purpose, a singular accident befell him, and for

some time put a stop to his geodetical studies. The French
army at this time was invading the Eussian frontier, and against

u a Russian corps had been despatched to Livland in order to

prevent the French army from penetrating through the Baltic

provinces to St. Petersburg. Some officers of this corps seeing

young Struve engaged with an instrument and a note-book,

him for a French spy, and, notwithstanding his protes-

tations, marched him off, for full a hundred miles, as a prisoner
to head quarters, and there, not without some difficultj^ he was
liberated by the commander-in-chief, on the express understand-
ing that as long as the war continued he would not again, by

d. Three years after

irrenee, Struve, at the invitation of the Economical
Society of Livland, undertook to make a triangulation and map

ce; and this work he accomplished with

oo instrumental means at his dis-

posal beyond an excellent 10-inch sextant, by Troughton. This

comparatively insufficient instru-

ment, forms the starting-point and the nucleus of that noble
survey of the Russian empire, which for nearly half a century
occupied the thoughts and the abilities of our lamented as-
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From 1813 to 1839 Struve continued at his post at the Ob-
servatory of Dorpat. As we have already seen, the means at

his disposal were wholly inadequate to the most modest require-

ments of an astronomer. It was not long, however, before the

success of his labors attracted the attention of the Russian gov-
ernment, and through the benevolent intercession of Prince Lie-

ven, then Chancellor of the University, and as an acknowledg-
ment of the services of the professor^ the Observatory was fur-

nished with such instruments and pecuniary means as soon
raised it to the rank of a first-rate establishment. Thus, in 1821,
the Meridian Circle was obtained from Reichenbach and Ertel,

and in 1824, Fraunhofer's famous 9-inch Refractor was added,
at once the masterpiece of that great artist, and the commence-
ment of a new era in the history and employment of the tele-

Struve at first worked alone in the Observatory thus munifi-

cently furnished
; occasionally, indeed, he was assisted by a few

volunteers from among his pupils, and notably so by Knorre,

who subsequently and for forty years, was the well-known di-

rector of the observatory of Nicolaiff ; but it was not until the

year 1826 that he obtained, in the person of M. Preuss, a per-

manent observer, who by applying himself with much ability to

the meridian circle, enabled Struve to devote his attention to

the observation of double stars with the great refractor.

In taking even a cursory survey of Struve's labors at Dorpat
with this noble instrument, it becomes necessary to revert, in

some degree, to the state of sidereal astronomy before he com-
menced his work. In 1803, Sir William Herschel had announced
the binary nature of several of the double stars ; nevertheless,

Partly from the extreme novelty of the views set forth by that

great philosopher, partly from the deficiency of the optical means

ting, and partly from the great difficulty of manipula-
ting the micrometrical measurements, the subject remained in

and almost untouched during the succeeding fifteen or

sixteen \ear^ In 1816, Sir John Herschel did, however, com-
mence at Slough a review of his father's double stars, but owing
to some of the difficulties already alluded to, he made but incon-

siderable progress. Some of these measurements so taken ire

recorded in the joint communications made by Sir John H^_jel
and his colleague, Sir James South, to the Royal Society in 1824:
among others will be found a remarkable measurement of Castor,

wQen the two component stars happened to be on the same
parallel. We have already adverted to the then young :

measurement of the same remarkable star, and to the e:i

** had on the direction of his energies : this, however, was but a
smgle and isolated result, and it was not until some years later,

tamely, in 1319 that the record of measured angles of position
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ice began to be ;

differences of r"

copiously observed. In 1820 appeared Struve's first Catalogue
of 727 double stars, arranged in the order of their right ascen-

sion, together with their corresponding declinations. Th - < ata

logue was expressly intended to facilitate the observation of these

objects, either with meridian or with equatorially-mounted in-

struments, and effectually revived the subject as one of general

astronomical interest.

Nevertheless, praiseworthy and valuable as were these new
attempts, it was not until the erection of the great Fraunhofer
Eefractor in 1824, at Dorpat, that Mr. Struve became possessed

of an instrument worthy of the subject, and competent, not only

to afford facility and precision in respect of measurement, but to

add largely to the list of known double stars.

The result of the first two years of his observations with this

famous telescope was that most remarkable work, Catalv

generalis Stellarum duplicium et multiplicium, which appeared in

1827, and will for ever be considered as forming a memorable
epoch in Sidereal Astronomy. Nor is this great work remarka-
ble alone for its copious and valuable lists of 3112 double or

multiple stars duly arranged in their order of right ascension,

and 2343 of which had not been previously described by any
astronomer, but still more so foi fact whichir, but still more so for a great physical fact which
it announced for the first time. In this catalogue it is shown
that the closer classes of double stars, namely, those whose
mutual distance is less than 4" exceed out of all proportion, not

only what might be expected from a calculation of chances on
the hypothesis of casual or optical juxtaposition, but i

)f numerical majority, those of either of the other classes.

xistence of such a fact affords, in the opinion of those

competent to form it, a convincing proof of a real physical

nexion, and (independently of any question as to orbital motion;

places these juxtaposed objects before us, neither as casualties of

situation as seen from the earth, nor as mere exceptions to a more
general rule of isolation, nor as mere curiosities of the sidereal

heavens, but as entering largely into the general plan and con-

stitution of the universe. Later observations, carried on both

by Mr. Struve himself and by others, with even larger instru-

ments than the great Dorpat refractor, have confirmed this most
notable result, and have shown that it is but an ordinary circum-
stance to find stars previously regarded as single, to be in reality

composed of two very close individuals. It will enhance our
respect for the memory of our lamented associate, and enable
us to form some idea of the labor and devotion required for the

formation of this catalogue, to i face to the

Petersburg Catalogue it is stated to have been the result of the
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examination of 120,000 stars, and that it was one individual who
executed this examination with his own eyes and hands.

The formation of this Catalogue was, after all, the commence-
ment only of a work of far greater labor in this department of as-

tronomy. Struve's next undertaking was the determination of
the angles of position, distances, magnitudes, and colors of all the
objects therein enumerated, together with their exact right ascen-

sion and declinations, each resulting from several nights' obser-

vation. The results of this immense undertaking he published
in the year 1837 in a magnificent work entitled, Stellarum com-

positarum mensurce micrometricce, followed, in 1852, by another

urn, Posiiiones media, with their proper motions com-
puted when practical from earlier observations.

Another branch of what, with some propriety, may be called

the Physique du del sideral, to which Struve directed much of
his attention, was the determination of the law of density in the

distribution of the stars with respect to the plane of the Milky
Way. His researches on this subject were not indeed published
until after he had removed from Dorpat, as we shall speedily

see, but it is here, perhaps, that we can with greatest convenience
refer to the fact. The great work which contains the result of
his labors, is entitled Etudes d'Astronomie Stellaire, published in

the year 1847. By a series of calculations, founded on the num-
ber and distribution of stars of sufficient lustre to admit of being

individually catalogued, as well as by the star-gauges of Sir W.
Herschel subjected to a careful and systematic analysis, he has
in this work clearly shown that in the northern hemisphere at

least, (northern, that is, when referred to the bisection of the

lilky Way;
equivocal i

the plaoe of that sidereal eclipti
confirmation. In the same year that Struve published his re-

searches on this great problem, Sir John Herschel gave also the
results of his own investigations of the southern hemisphere, and
the numerical expression obtained by him for the gradation of
stellar density is singularly coincident with that resulting from
Struve's investigations of the northern heavens. As the two
results were obtained from observations made with telescopes
strictly comparable, and were each arrived at independently and
™out the knowledge of the other, it seems that this great

physical generalization may be regarded as perfectly established.

Such are some of the great results which form the high re-

gards of Struve's loyalty to his duties at Dorpat. The year
W6 brought a great .change in his life. In
J^ar the Emperor Nicholas resolved to e
observatory for the empire of Russia

;
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Czar's memory to record that the suggestion was wholly spon-

taneous, and we feel no surprise that our associate was a most

influential member of the commission entrusted with the execu-

tion of the Emperor's noble design. The prosecution of this

work occupied much of Struve's attention, and necessarily com-

pelled frequent and long visits to the capital, until the spring of

1839, when the building having been completed, Struve took up

his permanent residence at Pulkowa as director in chief of the

Central Observatory of Russia.

The creation of an Observatory to be, from its commencement,
established for well-defined and specific purposes, distinctly set

forth in a formal document ; and without restriction in cost, to

be furnished with instruments constructed by the ablest artists

who were at the same time encouraged to new efforts, the observ-

atory and its ample staff being, at the same time, munificently

endowed with pecuniary means and all other requisite applian-

ces, is a circumstance unique in the history of science. Nor

could this magnificent plan have been successfully executed, had

not the man been at hand qualified by nature and experience to

organize and direct so difficult an undertaking. It is unneces-

sary here to describe at any length the Observatory of Pulkowa,

but it would be wrong not to refer to the judicious plan of ob-

servation which Struve proposed to follow, so as best to realize

the generous intentions of its imperial founder. Fully aware of

the incomparable value of the Greenwich lunar and planetary

observations, and of its traditions in other respects, Struve deter-

mined, from the first, to adopt a course wholly different from

that followed at our National Observatory. Hence, observations

of the moon and planets were to be made on exceptional occa-

sions only, the main strength and efforts of the Observatory

being directed to the astronomy and physics of the sidereal

heavens. It was proposed, also, not to publish an annual volume

of observations, but, after having organized systems of specific

research, often of necessity extending through several years, to

give the results to the world only when each project was com-

pleted, and then with the name of the particular observer

attached. How well this plan has been executed the records

and scientific memoirs which have proceeded from Pulkowa

sufficiently attest. And, lastly, it will not be without its inter-

est to record that, in 1844, when Struve published his elaborate

description of Pulkowa, there were no less than 103 persons, in-

cluding the children, domiciled within the precincts of the

Observatory. This numerous family comprised seven astrono-

mers, several savans connected with the geodesy of the empire,

a secretary, an engineer-in-chief, a cabinet-maker, with ten arti-

sans for the repair of the instruments and the furniture, and

eight discharged non-commissioned officers for the service of the
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place. Assuredly it was no ordinary man who could secure, as
Struve secured, order and good-will in so considerable and mul-

iiraent. For the endowment of this noble
institution the Emperor of Kussia, with truly imperial generosity,

assigned no less a sum than ten thousand pounds per annum.
The servant was worthy of the master.

Meanwhile, and for "nearly half a century, extending almost
throughout our venerated associate's directorships both at Dorpat
and at Pulkowa, run continuously the gigantic operations con-
nected with the measurement of the Eussian and Scandinavian
Arc of M>ri<lian, and the Trigonometrical Survey of the enor-

mous Eussian empire. The genius of Struve presided over this

vast undertaking, ever devising, co-operating, and not seldom
working with his own hands and eyes, and on more than one
occasion amidst ice and snow. This arc of meridian, extending
through 25° 20', from Ismail at the mouths of the Danube to

Fuglenass on the Arctic Ocean, exceeds in magnitude even our
own Indian arc, from Cape Comorin to the Himalayas, the execu-
tion of which alone, and with no other work, has been sufficient

to raise the fame and exhaust the labors of Lambton and Everest.

Some idea may be formed of the amount and variety of
Struve's oc me from the following quotation
from his great work on the subject of this very arc. Speaking

land, he says:—"Un-
doubtedly I could have completed this work long before, had it

been the sole object of my scientific duties ; but, in 1821, Eeich-

enbach's meridian circle arrived at Dorpat, and at length, in

1824, I was put
'

i
fer's magnificent equa-

torial, ordered since 1820, and I thought that my first duties

pointed to the immediate use of these exquisite instruments.

Hence, I did not consider myself authorized to absent myself
from Dorpat for more than a few weeks' work at a time in geode-
tical proceedings. And I think that I ought here to explain,

that between 1821 and 1827 (which period embraces the field-

work of the Baltic arc), I made, reduced, and published without
• nice, the meridian observations recorded in volumes

III, IV, V, VI, of the Dorpat Annals ; at the same time I also

finished the revision of the survey of the heavens, which fur-

~
:

• :-_':.

and besides this I had to give an annual course of lectures on
Astronomy to the University, and of Geodesy to the Imperial

Such labors, great as they were, are not now referred to as

temg by any means without their parallel among sclent

?
n llle contrary, they form the rule rather than the exception

;

out they are mentioned here because they may well serve to re-

mind us, that such is the cost at which our knowledge is

-i*. Jwij, Sci.-Second Sekies, Yol. XL, N9. 119,-Sept., 1865.
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advanced, and for which alone the world accords imperishable

fame to her sons.

Struve visited England on four different occasions. The first

time was in 1830, when it so happened, that a committee was

sitting for the improvement of the Nautical Almanac ; he was

invited to assist in its deliberations, and by his ability and excel-

lent temper contributed toward bringing its labors to a success-

ful conclusion. In 1844 he came to England for the purpose of

determining the difference of longitude between the Observato-

ries of Pulkowa and Greenwich. A step had already been taken

toward the completion of that important but difficult operation,

by ascertaining, in 1843, the difference of longitude between

and Altona. In those days,—it may seem strange

indeed, that we naturally fall into such expressions while speak-

ing of but twenty years ago, but the amazing advance
during that short interval, have been made in the application of

science to art, justify the terms—in those days, the only known
method existing for the exact determination of diffei

longitude between two geographical positions, was by the repeat-

ed transmission of many chronometers from one place to the

other. Hence, it was necessary for Struve to organize, and per-

sonally superintend, a series of chronometric expeditions, first

between Pulkowa and Altona, and then between Altona and

Greenwich. In the former expedition not less than sixty-eight

chronometers were sixteen times carried across the BaJ

in the latter, forty-two chronometers passed sixteen times over

the German Ocean and the Thames. In the present day, owing

to the combined labors of Oersted and Wneatstone,
1

all tbis

tedious and cumbersome operation is replaced by the mere

j action of the clock itself, whereby a series of metallic

tacts are made, conveying the precise time, to the small frac-

l of a second, through the electric wire to an observer wait-

in quietness for the expected signals at some distant place,

honor be to Struve, and to others like him, who. toiling

along rivers and seas, and without our wonderful appliances, by
5 obtained results comparable in accuracy with our

r may we here omit the mention of an incident which
exhibits in a characteristic manner the true greatness of Struve's

mind. After he had successfully completed the very trouble-

some operation before alluded to, and when it had become neces-

sary to arrange and publish the result, for geographical and

other purposes, the question arose, shall the astronomical prece-

* In 1844 the Astronomer Royal determined the longitude of V«
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Pulkowa or to Greenwich?
Struve's heart was in Russia, rather than in England, and we have
already seen how in external magnificence Pulkowa utterly

eclipsed the unpretending buildings at Greenwich ; but Struve,

like a true astronomer, remembered the long line of illustrious

men who had toiled at Greenwich, the old traditions of Flam-
steed, and Halley, and Bradley, and to Greenwich he assigned

the astronomical precedence.
Struve was in this country again in 1847. This time, the main

object of his visit was to carry back with him to Eussia one of

the two standard bars used in the great Indian Survey, and
without which it was impossible to utilize and connect the

measurement of the Indian arc, with that of the still greater

Russian and Scandinavian arc j ust completed. On this occasion,

he joined the British Association, which that year fortunately

assembled at Oxford, and it was thus that Struve either acquired

or consolidated that strong personal regard which united him, in

a peculiar decree, with the principal seientilie men of England
in almost i haps it may be allowable for the

writer to record that his first acquaintance with this most amia-

I :._ man < L when, at the house of Sir John
Herschel, and not long after the memorable discovery of

'

he, for a few days, was permitted to associate with a phalanx of

scientific veterans rarely assembled in one spot,—Adams, Airy,

Herschel, Leverrier, and Struve, forming the list.

Ten years later, viz. 1857, found Struve in England for the

last time. He had never failed in public documents and in pri-

vate communications to speak in affectionate terms of the ready

aid and hospitality which he had received at the hands of the

present Astronomer Royal, Mr. Airy. His headquarters were,

therefore, again as of old, at Greenwich. But now, though m
bis sixty-fourth year the indomitable energy and the genius of
'" "h m th, man I i. m-ht him thither on a project of stii

[ian which he had just completed.

3 honorably supporting himself in Livland
as tutor in the family of the De Bergs, he had cast a wistful eye

over the level tracts which north and south, east and west, are

a characteristic feature of European Russia. Our great country-

man, Dr. Arnold, used to say, with but slight exaggerat
there was scarcely a hill between Rugby and the Ural m
to shelter him from the east wind. Arnold observed this with

the eye of a geographer ; Struve knew it, and utilized if

: then was the Russian and Scandir
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arc from north to south completed, than Struve set to work to

organize and arrange the measurement of an arc of parallel

from east to west, of still more gigantic dimensions. He pro-

posed to extend it throughout the entire breath of Europe; from
Orsk, at the foot of the Ural Mountains, to Yalentia, at the

western extremity of Ireland, ranging over perhaps a twelfth

part of the equatorial circumference of the earth. The opera-

tions for measuring this arc would necessarily lie in many lands;

and, perhaps, this man of no jealousies was, if not the only man,
at least the one best fitted to negotiate with the various govern-

ments, and men in high office, both in state and science, without

whose concurrence and aid the execution of the vast project was

impossible. The Emperor of the French and other state officials

received Struve with especial distinction. It was to arrange for

the prosecution of that portion of the arc of parallel which lies

in England and Ireland, and also of that part which connects

England with Belgium, that Struve now came to Greenwich.

In this country he was warmly seconded by our own govern-

ment, by Mr. Airy, Colonel Sir Henry James, Captain Clarke,

and other savans connected with the geodesy of Great Britain.

It is sometimes accorded by a divine providence, wiser than our-

selves, that a man at the age of sixty-four may arrange and even

commence so vast a plan, but it is not granted that he may com-

plete it. So Struve labored, but it is for other men to enter into

his labors. In the following year, 1858, came the first attack of

a cruel malady, which might have warned him that his active

labors were drawing to a close. When, however, he could no

longer take the field and observe, we are informed on the best

authority, that he would sit at his writing-table for fourteen or

fifteen hours in the day, endeavoring to further with his pen
that great undertaking which he could not assist with his hands.

Before concluding our estimate of the permanent results of

Struve's labors on the advancement of astronomy, it is necessary

to observe that the data for our more accurate knowledge of the

constants of precession, nutation, and aberration, as now gener-

ally adopted by astronomers, were furnished by observations
made by himself or under his immediate direction, in the inter-

val between 1822 and 1811. Again, in addition to his discovery
of the existence of a law in the distribution of stars in space and
i* r.

spoken, for Struve may properly be claimed what Sir John
Herschel happily terms "the first impression that was made"*
on the general problem of the distances of the fixed stars from
the Sun. It was humiliating to the astronomer (nay, he had
almost acquiesced in the belief that for wise purposes it was
designedly so) to think that an innumerable multitude of bright

4 Address of Sir John Herschel to the Royal Astronomical Society, 1841.
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objects, which he could not do otherwise than regard as worlds,
were within his sight, yet beyond the reach of his geometry to
measure. Our associate, however, resolved to determine, if

determined it could be, whether this limit had actually been set
to the bounds of human knowledge, and in the years 1819-21
he succeeded, by sagacious and diligent observations of 27 cir-

cumpolar stars, in showing, beyond a doubt, that certain indica-
tions of parallax existed sufficient to encourage further efforts

with more adequate instrumental means than he at that time
possessed. The history of the definite settlement of the ques-
tion of stellar parallax is not a little curious, and Struve's part
in it is sufficiently conspicuous. Our countryman Henderson, in

1831-2, at the Cape of Good Hope, observed « Centauri with the
mural circle, and on his return to England shortly afterward
deduced a parallax of about 1" for that remarkable star. Struve
at Dorpat, from micrometrical measurement made with Fraun-
hofer's instrument in the years 1835-8, obtained a parallax for a

Lyrce, amounting to 0"'261. Nevertheless, astronomers, after

their manner of most r scrutiny, decided that

possibly the shadow of a doubt rested upon both these sets of

observations, and resolved to wait for the results of fresh mea-
surements. Meanwhile, Bessel a year after, and from observa-
tions made with the great Heliometer at Konigsberg, deduced a
parallax of 0"-348 for 61 Cygni, such as to be wholly beyond the
reach of cavil. Subsequently Peters confirmed Henderson's
result of the existence of a parallax in « Centauri, and M. 0.
Struve vindicated the general truth of his father's deductions.
Such, then, is the share which must be assigned to our associate
in the determination of this most interesting, but difficult cosmi-
cal question.

Nor must we pass over our late associate's Description de

de Poulkova given to the world in 1847.
It would be but an obvious and inadequate remark simply to

say that this is the most sumptuous and complete work ever
published on the description of an observatory, its instruments
and its arrangements; and a monument to the enlightened
generosity of the Russian government, who defrayed the cost of

t can scarcely fail to kindle the

admiration of every one who is endued with a taste for practical

astronomy. What is of far more importance, almost every page
indicates the perfect mastery of the author over the instruments

s. and attests the scrupulous
carewithv ..mut^t. intiiHiTO^v .idi

' >ald in am v, j & ir construc-
tion, or of : lis most im-

'

.

-•: "",

building and organizing other observatories on the continent of
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Europe. But while we are bound, in the :

"
' uly

impossible for us

thoughts for a moment to our own National

Observatory and to its present able Director ; not indeed in the

spirit of contrast or comparison, but solely in the spirit of duty.

Since the establishment of Pulkowa, Greenwich also has been

furnished with instruments, entirely new, wholly devised by the

Astronomer Royal, and constructed entirely under his superin-

tendence. These instruments differ greatly from those erected at

Pulkowa, as might be expected from the difference of genius

with which the two nations are inspired ; but if the descriptions

of these admirable instruments were collected from the several

monographs in which they are dispersed, they would form a

volume every way worthy of beiDg a companion volume to

Struve's grand description of the great Russian Observatory.

Nor are the names of our great artists, Dolland, Ramsden,

Troughton, Simms, and Cooke, in any respect unworthy to be

! \>\ - .1 with I i iniilio) r, Ertel, Reichenbach, Rep-

sold, Mertz, Cauehoix, Secretan, and others. In the great Al-

hainbra of Science there are niches for them all. In gladly

awarding our meed of thankful acknowledgment to the memory
of Struve, and to the astronomical mechanicians who so ably

iim, we have felt it our duty to say a word of what is

due to the genius of their fellow-laborers in England. In so

doing we are here claiming no preeminence nor asserting any

priority; invidious comparisons, if at all and anywhere out of

place, would be preeminently so in a memorial notice of a man
like Struw-. ires of that

great man's lifc that, although often provoked, he was never

known to contest a scientific priority ; such contests, he said,

were not only destructive of the peace of a philosopher's mind
but highly prejudicial to the interests of science.

Struve was, as might be suggested by his labors, a man of

uncommon physical strength, greatly corroborated, as he believed,

by gymnastic exercises in youth : until the first attacks of his

re already spoken, and

re, he used to say that

he had never known "what illi ess was. By the advice of his

t length induced to cease, at least temporarily,

work, and travel through Europe for the

t of his fa : as in other

In Struve's illness there occur-

red a phenomenon which, though at the time supposed to be

! r

•.'..- •_>. .: :: :..
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extremely singular, is not altogether uncommon. When he be-
gan to recover from exhaustion occasioned by the first attack of
his malady, his memory, for all events of recent occurrence,
wholly failed him

; while, at the same time, it exhibited its usual,
or even increased tenacity in things long since passed away. On
such occasions he would seem

speaking in some of those many dialects in which he had learned
to converse in his youth. In the midst, however, of this vivid
resuscitation of the past, co-existing with the temporary oblivion
of all recent associations, it is a touchingly suggestive circum-
stance to record that he never forgot the face of a friend.

At length, reluctant to continue as the nominal head of a great
establishment, which he no longer felt himself able personally to
direct, in December, 1861, he requested permission to resign his
post. This permission was granted, accompanied, among other
special marks of honor, with the grant of an hereditary estate by
his sovereign

; and thus the Observatory of Pulkowa passed to
the directorship of his worthy son, Mr. Otto Struve. That the
mantle of the father may descend upon the son is the undoubt-
ing hope and expectation of all who are interested in the science
of astronomy.
On the 19th of August, 1864, a quarter of a century having

dow elapsed since the inauguration of the Observatory, a great
gathering of astronomers from all parts of Europe assembled at

-Pulkowa, to pay their respects, and, as it proved, their last res-

pects, to the man whose character and talents had shed a lustre
even on the noble science of their common pursuit. Among
those present on this happy occasion was the President of our
own Society ; of the others many had been Struve's astronomi-
cal pupils in former days, but now they occupied high and
responsible positions of "their own; from the former we learn
oow the venerable old man, now in his 72nd year, shook off for
a time the bodily feebleness to which his unceasing malady had
reduced him, and assuming the animation of younger years,
thanked those around him for the affection which had brought
them together, and acknowledged the kindness and cooperation
which, through a long life, he had met with in the prosecution
of his labors. But what at Pulkowa, on this and on other occa-
sions, struck our President the most, even among the many other
remarkable features of that imperial establishment, was the
oneness of purpose, mutual confidence, and friendliness of inter-
course, which there seemed to have found an especial home.
vv e could fondly believe that it was thus ordained for the old

astronomer to die like a patriarch, in the midst of his children,

** within a few weeks of tJ ilee, on the 23rd
01 ^November, 1864, Si is rest.
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Struve was twice married : his first wife was a German lady,

Kmilui \V •"', by whom he had twelve children, of these eight

survive ; his second wife, now his widow, was the daughter of

his old colleague, Bartels, at Dorpat ; by her he had issue six

children, and of these four are still living. It may be interest-

ing here to state that, notwithstanding the multiplicity and

engrossing character of Struve's occupations, he always found

time personally, and with affectionate concern, to superintend

the education of his children.

Such are the records of this great man's life, so far, at least,

as they are suited to a memoir like the present. Whatever is

mortal of Wilhelm Struve rests in the churchyard attached to

the beloved institution which he so long adorned. His grave

lies under the shadow of its domes, and was selected by himself:

but it is not these domes alone which constitute his monument;
the spirit of the man still breathes in the zeal, the labors, the

unanimity, which survive the master, and reign within them.

rit will be reproduced again and again in future ages

when other men, animated by the story of his example, shall

endeavor to follow his steps. c. P.

The existence of the hypothetical radical NH
4
depends less

upon the i

- so-called amalgam than upon

the parallelism of its salts with those of the alkalies. If, from

ogies, we accept the metallic nature of ammonium, it

will be difficult to avoid assigning a similar character to the rad-

icals of all of the organic bases ; and especially to those which,

like the compound ammonias, have an alkaline reaction and

possess phvsical and chemical properties so like ammonia.

If such "be the inference, we must admit numerous compound

metals, which exists only in certain states of combii

their elements. The assumption of the elementary nature of

a metal is destroyed and the ideas of the alchemists are re-

vived ; for if NH
4 be a metal and NH 3 be not one, why may

not other metals, esteemed elements, be also compounds.
In examining the so-called ammonium amalgam one is inter-

ested at the great resemblance which it bears to the amalgams
proper in its physical properties. The mercury has lost its flu-

idity or mobility, and, at the same time, its relations of cohesion

and adhesion are very sensibly altered. It no longer coheres

powerfully ; but adheres to, or wets, platinum, iron and other

metals, like the potassium or sodium amalgam. When left to
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itself, the swollen solves itself i:

NH,(NH
4 0) H and Hg, because (as it is usually explained) NH 4

x great tendency to fall apart into NH 3 and H. This expla-

nation might be satisfactory when applied to the difficulty of
isolating NH

4 , as from any of its salts ; but is not so in the case

If ammonium falls apart thus readily in the presence of mer-
cury, why does it combine with it at all to be decomposed in

the very act of union ? If it be said that in NH
4
Hg the NH

4

has so great elation that it at once decomposes
water, with the formation of NH

4
OandH; still why should

NH
4
unite with the mercury, which is not as near to it as, or at

least no nearer than, the water f In reflecting upon the phenom-
enon, I conceived the idea that there is really no amalgam of

ammonium formed; but, in the reaction, the sodium decomposes
the water, evolving hydrogen, and forming caustic soda, which
in its turn sets free ammonia from the chlorid, the mercury be-

in- ak. HI . ni t.-d. Thin XH
4
Cl+ II" + II.yXa=XH

4
0+H+

NaCl+Hg. At the same time the molecules of the mass are

altered in their capacity for cohesion by catalysis, polarity of

atoms, or some unknown cause, so that the bubbles of gas are re-

tained, and swelling lakes place.

Without the assumption of an ' swelling

maybe accounted for bv adinittia- that the evolution of gas

brings portions of the sodium amalgam out of contact with the

solution, and the mass thus remains pasty enough to retain the

gas bubbles of hydrogen and ammonia for a while. The swell-

ing may subside by reason of the final oxydation of this residual

lalgam.
By the kindness of Professor Henry, the opportunities of the

laboratory of the Smil were afforded mem
the winter of 1868-4 to perform the following experiments upon
this subject.

The ammonium amalgams were obtained by the agency of
the sodium »ared by warming dis-

tilled mercurv and projecting sodium therein. By varying the

Proportion of mercury, the sodium amalgam was obtained either

vstals, or quite hard. The am-
monium an I from all of these alloys; but
when a bar 1 in the experiment, the ammo-

I upon the surface of the lump and pro-

so great

at the close of the reaction. The more fluid the sodium amal-

the more readily did th<

f
1 *- 1°. Sodium amalgam projected into dilute solutions of

sulphuric o, s, or into an aqueous solution of

imposes water, but not violently. The mercury does

**• Joob. Sci .. No. 110.—Sept., 1865.
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not swell, but this phenomenon takes place immediately if a little

solution of i

hydrogen, (itself a hypothetical r

occasions the swelling.

Ex. 2°. Sodium amalgam in a solution of ammonia decomposes
water without swelling ; but this phenomenon ensues immedi-

ately if a drop of sulphuric or hydrochloric acid be added.

Hon of stable equilibrium do not produce the swelling. To effect

this the ammonia itself must also be nascent.

Ex. 3°. When the ammonium amalgam is made in a test tube

ise of temperature of from 2° to

3° C. is indicated during the swelling. The temperature falls at

the completion of the swelling. If the turgidity subsides by
reason of the great affinity of NH

4
for the oxygen of the water,

decomposing the latter with the evolution of hydrogen, an ele-

vation of temperature ought to be maintained until the NH 4

has become converted into NH
4
0.

_
Ex. 4°. If a test tube be filled with a solution of sal-ammo-

niac, inverted in a capsule containing the same salt, and a* piece

of sodium amalgam be introduced under the test tube, the am-

monium amalgam is at once generated, with the constant evolu-

l of hydrogen gas; the porous amalgam floats up t

jraduaj

i at its maximum
until the mercury is restored to its pristine" condition, there is

but trifling increase of the volume of the gas, and this increase

appears to be due to the minute particles of sodium amalgam
which have been brought out of contact with the sal-ammoniac

by reason of the turgescence. None of the gas in the test tube

is absorbable by water ; it is all hydrogen, and the sal-ammo-

niac remaining reacts strongly alkaline. The same phenomenon
takes place when the amalgam is formed in a solution of sal-am-

moniac in a capsule under a layer of naphtha. The presence of

air, therefore, has no part in the subsidence of the swelled mass.

Ex. 5°. When the amalgam, having again sunk to the bottom

of the capsule in the last experiment, is pressed with the finger

against the vessel, under the naphtha, it has at first a pasty or

smeary nature ; but, apparently by the expression of hydrogen

gas from its pores, it is very quickly restored to the ordinary

condition of mercury.

Ex. 6°. When the ammonium amalgam is squeezed through

a piece of muslin it is immediately, and without change of tem-

perature, or other evidence o£ affinity, resolved into mercury.
Ex. 7°. If a drop of sal-ammoniac solution be placed upon a

plate of glass, a lump of soft sodium amalgam be added, and
another plate of glass be pressed upon the whole, the ammoni-
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urn amalgam formed cannot swell, but expands laterally, assum-
ing a reticular appearance by reason of the many gas bubbles
which in fact thus become perceptible.

If a lump of ammonium amalgam, already in the swollen
condition, be pressed between two plates of glass, it is spread
out into a thin perforated film resembling lace.

Ex. 8°. If a piece of spongy platinum be heated and stirred

into smelted sodium amalgam, the latter fills the pores of the
platinum sponge, and coats it uniformly. A piece of this com-
pound in contact with a solution of sal-ammoniac, evolves hy-

- 1 ammonia, but does not swell; nor does a globule of
liquid mercury, expressed from the mass, exhibit any of the *
characters of the ammonium amalgam.
Ex. 9°. A piece of ammonium amalgam was wiped gently

with filter paper and placed in naphtha. After a little while,

adherent water to be decomposed), a test tube
' Dver it, the evolution of hyd

shrank, and when, after the

restored to its usual condit

bubble of gas, equal in volume to the globule of mercury, was
collected.

Ex. 10°. If a drop of sodium amalgam be heated upon a glass

plate, then touched with a drop of sal-ammoniac solution, it at

once swells to the full size of an ammonium amalgam which
would have required several minutes if the reaction had taken
place in the cold.
Ex. 11°. The sodium amalgam decomposes cold water with

comparative slowness ; in boiling water a rapid evolution of gas
takes place, although some time is required to fully oxydize the
sodium. Boiling solution of aqua ammonia acts like boiling

water. In none of these cases does any swelling take place, but
tins phenomenon is manifested immediately if to the boiling
aqua ammonia a few drops of carbonate of ammonia be added.
Ex. 12°. The ammonium amalgam is formed with apparently

equal facility, employing the solutions of the following ammo-
nia salts :—Ghlorid, oxalate, sulphate, and bi-sulphate; the

characteristics of the amalgam thus formed being alike. The
reaction with bi-sulphate of ammonia is instructive, showing
joe formation of the amalgam in the presence of an acid which
facilitates the decomposition of water by certain metals. If a
Piece of reddened litmus paper be saturated with solution of bi-

sulphate of ammonia, and a piece of sodium amalgam be drop-

ped thereupon, the formation of the ammonium amalgam takes
gace as usual, and the evolution of the ammonia neutralizes
the acid, prod uci: in upon the paper under
the mass.
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Ex. 13°. The ammonium amalgam cannot be formed with so-

lution of nitrate of ammonia. With this reagent a very rapid

evolution of gas takes place, and a globule of mercury remains.

In this reaction there are no indications of hyponitrous or ni-

trous acids, and a drop of sulphid of ammonium added to the

resulting liquid produces no coloration, except in a film upon

the globule of mercury. If a drop of fluid sodium amalgam be

projected into a drop of solution of sal-ammoniac upon a glaai

plate, the ammonium amalgam is formed rapidly ; but a lew-

drops of solution of nitrate of ammonia poured upon the swelled

mass, reduce without the evolutions of nitrous

^ fumes, to the condition of ordinary mercury.

Ex. 14°. By the kindness of M. Carey Lea, Esq., who fur-

nished me with some of the salt, I have acted upon the sodium

amalgam with solution of oxalate of methylamine. A slight

turgescence is exhibited in this reaction, but not nearly to so

great an extent as with oxalate of ammonia. The globule of

nine amalgam pressed between glass plates mi

reticulated appearance from gas bubbles, but to a less degree

than in the case of ammonia salts. Hydrogen and met
are evolved.

Ex. 15°. With the battery.—The ammonium amalgam was

formed by the battery, using different ammonia salts ia contact

with mercury at the negative pole.

The general characteristics of the amalgam thus obtained

were the same as when sodium was employed.
With a Smee battery of six pairs, of which each zinc plate

measured 3x5 inches, the amalgam was obtained in small quan-

tities; but ten of Bunsen's elements were required to obtain

sufficient to study its properties.

By the electrolysis of a solution of sal-ammoniac contained

in a U tube, which was furnished with a porus diaphragm of

filter paper, decomposition took iiher of the

batteries ; hydrogen and ammonia appearing at the negative

pole, and nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrochloric acid at the posi-

tive pole. No formation of chlorid of nitrogen was detected

in the reaction.

The amalgam did not form
branch of the U, the decompositi<
out the metal.

The eleetrolysis of carbonate of ammonia yielded similar re-

sults, carbonic acid being evolved.
With solution of nitrate of ammonia in a TJ tube, hydrogen

and ammonia appeared at the negative pole, and nitric acid and
oxygen at the positive electrode. A small quantity of the

gases collected at the positive pole were absorbed by water.

If a globule of mercury be placed in a cup-like depression in a
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moistened ]urap of sal-ammoniac or carbonate of ammonia and
be connected with the negative pole, the circuit being completed
through the salt, the ammonium amalgam is formed while the
current is passing.

If a piece of filter paper be placed upon a glass plate, and be
moistened with a solution of carbonate of ai

Bunsen battery is passing through the mer-
cury and paper, the metal being in contact with the negative

pole. The amalgam swells out in a dendritic form, tending to-

ward the positive pole, and maintaining its condition while the.

current lasts. Upon breaking the connection the swelled mass
shrinks gradually. At all times, until restored to the condition

of mercury, the amalgam exhibits numerous and minute gas

bubbles when pressed between glass plates.

If, during the passage of the current, a glass plate be pressed

lgam, it is flattened into a thin plate or film. By
i : swelling is nrevente 1, an I th ammonium amal-this means the swelling is prevei

gam is not farmed. This result appears to be conclusive as to

the non-existence of the ammonium amalgam, for, if it exist, it

should be maintained in a film as well as in a globule as long as

the current is passing.
The so-called ammonium amalgam could not be formed bj

the electrolysis of nitrate of ammonia, and a few drops of a so-

lution of this salt causes the swelling to subside in ammonium
amalgam already formed by the action of the battery upon sal-

ammoniac, or carbonate of ammonia, in contact with mercury.

If spongy platinum, imbued with mercury, be placed in con-

tact with the negative pole of the battery, and the current be

passed through either a solution of sal-ammoniac, or one of car-

bonate of ammonia to the positive pole, no swelling takes place,

even though a large globule of mercury adhere to the sponge
;

but violent ebullitTon of gas is manifested.
^

This is a very instructive experiment. The sponge of plati-

num cannot act by reason of fine pores, for they are all filled

with mercury. The prevention of the amalgam formation must
lie in the nature of the platinum itself; it is a catalytic or con-

tact action.

From these experiments it would seem that :

—

1st, The so-called ammonium amalgam is not an alloy of mer-

cury and ammonium
; . , .

2d, The swelling of the mass in the phenomenon is due to

the retention of gas bubbles ; and, .

3d, The coherence of the gases and liquids concerned is

changed from a normal condition, exhibiting phenomena which

may be classed with those of catalysis.



by Pliny

A somewhat critical survey of the anomalies presented by

the magnetic inclination, to which I referred in a former article

(Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, April 21, 1865), has given me renewed

reasons for regretting the want of a complete record of the in-

vestigations on which Prof. Seech i based his conclusions, that all

"the phenomena hitherto known of the diurnal magnetic varia-

tions may be explained by supposing that the sun acts upon the

earth as a very powerful magnet at a great distance."
3 As I

know of no magnetic law which will account for those anomalies,

I propose briefly to describe them, and to point out some rela-

tions between the gravitation currents and the dip of the needle,

as a sequel to my papers on the influence of gravity upon the

total magnetic force and the magnetic declination.

Gen. Sabine's discussions have shown some important points

of difference between the magnetic disturbances at inter-tropical

and extra-tropical stations, the Cape of Good Hope being mag-

netically, though not geographically, inter-tropical. In the third

volume of the Toronto Observations, and in Prof. Bache's discus-

sions of the observations at Girard College, projections of the

daily and semi-annual inclination-curves are given
;

a and Plate

V, of the second volume of the Hobarton Observations, contains

a graphical representation of the diurnal variations of the incli-

nation at the different observation hours in the four seasons. K
we also project, from Gen. Sabine's tables of the mean results,

the daily and semi-annual curves at St. Helena and Cape Colony,

and compare the curves at the five stations, it will be found that,

1. The greatest daily disturbance of inclination occurs about

1 From the Proceedings of the American Jfay 19, 1865.

ted Prof. Gazzai :, monstratethe

influence of magnetism upon the same aerial fluids, in a manner, then ;

: -
' /

bodies, as so many enormous magnets, by which he esta

mous distance,—an idea which reappeared in 1846 in Prussia, and in 1847 in

:

(See Gauss, »
§30, 40; Taylor's Scientific
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2. At (magnetically) inter-tropical stations, the dip is dimin-
ished, but at extra-tropical stations it is increased in the middle
of the day.

3. Increasing temperature and increasing solar altitude, aug-
ment the inclination disturbance. This is shown both by the
diurnal and the semi-annual curves.

4. As a corollary of propositions 2 and 3, at St. Helena and
Cape of Good Hope, the inclination-disturbance is opposed to,

and subtracted from the normal dip ; but at Philadelphia,

Toronto, and Hobarton, the disturbance is added to the dip.

Thus the inclination is

a minimum at St. Helena, at 22-23«>.

" " " Cape of Good Hope, " 0- IK
" maximum " Philadelphia, " 22- OK

" Toronto, " 22-23".

" Hobarton, " 23- 1".

Reasoning either, a priori, or from Secchi's postulates, we might

naturally infer that the ellipticity of the atmosphere would be

increased by the direct action of the sun, and that, consequently,

from the tendency oi - 1 to tDe
.

gravitation

currents, the dip would be augmented at noon in all places

between the magnetic equator and the magnetic poles.

Mr. William Ferrel, in his paper
4 which furnished the first

tion of the barometric depression at the

equator and at the poles, shows that in consequence of the earth's

motion fluids tend to assume a form similar to his Fig. 1 (Math.

Monthly, i, 215), " the surface of the fluid being slightly depressed

at the equal m height about the parallel of 35°,

and meeting the surface of the earth toward the poles.'
1 The direct

action of the sun, 'in increasing the equatorial ellipticity of the

air, may also increase the tendency to equatorial and polar de-

pression, and the magnetic parallelism may, therefore, be mani-
fested in the solar-diurnal inclination-disturbance precisely as it is

manifested at St. Helena and Cape of Good Hope, by a diminu-
tion of dip between the parallels of 35°, and an increase in

nigher latitudes.

.
These coincidences may well suggest the need of more exten-

sive observations in different parts of South America, Northern
Africa, Southern Asia, the Pacific Ocean and the Frigid Zones,
to furnish the data for determining to what extent mountain
ranges, coast lines, land and water radiation, winds, and ocean

currents modify the theoretical phenomena of dip and declination.
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By projecting on isoclinal and isogonic charts
6
the magnetic

currents as indicated by the position of the needle in different

portions of the globe, I have obtained the following results,

which serve to show the character of some of these modifications:

I. Declination.

1. The currents manifest a tendency to follow the lines of most

direct ocean communication between the warmest and the cold-

est portions of the globe, the general declination being westerly

in the Atlantic, and easterly in the Pacific Ocean.

2. The lines of no variation are apparently determined m part

by the land contours
8
that divide the waters of the globe into

two great bodies.

3. The currents are deflected by the southern pointed extremi-

ties of the several continents toward the east on the eastern

shores, and toward the west on the western shores, of New Hoi-

land, Africa, and South America.

4. The magnetic currents, in the three respects above enumer-

ated, exhibit a precise parallelism to the ocean tidal flow.

5. In the comparatively narrow belt of the Atlantic Ocean, the

declination between the parallels of 35° reaches 30°
;

in the

broad expanse of the Pacific, the maximum within the same

limits of latitude is 15°.
.

6. Between the parallels of 70° and 80° the decimation be-

comes very great, and the currents tend to a gyratory or cyclonic

motion, which appears to be modified by glaciers or local poles

of great cold.

7. The cyclonic tendency is most marked in the southern

hemisphere," where the ocean waters experience the least inter-

ruption to their normal motions. Mr. Ferrel's computation gives

" 28° 30' for the polar distance of the parallel where the surface

of the fluid, or the stratum of equal pressure, meets the surface

of the earth."
7

It will be readily seen that at that distance the

south pole is entirely surrounded by water, and it seems, there-

fore, highly probable, that if there were no land in the frigid

zones, there would be no definite magnetic poles, bu1

polar belt toward which the mi iM flow m
parallel spirals,

8 except when deflected by land radiation, or tidal

s The charts that I used, were the polyconic projection of the '• L

. : : - :

'

:.. ' •' ' ''

magnetic declination on the Gulf of Mexico for the epoch 1860 0."

rference accords with Barlow's conclusion that every place has its particu-
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II. Dip.

8. The lines of equal dip are arranged in approximate paral-

lels, around the two (principal) magnetic poles.

9. In consequence of this parallelism, they are convex toward
the north in the Pacific Ocean, and toward the south in the
Atlantic Ocean.

10. The magnetic parallels also approximate to the isothermal

parallels, both in direction and in position, but with some im-
portant departures.

11. In South America, the magnetic equator is depressed
nearly 30° south of the isothermal equator ; it is, however, nearly

equi-distant from the (principal) north and south magnetic poles.

12. The magnetic parallels near the magnetic poles are more
convex than the isothermal lines, but they present some inter-

esting instances of parallelism to the ocean currents, which are

indisputably gravitation currents.

13. This tally observable in the regions of

the equator: tff Stream, and the North Pacific

and Japan currents.

14. If a series of waves were propagated through the air, from
the magnetic poles to the equator, with slight deflections by the

continental contours and ocean currents, they could be repre-

sented with great accuracy by the magnetic parallels.

All of the foregoing ™\\ as the theoretical

phenomena previously referred to, have their

in the currents which tend to restore the gravitation equilibrium

of the air and water. It may be unwise, ignorant as we are of

the true nature of causal efficiency, to assert that one form of

force is produced by another, but it is one of the most in

duties of true philosophy, to observe sequences and con
It has long been known that magnetic action may be so directed

as either to set the attractions of cohesion,

chemical affinity, and gravitation ; it has also been known that,

under certain circumstances, disturbances of chemical or of co-

hesive attraction are accompanied by magnetical disturbances,"

but I have : Sret time, by independent examin-
ations of the total force, declination, and dip, that disturbances

of gravitation are similarly attended.
It would certainly be very satisfactory, if it were possible, to

nave some means of exhibiting, by simple laboratory experi-

ments, the convertibility of gravitation and
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magnetism, but I fear the attempt to reproduce, in any appreci-

able mechanical form, the magnificent and daily repeated opera-

tions in the laboratory of nature which I have feebly endeavored

to interpret, must always be futile. In order to obtain even the

small amount of disturbance ('00134) which I have noted in the

half-daily variation of atmospheric weight (Trans. A. P. S., xiii,

121,) it would be necessary to take observations at two stations,

one of which should be 2'655 10
miles more distant from the

earth's center than the other. If the differences of vapor, tem-

perature, barometric pressure, force and direction of wind, at-

mospheric electricity, &c., did not so complicate the problem as

to discourage even the most sanguine experimenter from any

attempt at solution, any result that could be obtained under such

circumstances would give little general satisfaction.

It is possible, however, that the end, which we should vainly

strive to reach directly, may be indirectly attained. Indeed, the

various stages of an indirect road have long been known, but we
have not been able to compare them by any common measure.

The motion of gravity, by percussion or the obstruction of sim-

ple fall, has been repeatedly converted into the motion of heat;

and the motion of heat, by the thermo-electric pile, has been

converted into the motion of magnetism. The experiments of

Barlow, Coulomb, Kupffer, and Christie,
11 ' on the influence of

heat upon the magnet, furnish data that may lend some aid to

any investigator who seeks to ascertain the precise value and

modification of each force, iu these successive conversions.

But I look most hopefully to researches that are based upon

differences of specific gravity. Even the experiments of Barlow

and others, to which I have just referred, as well as the electro-

magnetic currents which are generated by chemical solution,

involve such differences ; the thermal aerial currents \

monize with and increase the effects of simple g]

toward the sun, are caused solely by the greater centripetal

tendency of the cold, dense air which has the greatest specific

gravity ; and the recent investigations in thermo-dynamics,

10 RX(VrD^-N/
r

l5)=3963Xi-/ i imJTkI-1 =2 655. At Singapore the daily dis-

turbance of total force ia only £i as great as it should t

polarity.—(Fara.:

isfactory correspondence between
79). In other important respects t

Singapore and St. Helena. E. g.

here is a sat-

1

I Mean |

Mean Tide. (Theorem-i x f 1):
j

1

dSktt'l --S1 1 -Zoill
-f-00064

-

Faraday's Experimei
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together with the experiments of Fusinieri and Peltier," confirm

the natural conviction that the imponderable agents can only be

manifested through their influence on ponderable matter, and,

therefore, under tendencies to equilibrium with the force of

gravitation. I already find a curious approximate coincidence,

to which I attach little importance so long as it is unsupported

by corroborative evidence, but I refer to it as an indication of

the very character that we might reasonably expect, and one

that may possibly become valuable in the course of future re-

search. The last edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, Article

"Heat," gives for the expansion and consequent diminution of

specific gravity between 32° and 212° Fahr., of

If we suppose their specific magnetisms to be inversely pro-

portioned to the disturbance of their specific gravities, we have,

assuming the specific magnetism of iron as the unit,

a value which is intermediate between those given by MM.
Becquerel

(T |T) and Pliicker ^hY' This result W0Q
!
d be

,

somewhat modified bv an accurate determination of the ratios of

the linear to the cubic expansions of iron in its several forms.

Faraday disclaims the assumption of any other than a conduc-
1

' -
' of oxygen (2933, 2934), but that polarity is con-

kingly analogous to the thermal _

(See Exp. Res, 2787, and III, PL IV Fig. 6), which,

in their turn, accurately represent the hypothetical indirect

action of the sun on the needle, through the atmospheric affec-

tion of the lines of force (2936).
f ., , . _

I know of no physicist who has given so lucid a theoretical

explanation of the various magnetic perturbations, as the illus-

trious Fullerian Professor, and as his bypother

i polarity <

satisfactorv when viewed in connection with the gravi-

ition disturbances, I will briefly refer to some of the more lm-

ortant points that have helped to confirm me in the various

'ews that 1 have hitherto advanced. Such are e g the evi-

ences of the identity of helices and magnets (2239) ;
the exist-

ice of magnetic repulsion without polarity (2274); the relative

magnetic position of gases and vapors (2416) ;
the relations of

ie magnecrvstallic, cohesive, and magnetic forces (2t..' ->»~

^78); the probable dependence of the magnetic motions ot

aids upon their mass and density (2768, 2769, 2781, 2863)
;
the

'aylor's Scientific Memoin
>rof. Fritter has kindly rel
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magnetic influence of winds and varying atmospheric pressure

(2952, 2954) ;" the supposed velocity of magnetic transmission

in space or aether (2958); the daily bi-polar minima of cold

(3006) ; the closed circuits and prominent characteristics of the

magnetic lines of force (3117, 3278, 3279, 3284) ; the tendency of

all bodies to evolve electric currents, when moving in a magnetic

field (3337) ; the relative diamagnetic and magnetic effects of

heat and cold upon air and the diamagnetic gases, as well as

upon iron, nickel, and cobalt (2861, and III, pp. 446, 460, 464,

472, 473, 489, 490).

It should not be forgotten that there is no such thing within

the compass of our observation, as "potential" gravity, no in-

stance of matter in absolute rest, and just beginning or tending

to move under a gravitating pull. Every particle of tbe earth,

independently of the action of heat, chemical affinity, and cohe-

sion, is at every instant subjected to four principal and important

impulses, two toward the centers of the sun and earth respect-

ively, and two tangential to the earth's orbit, and to its

ference. Of the several motions, the orbital one is by far the

most important. Next in point of velocity is the one ta

to the circumference,—in point of intensity, the one toward the

center of the sun. Since the solar central and tangential motions

are in equilibrio, it seems eminently proper that the others should

be considered as disturbances, which tend, as I have elsewhere

shown, to give a daily ellipticity to each section of air parallel

to the equator. Not only are the barometric daily tides a neces-

sary consequence of such ellipticity ; owing to the difference of

specific gravity, the cold air, in addition to the proper motion of

convection, is alternately drawn toward and repelled from the

earth's surface; and I am inclined to believe that many of the

phenomena of the deposition of dew and the magnetic pertur-

b it o is, vhi» ci nnot be explained by other more important

currents, may be thus accounted for.

t speaks of the acetra the lower equinoctial

he maximum of heat, and when the barometric tides are near their

Wo/* ScK.it. J/«n, iii, 398.
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Art. XVIIL—Waterglass ; by John M. Ordvtay. Part V.

[Continued from vol. xxxv, p. 196.]

Its Reaction with Stannates.

The statement made in Part II,
1

that stannate of soda pro-

true of the stannate prepared, as it commonly is, with such an
excess of alkali as is needed to make it dissolve perfectly and
keep well, does not necessarily hold good with regard to the
pure normal salt. In fact the behavior of neutral stannates with,

acid silicates, is peculiar, and worthy of something more than a
passing notice. The conditions, character, and results of the
mutual reaction, may be best shown by giving a condensed ac-

count of some few of the nr .ave made. But
it will be proper in the first place to describe, somewhat in de-
tail, the methods adopted for securing materials suitable for such
experiments—methods which may lay some claim to novelty as
well as convenience.

Stannate of Soda.—Time alters the crystallized salt, and dis-

solved stannate of soda having just one'equivalent of alkali to

one of acid, soon begins to change and deposit an insoluble
' leaving an excess of soda in the liquid. Hence,

whenever the really normal combinati
make use of the freshly prepared crystals.

ie commercial " preparing salt," when it is free from arsenic,

may be advantageously used to produce the pure stannate.

1- A refined product, of English manufacture, was found to contain
U p.c NaO.Sn0

2 , 20 p. c. NaO, 11*3. p. c. NaO.S0 3 , and 2-6 p. c. Na
ch Some of it was purified thus :

400 grama '. 84 grams of acetate of

.- :.

solution was r filter, it was passed thr. .

cotton cloth, the first portions of the liquor being poured ba

filtrate came no longer turbid. The clear liquid treated with about its

own bulk of alcohol of sp. gr. 0-850, soon gave an abundant deposit of

R stout cotton cloth and
submitted to very strong pressure. The damp product, weighing 181
grams, was dissolved in twice its weight of water, and the filtered solu-

tion was mixed with somewhat more than its own bulk of alcohol. The
crystals of this second precipitation, after undergoing very hard pressure,

were spread out on paper and left in a cold place over night, to exhale

the alcohol. They now weighed 143 grams and contained 76 p. c. of

tfaO.SnO
a . They were froe from carbonate, hydrate, sulphate, and

1 This Journal, [2], xxxii, 339.
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chlorid of s .\itly opaline solution with water, thus

showing the presence of a trace of inetastannate.

Crystals fresh from the press give a clear and complete solu-

tion ; and as a trifling amount of adhering alcohol is seldom of

any consequence, it is best to expose the pressed cake to the air

as little as possible.

When the product is freed from mother liquor by absorption

and careful drying it appears to have the composition NaO,

Sn0 2 ,
3HO.

To get pure and clean crystals for an exact determination of

the water a strong solution of the preparing salt was treated

with acetate of baryta, and as much alcohol was added to the fil-

trate as it would bear without turning milky. In two days there

gathered around the sides and bottom of the bottle a thin, hard

coating of transparent crystals, which were detached and pressed

in absorbent paper till they appeared dry, but not at all efflo-

resced. The average of two analyses showed 55'695 p. c. of

Sn0 2
and 22-921 p. c. of NaO. This would make tfaSn£32 .

But it is worthy of notice that when the precipitated crystals

are rapidly dissolved in water, heat is produced instead of cold;

and it might be inferred from this fact, that stannate of soda is

capable of entering into intimate combination with more water

than is contained in the trihydrate. Thus, by the solution of a

quantity of the pressed crystals, still damp, in a little more than

twice their weight of water the thermometer was raised 5° 0.

Stannate of Potash.—Stannate of Potash is more soluble in

water than the soda salt,
3 and cannot be, by any means, so

neatly and easily precipitated in the solid state.

terms to exact numbers, I have made the following experiments

:

I. A saturated solution was prepared b iter with an ex-

cess of the fine, freshly prepared crystals, in a flask surrounded with snow. It was

filtered in a ftn • warmed to 15 5° C. had the

im kept.at_tO°C. had the sp. gr. 1-448, and

in water at 20° C. Cooled to

15-5° C. it had the sp. gr. 1 i go 100 parts

of water dissolve 67 4 parts of the crystals, Na Sn fi 3 , at 0° C. ; and at 20° C only
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By using many successive portions of strong alcohol, we may
withdraw the dissolving water and compel hasty and pretty

complete crystallization ; and as all the precipitates subside with

great rapidity, the whole round of operations may be carried out

in a few hours. But while stannate of soda can be readily

procured coarse grained, white, and of normal composition, the

precipitated potash salt is very fine, and besides obstinately re-

taining much of whatever organic coloring matter may have

been present in the original solution, it is liable to come out at

last with somewhat too much or too little alkali.

2. A crude stannate prepared by heating strongly a mixture of tin

.

canted liquor, were thoroughly agi-

gr. 0-840, and gave a dense liquid

ins in turn treated with 400 c. c. of

, decanted 1

tated with 400 c. c. of alcohol of

deposit measuring 275 c. c. This being in t

alcohol, yielded 175 c. c. of still denser liquor.

with 400 c. c. of alcohol gave a deposit with some solid matter beginning

to appear in it.

So far a weaker spirit had been used so as to allow the impuri-

ties to remain in solution while the stannate was thrown down.

with 400

tlien gathered in stout canvass

:,,; -.
:.,.-.

, _
:

, ,

- " "

one-eleventh of an equivalent of alkali in excess, there bein ?

two equivalents of potash to one of stannic acid ;
it was therefore dis-

solved in a little more than its weight of water and submitted to another

round of treatment with alcohol. The hard pressed final product con-

tained 73 p. c. of dry stannate. Being spread out and exposed to the

air for some hours, it lost all smell of spirit, and was then pure and al-

most exactly normal.

When greater nicety is required, such a product should be

dissolved in a little less than its weight of water and recrystal-

lized by spontaneous evaporation m vacuo.

A careful analysis was made of some pure, hard, colorless

transparent, oblique rhombic crystals produced by this last

method and dried by pressure in absorbent paper. It showed

)0 parts of water take np 1 10-5 parts of £ Snfi 3 ,
or nearly

*£ •- .: --r ^.™«i.«—^ a saturated
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49430 p. c. of stannic acid, and 30*704 p. c. of potash. If we

call the equivalent weight of tin 59, these proportions would

make K§nfi33 . The true ibrmula must therefore be KO.Sn
Oa . 3HO.
The specific gravity of these crystals was found to be 3197.

Metastannate of Potash.—When a dilute acid is slowly, and

with constant stirring, dropped into a cold solution of normal

stannate of potash, there is no permanent precipitation till more

than three-fourths of the alkali is abstracted. The stannate thus

robbed of its base, remains perfectly dissolved, but has acquired

different properties. Alcohol now gives with it not a liquid or

mt a light flocculent precipitate which, when

it'is well drained and exposed to the air for a day or two, dries

to heavy, transparent, gum-like lumps. There is thus opened

up a neat way to procure, in a state of purity, metastannates

containing various proportions of alkali.

3. A nine per cent solution of K0Sn02 was treated with enough five

per cent nitric acid to take up two-fifths of the potash. When the

v a r i. tl m twice its bulk of

alcohol of sp. gr. 0-830 was stirred in. The precipitate, after being

washed once with alcohol, was drained on a filter and left on absorbent

paper till it became a transparent, ex. ws containing

79 p. c. of KSn 4 . 6 . This easily di>*olved in twice its weight of water.

4. In a similarly conducted experiment, the same quantity of stannate

m ,39 p. . . . t K Sn - iii - li-su \ed in tour times its own

weight of water to a faintly opaline liquid.

5. Some of the solution of 3 was treated with

neutralize one-third of the remaining potash. The

despoiled metastannate was then precipitated with alcohol. The final

product consisted of &Sn, . 6 fi4 and was readily soluble in water.

It is well to dissolve the rough metastannate and reprecipitate,

in order to get rid of the last traces of nitrate and obtain a sub-

stance which will give a clear and mobile solution. And the

product of the second precipitation can be advantageously freed

from the adhering liquor by pressing it very strongly in stout

closely woven cotton cloth. Even the first precipitate may be

pressed, but it is much softer and the pressure must be applied

very gradually indeed; otherwise the pulp itself will pass

through the pores of the cloth.

Waterglass with Stannates.—As in some preliminary experi-

ments sulphates were not perceived to exert any influence on

the reaction of stannates with silicates, sulphates were after-

ward purposely added, to serve as indicators of the amount or

mother liquor retained by the precipitates. The liquid stannate

of soda was made to contain about five per cent of sulphate of

soda, and stannate of potash was dissolved in a weak solution
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of potash sulphate. The waterglass was such as had been well

pureed by precipitation with alcohol.

While treating this part of our subject we will take the form-

ula adopted in planning the experiments, and consider silicic

acid as Si O a .

6. 80 g. of a solution containing 14 p. c. of NaO Sn02 , were mixed

united liquors STa 3 Sn Si,'.

There was no apparent change at first, but, in the course of two days,

canted.

Such were also the products in most other cases; and at first

these jellies proved rather intractable, for when they were sub-

jected to quick pressure in* common cotton cloth, such as had
been used in former experiments, both liquor and coagulum
passed through. Farther experience showed it best to let the

mixtures stand several days to get fully gelatinized, and then

between two bits of pine board. To insure moderation at first,

the boards were put under a small hand screw which was very

slowly turned till the greater part of the clear liquor was forced

out and the substantial portion of the coagulum was reduced to

small bulk. The boards with their contents were then trans-

ferred to a lanre press urged by the full strength of two men
and theoretically capable of multiplying the power nearly 1200

times. The pressed products were hard and brittle, and could

he rubbed in a mortar to a damp powder without caking much
under the pestle. The powder was generally soluble in chlor-

hydrie acid. On being ignited the cake contracted greatly and
became opaque, but showed no sign of fusion.

To make an analysis a weighed portion of the powder was
treated with chlorhvdric acid in excess and dried down at a

moderate heat. The residue digested for twenty-four hours with

chlorhvdric acid and then well washed with water containing a

little of the same acid, left the silica pure and in full quantity.

.
Another portion of the powder was treated with nitric acid

ra excess and dried down. By washing the dry mass with

water and igniting and weighing the undissolved matter, the

sum of the silica and oxyd of tin was ascertained; and a com-

parison of this with the former determination showed the per

centage of oxyd alone. The solution being evaporated to dry-

ness the resulting saline matter was fused and weighed. The
amount of sulphate in the mixed salts was found by means of

chlorid of barium ; and then the quantity of nitrate and the cor-

responding amount of alkali were easily calculated.

** Joes. Scr.-Second Sebies, Vol. XL, No. 119.-Sept., 1865.
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The composition of the mother liquor was ascertained by the

same method. Then the percentage of sulphate in the pressed

cake, divided by the percentage of sulphate in the mother

liquor, showed the quantity of mother liquor retained in one

part of the cake. And finally the net composition of the curd

was found by deducting from the gross amounts of sil

nic acid, and alkali in the pressed cake, the quantities of the

same substances due to adhering mother liquor.

In the present instance the hard pressed curd weighing 24 grams, con-

tained 40 p. c. of mother liquor, and 38/6 p. c. net of Na 3 Sn S» 5 .

7. 75 g. of a 14 p. c. solution of Nagu were mixed with 20 g. ot a

20 p. c. solution of NaSi 3 , so as to have a mixture of Sa 4 Sn 3 Si 3 .
_
In a

few hours it became a firm opaque jelly. After si

pressed and left 24-3 g. of cake containing 34 p. c. of mother liquor and

8, a. 60 g. of a 14 p. c. &aSn solution were mixed with 40 g. of a 20

p. c. solution of NaSi 3 ; so that the quantities of Sn0 2 and S

be equal. It soon began to get opaline, and, in the course of two nonre,

made an opaque jelly, so stiff that it was not disturbed by inverting the

hard pressed cake weighed 36-3 g. and contained 45 p. c. ot

. :ind3G P .c.
: NX'Sn 3 Si a .

8 b 240 g. of a 3"5 p. c. Na Sn solution were stirred into 200 g. ot a

4 p.'c'Sa Si 3? In the course of two hours it formed a thin opaque jelly.

After two days this was thrown on a cloth and much clear mol

,ut without pressure. The remainder was very gradually

squeezed and finally hard pressed, and gave a cake weighing 31 g.,
whiea

showed 17 p. c. of mother liquor and 36 p. c. of Na4 Sn 3 Si 3 .

8, c. 480 g. of a 1-75 p. c. solution of NaSn were mixed with 400 g.

of a 2 p. c. ' - bQt in tbe

course of two days it formed a thin jelly. After standing six

drained, squeezed", and hard pressed, and the cake weighed 26;

product contained 21 p. c. of mother liquor and 36 p. c. of Na4 Sn 4
bi,..

These three trials show something of the influence of dilution,

though in the case of c longer standing had also modified the

composition of the coagulum by increasing the amount of stan-

nic oxyd rendered insoluble.

9, a. A 120 g. mixture was compounded so as to contain 18 g. of N»3

Sn a Si. There was no change at first, but in the course of two days it

became a thin opaline jelly. After seven days being hard pressed it

yielded a translucent cake weighing 8'6 g. and containing 37 p. c. net ot

#a9 Sn 7 Si 13 .
_

9, o. A - ide by adding a saturated solution ot

staonate to fused crystals of silicate and evaporating till it contained 40

p. c. of solid matter. It remained clear, and when exposed to severe

cold showed no sign of crystallization.

10. A. mixture was made containing somewhat over 16 p. c. ot

jfa3 Sn Si 3 . There was no change for six weeks.

11, a. A mixture was made so as to contain about 16 p. c. of

$aa Sn Si. There was no change for some days, but in the course of »
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I 11, b. A saturated solution of stannate was put with as much melted
Na§ifi

g as would make N"a 3 Sn Si, and the mixture was evaporated at a
gentle heat till it contained 4*7-5 p. c. of solid matter. It remained clear
and would not crystallize though set out in the open air during several
of the coldest days of winter. The strong liquor bore boiling without
apparent change, *but when much diluted was coagulated by heat.

S(annate of Potash with Silicate of Potash.

BO visible change in a month.
A mixture containing 19 p. c. of £ 3 SnSi3 also remained unchanged

for a month.

13, a. 12 g. of a 10 p. c. solution of &Sn were mixed with 60 g. of

12 p. c. fiSi 3 , so as to bring together about equal weights of Sn0 2 and
Si0

2 . There was no perceptible alteration for a clay, but in three days
it became a thin tr in^u t j \ \tVr stai _ i u-ek it was squeezed

gradually and then hard pies- roduct weighed 28

g. and contained 39 p. c. net of & 6 Sn 4 £i l3 .

13. b. 288 g. of a 2-5 p. c. &Sn solution were.mixed with 240 g. of 3

p. c. KSi 3 . It remaii zed for a week. In the course

of the second week bat no liquor could be pressed

out. At the end of three week- ]

~- and being now
hard pressed it gave a translucent cake weighjng_23 g. This contained

pi p. c. of mother liquor and 40 p. c. of K 6 Sq 6 Si I4_.

14. 11 g. of a bo p. c. of &Sn, were mixed with

33 g. of a 20 p. c. solution of 4 Si 3 , so as to make in all £ 3 Sn 2 Sis . It

underwent no noticeable modification for some time, but in two days it

formed a firm, slightly opaline jelly. After standing a week, it was hard

pressed_ and yielded a mass weighing 28 g. and containing 38 p. c. net

Metastannate of Potash with Potash Waterglass.

.
15. 20 g. of a 10 p. c. &Si 3 liquor were mixed with 20 g. of a solu-

tion containing 10 p. c. Kniw , There was no change for some time,

but in the course ol I The hard pressed solid part

weighed 5-5 g.
16 - 10 g. of a 30 p. c. solution of &Si 3 were stirred into 10 g. of a

24 p. c. solution of K Sn 5 . 3 . It soon got a little thicker but did not gel-

Weaker solutions of the same metastannate and silicate, were mixed

,.
*?• 10 g. of a 10 p. c. £& 3 solution were put with 10 g. of a 10 p.c

*°"t.5 ; no immediate change. In the course of 10 days it gelatinized,

and when hard pressed it gave a cake weighing 4 g.

18 20 g. of a 15 p. c. solution of &Si 3 were mixed with 20 g. of 16

p. c. KSn 10 .
6# jt ccmt inue(i unchanged a month, but at length gelatro-

A comparison of all the experiments from which this selection

has been made, brings to light nothing definite or uniform in
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the products of the reaction of stan nates with silicates. The

strange looking quasi formulas here used to show their compo-

sition by equivalents instead of per centages—like the similar

expressions employed for the precipitates described in Parts III

and IV,—would be altogether preposterous, were they intended

for anything more than compact and readily collatable expres-

sions of the results of analyses. In vain do we search for any

principle that will enable us to assign a rational constitution to

substances which derive their unlimited variety of compo°i-

tion from mere accidents of dilution, purity, temperature, and

of time allowed for segregation. Many picked instances, like 7,

8 a, and 9, might countenance the supposition of a tendency to

the formation of an exact silicate of tin Sn0 2
2Si0 2 ,

united

with different proportions of alkali. But such hasty generaliza-

tion is checked by an enlarged view and more particularly by

1 test experiments, 8 a, b, c. All that seems to be

predicable of the reactions is that mixtures containing as many

equivalents of alkali as the sum of the equivalents of Sn0 2
and

SiO„, are likely to undergo little or no change at the common

temperature of the air; but when the mixture contains less

alkali, gelatinization will occur in a few hours or days ;
and the

curd will be greater in amount according as the strength of the

liquors put together is greater, and as the total proportion ot

alkali is less.

The segregated matter retains the alkali with no little force,

for when the air-dried precipitate is washed with water a part

indeed of the alkali is removed, but the greater portion remains

obstinately in combination.

19. Some of the cake of 13 a, was reduced to powder and kept over

lumps of caustic soda eighteen days. The dry powder was well washed

with cold water. The ounted to 42 p. c. of^e

quantity of fresh cake taken, and contained 78-6 p. c. of 4KO .
4SnO .

13Si02 . Only one-third of the potash had been washed out.

It is difficult to ascertain whether the fresh undried cake may

undergo dissociation in any greater degree; for if we attempt

to wash it, though a part settles, the supernatant liquor remains

milky a very long time, and the suspended matter cannot be

separated by filtration, as it readily goes through the pores ol

the paper.

After seeing how a deficiency the coagula-

tion of a mi and silicate, we should hardly ex-

pect to find metastannates so slow in producing any effect on

waterglass. But metastannates are evidently not mere poly acid

Stan nates, and a higher degree of compatibility is the less sur-

prising when we consider the many points of resemblance be-

tween metastannate of potash and waterglass itself. Both are

uncrystallizable and dry to transparent gum-like masses, indefi-
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nitely soluble in water. Both are precipitated by alcohol with

partial decomposition, and indeed in both the acid and base seem
to be in a state of association rather than of strict chemical com-
bination. The following experiments, illustrating this point,

may be compared with the similar trials of silicates mentioned
in Part III

:

20. 350 g. of a solution containing 6 p. c. of £Sn 4 . 4 , were mixed with

850 c. c. of alcohol of sp. gr. 840. After two washings with alcohol,

the floeculent preci] « cloth and hard pressed. The
thin translucent,

I
.vhours exposure to the air,

tate when pressed and aired contained 81 p. c. of &§n
3 .,. The third

piecipitate contained 80 p. c. of KSn l4 . 3
. The product of a fourth pre-

cipitation showed 81 p. c. of £Sn B . a
. The fifth precipitate contained 82

p. c. of KSn t0 . 5
. And the sixth product was readily soluble in water

and showed 72 p. c. of KSn ,.4.

21. 50 g. of pressed crystals of stannate of potash were dissolved in

water, so as to make 600 c. c. 200 c. c. of 5-4 p. c. nitric acid were

stirred in. and, when the ll-pi.-r had recVMvd it* transparency. 1700 c. c.

of alcohol were added. After one washing with alcohol the pultaceous

precipitate was very gradually squeezed and then hard pressed. After

some hours exposure to the air, the cake weighed 27 g. and contained 79

P-cof £Sn
s . 2 . It was dissolved in 9 times its weight of water and

treated with alcohol. The second floeculent deposit hard pressed and

dried in th« air, contained 80 p. c. of KSn 6
. 3 . The precipitation was re-

peated many tim. s, product, weighing 65 g., was

|W entirely soluble in water. The soluble part contained &Sn ir4 ,
and

the small insoluble residue had nearly the same composition.

Metastannate of potash is also thrown down as such by many
potash salts ; and here too, as with waterglass, the acetate and
the chlorid prove most efficient.

22. 25 g. of a solution containing 21 p. c. of KSn 4 . 4
were mixed with

25 g- of a 20 p. c. KCI solution. The very bulky deposit after being

squeezed and subjected to hard pressure, weighed 6-4 g. It contained 28

P- c of mother liquor and 64 p. c. of gSn,.,, and was readily soluble ia

»f potash gave a precipitate that co:

1
£• and contained 68

]

Carbonate, sulphate, chromate, <

and in whatever quantity, has no effect upon a metastannate s
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liquid containing 10 p. c. of KSn 5 .8 , became opaque with its own
weight of a 2 p. c. solution of NaC. A much less quantity of

sulphate of soda sufficed to produce the same effect. A soda

salt therefore affords a test of the presence of metastannate in a

stannate of potash solution, but the liquors must not be too con-

centrated.

says that stannate of potash is pi.„r
by salts of potash,

i that

nated

ith metastannate ; for my own experiments afford no confirm-

ation of his statement as far as potash and soda salts are con-

cerned. On the contrary I have not found these salts to have
any effect at all on solutions of fresh and really normal stan-

nates of potash and soda. Stannate of soda when mixed with
a neutral salt, does indeed become turbid by standing some time,

but so does the diluted stannate without any addition.
Indefiniteness of composition pertains to the metastannates in

no less degree than to waterglass. Fremy once assigned the

formula 3 K0.2Sn,0
6 + 5HO, but afterward settled down on

KO . Sn
s
O, +4HO, and thus gives his reasons for the change:

4

" Je preparais autrefois les metastannates en faisant bouiller

le metastannique avec des alcalis, et en precipitant ces

dissolutions par l'alcool; j'ai reeonnu recemment que pendant
l'ebullition, une partie du
nate

; en traitant ensuite I
melange on peut-etre une
stannate, etc."

" C'est ainsi que j'avais ete conduit a representor l'acide meta-
stannique par la formale Sn

3 6
. Mais je prepare actuellement

des metastannates qui ne penvent contenir de traces de stan-
nates; aussi leur analyse donne-t-elle toujours un equivalent
dacide metastannique representd par la formule Sn

s 0,
."

l^remys later method of preparing a metastannate which
should contain no stannate, was to dissolve metastannic acid in
caustic potash and pn -ion by adding to the
solution bits of solid caustic potash. The precipitate was dried
by absorption on unglazed porcelain. But it can hardly be pos-
sible by mere absorption to get a soft, pulpy substance, entirely
tree irom so thick and dense a mc caustic pot-
ash would make. Fremy made five analyses which came out
very nearly alike, as might indeed well happen so long as the
products analyzed were made in just one way and by one indi-
vidual But the tacit assumption that none of the 10-5 to 10"9

p. c of potash found, was due t< ! >r, is man-
ifestly gratuitous. Nor was there any good reason for suppos-
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ing that cold caustic potash exerts no modifying action on meta-
stannate; for time often brings about in part what heat effects
rapidly and fully, and in fact I have seen an abundant precipi-
tate, produced by moderately strong potash liquor, disappear in
an hour or two with but a very slight elevation of temperature.
Some idea of the difficulty of separating a mother liquor from a
gum-like precipitate, may be gathered from the experiments on
precipitated waterglass given in part IV. There we had a sub-
stance as capable as metastannate of potash of being reduced to
a very compact form. There we had the advantage of a mother
liquor much thinner and much more easily separable from the
curd. There was also a powerful pressure effectually accom-
plishing in a few moments, and consequently without chance of
modification by time, what the contractility of metastannate and
the imbibing power of porcelain could do but slowly. Yet the
precipitated silicates retained, on an average, about thirty per
cent of mother liquor. Due allowance being made for the
greater density of a stanniferous compound, it certainly would
not be making a very high estimate to say that metastannate of
potash thrown down by potash, after as complete a drainage as
possible, must retain not less than ten per cent of strong caustic
potash liquor or some three per cent of dry potash in excess.
I see no chance of actually finding out how much of the potash
is combined and how much is free in such a case ; for if we add
any indicator, it would alter the conditions of the experiment.
Hence, Fremy's formula having no fixed basis must be looked

upon as a rather uncertain approximation to the true composi-
tion of the metastannate made by his method.
According to Eose,

5 Weber found solid metastannate of pot-
ash to consist of K0.7Sn0 2

+3HO. But we are not told by
"' "* process it was made.

Berzelit

parts of
KO. 10S

says that .

uld make about
lOSnO,.

.-A-s to matastannates obtained by precipitation with alcohol or
with neutral potash salts, we have found that by varying the
conditions the composition of the products may be made to
range from less than five up to more than seventeen equivalents
ot binoxyd of tin to one equivalent of potash. And Graham4

aas shown that when the alkali is eliminated by neutralization
gid dialysis, metastannic acid is itself soluble in pure water,
ttence there is probablv no limit to the possible diminution of
Potash in the still soluble metastannate.

-I nave heretofore enunciated the general rule that soluble salts
aving as bases, ferric, chromic, stannic, or other oxyds contain-
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ygen to one of metal, may
and still remain dis-

solved. And* now it is interesting to find that when binoxyd

of tin is brought into solution by an alkali, a similar principle

holds good, and the greater portion of the base may be removed

without any immediate permanent precipitation of the acid.

Metastannate of soda, however, is but temporarily soluble, and

is thrown down from solutions of the neutral stannate by long

standing or by boiling. It is also soon deposited from a solu-

tion in which the alkali of normal stannate has been partly

taken up by a stronger acid. These precipitates are, by no

means, of the same composition, though they often approach

very closely to the proportions required for NaO . 5Sn0 2 .

24. Some purified stannate of soda that had been dried in the air and

then kept in a well stopped bottle for two years, on being treated with

Ived one tweuty-third of

the tin, combined with soda enough to make Xa< » . 3 7>n0
2

.

The clear liquor, bv standing several

its tin as NaO . 4-7SnO,.
25. A

depositee

alkali to make NaO . 5Su0
2 .

26. A ten per cent solution of NaO. Sn02 was boiled a few moments
and let fall one-sixteenth of its tin with - m \ .., l running NaO.oSn02

.

27. A solution containing five per cent of pure stannate, by boiling

deposited one-seventh of the tin as NaO .5-7SnOa .

28. Boiling a two per cent solution of NaO. Su0 2 caused the precipi-

tation of over one-third of the tin and enough soda to make NaO . 7Sn0 2
.

_
29. A one per cent solution of pure stannate of soda required long boil-

ing to make a decided precipitate and the clear liquor filtered out of the

bulky produet very slowly. The well drained gelatinous residue was

half of \h
Watef and COnsisted of Xa0

•
7,5Sn02

•

II contained over one-

30. A solution containing 11 p. c. of NaO . SnO, and 3 p. c. of NaCl,
being boiled five minutes, gave a dense, opaque precipitate very easy to

collect, dram and press. It contained one-fourth of the tin and consisted
of NaO

. 6-7Sn0
2 .

The addition of chlorid of sodium and subsequent boiling causes a

precipitation i

So far as is known at present, there is nothing to show that

any one of the
. metaatannates more than another is entitled to

rant as a definite chemical compound. None crystallizes ;
none

is a product invariably coming the same by several different

ways of formation; none exhibits a plain analogy to any un-

doubted exact chemical combination ; nor is there any point up
to which the variation gradually decreases, and beyond which
it gradually increases. There being then nothing certain on
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which a formula may be based, it seems hardly right to take
any one chance product, and, rejecting the odd parts of equiva-
lents, to set down that product with its analysis so amended, as
the true metastannate of potash or of soda. The composition
of substances can not always be squared with exact atomic pro-
portions, for there is a class of indefinites in which one of the
constituents may admit of a large increase or diminution with-
out apparent alteration in the character of the compound. As

I was very slow to comprehend Wenzel's proposition
that bodies must unite in fixed and invariable proportions, so

•e been quite as slow to learn that there are cases in

nciple does not hold good. Wenzel Bays:'

ine jede Verbindung der Korper, eine bestimmte und
libende Abmessung haben muss, die ohne

b geringer
werden kann, weil sonst auch nichts gewisses aus ihrer Ver-
gleichung bestimmt werden kdnnte, ist schon an sich klar. Es
folgt daher nothwendig, dass eine jede mdgliche Verbindung
zweyer Korper, mit jeder andern bestiindig in dem genauesten

lisse stehet, und dieses Verhaltniss drucket den Grad
der Verbindung aus." That the c institution of bodies is deter-
minate and unalterable, is hardly self evident, and indeed it is

a matter to be proved by the balance rather than by mere rea-
soning. It is true that the confirmatory instances have been
found to be numberless. Still a great many do not necessarily
make all, and a single - sufficient to disprove
absolute universality. Wenzel himself, while laying the sure
foundations fell in with some of the indefi-
nites and thus unwittingly furnished some negative instances.
He proceeded to determine the equivalents by neutralizing the
acids with different bases, and worked correctly so long as those
bases were protoxyds. But such a method is as little applicable
to alumina and similar peroxyds as it is to bone earth,—"Elfen
beinerde,"—which he reckoned among the simple bases. So
ajter attempting to sal t it : trie 1 with alumina, be con-
cluded that" "Das Verhaltniss der Alaunerde zum starksten
kalpetersauern, ist also bevnahe .... wie 349 : 240." Instead
°f forming the normal nitrate Wenzel in this case must have
got the sol: 2N0 4 , and stopped at a supposed-
but not real limit of solubility.
Uses of indefinite combination are not unlike those of solu-

tion in which such things as gum or albumen are concerned.

til proportions, while most crys-
tauizable substances dissolve, at any given temperature, until
be Muid contains a certain percentage of solid matter,—a per-
centage which is exactly definable for each particular salt. In

**• JouR. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XL, No. 119,-Sept., 1865.
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the phenomenon of fusion too, though almost all bodies liquefy

at a temperature which is invariable and exact for each, yet

there are a few substances that pass through an intermediate

state of softening before fully melting. In fusion as well as in

solution, abrupt transition from the solid to the fluid state is the

general rule ; and yet, as everybody allows, it is not the univer-

sal law. And why should we be over-reluctant to admit the

: , of some instances of chemical union in indefinite pro-

Normal Silicate of Soda.—-The only alkaline silicate certainly

known to be crystallizable, contains two Berzelian equivalents

of silicic acid, Si0
3 , to three equivalents of soda. Eespecting

the amount of water in this salt, analysts do not agree ; and as

the several observers have examined crystals obtained by unlike

methods, there may possibly be three or more hydrates
ble under different conditions of temperature, concentration, and

purity.

Fritzsche' produced a salt in the form of square prisms, by

dissolving in caustic soda lye a quantity of silica equal to that

of the dry soda present, and allowing the solution to rest several

days. The bruised crystals freed from mother liquor by pres-

sure between folds of absorbent paper, gave him amounts of

silica and chlorid of sodium corresponding to NaO.SiO, .9H0.
These crystals melted at about 40° G. Kept over sulphuric

acid they in time effloresced (verwittert) to the center.
Fritzsche says that he once chanced to obtain globular masses

studded with minute crystals and having the composition JSaO.
Si0

3 .6HO; but he had never succeeded in determining the con-

ditions of their formation.
Yorke" fused 23 parts of sand with 54 parts of dry carbon-

ate of soda, dissolved the resulting mass in water, and exposed
the solution to slow evaporation in vacuo, over sulphuric acid,

lhe rough salt was recrystallized in vacuo, to get rid of the ex-

cess of carbonate, and the pure product was found to have the

composition NaO.SiO
a .7HO. He also obtained crystals of the

same composition from a solution of silica in caustic soda.
X orke found these crystals to i a ter, except

a traction of one per cent, by ex' 149° C.
Hausmann" says that in the purification of rough soda, the

mother liquor has often yielded him, in large quantity (manch-
mal centnerweise), rhombohedral crystals of silicate, permanent
in the air, and having the the composition NaO.Si0 3

.8HO.
Amnion also obtained the octohydrate in the form of mono-

chmc crystals, by dissolving silica in soda lye. They fused at

will and Kopp'a
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I have found the same melting point, and have made several
analyses which invariably go to confirm the formula given by
Hausmann and by Ammon. Thus in one case the pure, care-
fully dried crystals, by suitable treatment with nitric acid, gave
22-74 p. c. of Si0

2 , and nitrate corresponding to 23-66 p. c. of
NaO. Another portion of the same sample being heated with"
fused bichromate of potash, lost 54'13 p. c.

The percentages answering to NaO.SiO„ .8H0, would be
22 55 of Si0

3 , 23-31 of NaO, and 54-14 of HO.
The pure salt may be very easily made with the dense liquid

which alcohol throws down from a cleansed solution of the com-
mercial silicate,

13 Na yi 2 . 2s . When such a precipitate is stirred

up with an equal weight of caustic soda liquor of sp. gr. 1*32

considerable heat is evolved, and if the mixture is set in a cold

place, it begins to crystallize in a few hours. The first crop
should be dissolved in a little water and recrystallized. We
thus get a clear, hard salt permanent, except in presence of car-

bonic acid. And to avoid the action of this gas existing in the

atmosphere, it is well to dry the broken up crystals in a closed

space over lumps of caustic soda or lime, and keep them in a

tightly stopped bottle. But as in cold weather both the forma-

tion of the rough salt and its recrystallization may be carried

out in forty-eight hours or less, the absorption of carbonic acid

by the dense solution, is too slight to affect the purity of the

crystals deposited. Crystallization in vacuo is a needless refine-

ment; and spontaneous evaporation is in any case unnecessary,

for as long as the alkali is slightly in excess, a weak solution

can just as well be rapidly concentrated by heat.

Ammon attempted in vain to crystallize the potash salt and
to form a double silicate of potash and soda.

All my own efforts to produce crystals of potash silicate have
thus far proved unavailing, though I have exposed very con-

centrated solutions, for manv days, to the extreme cold of winter.

Berzelius fixed on Si0 3 as the
:

principally on account of an assumed analogy between feldspar

and alum ; and there would be some show of reason for such

an assumption, if feldspars contained twenty-four equivalents

of water and were the only known combinations of protosili-

cates with sesquisilicates. But the numerous well characterized

siliceous minerals are an intractable set of compounds, what-

ever theory we adopt, and any formula for silica which gives

conformity to oi r species altogether anoma-
lous. Why should we 'slight the plain guidance of the simple

silicates and selecting feldspar,—a comple" --1

tion,—presume on its

" See Part III. this Jourr
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crystallizes only as a hydrate ? "Why should we pay so little

regard to analogy as to write Na 3Si 2 fi 2 4
and Ca 3 'Si 2

for sub-

stances as definite as crystallization can make them, when soda

and lime are not known to form any other unquestionable basic

salts? If we attribute to silica a composition similar to that of

carbonic acid, the monosilicates Ca'si. M-si. Mn'^>. Cu*si, and the

basic silicates 5lg 2 Si, 2n 2 Si, Stn 2 s'i, and i-j >i, will be no longer

unparalleled; and though some minerals will show a composi-

tion unlike that of artificial salts, most of the double silicates

will have far less strange looking formulas.

In the gum-like compounds of acid and base, crystallization

can take place only when the colloid constituent is reduced to

the normal quantity. Thus the sesqui nitrates of glucina, iron,

and chrome may form crystals when there is a full amount of

acid present ; but an excess of base utterly prevents crystalliza-

tion. We have seen also that the stanriates can remain stan-

nates only while there is no lack of alkali. Now if we add

la to waterglass, the mixture becomes capable of af-

fording crystals just so soon as the quantity of soda very slightly

exceeds that of silicic acid, and no sooner. Fair analogical rea-

soning would lead to the belief that then, and not till then, had

we come to the proportions of the normal salt.

Thermic Relations of Waterglass.—Another argument for the

formula Si0
3 . though not of itself a perfectly conclusive one,

may be drawn from the behavior of waterglass when mixed with

caustic alkali. Taking a ten per cent solution of soda, which

is too weak to become sensibly warm by mere dilution, if we
add half an equivalent to an equivalent of Na0 2Si0 2 ,

the tem-

perature immediately rises. Another half equivalent of alkali

causes the evolution of somewhat less heat than before. A far-

ther addition of soda, is not, indeed, entirely without effect,—as

.Lhomsen 14

also observed with respect to s'ilicic acid as well as

one and boracic acids,—yet the elevation of temperature
- 'very slight that we must consider the silicate as hav-

\ay reached the composition of the normal salt. As
JNaObi0

3 shows a capability of evolving much heat with soda,

it must be an acid salt, and that cannot be its true constitution,
i rials of mixture were made with two thermometers graduated
to fifths of a degree Fahrenheit.

1 10 g. of 47 p. a Na0.2-4S
Op-cNaOateH'toforral
ter rose to 1\-v

.

200 g. .of a ai
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\ so as to produce NaO . Si 2 . Th<

king a rise of 2-2° F.

f the neutral silicate of b at 64-6° F. was mixed with half

a 10 p. c. soda solution at 64'9°. It rose to 65-4°, making

;
the increase in each case as affecting only the original 110 g.

in 6 it would amount to 3'54°, or in both together 21-36°.

would be only 1-05°.

ting by no means arises from simple condensation,

action.

6

ThusT ^

i with water.

or twice with farther aquation til 1 it

stood at the right level at the normal temperature. 68 -88 g. of water
had been put in, and the sp. gr. was now 1-474. Calculation shows that

instead of 100 c. c, it should have measured 101-36 c. c. So the con-

traotioii rmi«;uiit.-d to 1-34 p. C.

b. 110 g. of the 47 p. c. w.
;

' 90 g. of caustic

soda liquor of sp. gr. T164. The sp. gr. was now T363, and therefore

id amounted to 0-8 p. c.

c. The liquor ot i with 125-2 g. of caustic soda

liquor, the whole 0'6 p. c.

The total contract amounted to 0-05 p. c. of what

the aggregate volume should have been.

Though condensation results from the dilution of waterglass

with water, it is a rem: rkable l ct, and, as far as I can learn, one

that has hitherto remained unnoticed, that there is at the same
time a positive reduction of temperature.

34. 110 g. of 47 p. c. of NaO . 2-4Si02 at 63-6° F., were mixed with

90 g. of water at 634°. The temperature fell to 61-9°, making a fall of

1-6° F.

35 a. 100 g. of 47 p. c. NaO. 2-4Si02
at 662° F. were mixed with

50 g. of water at 66°. It got down to 65-1°, making a fall of 1° F.

b. These 150 g. cooled to 60-1° were mixed with 50 g. of water at

60°. The thermometer then stood at 59-2*, making a tall of 0-87° F.

c The 200 g. i A - j with 50 S- of water at 61 '4°«

It fell to 60-85 making a fall of 0-45° F.

Bringing all to the same standard by reckoning the reduction of tem-

perature as concentrated in 100 g., the fall in a would be 1*5°
; in 6,

l'U° ; in c, 1-12° ; and in 34 it would be 2-9° F.

It needs a more extensive examination than has yet been

made, to show whether this unaccountable behavior is peculiar

to waterglass. Metastannate of potash is neither heated nor

cooled by dilution. Nor is the treatment of the metastannate

with caustic potash liquor attended with any more elevation of

temperature than mio-ht be due to the precipitation which results.
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This latter fact, as well as the slight solubility of metastan-

nate in caustic potash, show 3 • »f potash is very

slow to combine with more alkali. Still farther illustrations of

of lime. The so-called metastannate is therefore rightly named,

and is not an acid salt nor an unsaturated stannate. And, by
contrast, the great avidity with which waterglass unites with

more base, goes to prove that the silica in it is not a metacid,

but is of the same kind as that in the normal, crystallized sili-

Manchester, IT. H., April 29.

Akago conceived the idea of testing the correctness of the

corpuscular or emission theory of light by subjecting two rays

of different velocities to the same i for, as that

theory explained refraction to be due to retardation of velocity

caused by the molecular attraction of the refracting medium,
rays entering the medium at different velocities should be differ-

ently refracted. To get rays of different velocities, he took light

from a star toward whi orbit was moving, and

from another star which the Earth was moving away from.

Supposing the ray to strike the Earth from the first of these

" * real velocity of light plus the velocity of the Earth,

and that from the other at the real velocity of light minus that

of the Earth, Arago had two rays entering his refractor at

velocities differing bv about „'„• Arago found no difference
in the refraction of" his two rays, and his conclusion thence
derived that the corpuscular theory of light is untenable, has
been generally accepted ; this experiment having in fact been
frequently quoted as one of the props of the adverse, or undu-
latory, theory.

It seems, however, rather surprising that any great weight
should be attached to an apparent disproval, by a single test, of

one merely imaginary function of corpuscu
as the test itself is utterly fallacious; for who shall
retardation by attraction is the only possible means by which
-emitted light could be refracted ? and how can we kin
two stars selected by Arago had either no proper motion of their

ow
p
n

' l
r DOnf

r
«

:

result?
Perhaps the only cas ., be sure of receiving

star-light of absolute
;8 are those of such

binary stars the plane of whose orbit is not at right angles with

the line from thence to the Earth. When that line lies in the
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plane of such an orbit, and the two stars are situated at right
angles to that line, it is clear tbat the velocity of the rajs reach-
ing us from one star exceeds that of the rays from the other by
double the speed of those stars in their orbit. That light reaches
us at various velocities from all the various stars is of course as
certain as that they have proper motions, or that our solar
system is moving through space; but the difficulties in the way*
of gaining any accurate comparison of those velocities are very
great.

In reflecting upon the undulatory theory of light I have been
quite unable to conceive how the luminiferous aether could
" tremble laterally" as the phrase is, causing vibrations transverse
to the line of propagation, without a direct relation existing
between those lateral vibrations and the forward impulses by
which the phenomena of light are translated. The tether being
continuous and material and elastic, being in a word capable of
sustaining a vibration, a vibratory impulse in it at right angles
to the course of a ray of light seems fairly comparable to a
lateral displacement of a point in a rope, or to the merely verti-

tion in a water wave not of translation, or to the vibra-
tion of air by a sound, all of which vibrations produce (we may
almost say are) longitudinal undulations.
But if the lateral vibrations of the aether produce the onward

propagation of the ray, then the number of lateral impulses in a
second equals the number of forward impu
second at a relatively stationary point, and a
that the number of lateral impulses varies according to the c

relatively stationary point, and as it is established

of the light, so the number of forward impulses striking a rela-

tively stationary point—say a retina—must vary with the color
of the light; and if the source of light, instead of being at a
constant distance, should rapidly approach the retina, the latter

rnust receive a greater number of impulses per second, and its

impression of color therefore must be correspondingly modified.
If the retina and the source of light rapidly separate from each
other, the number of impulses striking the retina must on the
other hand be diminished, producing the corresponding change
in the perceived color.
Now, if we imagine a star emitting white light to approach us

m an orbital movement at a sufficient rate of speed, its light

should appear to us reddish, changing at the perigee into white,

changing again into blueish as the star departs, and again into

white at the apogee. There are, however, variable stars whose
colors undergo exactly those changes, viz: passing from one
color to its complimentary, and back again, with periods of white
%ht intervening. The binary stars, whose colors are frequently

complimentary to each other, should, under the proper circum-

stances, exhibit the same circuit of change, but I am not pre-
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i so in any cnse: it is in f

llyi *

Supposing this train of tho
tremely careful observation a difference could be detected i

position of a variably colored star when it appears red, from its

position when blue, we should then be upon the track to calcu-

istanoe. We should need to know the differing rates of

light impulses required to produce the observed colors, the time

occupied by the star in passing from one extremity of its course

to the other, and the angular distance between those extreme
positions. Let us assume that such a variably colored star has

been found, which has a measurable change of position in one

-her words the plane of whose orbit coincides with our

line of vision, and let us assume that its extreme colors indicate

a difference in the rate of arrival of light impulses (or in other

words a difference in the velocity of the light arriving from that

star at the two periods), equal to 2v, then the actual speed of the

star in its orbit =v and as the orbital period of the star has been

found = <, it follows that ^** is the real length of that diame-

ter which is the measured angular distance between the two

extreme positions of the star. Knowing the angle, and the

length of the base which subtends it, we have the distance of

the star.

If a pair of binary stars could be found whose colors alter-

nate, and which alternately eclipse each other, the matter would
be simplified by so much as accurate measurement of the angle

of parallax would be facilitated.

Should it be objected that no such binary stars have been
observed, and that no change of position has been noticed in

any single stars of variable color, I can only reply that possibly
it may be worth while to direct attention to those points.

bnould it be said that this hypothesis of the cause of variable
color in stars would oblige us to believe that rays of different
colors are propagated at different velocities, and that this whole
suggestion is valueless until those velocities have been deter-
m
J
n
A% y ct exPeriment, I answer that very probably rays

ot different colors have different iat to deter-
mine them would be a most important achievement.

10 conclude, I offer the analogy of the changing tone of a
locomotive whistle as you rush past it on another train. Here,

"^,u ?PPro^h the sound, its impulses reach you more fre-

quently than if lts source, and you, were at rest At the instant
of passing, you receive the normal number of impulses, and

thri.WK
ng

\* imPulse* reach you less frequently. The shrill
shriek, the real tone, and the low roar in this case are ft
I suppose to be parallel to the red, the white, and the blue light
or a star moving swiftly, first toward, and then from us.
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theory of metalliferous deposits.

§ 52. Salts of the Alkaline Metals.—These salts abound in most
saline waters, and except in the few cases in which sulphate of

magnesia prevails, form a large part of the soluble matters

present. The salts of sodium are by far the most abundant,
and the proportion of potassium salt is generally small. The
chlorid of potassium in modern tea three or

four hundredths of the alkaline chlorids, while in the brines

from old rocks, and in saline waters of the first two classes

alike from Germany, England, the United States, and Canada,
its proport; : -times amounting to traces only,

in the waters of classes III and IV, where alkaline carbonates

appear, and even predominate, the proportion of potassium salt

becomes greater. Thus of the waters of the latr Inss (§ 45),

the alkalies of the Nicolet spring calculated as chlorids contain
1"89 percent of chlorid of potassium, and those of the Jacques-
Cartier 2 95; while for the St. Ours spring the chlorid of potas-

sium is equal to not less than 250 per cent. There does not

however appear to be any relation between the proportion of

alkaline carbonate an ^ n°e the salts from
the waters fi tan those of St. Ours;
while those of the alkaline water of Joly contain less than one
per cent of potassic chlorid.
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The amount of this salt obtained from the water of the Otta-
wa Eiver is worthy of notice, being equal to not less than 32*0

per cent of the alkaline chlorids, while in the waters of the St.

Lawrence it amounts to 16 per cent.
1 A large proportion of

potassium relatively to the sodium has already been observed in

the case of many ordinary river and spring waters, and this is

readily explained when we consider the extent to whi
is set free by the decomposition of both vegetal and mineral
matters at the earth's surface. The process by which this base

ted in filtering through soils has already been explained
in § 5. The occasional presence of considerable amounts of
potash in sulphated mineral waters (Lersch, Hydro-chemie, p.

346) is explained by the power of solutions of gypsum to set

free this alkali from soils (§ 7), and also probably in some cases
by the dissolution of double potassic salts like polyhalite. Strata
holding glauconite, which occurs alike in Paleozoic and more
recent formations, 3 may also be conceived to yield i

<

to infiltrating waters.

§ 58. It will be seen that the waters above noticed, in which
the proportion of the potash to the soda is large, are but feebly
saline, so that the real amount of potassium is in no ease great.

I have, however, recent
from California, which
matters, of which 1-818 „ „
being soda-salts, carbonate, borate, chlorid
with no sulphate (§ 64). This amount, if represented a
ot potassium, is equal to 1 963, or 11-46 per cent of
lies calculated as chlorids. The amount of potassium salt in

ofSr O^rs
18 GOase(

lueutI^ about forty times greater than in that

The fact of special importance as regards the alkaline metals
lntne waters whose analyses we have given in this paper is the

wLfS

V

m
?
unt of potassium in the strongly saline muriated

water, of the first three classes, which we conceive to be more
or less directly derived from the waters of the ancient ocean,
lotnis primeval sea, almost destitute of potassium, the process

dLd e t

r

h

a

epft
ay

i

h
r
S beGn f°r *&» addinS Pota^ saltS

> "%uespue the partial elimination of these by v

SiSLh^T11 °f glauconite, we find a notable proP<WoQ
ot potash in the waters of the modern oceanm the analyses of the saline waters here given lithia was
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sought for in a few instances, and was detected in the waters of
Varennes. Most of these analyses were made before the discov-
ery of the new metals caesium and rubidium.

S 54. Saks of Calcium and JJa</ue.-ntm.—We have to consider
under this head the relations both of the chlorids and the car-
bonates of these bases. The bitter saline waters of the first class,

although containing large quantities of chlorids of calcium and
magnesium, are, as we have seen, generally destitute of earthy
carbonates. These latter, however, are found in small quanti-
ties in the alkaline waters of the fourth class, and in somen hat

liate waters which form classes

II and III, and are apparently formed by admixtures of the two
classes previously mentioned. Besides' the carbonates of lime

- ia which the waters of the fourth class hold in solu-

tion, the cai ise, by its

react:ii n with the chlorids of calciumand magnesium, to addi-
tional quantities of the carbonates of these bases. In the waters
of Kin-ton

(

e< 3,;\ a ]arge amount of chlorid of calcium is as-

with earthy carbonates, and these waters thus offer a
passage from the first to the second class.

In most of the waters of the second class, as will be seen
fron "

the analysis has been conducted. We may suppose in the recent

water such a partition of bases between the chlorine and the

carbonic acid that chlorid of calcium, chlorid of magnesium, bi-

carbonate of lime and bicarbonate of magnesia co-exist. When
such a solution is submitted to evaporation at ordinary tempera-
tures, provided there is present a sufficient amount of chlorid of

calcium, carbonate of lime alone is deposited, and chlorid of

magnesium remains in solution.
In case the chlorid of calcium is insufficient, the lime is still

first deposite 1 the more soluble magnesian car-

bonate is precipitated by further evaporation. When however
such a water is boik i. a reverse process takes place; the car-

bonate of lime slowly decomposes the magnesian chlorid, and
carbonate sited, while chlorid of calcium re-

gains in solution. Hence if the amount of chlorid of magne-
sium be great enough, and the ebullition sufficiently prolonged,

the precipitate will at length contain only carbonate of magne-

an equivalent of chlorid of calcium, now found in

the solution, represents the carbonate of lime which the analysis

of the precipitate at an earlier stage of the ebullition would
have furnished.
As an example of this may be cited the analysis of the water

°f Ste. Genevieve (§ 42, No. 8), where the precipitate after a

few minui carbonates of lime and magnesia
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in the proportion 12 : 750. When however another portion was
boiled down to one-sixth, the precipitate was found to be pure
carbonate of magnesia. Again, the PJantagenet water gives,
by ebullition, the results set foith in 842, No. 1 ; showing
chiefly carbonate of magnesia, together with a portion of chlorid
of calcium. When however this water is left to spontaneous
evaporation, the whole of the lime separates as carbonate, and
the liquid remains for a time charged with carbonate of magne-
sia, probably as sesqui-carbonate. This solution is however.
after a time spontaneously decomposed even in closed vessels,
with deposition of a portion of ci >t;dlim | P ,1 ted carbonate
of magnesia; another portion remains in soli
chlorid of magnesium, but is precipitated by , (This

2], xxvii, 173.)
J

§ 55. Bicarbonate of magnesia and chlorid of calcium, when
brought together in solution, undergo mutual decompos
separation of carbonate of lime if the solutions are not too dilute.
At the OI,: Mid pressure, water saturated with
carbonic acid will not hold
bonate of lime to the

i than about <

[iial to only

-r;an <

carbonate of magnesia. (The solubility of carbonate of lime in
pure water is well known to be much less, and is, according to
iSineau, equal to 1 : 30,000 or 1 : 50,000.) We should not there-

it to find that water holding chlorid of calcium in solu-
tion would yield, by boiling, more than the latter amount of
magnesian carbonate; so much might evidently be formed by

h«\ttf™°^lSS0Wed carb™*te of lime which the water might

rSimTnt T^S i
have elsewhere described a series of ex-

wateTanl U r'^^ °f bicarbo^e of lime both in pure

of saltW / v
6 solu

]
lon^ and have shown that the presence

of salts of soda, lime and magnesia does not increase the amount

nenaZ^. of lin? which° water is capable of Sing perma-
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t
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lD View °f these fac ŝ Jt see™ ^ first sight
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1
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could SSa h ho]dinS a large quantity of chlorid of calcium,
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sodium, calcium and magnesium, with or without sulphate of
soda, and saturated with carbonic acid, it was possible to obtain
transparent solutions holding from 3'40 to 416 grams of carbon-
ate of lime to the liter; of which however the greater part was
deposited after twenty four hours; when the solutions were found
to contain somewhat less than 10 gram in the form of bicarbonate.

Boutron and Boudet had previously shown that bv saturating

lime-water with carl* re obtained holding
in a liter 2 $ grams of carbonate of lime ; of which one half was
soon deposited, even when the solution was kept under a press-

ure of several atmospheres. It would thus seem that ,-adne

lability of the carbonate of lime.

In all of the above experiments an excess of carbonic acid

was present, but this I have since found is not essential, since

ted solutions may be obtained holding as much as

1'2 -rams of carbonate of lime, together with sulphate of mag-
nesium and chlorid of calcium, in a liter of water, without any
excess of carbonic acid. The power or alkaline ehlorids and of

chlorid of calcium to prevent the precipitation of chlorid of cal-

cium by carbonate of soda has already been observed by Storer,

(Dictioi ary of Solubilities, p. 110). I ljave found that the pre-

: ire of solutions of these two salts

is readily dissolved, when recent, by a solution of chlorid of cal-

cium, or ol - a: and thus liquids may be pre-

pared holding at the same time from 1-0 to 1'2 grams of neutral

carbonate of lime and 1-0 of neutral carbonate of magnesia in

presence oi -a. .These solutions of carbonate

of lime, which are strongly alkaline, may be kept for twelve

hours or more without perceptible change at ordinary tempera-

tures, but after a time deposit crystals of hydrated carbonate of

lime. The addition of alcohol immediately throws down the

whole of the carbonate of lime in an amorphous condition.

The carbonate of magnesia is still more soluble than the car-

bonate of lime under similar conditions, and it is possible to ob-

rams of neutral carbonate of magnesia dissolved in a

liter of water holding seven per cent of hydrated sulphate of

magnesia, without any carbonic acid. These solutions, which

are strongly alkaline to test papers, yield a precipitate by heat,

which re-dissolves on cooling.

It is evident that the mingliag of saline and alkaline waters

may give rise to solutions like those just described, and thus ex-

plain apparent anomalies in composition like that of the Kings-

ton water. See also in this connection the observations of

Bineau, and my own on the properties of solutions of sesqui-

carbonite of magnesia. (This Journal [2], xxvii, 173.)

§ 57. 5! - i 3 will be seen from

the preceding tables, the salts of these two bases are found m
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very many of the saline and alkaline waters of Canada. Their

. sustain to the magnesian chlorid a similar

relation with that of calcium, and hence these bases appear in

some of the analyses partly as carbonates, and partly
of barium and strontium 1 e pi c .itate formed 111 the con-

centrated and acidulated water by dilute sulphuric acid was,

whenever submitted to analysis, found to contain both barium
and strontium. For the separation of these the mixed sulphates
were first eo ids; the barium was then thrown
down as silico-fiuorid, and the strontium subsequently precipi-

tated by a solution of gypsum.
The insolubility of its sulphate must have excluded baryta

from the waters of the primeval sea, and when set free, as we

mpounds ex-

crust, (§ -1) its soli i bi« bonate car-

ried down to the sea would there be precipitated by the sul-

phates present. A similar process must still go on with all the

dissolved barytic salts which find their way to the ocean.
The sulphate of baryta thus accumulated in sed

y be partially decomposed by infiltrating solutions of

>nates, .u '1 til is Ih rei d. i d eaj abl. of being sub-

sequently dissolved as carbonate; but the most probable mode
of its solution, is, we conceive, through its previous reduction by
organic matters to the form of a soluble sulphuret (§ 10), ready
to be converted into carbonate or chlorid of barium. In this

way we may explain the frequent occurrence of baryta salts in

the saline waters of the first three classes, and the consequent
absence of sulphates, which will be further considered in §61.
iJrom the similarity of its chemical reactions, the preceding re-

marks apply to strontia as well as baryta.
^08. Iron, Manganese, Alumina, dud Phosphates.—None of

any not-
able quantity of iron, yet this element is never wanting in those

li contain earthy carbonates. Whenever a portion
or one ot these waters, or, better, I

• .separated
from it by boiling, is evaporated to dryness with at. excess of
hydrochloric acid, the residue, treated with and da^ d uatcr,
vie ds a portion of silica, and the solution will then be found to

I) .

Wltli;
dally solu-

• ^ "
'
'
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consist ot alunm
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i
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The phosphates

titles in these waters,Ifor the

generally present only in very small quan-
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largest amount which I have met with was in an alkaline water
from Fitzroy (§43, No. 4) ; where it was equal to -0124 of tri-

basic phosphate of soda in 1000 parts of water.

§ 59. Bromids and Iodids.—The chlorids in these ancient min-
eral waters are always accompanied by bromids and iodids ; but
the proportion of the bromids to the chlorids appears to be

*a than in the waters of the modern seas. According to

1 sig i.», 100 parts ol the salts hum tin Mediterranean contain
148 of bromid of sodium ; while ten analyses by von Bibra of
the waters of different oceans, give from 86 to 146, affording
for 100 parts of salts a mean of 116 of bromid of sodium,
equal to 1 I of magnesium. The waters of
Whitby and Hallowell, on the contrary, whieh are the richest

in bromids of those described in this paper, contain only 0*54

and 0-69 parts of bromid of sodium in 100 parts of solid mat-
ters; while few of the saline springs of the second class contain
more than one-half of this proportion, and some of them very
much less.

With regard to the iodids in many of these waters, however,
the case is very different. The waters of the modern ocean, as

s of iodine, and in some strongly

saline springs of the first class, like that of Whitby, it is only
in the alcoholic extract of the salts from this water that iodine

can be detected. The Hallowell water (§36, No. 3), which
closely resembles this in its general composition, and in the pro-

portion of bromids, is however so rich in iodine that its presence

can readily be discovered without previous evaporation. It is

sufficient to add to the recent water acidulated by hydrochloric
acid a little solution of starch and a few drops of nitrite of pot-

ash to produce an intense blue color. The iodid of sodium in

the first-named water was found equal to 00017 parts of the

solid matters, and that of the second to 0*019, or nearly twelve

such. The unconcentrated saline waters of Ste. Gene-
vieve, of the second class also give a strong reaction for iodine

;

and when acidulated with hydrochloric acid, without previous

evaporation, yield with a salt of palladium an insoluble precipi-

tate of iodid of palladium after a few hours. The salts from
these two springs of Ste. Genevieve, though poorer in bromids,

are much i
.. the waters of Hallowell ; the

spring No. 8, containing in 100 parts of salt no less than 0138
of iodine ; so that there appears to be no constant proportion

between the r:e waters.

§ 60. The relations of bromids and iodids to argillaceous sedi-

ments have yet to be determined. It would appear from the

facts just cited that bromine has in the course of ages been

slowly eliminated from insoluble combinations, and like potas-

sium, has accumulated in the waters of the ocean ; while the
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facts in the history of iodine seem to point to a process the re-

verse of this; in other words to a gradual elimination of iodine

from the sea-waters, and its fixation in the earth's crust. The
observations of numerous chemists unite to show the frequent

occurence of small portions of iodine in some unknown com-

n sedimentary rocks of various kinds; from which we
may conjecture that it was in former times abstracted from the

sea, either directly or through the intervention of organic bodies

(as in the case of potash, which is separated and fixed by means
of algae, § 5). Experiments after the manner of those of Way
and Voelcker may throw light upon this interesting question.

We are aware that insoluble combinations of soluble chlorids

sates of alumina are found under certain conditions, as

appears in the generation of sodalite, eudialyte, and the chlorif-

erous micas, and it is not improbable that the soluble iodids may
give rise to similar compounds. By such a process might be

explained the rarity of this element in modern seas, while the

occasional re-solution of the iodine from these insoluble com-

pounds by infiltrating waters, would help to explain the vari-

able and often large proportions in which this element is met
with in some of the waters noticed above.

§ 61. Sulphates.—In the preceding sections we have already

discussed the principal facts in the history of those neutral

waters in which sulphates predominate, or prevail to the exclu-

sion of chlorids (§ 50, 51). The history and the probable origin

of those curious springs which contain free sulphuric acid has

also been considered (§ 31, 48, 49) ; and it now remains to no-

tice the relation of sulphates to the muriated waters. The first

fact that excites our attention is that of the total absence of sul-

phates from numerous springs of the first, second and third

classes
; as shown in the preceding analyses, and also in the ob-

servations of Lenny and others on the saline waters over a great

an
fp,

in Western Pennsylvania (§ 40).
The elimination of sulphate in the form of gypsum from evap-

calciam has
••--:;• :.-- ^

. .
.

-
:

,. .. .-._.
such a process still retain small portions of sulphates, while it is

to be remarked that the saline waters under consideration con-
tain no traces of sulphates, and in many instances hold portions
ot baryta and strontia, bases incompatible with the presence of
su phates. The modes in which this complete elimination of
sulphates may be effected are two in number. The first has
already been suggested in § 10, and depends upon the deoxyd-

Z^h PTr ^ orSanic matters, which reduces the sulphates to

sulphurets These in their turn may be converted into carbon-
ates tne sulphur being separated either as sulphuretted hydro-
gen (giving nse by oxydation to free sulphur), or as insoluble
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metallic sulphureta. This reducing action not only decomposes
the soluble sulphates of soda, lime and magnesia, but also, as

has been pointed out in § 57, may extend to sulphate of baryta,

and thus sulphuret or carbonate of baryta be formed. It is the

action of these soluble baryta salts which constitutes the second

mode of desulphatizing waters ; and this, if we may judge from
the frequence with which baryta salts occur in the saline waters

in question, appears to have been the most general process.

It is a fact worthy of notice that a saline spring at Sabrevois,

near Lake Champlain, which holds both baryta and strontia in

solution, is at the same time slightly impregnated with sulphur-

etted hydrogen. Another saline and sulphurous spring, which
rises within ten feet of this, contains, however, a portion of sul-

phates. (Geology of Canada, page 542.)

§ 62. I am indebted to Prof. Croft of Toronto, for some notes

of a recent examination by himself of a saline of the first class,

which contains at the same time a soluble sulphuret. This water,

from a boring sunk to a depth of several hundred feet through

the Devonian limestone at Chatham, Canada West, had a spe-

cific gravity of 1039*3, and yielded for a thousand parts about

51 of solid matters. It contained large portions of chlorid of

calcium and magnesium, with very little sulphate, traces of car-

bonate, and no free carbonic acid. The water, which gave an
alkaline reaction with turmeric, was greenish in color, very sul-

phurous to the taste, and yielded a purple color with nitroprussid

of sodium, and a black precipitate of sulphuret with a solution

of sulphate of iron. A current of carbonic acid rendered the

recent water opalescent, and by exposure to the air it deposited

sulphur. Aqaanl ^ to be desired.

§ 63. Borates.—The reddening of the yellow color of turmeric

paper in presence of free hydrochloric acid, affords, with cer-

tain precautions, the ordinary means for detecting small portions

of boric acid. Most of the waters of the third and fourth

classes, and some of those of the second, have been tested in

this way, and have never failed, when reduced to a small vol-

ume, and acidulated with hydrochloric acid, to give this reac-

tion; which was, however, most marked with the waters of the

fourth class. The determination of the amount of bone acid in

saline waters presents no small difficulty. In the case of the al-

Valine water of Joly (§ 45, No. 3) the following process was,

however, attempted. The salts left by its evaporation were
treated with carbonate of ammonia to separate a portion of silica,

low retained in some undetermined form a j

rhich was separated by fusing the evaporated sa

'ilver crucible. By a second evaporation and fusion there

Joes. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XL, No. 119.—Sept., 1865.
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was obtained a mixture of soda and potash, combined only with

carbonic, sulphuric and boric acids. By directly determining

the other ingredients the boric acid was estimated from the loss,

and was found equal to 028 parts in 1000 of water, which con-

tained 0*752 of solid matters. The conversion into carbonate

of the sulphates in the mixed salts, by the aid of bicarbonate of

baryta, would simplify this process. In § 35 it has been ex-

plained that the amount of carbonate of soda in the waters of

the third and fourth classes was generally calculated from the

excess of the alkaline bases, and controlled by the amount of

carbonate of baryta precipitated from chlorid of barium by the

alkaline salt. It was found, however, that this last method

always presented a certain deficit, due to the borate of soda,

whose quantity in many of the waters, is too large to be disre-

garded. The precipitate of carbonate of baryta contained a por-

tion of sparingly soluble borate of baryta, which was not com-

pletely removed by long and continued washing.

§ 64 I have recently had an opportunity of examining the

water of a borax lake from California, which contains, beside

borate and carbonate of soda, a portion of chlorid, and a little

silicate, traces only of phosphate, and no sulphate. It held in

of earthy carbonate, and was re-

markable for a large proportion of potash, already refi

§ 53. The evaporated and fused saline residue was treated by

the ordinary methods for the determination of the chlorine, car-

bonic acid and silica ; while the bases were obtained in the form

of sulphates by the aid of sulpha c acids, and

la separated as chlorids by the aid of chlorid of plati-

num. From the data thus obtained the following ingredients

were found by calculation for 1,000 parts of the water

:

The potasium as above determined, equals 1146 per cent of

the bases weighed as chlorids ; another trial gave 1141. Al-

though for convenience we have represented the potassium as

it will be seen that the amount of chlorine is such

might, for the greater part, have been represented as

chlorid of potassium, with an equivalent portion additional of

of soda.

§ 65. Carbonates.—In describing in § 43 the alkaline-saline
waters of Caledonia it has been shown that these contained a

t carbonic acid insufficient to form bicarbonates with

nated bases present. It was partly with this fact m
- venteen years I un-
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lertook the new analyses of these waters which in § 47 are
jiven side by side with the earlier results. In these recent analy-
ses, as there remarked, a slight excess of carbonic acid was
net with. In the i: rval tin <\n ,.._- i { u: lergone a change

of carbonate and sul-

phate of soda, chlorid of magnesium and baryta salts. The
amount of carbonic acid had, however, undergone but little

change; and, as will be seen by comparing the inures below
«e in the table in § 47, th in the first

and third corresponds very closely with the falling off in the
amount of solid matters between 1847 and 1865; while, on the
contrary, the augmentation in the amount of carbonic acid in

the second is accompanied with a corresponds g the
amount of fixed matters present.

id of carbonic acid in

the several waters have undergone but little change, we find,

however, that there has been a great diminution in the propor-

tion of carbonated bases. Thus in the Gas spring in 1847 the

carbonic acid required for the neutral carbonates found in the

carbonic acid was required. In the Sulphur spring, in like man-
ner, the

:

or more than three-

fourths of the carbonic acid present; while the falling off of the

amount of carbonates in 1865 is such that only '191 of carbonic

acid, or just about one-third of the carbonic acid present, is re-

quired for the neutral carbonate. Nor is this change due en-

tirely to a less amount of carbonate of soda ;
the carbonates of

lime and magnesia in 1847 requir ;
- only -153

of carbonic acid. The changed conditions which we here meet
with may be explained by supposing that the carbonated bases

are due to the mingling in different proportions of n

bonate of soda (generated by the reaction indicated in $i 13.)

With an earthy saline water holding a constant amount of free

carbonic acid ; which, in some cases, is more than is required to

form bicarbonates, but in others, as we have seen above, shows
a deficiency.

§ 66. If we admit, as I have already assumed, that the waters

of the sec ases have been generated by the

mingling of solutions of carbonate of soda with waters of the

1 By mistake this is printed -349 in § 43.
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first class, it can readily be shown that these solutions contained
chiefly or exclusively the neutral carbonate. If we add a solu-

tion of bicarbonate of soda to earthy saline waters of the first

holding twe
more of bicarbonate of magnesia to the liter;
the natural waters of the second class do our analyses show the

existence of much over one gram to the liter. Again, if we
suppose any considerable amount of chlorid of calcium to be

decomposed by bicarbonate of soda, separation of the lime in the

form of neutral carbonate, and the liberation of the second equiv-

alent of carbonic acid, would yi :», excess of

carbonic acid above that required to form the bicarbonates of the

solution. From the absence of such an excess, as appears in the

case of the waters of Caledonia, Varennes, St. Leon and Caxton,
and from the small amount of bicarbonate of magnesia in these

waters, it may be concluded that I ose addition

has changed their character was the neutral carbonate of soda.

§ 67, Examples are not wanting of waters in which, as in

those of Caledonia in 1847, the carbonic acid is insufficient to

form bicarbonates, or even neutral carbonates, with the bases

ancombined d or chlorine. Thus, according
to Pagenstecher and Miiller, the spring and well-waters of Berne
do not contain sufficient carbonic acid for the lime present, a

part of which they so - ,ti< ,, as a silicate.

See Bischof, Claem. Geology, i, 5; who remarks that Low*
seems to have observed the same fact in the thermal spring of

staffers. For further examples of this kind see Lers
Chemie, page 33S. The carbonic acid in the water of 1

- to him, not sufficient to form bicarbonates unless the

silica present be supposed to be & n of bases

;

while in the alkaline thermal spring of Bertrich, according to the

Bciency of earbonie acid exists;
leading to the conclusion that a part of the earthy bases present

.

•

-t solutions holdii .

t ()f ne utral car-

»f lime and
. is not without

m this count.'.- >n : sine it at oi :e affords an explana-

nd origin of all such alkaline waters, and

cSorids
m carbonic acid

>
as <*>ntain ea^y sulphates and

^fIkW?3 hnnd tbat the waters of Chambly in 1864, and

wair «
* * 8prin " of Caledoma. in 1865, gave with lime-

water a precipitate wfcch was soluble in an excess of these min-
eral waters, but to a much less extent than in the acidulous

KttPr J£nl
r

T- the Hi£h-Rock springs of Saratoga. The

Si-°°D^ bicarbonate of soda, and is highly charged
witb -carbomeacid, turns to a wine-red the blue cofor of litmus

bonates

tion of th
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tincture, which is not changed by the Chamblyorthe Caledonia

water. The Saratoga water, after some time, gives a feeble al-

kaline read '/: this is more distinctly but

slowly changed by the d almost immediately

turned to green by that of Chambly. This latter water readily

browns yellow turmeric paper, which is scarcely affected by the

water of Caledonia.

§ 69. Silica.—The silica which exists in solution in cold saline

! in amount, as might be expected

from the ins »b ie such that super-

ficial drainage wah

:

' •' soil lose the silica

wln.h tu« \ h I in m, u I. i («; '») We ha\e furthei shown that,

as a result of this tendency to the formation of insoluble silicates,

the silicate of soda liberated in the sediments by the decomposi-

tion tl t ieM,},ar. u'cnen-Kv ap]» ars at the mu fan as carbonate of

soda, having been decomposed by earthy carbonates (§ 15).

In two cases, however, considerable umtities of silica are

.. The first ia met with where

the rapid solvent a : heated waters is

exerted ur seous minerals (§14), as seen in

i!i.- < u \ ,, rs.
'['...-•

i ease is that of those rivers

and streams mg vegeta-

tion and demmnosim- silicates, fiom both of which they derive

- - :

but the proportion of silica is relatively considerable,

amounting, as we have seen in the water of the Ottawa River,

(v., :h , „taiiH in 10,000 parts, 06116 of solid matters) to

0-2060, or thirty-two per cent; while in the St. Lawrence, (which

contains for the same amount of water, 1-6056,) the silica equals

•3700, or twenty-four per cent of the solid ingredients. 1 he

by H. Deville of the river-waters of France show, in

like manner, large amounts of silica, which seem to have been

hitherto overlooked in the analyses of most chemists. (Ann. de

h'J\\\ be seJn'by a reference to the tables of analyses given

in the second part of this paper, that in the waters of the second

class the amount of ,
' n° l

r
° ?"60J^8 foT

A
100 00 solid matter. In the alkaline waters of the third and

fourth classes its proportion is greater, and up to a certain point

aPpears tc t of the carbonate of soda. In the

following table the proportions of carbonate of soda and silica

for 100-0 parts of solid matters are given for certain springs,

whose analyses will be found in tables in I
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The amount of silica which these waters contain does not in

any case exceed one or two ten-thousandths, and it is well known
that water at the ordinary temperature may dissolve very much
more than t a, even in the presence of
chlorids and of bicarbonates.

§ 70. Inasmuch as carbonic acid, according to Bischof (€hem.
G-eol i, 2), decomposes not only the silicates of soda, but those

of lime and magnesia, when they are in solution, it might be sup-

posed that the silica in the above waters exists either in a free

state or as a soluble silicate with a great excess of acid. The
latter view, especially in the case iered proba-

ble by numerous experiments wl in another
paper, and which form a part of the series already mentioned
in § 14. From these it appears that free soluble silica, when

ttion of bicarbonate of magnesia, or with the

neutral carbonate dissolved in sulphate of magnesia in the man-
ner described in § 56, whether separating immediately or by a

slower process of gelatinization, always carries down with it, in

combination, a few hundredths of magnesia.
In these experiments, besides the carbonate of magnesia, sul-

phate orehloridof magnesium was present; but the silicated

natural waters now under discussion are alkaline from the pres-

ence of carbonate of soda, and whatever partition of bases

between carbonic and s sent waters,

produced reacts on the earthy bases present, with the production
of silicates of lime and magnesia, which are in part precipitated
with the earthy carbonates. Berzelius and Kersten long since

observed the separation of -
- the evaporation

of the waters of I ienbad (Bischof. i, 5) ; while
a silicate of lime is said to be deposited from the waters of Wies-
baden. But t .,

i are but partially precipita-
ted—a portion remaining in solution till a late period of the
evaporation. Dr. J. Lawrence Smith long since remarked the

dissolved si r»ntly combined
with soda m the eoncentrat i Broosa in Asia

::
Many tacts in accordance with the above were observed in the

analyses of the waters described in this paper. Thus the water

?£i t

e

i '

v

7
e
t

h
^
eW in v ; when evap°ra

;ted to one-tenth, deposited ,,-,,) of silica, andme nyarocblonc solution of the precipitate became gelatinous
during evaporation. The solution still retained in solution,
besides a portion of line, wa8 completely

ccFZT ^6n
i
he alkaline li(

luld was evaporated to dryness in
contact with the earthy carbonates previously precipitated.
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When however these were removed by filtration it was found
that during the evaporation to dryness a reaction took place by
which the precipitated silicate of lime was partially decomposed,
the separated silica being redissolved by the alkaline carbonate.

In the case of the Chambly water of 1852, which contained in

1000 parts -073 of silica, -012 part- still remained in solution in

the water evaporated toone twentieth ; and in that of the Ottawa
River when reduced to one fortieth there still remained in solu-

tion from 10-000 parts of water, -075 of siliea and -028 of lime.

Similar results were observed with the alkaline saline waters of
Varennes and Fitzroy, and all of these yielded, by further evap-

oration, precipitates containing silica and lime, and in one in-

stance magnesia.
It is not however from alkaline waters like these, but from

neutral sea-water that the silicates of magnesia (and of lime),

which abound in stratified rocks, have been for the most part

formed. See further on this point, § 41.

§71. Organic Matters.—In § 44 we have described some of the

of the organic matter found in the Chambly water, and
it is to be n - trtions of a similar substance

were found in all alkaline waters of the third and fourth classes

and caused them to become brownish when evaporated to a small

volume. This it has been already suggested may have a super-

ficial origin, the organic matters carried down by surface waters

being kept in solution by the alkaline salts; it is not, however,

impossible that this same menstruum may remove the organic

matters which abound in the pyroschists and other materials of

organic origin in the ancient rocks. Thus, for example, the cop-

rolites of the Lower Silurian limestones contain so much animal
matters as to evolve an odor like burning horn when exposed to

heat. (Geology of Canada, 462.)
The Ottawa water (§ 45) when boiled to one-tenth deposits a

precipitate in small bright brown iridescent scales. This was
found to contain silica, carbonate of lime and a small portion of
an organic substance*which was dissolved in a dilute potash ley.

The brown solution thus obtained was not disturbed by acetic

acid and acetate of copper, but by the subsequent addition of car-

bonate of ammonia yielded a white precipitate. The concentra-
ted water retained a large proportion of organic matter, and
when reduced to a small bulk, was dark brown, alkaline to

turmeric paper, and continued by evaporation to deposit opaque
films of silicate of lime. The finally dried residue was dark
brown in color, and carbonized by heat, burning like tinder, and

in agreeable odor. The residue of lO'OOO parts dried

weighed -6974, and lost by gentle ignition -1635, con-
sisting partly of organic matter.
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No chemical examination was made of this matter held in so-
lution by the concentrated water. From the late researches of
Peligot, however, it appears that the organic matter pn
by nitrate of lead from the water of the Seine has nearly the
composition of the apocrenic acid of Berzelius. It gave on analy-
sis carbon 531, hydrogen 2-7, nitrogen 24, oxygen 41-8, and
is evidently related to the soluble form of vegetable humus.
(Comptes Kendus, April 25th, 1864). When exposed to heat

stance evolved ammonia, with the odor of burning wool,
while the organic matter from the Ottawa water, on the contrary,
gave an odor like burning turf.

§ 72. The great Paleozoic area of the St. Lawrence basin is

divided into two basins by an axis extending from Descham-
bault, not far above Quebec on the St. Lawrence, in a southwest
direction to Lake Champlain. The eastern part of the western
basin is more or less affected by undulations subordinate to the
great fault that brings up the Quebec group against the Hudson
Kiver formation, and also by other undulations of minor im-
portance. It is in this disturbed region that by far the greater
number of the mineral springs already described occur; and
lit! o Dh it i >ften difficult to establish the presence, or to trace
the extent of faults in the strata, on account of the allu
posits which generally cover the Paleozoic strata of the region, it

is apparent that in a great number of cases the mineral springs
occur along the lines of disturbance, and it is probable that a
constant relation of this ki nd exists. As the eastern limit of the
western basin is approached, the mineral springs become more

^TT\ but ?is boundarJ o^e passed, a region is soon
reached where the rocks become profoundly altered* and furnish

!w ,7?
miuera

J
waters. The great western portion of the occi-

dental basin, which is less distSrbed than its eastern part, pw
w,
n
tl

S

r 11-
f
ru
mm

t
ral sPrinSs ; Jet the wells of strongly saline

water which have been obtained by borings at Kingston; Hallo-

disturbed i^"
63

'
Chatham and elsewhere, show that the un-

rocky strata are charged with saline :

P*W«-
i

?
rslandlnS of the relations of theslTL^de/Si^nS of the relations of these waters a list of the
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§ 73. Of the above series the Trenton group includes the Birds-

yeand Black Biver limestone, as well as the Trenton limestone

f the New York geologists, and is non-magnesian, enclosing

eds of chert, sir troleum ;
in all of which

haracters it resembles the Corniferous limestone above. In

ke manner, the Potsdam is represented by the Hudson River

nd Medina formation?, while the gypsiferous dolomite of the

D-called Calciferous sandrock corresponds to the great mass of

olomite which'constitutes Nos. 10, 11, and 12, and includes the

vpsum and the s f the Onondaga formation,

'hese repetitions ol >: : . :ir -tr:,:a. marking successive recurren-

es of similar geol« lical conditions, which form

reat cycles in the history of the continent, have been already

onsidered in a paper by me on Bitumens, etc., in this Journal,

2], xxxv, 166.

§ 7-1. In the eastern basin, which includes not only south-

astern Canada, but the whole of New England, the strata are

i an altered and crystalline condition, if we except a narrow

elt along the northwest border of the basin. I hese unaltered

trata present a areat series of shales, conglomerates, and lime-

tones, pure and magnesian, succeeded by 2000 feet or more of

andstone with sh: Scs ; tl whole forming what the Canadian

• o'.-^al Survey has named the Quebec group, whose aggre-

• tin en ^ in t ic a ci .it\ of Quel c is about <000 feet.

$e geological horizon of this group of strata corresponds to that

f the Chazy, the Calciferous, and perhaps ot hie 1 otsdam._ it

'as in great part a deep-sea deposit, of which the formations

m named are h ttoral representatives. Of

he waters described in this paper none are irom this eastern

fcifo, although the unalter.
int several mm-

ral springs,^,
Canada. Of these the salines of Cacouna, Green Island R.vieie

)uelle and Ste. Anne, are bitter waters belonging to the fare*

lass; while a su e latter place, and another

M "" .:
.

'.. - ' '

. .

§ 75. Of the waters of the western basin which alone are

noticed in this paper, many have been qualitatively analyzed

irhich are not here described Including two from Vermont,

wentv-one alkaline waters of the third and fourth classes have

•een examined. ^waters of Gate

iton group, and th

3hazy or Calciferous, while two others - "

Son, appear to have their source in the

nd Raw-
Potsdam. All the other

of these two classes issue from the Hudson-!;

exception of thoseof Vareunes and Jacques Cartier,

which seem to rise from the Utica fc

Am. Joub. Sci.-Seco™ Series, Vol. XL, N9. 119,-Sept., 1865.
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Of the waters of the second class, of which about thirty have
been examined from the western basin, some five or six issue

from the shale formations Nos. 5 and 6, but all the others are

from the underlying limestones. The bitter salines of the first

class flow from the limestones of the Trenton group, with the

exception of that of Ancaster, which is from a well sunk in the

Niagara formation, and that of St. Catherines, from a boring

carried through the Medina down into the Hudson Eiver shales.

The source of both of these is probably, like that of the other

very similar waters, the Lower Silurian limestones.

§ 76. From this distribution of the waters of the first four

classes it would appear that the source of the neutral sail

consist of alkaline and earthy chlorids, is in the limestones and
other strata from the Potsdam to the Trenton inclusive, while

ne carbonates are derived from the argillaceous sedi-

ments which make up the Utica and Hudson River formation.

These sediments are never deficient in alkaline silicates, whose

slow decomposition yields to infilti

carbonates which characterize the mineral springs of the fourth

class. These mingling in various proportions with the brines

which rise from the limestones beneath, produce the waters of

the second and third classes in the manner already explained.

The appearance of several springs - those d
Caledonia and Fitzroy, from the Lower Silurian limestones is

not surprising, when "it is considered that the Chazy formation
in the Ottawa valley includes a considerable thickness of shales,

sandstones and argillaceous limestones, approaching in composi-
tion to the sediments of the Hudson Eiver formation.

§ 77. As an evidence that the different classes of waters have

nay be cited the fact thai
very unlike in composition are often found in close I i

ring from a common fissure or aisl
Thus in the seigniories of Nicolet and Labaie du Febvre, I have
examined six springs, all of which rise through the Uti
tion along a line, in a distance of about eight miles. Of these

springs two belong to the second, two to the third, and two to

g probably derived entirely from

3, while the others have their source in the u

:i <>re or less modified in their ascent. Again,
a
f

kattfevo - are tvvo ^^3 of the second
class, of which one contains salts of baryta and strontia, and the
other soluble sulphates. In like manner at Ste. Anne, in the
Quebec group, a spring of the second class and one of the fourth
are tound not far apart. The springs of Caledonia offer another
and not less remarkable example. In 1847 there were to be

tar from a spring of the second class, three others ot

class very near together, one of them sulphurous, butthe
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. proportions of carbonate of soda
present. In 1865. while one of the** sti i r , i. i its , iai i« ter
of a sulphurous sulphated water of the third elas*, the others
were changed to waters of the second class, au.i held salts of
baryta in solution. These relations which we have already
pointed out (§ 47) not only show waters holding incompatible
^its issuing from different strata along the same iissure. but
mingling in such varying proportions as to produce from time

$0 time chaages in the constitution of the resulting springs.

§ 78. The temperature of none of the springs which we have
here described exceeds 53°, which has been observed for two

' Ckambly, about twelve miles from Montreal. Inas-
'

.

'

observations of twenty-seven years, is 44°-67,_ the Chambly
waters are to be regardi al. No other springs
m Canada are kr

the acid
pointed out the importan
St. Leon spring was foun

§ 79. The extended series of analyses which we have given in
the preceding pages presents many points of interest. Nowhere
else it is believed, has such a complete systematic examination
or the waters of a region, and of a great geological series been
wade. Addition ven to these results by the
fact that the waters are all derived from Paleozoic strata, and we
are thus enabled to compare these saline materials of an ancient
Period with those which issue from, and in many cases owe
their saline imj re-mat i<m to. sti ita of comparatively modern
or'g'n. Comparisons of this kind, such as I have already insti-

tuted between brines of different geological epochs in § 39, pos-
*S8 great geological interest.
« is a consideration not without interest, that the valley ot the

ot. Lawrence under different meteorological conditions might
Become a region abounding with saline lakes, affording sea-salt,
natron and borax, the results of the evaporation of the numerous
Baline and alkaline springs which have just been described.

§ 80 A few considerations are here suggested by the fact
already mentioned of the apparent absence of mineral springs
""°m the altered Paleozoic strata of the Quebec group. Meta-
rjorphism and disturbance or displacement of strata are general-
ly

concomitants, not, as I conceive, because the process of alter-
ation is in any w le disturbance of the rocks,
Dat because a gri >f superincumbent strata, a

fj^SarJ prelim 3m, is the efficient cause of

"V'^ding of the deeply buried and subsiding rocks, in a way
WUl(* I have already elsewhere pointed out.

8 The subsequent

s This Journal, [2] xxxi, 412.
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continental uplifting of the altered, plicated, and more or less

fissured strata, and their irregular erosion, give rise to the

broken surfaces of metamorphic regions, and at the same time

permit the saline solutions impregnating the strata to flow out;

while solid soluble salts, unless enclosed by impermeable strata,

are removed by lixiviation. Hence we shall rarely find muria-

ted waters issuing from cr »ed strata. Those
saline products which result from the decomposition of feld-

spathic minerals, and the separation of alkaline carbonates; or

from the decomposition by these or other agents of the gypsum
which is often present in metamorphic strata, may, however,
readily give rise to waters of the fourth and sixth classes; so

that we are not suprised to find alkaline and sulphated waters

issuing from crystalline strata.

_ § 8L. I have in a previous section (§ 57) alluded to the condi-

tion of the primeval ocean, and in this connection it may be

well to refer to a hypothesis which 1 some years since advanced,
relative to the origin of its salts and the primeval sediments.

Starting from the notion "of a cooling globe, such as the igne-

ous theory supposes our earth to have been at an early period,

and considering onlv the crust with which oology makes us

acquainted, and the liquid and gaseous elements which now sur-

round it, I have endeavored to show that we may attain to some
notion of the chemical con j mass by conceiv-

ing these materials to again re-act upon each other under the in-

fluence of an intense heat. The quartz, which is present in so

large a proportion in many rocks, would decompose the car-

bonates and sulphates, and, aided by the presence of water, the

chlonds both of the rocky strata and of the sea ; while the

organic matters and the fossil carbon would be burned by the

atmospheric oxygen. From these re-actions would result a

fused mass of silicates of;
oxyd, etc.; while all the
form of acid gases, mixe
probable excess of xvg<
atmosphere. When I

ram would fall upon the heated surface of the
ing the silicates, and giving rise to chlorids a»„
tne various bases, while the separated silica might take th

tfthepn
the icean would un.

„ > a decomposition under the influence of a hot moist atmos-
nere charged wit

t gnathic silicates

ecome Convertp^ ir,f^ ^i„„ -.i_ .- r. .,
l n 1: Tins.

- -'^wua. u eau w»u.
dergo a decomposition under the influence of a hot moist atmos-

'lieates

This,
bsorbmg carbon: dd find its way---

'
^

-..-.-
.

:
;. .

:

:-- .:_;.;.• I.,-';-
acers \unous metallic bases then held in solution, it would de-
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npose the chlorid of calcium, giving rise to cblorid of sodium
the one hand, and to carbonate of lime on the other. In this

y we obtain a notion of the processes by which from a primi-

e fused mass may be generated the siliceous, calcareous and
liliaceous rocks which make up the greater part of the earth's

ist; and we also understand the source of the salts of the

| 82. A further development of this view would lead us too
' for the scope of this paper. It will however be seen that

i first precipitates from the ocean would contain most of the

Jtals, and that in the subsequent re-solution and deposition of
?se precipitates is to be Pou of the origin of

:talliferous deposits, and of their distribution in various for-

uions
; either as integral parts of the strata, or as deposits iu

ins, the former i fn an essay on
rnerican Geology, published in this Journal in 1861, [2], xxxi,

5, I have already sketched the outlines of what I conceive to

the true theory of metalliferous deposits, a subject to which
is proposed soon to return.

Art. XXI.

—

A new Meteorite from Newton county, Arkansas,

container] on Lime; by J. Lawrence
Smith, Prof. Chem. Med. Dep. University of Louisville.

.
The first notice of the meteorite of Newton county was made

in 1860 by Prof. Cox, who was engaged in the geological sur-

vey of Arkansas. The original has not been obtained ; the onlj

fragment of it, being in the hands of Judge Green, was given
^ Prof. Cox, who has kindly presented it to me. The weight
of the fragment is twenty-two and a half ounces, and was evi-

dently broken off from one corner of the mass, as it presents

three of the original surfaces.
This meteorite is of the mixed variety, arid eannot be classed

with either the metallic or the stony meteorites; it is one of

Jne most interesting that has been discovered in the United
States, differing from any other yet found in these regions.

The stony matl d, anc* some °^

Je minerals can be easily detached "and examined separately.

The metallic portion constitutes somewhat over one-half of the

mass, and owing to the diffusion of the stony matter has a

coarsely reticulated structure.
W hen broken under the hammer, and the iron separated by

' Canadian Journal, M ,x . 1859 2 1 an 1 t! i* Journal, [2] xxv, 102, also Comptes
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the magnet, it is obtained in coarse grains varying from 3 to 4
grains down to very small fragments. The exterior is of a rusty
color, roughened by projection of nickeliferous iron, and over
several parts of the surface there is a white incrustation.

Specific gravity taken on different pieces varies from 4 5 to 61.
By mechanical means and the aid of the magnet the following
minerals were separated.

Nickeliferous iron, I Hornblende,
Chrome iron, Olivine,
Sulphuretofiron,

|
Carbonate of Lime.

'rous Iron.—I may as well mention the manner in
which I separate the iron from the stony matter of meteorites.
In most instances it is necessary to sacrifice a fair portion of
the specimen. The mass is crushed in a steel mortar ; the mag-
net is then able to take out the iron from the mass of stony mat-
ter, especially if the crushing operation is repeated two or three
times. The iron is then introduced into an iron, or, better still, a
silver capsule or crucible, and a strong solution of potash added,
heat is applied until all the water is driven off, and the residue

) redness; on cooling-. applied and the e
of potash washed out, as well as some silicate of potash t

termed. After thoroug on, they are
moistened with a little alcohol and dried on
a gentle heat; and by holding a magnet a little distance from
them, the particles of iron will adhere to the magnet almost per-
fectly free from earthy matter.
The iron, if of a coarse reticulated structure, as the one in

question, may require to be crushed in the steel mortar after
treatment by potash, to detach particles of ail
8ma11

l
rev: '

tv I sometimes repeat I

ment by potash. In this way, the foreign rn
the iron can be reduced to one-half per cent. Of course this pro-
cess sacrifices more or less of the iron, especially if the iron bem very small particles; but this sacrifice is of secondary import-
ance compared with the necessity of having the metal

^ of
- Thus purified "the iron w°as found I

In the analysis, after separating the iron by the acetate of

SSchmeS^r trite ^f potash,SS b
/

ve **d frequently, and with the best results.
Liebigs method for accomplishing the same end has been much
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improved by the modification lately devised by Prof. Gibbs, of
g the oxyd of mercury in the cvanid of mercury, (this
Jan., 1866); but having every'arrangement necessary

for executing successfully the method by the nitrite of potash,
I have not yet tried Prof. Gibbs's modification, but shall do so
shortly.

Chrome Iron.—This is found in small quantity in minute par-
ticles, some of them showing distinct laces of crystals, but I
failed to find any complete octahedron; the quantity was too

lily recognized by the blowpipe.
tret of Iron.—This also is discernible only in minute
and could not be collected for analysis.

"

I would re-

I:h reference to the sulphuret of iron found in meteorites,
that it cannot be classed with the terrestial magnetic pyrites,
whose formula is considered Fe

7
S

8
having always found the sul-

phur too small for this formula; in which conclusion I believe
that I am sustained bv Rammelsberg and others. My results
point to the formula FeS, and if the compositions of these two
kinds of pyrites are correctly made out, then the meteoric va-
riety has no terrestrial representative.
Hornblende.—This mineral is easily separated, and is of a

greenish gray color more or less soiled by iron ; with some care
H can be detached unmixed with other constituents ; it has a very
distinct cleavage in one direction and an imperfect one in an-
other; on analysis it gave,

Protoxydofiron, - - - - - 16-49

Alkalies—(potash, soda, lithia), - - - ^4

The oxygen relations of the silica and protoxyds furnish the
lormula R*Si3—the formula of hornblende. In structure and
composition it is not unlike some varieties of anthophyllite.

O/iVMc—This mineral is diffused through the mass. Some of
Jne smaller pieces are almost colorless; others again are more or
Jess yellow, being stained with oxvd of iron; some of the frag-
ments are iridescent like varieties of oligoclase, which I at first
look it to be. Sufficient of it was detached in a pure state for
analysis, and was found to be composed as follows:

There was
the oxyd of i
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silica and protoxyds show the co hich is that

Carbonate of I/imc—The observation of this constituent in a

meteorite is something entirely new, yet it is found on the ex-

tenor surface of the rneteoi te in question, in various places.

There is no doubt in my mind, however, that this ingredient

was not a part of the mass when it feli. but that it has been ex-

posed to certain cond arbonate of

lime has been inerusted on its surface.

It is much to be regrett d that the t ntire original mass is not

for determining whether it is an

incrustation, or not, and if the former, whether the incrustation

was formed prior or subsequent to its fall.

In relation to the presence of carbonates in meteorites, we
have the first and only announcement, up to the present time,

in connection with the meteorites which fell at Orgueil in 1863;
Messrs. Des Cloizeaux, Pisani, Daubree and Cloez discovered
minute rhombohedral crystals of double carbonates of magnesia

The above statements exhaust about all that I have to say at

the present time on the meteorite under investigation. There
may be one or two other mineral- but I could

not separate them in a manner to pronounce as to whether they

were different from those already described or not.

Art. XXII.

—

Researches on the Volatile Hydrocarbons; by C. M.

Warren.*
II—On the Influence of CL IT ,-Pnv -n., Pt rt„ ¥W r, ™tWt= tk Ho-

that we are indebted to H. Kopp 1

for the

(finite relal «n thechem-
und borne o{ tie t,h\vr.

i properties of homo-
logous liquid bodies. Of these, one of the most important is

that ot a uniform difference between the boiling-points of the

?£r „
gU

?
US n

\
en
3
bers of an homologous series, corresponding to

the uniform difference in th -titution. Kopp
has shown by numerous examples, that, as a general rule, in
those series which are characterized h» « «nmm«„ elementary
difference of C„ I

3 between the members, in the order of the
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series, the corresponding difference of boiling-point is about 19°
C. ; hence, that the difference between the boiling points of any
two members of such a series is x .19° for a difference of x C aH 2

in the elementary formulae. In the earlier observations on this

subject, this relation between the boiling-points and formulae was
found so nearly constant in the different series examined, that
any deviations from this apparent general law were referred, not
unreasonably, to assumed inaccuracies in the determination of
the boiling-points of the bodies compared. But the more recent
and extended generalizations of Kopp1 have led him to point
out several exceptional series, in which the boiling-point differ-

ence is greater, and others in which it is less, than 19° for an
elementary difference of C 2

H 3
. That there are such exceptional

series is confirmed in a very decisive manner by my own obser-

s I shall proceed to show. My determinations make
the boiling-point differences in some cases so much larger than
those of other observers as to leave no room for doubt on this

point; especially if the comparative value of these determina-
tions be duly estimated with reference to the more reliable

character to which the preparations are entitled, on account of
the more efficient means which I have employed for separating

the liquids. Since Kopp first called the attention of chemists to

t, liffei nt the< ries have from time to time been
advanced by Schroder. Lnwig. Gerhardt, and others, and sup-

ported by laborious research and observation. It will be inter-

esting to examine some of these theories in the light of the new
facts which I am about to present. Schroder,

3
not satisfied with

Kopp's explanation of the discrepancies between the observed
and theoretical boiling-points, on the ground of errors of deter-

mination of the former, argues that the influence of C
3
H 2 on

ooiling-points is variable in different series according to the

peculiar nature of the C,H a
in each case. He regards organic

compounds for the most p'art made up of radicals, which he
calls "components," of which he makes seven. Three of these

are composed of carbon and hydrogen, viz :—

Formyl=z (C
4
H

2
)—» (C

4
H

4
)"—which is supposed to raise the

boiling-point of a substance 52° 0.

= (C H )m_" (C H
4 )
m"—which is supposed to raise

the boiling-point of a bod y 21°.

-.«.;,H.,)e—-"(C'HJ e"—which is supposed to raise the

boiling-point 17°". Subsequently (Pogg. Ann., lxiv, 101) the lat-

ter number was changed by Schroder to 16°.

A fourth component was made up of a double atom of hydro-
gen,(H

2)-"(H
4)"- which was supposed to lower the boiling-
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point 3°
; but this also was afterwards changed to 10° (Pogg.

Ann, lxiv, 372). (The other three component!, having no direct
bearing on the hydrocarbons, are omitted.) By means of these
components Schroder (Pogg. Ann, lxii, 188) proposed to
the boiling-points of different substances in the following manner.
Having estimated the sum of the influence of the different com-
ponents of a body, the number 70 was in all cases to be deducted.
Subsequently Schroder 4 was led to substitute, in these calcula-
tions, the influence of the separate elements for that of the
components. Each double atom of carbon (G n ) was estimated
to raise the boiling-point of a compound 31° ; "and each double
atom of hydrogen (H

2 ) to lower it 10°. As in the former case,

the number 70 was to be deducted from the sum of the influen-
ces of the different elements contained in the compound, to give
the true boiling-point. Example: calculation of the boiling-
point of benzole, C, „H

6 ; C 13 =6C 2 ; 31x6°= 186°; H
6
=3EL;

-10 x3 = -30°; 186°-30°-70 j=86°= the calculated boiling-
point of benzole by this method; which a-iv. - exactly with the
latest determination at the date of Schroder's

-J the influence of the elementary atoms on the

uit differently from Schroder; and obtains numbers
such that, to find the boiling-point of a compound it is only
required to add together the nana i to the ele-

mentary atoms which it contains, g from this

sum a constant number, as by Schroder's method. According
- 3 theory, one atom of carbon (C) raises the boiling-point

38 4 and one atom of hydrogen (H) lowers it 29°'2; these
numbers being for carbon nearly two and one-half times, and for
Hydrogen nearly three times as great, as those of Schroder.

ixertiardt, m a special paper "On the Boiling-point of the
Myctrocarbons," observes that "The boiling-point of th
carbons appears to obey a very simple law? according to which

ini totl
°r dePressed a certain number of degrees, correspond-

tnfn*,? •
• .
number of equivalents of carbon or hydrogen eon-

Z inVc !}

s3uiv alent." 7 From a comparison of the boiling-

de erm^r
{oTm

?
1* of several well-known hydrocarbons, the

determinations of which were reoeated withP^s^-hardt finds thauh, ^molecule

addition nf°S
rb

,°
n raises its boiling-point 35

6
5, and that the

calcu aLlHa
l°
WerS il 15°- The boiling-point of a body is

St^tf^n 1^ nUmbers bJ eomparinf its formal*ot turpentine, C^, as a standard, the boiling-point of which is

4

« IS;t
n

d
a

r
n
h-

1
?
45 ' ]™' 367

i '846, Ixvii 45 • Idem 1845 tad*. 250.

,
• "

;• _ ^
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taken at 160° C. Example : cumole (from cuminic acid) has the
formula Ci SH, 2 ; hence it contains C2 less than oil of turpentine

;

therefore 35°'5 must be deducted from 160° (the boiling-point of
oil of turpentine,) which leaves 124°-5: but as the cumole con-
t ns 2H, le^s than oil of turpentine, 15° X 2= 30° is to be added
to the above remainder ; thus 124°-5+30°=154°-5, the calcula-
ted boiling-point of cumole. Gerhardt's direct determination
was 153°, which very n &i bis theory.

It would be foreign from my purpose on the present occasion
to consider these different hypotheses, or even the empirical law
of Kopp, beyond their special relation to the boiling-points of
the hydrocarbons, and such other series, derivatives from the

hydrocarbons, as have been made the subjects of my own experi-
ments. Anything more than this would be merely speculative.
The want of more ace - of boiling-points as

to safe and reliable deductions and generalizations on
this question, has frequently been observed. The need of this

will be ma -at by comparison of my results

with those of previous" observers. Indeed, if my determinations
maybe taken as a crit nature of
the materia light not be quite fair,—the inac-

curacies of the boiling-points which have hitherto been published
are probably so numerous, and in many cases so considerable,
as to make it appear almost useless to attempt further generaliza-

tions upon those unreliable data. It may be hoped, however,
that the superior means which my process furnishes for separa-
ting mixtur ad to the accumulation of reliable

facts of sufficient number and variety for a profitable review of
this question in its different bearings, which, from its importance,
it clearly merits.
The frequent inaccuracy of the determinations of boiling-points,

upon which Kopp has justly laid so much stress, may, I think,
be more reas it least in a majority of cases, to
a want of i

than to a
neglect of the precautions and corrections which he recommends
to be observed in such determinations; although errors as great
as those mentioned by Kopp8 mav doubtless occur, and in the

r instances which he had" in mind may have occurred

i d for them. It should be borne
JQ mind, however, that these errors, in the case of an impure
^bstance, may be compensating errors ; or, on the other hand,
tacy may go to increase that which would arise from impurity.

.That the inch my results have been ob-

ace the value of these

ith those of others, I
8 &all endeavor, as I proceed with these researches, to specify, in
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sufficient detail, the processes which I have employed. Having,
in the memoir previously referred to, described the process by
which the hydrocarbons were ser ,bject of this

paper only requires, in this rega
tion of the method employed in determining the boil
of these bodies, which has already been partially given in the
foregoing memoir, when treating of the boiling-point of benzole.

Of the Method of determining Boiling-points.—I use for this pur-
pose a small tubulated glass retort, and usually operate on about
150 c. c. of the liquid. The thermometer extends into the liquid,
even nearly to the bottom of the retort, taking care that the bulb
shall not come in contact with the glass, but remain free in the
liquid. To prevent abnormal elevation of temperature from ad-
hesion to the glass,—which I have observed in some instances,
when operating on impure hydrocarbons, to amount to several
degrees,—I introduce pieces of sodium, instead of platinum, as

it seems to serve at least as well for this purpose, v

same time tends to preserve the purity of the material. Sodium
has also this advantage- over platinum for hydrocarbons, viz: that
it does not lose its virtue by use, so long as any of it remains;
platinum, on the contrary, being liable, especially if the liquid
is not quite pure, to become after a while slightly .coated, and its

efficiency thus impaired. 4

Except for low temperatures, the retort rests on a piece of wire
gauze laid over the ring of an iron lamp stand and is heated
with a small gas flame. When operating on liquids of low
boiling-point, I have observed the liability of the thermometer
to be considerably affected bv the ascending current of hot air
striking the sides of the retort" above the level of the liquid, thus
causing an elevation of several degrees of temperature. To pre-
vent this, I proceed as full r.vs 1"

,r low temn rat ire?, and yet
above the common temperature, I place upon the gauze on which

' is to stand, a screen of felt or thick woolen paper,

. a hole in the center about two
inches in diameter. This screen extends several inches from the
sides ot the retort, and has been found effectual for the purpose.

-bor temperatures below the common temperature, the retort

X kiV )
vater-batb containing ice-water, the temperature of

the bath bei
[ bj means of a small gus .flame .

~~ *; —stoiaary, in order to ascertain the temperature ov
which to calculate the correction for the upper column of mer-

"'":'
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cury, a thermometer is attached, by means of elastic bands, to
the side of the thermometer in the retort ; the bulb being placed,
during ebullition, midway between the center of the cork and
the upper extremity of the mercurial column. And, as usual,
a paper screen, closely fitting the thermometer, is placed across
at the top of the cork to shield the upper column of mercury
from the direct influence of the ascending heat.

I have observed that it often requires considerable time— va-
riable according to its length and the thickness of the glass spin-

dle—for that part of the thermometer above the retort to acquire
the highest temperature which the boiling liquid can communi-
cate to it. During this time the thermometer evidently is not in
a fit state for an observation. While this gradual change in the
condition of the thermometer is taking place, it is desirable, for
obvious reasons, that no vapors should escape from the retort.
I therefore proceed as follows. The retort, the neck of which
has previously been wrapped with a wet cloth, is placed in such
a position that the neck shall slightly incline towards the body
ot the retort. If necessary, some pieces of ice, which will ad-
here firmly to the cloth, may be laid along the neck to insure

complete condensation of the vapors during ebullition. While
the retort is in this position, ebullition is continued for consider-
able time, until it ceases to have any effect on the height of the
Mercury in the thermometer. The lamp being now removed for

the moment, the neck of the retort is turned down, and quickly

connected with a Liebig condenser. The lamp being now re-

Piaced, the distillation is commenced. So soon as the mercury
m the thermometer shall have become constant, which will now
occupy but a few seconds, the temperatures by the retort ther-

mometer and the side thermometer are carefully noted, and also
the time at which these observations are made. During the dis-

tillation, which is continued nearly to dryness, the readings of
the thermometers and of the watch are noted at regular intervals,
°r so often as any appreciable variation of the retort thermometer
snail have taken place. The average of the several observations,
°r of those corresponding to the longer intervals of time, apply-
lng the corrections for atmospheric pressure and for the upper
column ofmercu p," is taken for the true

ooihng-point. I have generally obtained the hydrocarbons so
Pire that the whole quantity operated upon would distil within
the range of 1° of temperature, and not unfrequently within 0°'5.

In a few cases, however, when the quantity of material at com-
mand would nol ment of so high a degree
of Parity, the distillation would range over two or three degrees ;

ln such cases I hav< :

; n the average of the temper-
atures corresponding to the longest interval of time, as probablj
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representing more nearly the true boiling-point of the body. In
stating mv r^-ilts, however, I shall give the limits of tempera-
tare w -

tion was effected. The thermome-
ters employed in the determinations were the best that I could
ol tai i from Fastre of Paris; for the temperatures below 100°

the instrument used v, vided into

fifths of a degree. The determinations above 100° were all

made with one thermometer.
The method just described differs in some respects from that

of Kopp. He objects to the practice of taking boiling-points
with the thermometer bulb immersed in the liquid,

11 on the

ground that the thermometer in this condition hardly ever indi-

cates a constant temperature, the end of the mercurial column
being in a state of motion. He states that a boiling-point taken
*n t'i'=? "i un >r i tay lie several degrees above that found with

the thermometer bulb in the vapor. As bearing on this point,

I propose, a little farther on, to give the results of a few experi-

ments and observations, which, with others of similar character,

have induced me to depart from the now more common custom
of taking boiling-points with the thermometer bulb in the vapor.

Under normal conditions, the temperature of the boiling

liquid and that of the vapor evolved should be the same. The
only disturbing influence which appears to have been specially

dwelt upon as likely to alter these conditions in the taking of

boiling-points, is the liability of some liquids to adhere to the

surface of the glass in such a manner as to produce abnormal
elevation of temperature, generally attended with irregular
ebullition, and consequent fluctuation of the thermometer. To
remedy this it is usual to introduce pieces of platinum ; iron
filings, coal, etc., have also been employed. As above remark-
ed, pieces of coke—or, when admissible, sodium—are found to

be more surely effectual with hydrocarbons than platinum. In-
deed, during more than three years of experience and careful
observation upon a large number of hydrocarbons, I have not
yet met with a single instance in which irregular ebulli
its consequent disturbing influence upon the boiling-point might
not be completely prevented by these means. Although I can-
not, ot course, go so far as to sav >rv results
would be obtained with other liquids by the use of coke, it is

beThe c ^ that in a ma
J orit? of instanees suck w0uld

I have dwelt upon this point for the reason that the objections
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to the custom of taking boiling-points with the bulb in the vapor,
appear to be even greater than those which Kopp has raised
against the opposite course of placing the bulb in the liquid, as
I shall proceed to show. It therefore becomes a matter of some
importance that the objections to one or the other custom should
be removed

; and I think it will be found easier to overcome the
objections to placing the bulb in the liquid, as I have done in
the case of many hydrocarbons, even if coke shall not be found
equally efficient will; most other liquids.

-ience has shown that, when irregular ebullition is

irevented, the temperature of the vapor from a boil-

i more liable to lead to an erroneous determination
of the boiling-point, than the temperature of the liquid itself.

The reasons for this are, first, that the vapor is liable to become
superheated by the hot air from the flame coming in contact
with the sides of the retort above the surface of the liquid;
second, that, with the bulb in the vapor, the thermometer is

more liable to sudden depression from currents of cool air pass-
ing over the retort. If the bulb be in the vapor, the occurrence
of either of these disturbing influences would then affect the
principal mass of the mercury in the thermometer; while, on
the contrary, if the bulb were in the liquid, only the small quan-
tity of mercury in the stem of the thermometer would be sub-
jected to these influences

; the liquid then serving as a regulator,
and reducing the error from these sources to a minimum. Fluc-
tuations from currents of cold air are comparatively slight, and
more easily prevented than those from overheating the vapor.
The latter is the more likely to occur the lower the boiling-point
of the liquid, or when the quantity of liquid in the retort is

small. I have, however, observed from this cause an elevation
°f 3°-4° in distilling a body boiling as high as 98° C, without an
unnecessarily large flame. But the liquid in this instance was
Pretty low in the retort.

.
In the case of liquids boiling below the common temperature,

it seems indispensable that the bulb of the thermometer should
be placed in the liquid. As evidence of this I will here state
the results of observations made while occupied in fractioning
some exceedingly volatile products from American petroleum.

Experiment 1.—The liquid operated upon boiled at so low a
temperature thai 8 effected by the heat of the
surrounding atmosphere. The distillation was conducted in a
flask, and the bulb of the themometer placed in the vapor. The
nask was attached to my condensing apparatus, including the

refrigerator, b, fig. 2." " The temperature of the condensing-

" See Memoir "On Process of Fractional Condensation/' Memoirs of the Amerir

™ Academy, 1864, and this Journal, last vol., p. 327.
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worm contained in the £( elevated bath, aa, fig. 2," " and also

;hat of the " first receiver, k, fig. 2," ia was ll°-5. The tempera-
te of the " cold bath, it, fig. 2," ia was 11°. The condenser in
4

the refrigerator, b," and the "second receiver," were cooled in

running well from the refrigerator

ot a drop was condensed in any of

the apparatus intervening between the flask and the "second
receiver," although this part of the apparatus was cooled, as

already stated, to about 11°. The temperature of the vapor in

the flask at this time was 18
e,
5, or only 2°"5 below the temper-

ature of the laboratory. These i

was boiling at a temperature considerably below that indicated
by the thermometer in the vapor. Additional evidence of this

was furnished by the fact that, during the distillation, the exte-

rior of the flask, from the bottom to about one quarter of an
inch above the surface of the liquid, was thickly covered with
water condensed from the atmosphere, resembling heavy dew;
while above, the sides of the flask were perfectly dry. It was
these observations which first directed my attention to the fact

that the temperature of the vapor could not in all cases be de-

pended upon for the true boiling-point of a liquid, and naturally
led me to make other experiments with special reference to this

question. '

Experiment 2—The conditions of this experiment were some-
what different from those of the first. The liquid operated upon
was the extremely volatile product collected in the "second re-

ceiver" of Experiment 1. The flask employed was smaller, and
provided with two thermometers

; the bulb of one of these was
placed m the liquid, and that of the other in the vapor. The

I in a water-bath contai 3 bath was
also provided with a thermometer. The temperature of the ice-

water bath was very gradually raised bv means of a small flame
from a Bunsen's burner. Temperature of the laboratory, 20° C.
Observations during the distillation :—

!

Temperature of the water-bath, - - 10°

" boiling liquid, - 8

- vaporf - - - 18-5

( Temperature of the water bath, - - 12°

"',
"

' - ;
'

:

'''' :
''"

,_ . .
( Temperature of the water-bath, - - 18°

'•-



Experiment 3.—The subject of this experiment was a liquid
which I had separated from the most volatile product of the re-
distillation, on a manufacturing scale, of the crude benzole ob-
tained in the distillation of coal-tar. The apparatus employed
was essentially the same as that used in Experiment 1, with the
addition of the extra thermometers, as in Experiment 2. The
condensing-worm in the " elevated bath," and that in the "cold
bath," and also the "first receiver," were all cooled in pounded
ice. The condenser in the " refrigerator," and also the "second
receiver," were both cooled in a mixture of ice and salt. The
retort, which stood in a small copper bath containing pounded
ice, was charged with about 250 c. c. of the liquid, which had
been previously cooled in a mixture of ice and salt. Tempera-
ture of the laboratory, 16° C. Observations during the distilla-

minutes later. 4. -j
" " boiling liquid,

(
" " vaPor> '

-
n . ( Temperature of the retort-bath,

" m'iutes later. 5. \
" " boiling liquid,

lhe apparent inconsistency that the temperature of the boiling

h\!
ld shouId be above that of the heating medium,—viz :

an ice-
oath--which continued during the first forty-five minutes of the
experiment, is to be explained by the fact that there was a long
column of mercury, above the surface of the liquid, which was
Uojected to the heating influence of the vapor. I would further

remark that the gradual elevation of the boiling-point, as indica-

fcetosl?
1 thU P°int the temPerature of the retort-bath was gradually raised bj

^ Joint, Sci.—

s

ECOND gKRIE3i vol. XL, No. 119.—Skpt., 1S66.
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ted by the thermometer in the liquid, is also only apparent, and
is due to the gradual uncovering of the bulb as the liquid was
distilled off. At the close of the experiment only about one-

fifth of the bulb, which unfortunately was a long one, was under
the surface of the liquid. That this is the true explanation is

evinced by the fact that during the experiment not a drop of

liquid was observed to fall back into the retort from the "eleva-

ted condenser," although this was a tube ten feet in length, and
cooledto the temperature of 0°.

I will now proceed to give my determinations of the boiling-

points of various hydrocarbons, and of some of their deriva-

tives, and then pass directly to consider the bearing of these

results on the question concerning the increment of boiling-point
for the addition of C

3H 3 in homologous series.
14 The data for

these considerations may be more conveniently arranged in

tabular form, exhibiting at once, in serial order, the formulae,

boiling-points, elementary difference, and the corresponding dig

•oiling-point.

Of the Hydrocarbons obtainedfrom Pennsylvania Petroleum.

ferenee of 1

r„ml. ter Sgtf H
C

8 R 0-0
(?)

C ioH l2 30-2 C
2H2

1-5

61-3 C2H2C 14H ie 90'4 C8H2C
i 6 H 18 119-5 C,H2c i8H20 1508 C 2H 2 313 0-8

6
Average incren en I of boili g-point for t le additi~n°

= 30°-

r L'.,l

question I shall ii

nding column

i. range of tern:

i and in the corresponding columns of

.. wing th. imp. -

leutn; and
on ofie^i^oH^^ Pomte s?neIrt.gether

W
[as

PS
*o of the two corresponding scries from Albert coal-oil] ;

especially
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Fonnu,,,)
|

Boiling.point. llffT™
7

C
8 H 10 8-9

C10H 12 C
2
H2

29-0 1 0-4

C
12H 14

68-5 C
2
H

2
31-5 1 0-6

C
14H 98-1 C2 H 2

29-6 1-2

C
i 6H 18 C„H„ 29-5 1-5

1196—4= 29°-9

Average increment of boiling-point for the addition of C2H 2=29
0,
9.

3D BEBIKS. (Not CO dieted.)

Fon„ ula . Boil^Poi-t
|

*"*? bi izr
n

CaoH20
195-8 C 2H 2

216-2
1 C2H 2

ent of boiling-point for tl

1°7

20-9 1-5

20-3 2-2

4T2-h2=20°-6.

e addition of C 2H2
=20°-6.

ence goes that tne

^J<*»9"
of tempera-

rfTwouwlS^to

....
.

was found to be u c - ,at on of ' " "-"

• ;, - .:
.

.. .

-:
'

;
-

"

-

•
. :.. .:.••

' •
.

' '

^aces of abso^e c
ic.! might be given

the"

1 atll°ng th
" pr" '

'

> they are now presented, i
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2. Of the Hydrocarbons obtainedfrom Albert coal.

1st series. (Not completed.)

— »*- ^!=y sy&3
C ioH 12
C

i 2H 14

C 16 H 8

68-0

98-5

125-1

C2H2
C2 H 2
C2H 2

305
26-6

Averag 3 boiling-poin t difference =££
3. Of Hydrocarbons obtainedfrom Coal-tar Naphti

-

Xylole,

Isocumole

Forraul, Boiling-point BES
e, C

i 2H 6 80-0

110-3 C2H,C
i 6H 10 139-8 C 2 H 2C iaH 12 169-9 C2H2 30-1 1-0

g-point for the addition of C 2

^Qf Cumohfrom Cuminic Acid, and Cymolefrom Oil of Cumin.

abovftflKi^
a

-

Smg
.

Ie exception, the results presented in the

ieSTnfr1^ 80 " the common increment for
the addition of C

3H 3 in homologous series of hydrocarbons.
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Indeed, leaving out of the calculation the third series from petro-
leum (having the general formula C„H„),—which must remain
anomalous,—and also the products from oil of cumin, the aver-
age of all the other boiling-point differences is 29° 75. The few
individual variations from the number 30°. rarely exceeding a
single degree, may reasonably be attributed to errors of the
thermometer (especially in case of temperatures above 100

c
),

or in some instances to a want of purity of one of the compared
substances; which latter cause I doubt not is the case with the
body from petroleum boiling at 37°, as upon this body I had
bestowed less labor in fractioning than upon most of the others,
on account of the extreme volatility and consequent loss of the
substance, by which the quantity had become so much reduced
that I could ill afford further loss. In the case, also, of cymole
from oil of cumin, and cumole from cuminic acid, in which the
boiling-point difference varies only l

0-
5 from the common differ-

ence of 30°, the want of perfect agreement may be fairly ac-

counted for by the fact that the quantity of cumole at command
was too small to admit of continuing the process of fractioning
far enough to ob ts y of boiling-point. Incon-
sequence, also, of the quantity being so small, the determination
of the boiling-point of cumole is less reliable, as this had to be
conducted in a test-tube. It came into full ebullition at 148°4,
the temperature rising gradually to 151

0-6 (observed tempera-
tures), at which latter temp i nearly to dry-
ness. The distillation occupied thirteen minutes in passing over
the range of three degrees. The average of the extremes, with
the usual correel . was taken for the boiling-

Pomt. Abel/ 8 who probably operated on a larger quantity,
found the boiling-point of cumole to be 148°. It does not ap-
pear that he applied the corrections for pressure and the upper
column of mercury. I do not doubt that the true boiling-point
of this body will be found to be 150°, which would establish the
difference of 30° between it and cymole.

.
I would here remark that this difference of 30° for the addi-

tion of C
2H 3 was first observed while engaged in fractioning

Pennsylvania petroleum, and the oil from Albert coal,—substan-
ces the most difficult to separate, on account of the presence in
each of two parallel series of constituents, whose boiling-points
he so near together.
As no one had preceded me in the investigation of these sub-

stances, my mind was as far as possible unbiased as to the boil-
lng-points of the constituents of these mixtures. I was, however,
aware of the beautiful relation between elementary constitution
and boiling-point which Kopp had discovered, and' familiar with
the fact that the more recent investigations had shown the boil-
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ina-point difference among homologous hydrocarbons to be about
22° 5. If there was any one thing which more than another
tended to bias me, it was the recent work of Church 19 on the
boiling-points in the benzole series, in which he made t

'

point difference invariably 22° and a fraction, a number varying
but 3° from the theory of Kopp. Soon after the publication of
Church's results, however, Kopp80

accepted the number 22°-5 as

about the boiling-point difference in this series, therefore regard-
ing it as one of the exceptional series in which the boiling-point
difference is greater than 19°. The work of Church had certainly
the appearance of having been performed with great care, con-
ducting to a beautiful harmony of results. My confidence in

his determination of boiling-points was increased not a little by
his alleged discovery in coal-naphtha of xylole, boiling at 126°-2,

indicating a more thorough ana; "than those

i been previously published. This body, the supposed
middle member of the benzole series, had up to 'that time been
regarded as wanting in coal-tar naphtha, although all of the
other members, above and below it, were found to be present,—
an anomaly not easily reconciled with am plausibl- theor in

regard to the formation of these bodies. In view of these'cir-

cumstances, therefore, I was naturally led, from analogy, to an-

rt the boiling-point difference among the hydrocarbons
from petroleum and Albert coal would not vary much from 20°.

Not being able, however, to reci is facts and
theories on this subject the indications which were being grad-
ually unfolded by my seemingly unerring process of separation,
1 was compelled to lay aside all bias, and to regard these indica-

. much greater difference of

. a_L than had previously been
supposed to exist in this class of substances.

Having finally established beyond question the common dif-

ference of 30° for the addition of C aH 3 among the hydrocarbons
irorn Albert coal and petroleum (the third series from petroleum,
with the difference of 20°, had not then been reached), I began
to surmise that this difference might be found to be common
among all other series of hydrocarbons. In this connection my
mind naturally reverted to the earlier determinations of the
Doi ing.points of the members of the benzole series, some of
which especially those of benzole and toluole, which had been
more studied than the

\

80° might

ESI! M
G the

i!,
Ue difference for the addition of C.H. in this

series My confidence in Church's determinations "thus began

r„S? and
?
n

,

a%' l undertook to make a thorough analy-
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lS there shown, the boiling-point difference in the benzole series

i also 30°, and the number of its members is reduced to four,

1 place of five, as alleged by Church.

This difference of 30'*, thus shown to be so common with the

ydrocarbons, is so much larger than the difference of 19° which

.opp had found so frequent in other classes of substances, that

le discrepancy cannot be regarded otherwise than as conclusive

vidence, if such were wanting, that all liquid bodies do not obey

se series in which the boiling-point difference f

difference of C 3H 3
may be greater than 19°, of which Kopp

already furnished some examples.

hat the difference may also be less than 19° in some series

ives confirmation from the facts presented in the following

")/ the Nitro-compounds derived from
Benzole Series.

the Hydrocarbons of the

*e of stance. Forcu.a. BoHins-poiot.

C 2H 2

C2H 2

C2H2

138

13-4tro-toluole,

tro-isocumole,

C 12H 5
N04

C..H. N04
C 1G H„ NO.
C 18H 1XN0 4

212'Ij

y the Alkaloids derived from the Hydrocarbons of the Benzole

Series.

eof substance . *«*. Bon^-point STn'cZ SS*£

iline, C I2H 7
N

C 14H 9
N

C HUN
C 18 H 13N

184°6?

201-7$

216-0*

C2H 2

C2H2
C 2H2

171

egard to the results presented in the last two tables it

e remarked, first, that of the difference shown in the table

ro-compounds, viz: an average of 13°-6, the discrepancy

between this and the number 19°, being I

leave no room for reasonable doubt that this is one of those

ceptional series in which the boiling-point dif •h.m

19° for the elementary difference of aH As this series does

not appear to have been examined by Kopp, I have taken care

to make as accurate a determination of the difference as circum-

stances would allow. The boiling-points were corrected as usual

for pressure and the upper mercurial column. The boiling-
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points which have already been published of these bodies, so far

as I have noticed, appear to have been given in the observed,

i. e. uncorrected temperatures. The quantities of nitro benzole

and nitro-toluole which I operated upon were sufficiently large,

and of a high degree of purity, presenting perfectly constant

boiling-points. The quantity of nitro-xylole, however, was not

so large as would have been desirable. Although the boiling-

point of this body is doubtless very nearly correct, those of mtro-

benzole and nitro-toluole are more to be relied upon; and

omitting the fraction, the number 14° may, I think, be safely

taken as the true boiling-point difference in this series. Second-

ly, that the \ in the series of alka-

loids, being only 2° under the number 19°, cannot reasonably

justify the assumption that this small discrepancy of 2° is attrib-

utable to impurity of the substances, or to inaccuracy in the de-

termination of the boiling-points, when it is considered that

great care was taken to obtain a high degree of purity and accu-

racy, and when it is considered also that previous observers

have made this discrepancy larger than mine. It was on ac-

count of the fact that so small a discrepancy would naturally

raise a doubt as to the reliability of the determinations, and for

the reason that Kopp' - series of alkaloids as

agreeing tolerably well with his general law, that special care

was taken on my part to arrive at a correct result. I am confi-

dent, therefore, that the boiling-point difference here will not be

found to vary more than a fraction from 17°. Of the absolute

accuracy of the boiling-points themselves I do not speak so con-

fidently, since these depend so much on the accuracy of the

thermometer at these high temperatures; but the correction ot

any errors which may have arisen from this source would not

be likely to alter the relation, and the difference between the

jmts would still remain about the same. This remark

applies with equal force as to the reliability of the other boiling-

points presented in this paper, especially of those of high tem-

peratures.

It remains now to consider the foregoing facts with reference

to the other theories mentioned.



Art. XXni.—Barometer ; by Ja

growing demand for facilit

of mechanical appliances which have for their purpose to make
automatic records of phenomena practically free from sensible

errors. The remarks about to be made are"suggested by exper-

iments and calculations that have been made preliminary to the

construction of a compensated, self-registering barometer. The
form of instrument to which they relate is an improvement upon
the apparatus called the "Syphon Barometer." In the course

of the ex; a syphon of steel was made, the

dimensions of which are approximately as follows, viz: vacuum
chamber—length=4'5 inches; diameter=041 inch. Section of

tube connecting the vacuum chamber with the base of the sy-

phon—lengl diumeter=0'3 inch. A capillary

passage through the base connects these parts with the short arm
of the syphon. Before filling the tube with mercury, a piston

with a porous packing was introduced into the detached and in-

verted long arm of the syphon, the open end of the tube being

embraced by a suitable funnel to prevent loss of mercury.

Mercury was then filtered into the tube, above the packing of

the piston, until the whole tube was filled, the funnel around its

open end embracing an excess. The piston was then made to

wipe the v.
-Viird wlth"

drawn from the tube bv a pumping process—wiping and pump-
ing successive portions' of the tube repeatedly, the mercury fil-

tering through the porous packing of the piston into a vacuum.

Tests for vacuum expanded any remaining bubbles of air, and

the pumping process"
'-' ecl the tuDe an(i lts

contained mercury to a condition indicative of a perfect vacuum

which has maintained its integrity through a period of over six

months under circumstances well calculated to test it. The pro-

cess of boilino- usuallv deemed essential, was omitted. The

operation* •

: the short

arm and vacuum chambers are nearly large enough to remedy

ilarity and adhesion to the free movement ot

the mercury. The syphon is supported by an adjusting screw

beneath its base. In the short arm of the syphon, and m con-

1 mercury, is an iron float, the diameter of

>3 the mercury, is about 0"25 inch. The

contact is perfected bv amalgamation. The float is suspended

by a sic. ;
oich passes around a

wheel 1 inch in diameter, the axis of which is about 02 inch

in diameter and rests on four friction wheels. One end of the

axis of the 'wheel carries an index which points to divisions on

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XL, No. 119.-Sept., 1865.
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a dial graduated to hundredths of an inch ; the spaces between
the divisions are sufficiently wide to be readily divided into tenths

(= thousandths of an inch) by an experienced eye. Behind the

index, and attached to the same axis, is a very light skeleton

wheel three inches in diameter, the periphery of which is grooved
for the reception of a very fine silk cord which supports a light

metallic frame carrying a registering point, the movements of

which are restricted to a vertical path by means of a very slen-

der guide-wire. The metallic frame and registering-point are

rather more than counter-poised by the weight of the float that

communicates with the mercury. The amount of friction invol-

ved in these parts is slight and does appreciably interfere with

the movements of the mercury. The pully which is embraced
in this arrangement, and which transmits the movements of the

mercury to the registering point, - eight times;

but as only one half of the barometical fluctuation is manifested

in the short arm of the syphon, the scale of record requires four

standard inches for the measurement of a barometrical inch.

The registering apparatus embraces a number of cylinders

(the axes of which are parallel with the vertical path of the

ig point) for the purpose of moving a fillet of paper six

inches wide, so as to receive impressions from the registering

point; also, a registering hammer with a radius of f inch, con-

sisting of a bar of metal six inches long, revolving about an

axis parallel with itself and the axis of the cylinders, so as to

impinge on the registering point verse across

the fillet of paper. It would be better were these parts de-

signed to embrace eight instead of six- inches movement of the

registering point. The registering apparatus is operated by
clock work which imparts motion at stated intervals, as one
hour, a half or a quarter, as may be determined by shifting the

position of a lever arranged for that purpose. The announce-
ment may be new that a syphon barometer contains within itself

the elements by means of which it may be successfully compen-
sated for temperature.

Compensation, outside of, and separate from the tube itself, is

objectionable for two reasons: first, the error of temperature
varies with the height of the barometrical column, and
the quantity of mercury in the syphon-;
determine another condition which establishes compensation at

onepomtof ekvation of the barometrical column, above or below
wnicn tne error of temperature is variable, plus or viimis

:

second, any system of compensation outside of the syphon, will

ssamy involve mechanical complexities liable to disturb-
i by slight causes.
hese additions wi

which, if bestowed upon the compensation
would permanently obviate all difficulties.
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The question of compensation will now be examined, requir-

ing only the comprehension and aid of the artisan that it may be
wrought into a practical solution, at once available for the pur-

poses of the meteorologist.

Proceeding upon the assumption that the maximum elevation

of the mercury in the barometer is below the limit of 32 inches,

let there be supposed a syphon of iron or steel free from flaws,

the long arm of which has an elevation of 32 inches, the short

arm an elevation of 6 or more inches, their diameters being any
convenient unit and equal.

1 The communication between the

two arms of the syphon may be a small orifice (say 0-03 inch in

diameter) through the base, large enough to permit free passage

for the mercury, and small enough to admit of handling the

syphon in the necessary manipulations of erection without en-

dangering loss of its contents by a sudden movement. The con-

tents of the passage through the base may be disregarded in the

calculations on which the compensation depends. Now, regard

the long arm and the passage through the base of the syphon as

having been filled with mercury at the temperature of 32° F.

The elements which enter into the compensation of the syphon

require to be considered, viz: a unit of volume of mercury at

32° F., becomes at 212°, 1-018018 (Guyot's Tables)=A ;
a linear

unit of iron at 32°, becomes at 212°, 1-0012534363 (Hassler)=B.

The theoretical elevation of a barometrical column of 32

inches by a change of temperature from 32° to 212° F., will be

32 A. The excess over its former elevation may be expressed

V the terms 32 (A-l). In the syphon, the iron tube expands

by the rate B in .each of its three cubic dimensions, two of

which (involved in the square of the diameter) tend to diminish

the elevation of the mercury by enlarging its sectional area, so

that the elevation of the column miglit be expressed by 32—v

referring to a tube closed at its base and open at top ;
the excess

over its original elevation may be expressed by the terms

82
(^

-1
)' This last expression is less than the unit of excess

of elevation due to temperature =32(A-l) which it is neces-

sary should be attained in the long arm of the syphon, to estab-

lish compensate
1

1

as a theoretical

consideration). The decimal proportion of the actual excess of

elevation of the mercury in the tubes to the required excess of

i obtained from the expression
oi'i.A-

1 efficiency muv suggest something between these extremes.
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the general application of this expression to the computation of

the compensation of the syphon, the expression is
v ' in

1 H(A-l) '

which H is made successively equal to 32, 31, 30, 29, &c, as far

as it may be necessary to proceed. The difference in value of
the numerator and denominator of this fraction, represents the
error of temperature for 212°. Regarding the expression

82(bM
"HCA^T aS being but a fractional portion of the required

unit of excess of elevation for temperature, it will be understood
that the volume of mercury which it represents may have its

i its sectional area. Thus, if the
expression be regarded as a unit of elevation but a fraction of
sectional area, the square root of the expression becomes a diam-
eter. This process modifies the form of the upper end of the
long arm of the syphon, converting it to a truncated chamber of
the form of a solid of revolution, the smaller end at top. The
lines of vertical section of this solid are curves, the a

of which is the axis of the tube. The diameter of the conical
chamber, beginning at top and measuring at intervals of half an
inch, are in the following values, which relate to the original
unit of diameter

:

*"
u

- 1X169970

liS? ^rVe Which defines the outlines of the chamber is so

thrl
a

i t?
artUre from a ri§ht line (Gtf0448S in the limits of

sttiah?—^ °f
S
he cavit>') that ifc maJ «e regarded as a

straight line in the calculations which define the proper length
of the solid of revolution without involving sensible errors in

This oTT10
?,*

The Solid of revolution becomes then a cone,

len'th oAi •

en
^

braCe the Same cubic "P** as an e(^
aal

mefn£t i

0riginal tube
'
and ifc must therefore have the same

mean sectional area
; make x = base of cone, d = truncated top

(diameters), the value of . may be found from^£= 1.^S Th
j.

S Value occurs ^tween the diameters 1069975
™'»*4 and its location is determined by the proportion
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of its difference from the first of these two stated diameters, to
their own difference. The length of the cone by this process is

4-035700 inches, a very small fraction too short (when the curv-
ature is considered) for perfect compensation; but the resulting

errors are inappreciable.

In the proposed compensated syphon, the interior capacity and
mercurial contents are intended to be the same as if the tube
were of uniform diameter. The object sought is to secure in the

long arm of the syphon the theoretically required elevation due
to temperature, so that no errors of temperature will be differ-

entiated between the two arms of the syphon. The conical

chamber will accomplish this object by imparting the required

elevation at the expense of diameter. But this modification of

the upper end of the long arm changes its relation to the pre-

viously cylindrical short arm of the syphon, and requires that

the short arm should be an inverted fac simile of the conical

chamber, so that under the influence of barometrical changes, a

given portion of the column of mercury transferred from the

contents of one arm to the contents of the other shall not un-

dergo any change of vertical dimensions. In effect, the full

cubic contents of the conical vacuum chamber will occupy the

same conical space (at the temperature 32°) at all elevations of

the barometrical column, the vacancy in the vacuum chamber

being equalled by the space occupied by mercury in the short

arm of the syphon.
The tendency of the surface of the mercury to assume a

spherical form with increased elevation may require a trifling

adjustment. Another adjustment may also be necessary on ac-

count of the tendency of the mercury to seek that position in a

conical space which least dii
'•

.,.

At the temperature 32° F. the lower limit of utility of the

syphon will be reached with a barometrical pressure of 23*929

inches, the upper limit being 32 inches. The point at which

> the pressure 27483489 inches a Above that
j

le si<m as m the ordinary barometer; below

that point the sign of the error is inverted

The point of self-compensation for a cylindrical tube corres-

ponds to the section of mean diameter, or rather, diameter of

mean sectional area of the conical chambers.

The following table exhibits the temperature errors of a cylin-

drical syphon of 32 inches range, for 212°.
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Art. XXIV.— On a new Illuminatorfor Opaque objects

powers of the Microscope; by H. L. Smith, of Kenyon College.

In attempting to study the structure of the diatomaceous frus-

tule, I found it impossible to view it with high powers as an

opaque object, by any means hitherto devised. In a valuable

paper on the scales of the Podura, (Mic. Jour., N. S., vol. ii, p.

86), Mr. Richard Beck has stated that there is no dirl

viewing them as an opaque object with the -Jth in. objective and

condensers rightly placed. Any illumination of Diatoms thus

obtained is almost useless, from the great obliquity of the light,

and with powers higher than the -|th in. is quite impossible.
Mr. Ross's ingenious arrangement, suggested by Mr. Brooke,

of a plain reflector, flush with th< ."..jective,

and receiving light from a truncated ellipsoidal reflector below,

is so exceedingly difficult to use, and only with a special mount-
ing of the object, that it has never been generally adopted. Mr.

"Wenham's method is entirely inaj s, inasmuch
as it depends upon the total reflection of the light from the. un-

der surface of the glass cover of a mounted object, and in such

case the Diatoms, from their transparency, and the near coincid-

ence of refractive index of silex w mting fluid,

throw back but a feeble light and are nearly invisible. The use

of the well known collimating eye-piece suggested to me the

idea of making the objective its own condenser, and upon com-
municating this idea to Mr. Wales, already well known for the

excellence of his objectives, he at once sent me a trial instru-

ment. This first illuminator proved so far successful that I was
induced to persevere, and with his assistance an "Illuminator"
has been constructed which gives entire satisfaction, and an-

swers admirably with all objectives from a TVth to a TVth -

It must be borne in mind that there are certain difficulties to

be overcome in this mode of illumination, the chief of which is

the reflection of the light from the posterior surface of the back
combination of the objective. All the difficulties are now sur-

mounted, and there is no trouble in v^win- Iiiatoms, or other
objects, mounted dry, and unco\ hest powers
of the microscope, and with abu : and this

without any trouble in mounting tie discs or
pins, bm using the ordinary 3 in. bv 1 in. slide.
As 1 do not here intend describing the instrument in detail, 1

box, having the « Society screw h it to any
microscope tube, and at the bottom, to reci
and so constructed that it can be .. ith re-

gard to the light A brass draw. mov< I I y sci -.v and milled
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head, slides into the box, and carries a reflector of silver also
movable on its own axis by means of small
toward edge of the reflector is curved, and it is concave, having
a focus of about six inches. By means of the screw, the curved
edge of this reflector can, when adjusted at an angle near 45°, be
pushed more or less over the opening at the back of the objec-
tive. Opposite to the reflector, and attached to one side of the
box, is a revolving circle of diaphragms, of great use in regulat-
ing the light, so as to exclude all fog or glare ; the apertures
vary from /5 ths to jTth of an inch.

I had supposed that the idea of making the objective its own
illuminator was ori^ ml. until very recently, when I found that
-Dr. Riddell had proposed to place Shadbolt's annular ring behind
one of the lenses of the objective, and to reflect light, received
up by the side of the lens, back down through it.

1

I need not
say that this method is entirely impracticable; it would require
a very peculiar mounting of the objective, and also of the ob-
ject, to allow the rays to pass up into the ring in order to be
again transmitted down through the objective. Moreover, par-
allel rays would scarcely answer, as the working distance of the
objective is not exact' ich it would condense

it This, however, might be rem-
edied. It is hardly desirable to receive the illumination from all

sides. A m ire much more clearly.

i attempted, at first, to employ as the reflector, a disc of the thin

g|ass, or two or three of them, used as covers of microscopic
objects. A very good illumination, without sensible interfer-

ence with definition, when the glasses are clean and well selected,

may thus be obtained ; and the reflection, from the posterior sur-

face of the objective lens, may be entirely removed by a Nich-
pl's prism over the eye-piece; but by an illumination produced

ay the field has a peculiar flatness, no shadows are per-

ceived
; there is the same difference that one experiences in view-

ing the in ss in the moon when she is in

i and when she is fully illuminated. Indeed, I have
found that nothing can compare with the unilateral illumination
from the b\ managed. A fixed reflector

attached to th • oV-j. etive. has. I believe, been recently proposed
by one of th ins as an improvement; but it is

very obviou to the adjustable one, which not
only answers for different objectives, but, from the very fact of
being movable, enables the light to be condensed in the most

Perfect ma 3 wanted, and, with the slightest

touch, rem . I think it will sufficiently ap-

pear that th
' effect, is

in reality novel, and no modification of Dr. Riddell's, as has been
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stated. It would be strange if the idea of a reflector behind

the objective had not occurred to this ingenious and veteran mi-

croscopist ; but if so he seems never to have carried it out in

practice. In the annual address of the President of the Micro-

scopical Society of London, Feb. 11, 1857, four years after he

proposed the annular ring, we find the following: "This is a

problem," the illumination of opaque objects under the highest

powers of the microscope, " the solution of which has been at-

tempted by numerous adepts in manipulation with only very

iccess." He then speaks of Mr. Wenham's method as

by far the best. If then, Dr. Eiddell, or any one else, had pre-

viously succeeded in accomplishing so desirable an object, why
has it been kept secret? It is not the one who may have bad

vague ideas as to the possibility of accomplishing certain results

who is to be considered as the real benefactor ; rather he who

puts it in tangible shape before the world, and, surmounting the

difficulties of practice, makes the idea a reality. I make these

latter remarks because I have heard, with some surprise, that it

has been stated, by an optician of deserved celebrity, in a meet-

ing of the Microscopical Society of New York, that the "Illu-

minator," as constructed bv Mr. Wales, is only a poor modifica-

tion of Dr. Riddell's method.
As the "Illuminator" is already in the hands of many, I ap-

pend a few simple directions as to its use. The objective must

be adjusted for an uncovered object, though I find few are

rightly marked. An ordinary paper-covered slide, with bits of

gold leaf on it, answers admirably as an object to adjust the

light. The Illuminator being screwed on to the tube, and the

circle of diaphragms placed facing the light, (J find the ordinary

coal-oil lamp with flat flame to answer admirably, the flat side

being toward the reflector), turn the reflector at an angle of about

45°, and allow the light to enter the largest aperture of the

a. By means of the screw, push the reflector forward

nearly as far as it will go. Turn the reflector on the axis of the

tube, and on its own axis, until the light, which may be placed

10 or 12 inches to the left of the microscope, and directly oppo-

• reflected down on the paper-cov-

\ the tube of the micros ip to about

the position it will occupy when the objective is screwed on and
in focus. The light thus reflected down, should appei
the curved edge of the reflector, in the axis of the tube, when
looking through the tube, the eye-piece being removed. Now
screw on the objective, and before replacing the eve-piece bring
it into focus. The field will appea dialed, as in

using a lens » with a lieberkuhn; if not, a slight movement ot

the reflector, or diaphragm, or light, will quicklv accompli^
this. Put in the eye-piece and adjust for focus; if the field is
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not clearly illuminated, say with } in. objective, a little fingering
of the reflector, or diaphragm, will suffice to effect this. The
screw which moves the draw and reflector may now be with-
drawn, uncovering all but about a quarter or one half of one
side of the posterior lens of the objective ; and, if care has
been taken to properly adjust the diaphragm and reflector, a
most brilliantly illuminated field, free from all fog and glare,
will reveal objects with a beauty and clearness inconceivable by
those who have never used high powers of the microscope upon
opaque objects. The most common objects appear with new
and hitherto unsuspected beauty, brilliant not only with their
own proper colors, but reflecting iridescent tints from the thin
membranes.
The diatoms are especially beautiful, and no one can view,

without a sense of profound reverence and unspeakable emotion,
the elegant structure of Arachnoid iscus and Heliopelta; of Sur-
irella or Pinnularia.

In thus accomplishing the illumination of opaque objects un-
der the highest powers of the microscope, a powerful aid to in-

vestigation is furnished, which, I doubt not, will be rightly ap-
preciated.

An inexperienced microscopist may find some difficulty at
first, but a few trials will ensure success, and when properly
used, there is no want of light with the T'*th or T

'

Tth even with
the B or C eye-piece.

Abt. XXV.— On a new Growing /Slide for the Microscope; by
H. L. Smith, Kenyon College.

Jn studying the growth and conjugation of the Diatomaceae, I

have felt the want of some means of keeping them alive for a
lQng time under the microscope; and have devised for this pur-
Pose, the slide to be described, which appears fully to meet all

requisitions
; and, as it can be readily made by any tolerably

expert microscopist, it will, I am certain, be considered a valu-
able, addition to microscopical apparatus.

,

/he whole slide, as I have constructed it, is a trifle more than
jr & of an inch in thickness. It consists of two rectangular glass
Plates 3X2 in., and about ft in. thick, separated by thin strips

f SJass of the same thickne'ss, cemented to the interior opposed
aces

i,
as shown in the figure.

ihis closed cell, ultimately destined to be filled with i
lot of such "-- '

c°udenser
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as is employed for the small cheap looking glasses, and easil

obtained.

The upper plate has a small hole,

a, drilled through it. This is ef-

fected by means of the ordinary

writing diamond, and the sharp

edge of a broken steel brooch or

small rat-tail file. A hole can be
drilled through glass of this thick-

nted at c serves to prevent the thin glass cover placed over

the object from sliding. Another strip of glass is cemented on

-the lower side of the cell at d, but not extending as far as the

removed part at b. The object of this is to prevent the water

in the cell from being removed by capillary attraction, in case

the slide in the neighborhood of b should be a little wetted.

This strip is not, however, absolutely necessary.

To use the slide, fill the space between the two plates with clean

water, introduced at 6, by means of a pipette, and also place a

drop on a to remove the air. The object being pat on the top

of the slide and wetted is now to be covered with a large square

of thin glass, e, at the same time covering the hole a. Ine

slide can now be placed upright, or in any position no water

can escape. It is, in fact, only a new application of the old

principle of the bird-fountain. As the water evaporates from

under the cover more is supplied through the hole a, and from

time to time an air bubble enters at Z>; thus, a constant circula-

tion is maintained. A cell of the size named will need rj;P
leI\"

ishing only about once in three days, and this is readily effected

without disturbing the object. I have been enabled to make

observations by means of this slide, which it would have been

very difficult, if not impossible, to have made without it.
<

I had intended to have reserved the description of this and

some other microscopic apparatus until I had completed my in-

vestigations upon the growth of the Diatoms, in order to publistt

all together,; but new and unexpected developments will so aelay

.this publication, that I have deemed it best to describe the slide

at once, that others might have the benefit of it as well as

myself.
8

<

Note.—I consider it an act of justice to a young artist, to men-

tion the very remarkable performance of a T
*
Tth objective lately

received from Mr. Wales. 1 This objective is furnished with two

backs, one for direct, the other for oblique light. This mode ot

>se from some correspondence between Mr-

". Wales & Co., Fort Lee, Bergen Co., New Jerwy.
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"Wales and myself, appears to be more effective than that of a
double front, as adopted by Mr. Tolles. The glass in question

has a mean aperture of 115° with the direct light back, and of
120° with the oblique. The definition with the former, upon

and Confervas, is truly magnificent; and upon the pre-

pared Dial : to a fine Smith & Beck ith, not

only with direct, but with oblique light. With the oblique back
the definition is equally fine when using direct light, but the ob-

jective being now a little under-corrected it is not as pleasant.

With oblique light, however, especially very oblique light, it is

amazingly sharp and clear and most beautifully corrected.

Thus, I have no difficulty in resolving with it the Hyalodifr

cas Californicus, of Bailey, or Grammatophora subtilissima, of

Greenport, as well as the delicate Cuban Amphipleura, now well

known to many Ameri -:mens dis-

tributed by Mr. W. S 'I hfive

never been able to resolve with any English objective under

an ith. The working distance of this objective is more than ,\ih

of an inch

!

The resolutions above named were effected by the concave

mirror of the microscope-stand, and not by any special contriv-

ances for oblique illumination. It is, however, for their beauti-

ful perform '

aI
f.'

s ob
T
"

jectives. I ha - a th. which, on Podura, excels anything 1

have yet seen of like power in exquisite definition. Both this

and the T
«
Tth objective bear the highest eye-pieces without loss

of definition or want of light. I need hardly say that a Atn
which thus defines and resolves objects, considered as fair tests

for an ith but a year or two ago, is a wonderful specimen of

optical skill.

Spectrum analysis has become, in all its bearings a subject

of so much importance both in chemistry and physics, that a sim-

ple and efficient method of exhibiting the phenomena to an audi-

ence is an important need to all teachers of physical science.

Having tried several plans without obtaining toe denmtenaa

or brilliancy required, I finally devised the following, which

has been completely successful. By placing my lantern at the

distance of from 50 to 60 feet from the curtain, I obtain a spec-

trum from 20 to 25 feet in length and about 18 inches in breadth,

with all the brilliancy that can be desired and without any dif-

fused light, which greatly impairs the beauty and distinctness of
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the phenomena as they have been hitherto exhibited. My ap-

paratus may be best described under three heads : First, the

electric regulator; secondly, the lantern with the adjustable slit

and lenses ; and, lastly, the prisms for dispersing the light.

The light is obtained by means of a powerful gal \

tery. I have found that" fifty Bunsen cells of 1 1

; n ?ize

(about 7 inches high) were quite sufficient. The metal whose

spectrum is required, is volatilized in the voltaic arc and almost.

•
- "__

any of the numerous electric regulators may be used for the ex-

periment. I used for a long time a Deleuil regulator, and in

ator in connection with the
uacu xur a long lime a ueieuu reguiaioi,

a is shown of this regulator in connection \
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regulator better

of Paris. The
i small cylinder

metal. The positive pole is formed of a coke pencil such as is

used in most electric lamps. The poles are so arranged that they
can be raised or lowered at will, and the milled heads, which
regulate the motion, are placed for convenience at the base of
the instrument. The coke cylinder forming the negative pole is

fastened to the rim of a circular brass disk, which also supports

four other similar cylinders. So that, by turning the disk, one
after the other may be brought under the positive pole, and dif-

ferent metals volatilized in the voltaic arc without further ad-

justment.

The electric regulator is placed within a dark lantern, as

shown in fig. 1, resting on a movable platform, which can be

moved backward or forward by the screw B. The lantern is

made of wood like a square box, see figs. 1, 2 and 3, with

doors on two opposite sides as large as the box will permit

The upper part of each door is made of wood and hung on

tinges in the usual way; but from this is suspended a thick

cloth curtain, which, while covering the lower part of the door-

way, enables' the experimenter to adjust the poles without open-

ing the lantern. The wooden doors, moreover, are glazed with

very deeply colored glass in double plates of blue over red

through which the experimenter can see the carbon poles when

ignited by the galvanic current.

The elect ed in the lantern so that the car-

bon poles shall be directly behind and within half an inch of an

adjustable slit, which should be about half an inch high and TVth

to ith of an inch wide. This slit forms a part of a brass cap

which slides on one end of a brass tube, while into the other

end is screwed a camera tube such as is used by photographers

for taking portraits. The lenses of the combination which I use

are three inches in diameter, and the focal length is about 5£

inches. This size cannot be advantageously exceeded, but the

shorter the focal length of the combination the better. The slit

is placed at the focus of the combination, and the position of the

lenses with reference to the slit is adjusted by means of the rack

and pinion usually attached to camera tubes. The brass tube

with the slit and lenses just described is fastened to a thin board,

which slips into a movable wooden frame on the front of the

lantern, (see fi- 2) a portion of the tube with the slit project-

ing into the box/as shown in fig. 1. The object of^the mov-

able frame is to ad in.
ot the sl,t wlt

,

ret"

erence to the voltaic arc, so'as to keep the slit constantly m
front of the luminous flame, which, as is well known, shifts its
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position from one side to the other of the carbon poles in a most
irregular manner. The means of adjustment just referred to are

shown in fig. 2.

The frame F is connected by iron bars with a pivot which
turns in the wooden block G. Moreover, to the top of the

frame there is attached a fiat iron bar, which ends in the handle
D, a stout' steel spring attached to the front of the box serving

to keep the bar in place although permitting a slight lateral

motion. By moving then the handle D the slit with the leDses

may be moved to one side or the other, as the position of the

flame may require. Finally, the bar G slides between two
grooved wooden bars, and may be moved by the screw E. Thus
the frame may be raised or lowered, and the slit kept constantly

midway between the carbon poles.

It remains now to describe the prisms, by which the light is

dispersed. I use for the purpose two large sulphid of carbon
prisms having a refractory angle of 60°. They were made from
a large and thick glass tube three inches in diameter, with faces

of ordinary plate glass cemented to the cells with a mixture of

glue and molasses. They are securely fastened in a wooden box,

which is made of such a shape that when the light passes at the

angle of least deviation the rays will enter the box perpendicu-
lar to one side, and will leave it perpendicular to another. The
box is closed except at the two en r apertures

are made three inches in diameter, and these can be closed with

covers when the prisms are not in use. A section of the box
and prisms is shown at C, fig. 1. It is here drawn on the same
plane as the section of the lantern, but when in use it is at right

angles to this plane.
Having a knowledge of the various parts of- the apparatus, the

method of using it can be readily understood. The lantern hav-
ing been placed on an elevating stand with a revolving table

1
at

a distance of 50 or 60 feet from a curtain or white wall, the
prism box is placed at one side on a similar table, and adjusted
so that while the axis of one of the circular openings is per-

pendicular, or nearly so, to the screen, the axis of the other
opening will coincide with the axis of the lenses when the lan-

tern is turned on the revolving table through the required
angle; see fig. 1. The lantern being now directed to the
screen, the electric regulator having been adjusted so that the
point of contact of the carbon poles is in the axis of the lenses
and about two inches behind the slit, and the galvanic circuit
having been closed so as to produce the electric light, the focal
distance of the lenses is so adjusted as to form a distinct image
of the slit on the screen. We then turn the lantern on the re-

1
T3ie stands used by photographers are well adapted for the purpose.
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volving table so that the light shall pass through the prism, and
we have at once the projection of the spectrum in all its beauty
over 20 feet in length and 18 inches or more in breadth. To
produce now the spectrum of a metal we first sepnrate the
poles, and then bring them, by the aid of the screw B, within
half an inch of the slit. Having now placed a small piece of
the metal selected for the experiment in the cavity of the coke-
cylinder, we again bring the poles in contact and slowly sepa-
rate them as the heat increases, until the light emitted by the
iguited carbon is wholly intercepted by the edges of the slit and
the lenses are illuminated only by the ignited vapor between the
poles. We then have the spectrum of the metal, which con-
tinues in perfect purity so long as the space between the poles
remains filled with the metallic vapor. When, however, the
supply diminishes, either in consequence of the consumption of
the metal, or on account of the failing strength of the battery,
the bright bands, which distinguish the elements of the air, will

appear at the same time with those of the metal. The metals
which I have found best adapted to these experiments, are cop-
per, zinc, brass (which gives the bands of copper and zinc to-

gether), mercury, thalium, sodium, lithium, potassium, cadmi-
um, antimony, lead, gold and silver; and of these the first seven
give the n, lit* I use them all

in the metallic state with the exception of lithium, which I use
as carbonate, moistening the salt before placing it on the pole.

It is import! rate coke cylinder for each metal,

as otherwise, unless the cavity is most carefully cleaned out be-

tween the experiments—and for this there generally is no time—
the spectra will be confused by the reappearance of the bands of
the metals previously used.
These experiments can be varied by projecting on the screen

the image of the carbon poles with the stream of glowing vapor
between them, and thus showing the color of the light before it

is decomposed ; and for this purpose it is only necessary to direct

the lenses to the screen, and, having removed the brass cap,

which carries the slit, to re-adjust the focal distance of the

lenses.

The reversal of the sodium band can also be readily shown.
For this purpose we arrange the apparatus so as to produce a

continuous spectrum, as first desc: rpose be-

tween the poles and the slit the flame of a Bunsen lamp, and in

this flame we insert a small spoon containing metallic sodium.

A dark line soon appears crossing the yellow portion of the

spectrum in the position of the sodium band. It is convenient

to have a small shelf in the box, to support the lamp, so hung
on hinges that it will drop out of the way when its support is

removed.
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Again, the formation of dark lines crossing the spectrum,

similar in appearance to the solar lines, can be shown by inter-

posing between the lenses and the prism a vessel with parallel

jr hyponitric acid or iodine vapor. Such a

vessel is eaa iece of glass tubing—three inches

in diameter and four inches long—by cementing plates of glass

to the open ends and drilling a hole through the sides, into

which a glass stopper may be fitted.

Finally the apparatus may be with a little additional expense

so constructed that it can also be used for projecting photographic

transparencies after the principle of the magic lantern. Small

photographs on glass may thus be used in place of diagrams and

the great geological features of our globe, the glaciers for exam-

ple, may in this way be brought before the eyes of an audience

with almost all the vividness of the reality. The same method

of illustration will be found of great value in teaching other

sciences. For instance, the best way of giving an idea of the

dark lines of the solar spectrum is to take a photograph of the

more refrangible portion and project the image on the wall.

Such photographic trannnrti cirs arc easily made; but as few-

teachers have the means or time for such work, it would be well

if some professional photographer would turn his atl

this department of his art. If the instrument here described is

to be used as a magic lantern it is necessary to have, besides the

regulator above described, a second adapted for giving continuous

light. We have used for some time the regulator now made by

J. Duboscq of Paris, after the plan of Foucault, and we find that

it works very well.

Most of the apparatus here described is so simple that it can

be made by any good mechanic and for this reason we have en-

tered into more detail ise be necessary. The
lenses and other accessories must of course be purchased. The
apparatus can also be ordered from E. S. Eitchie & Co. of Boston.

Cambridge, August 8th, 1865.

Art. XXVII.—On the use of the Bisulphate of Soda as a substitute

for the Bisui,,
; ;0)l f minerals,

especially the Al«mi»o;i ,,/, ,-.,/.; l,y J. LAWRENCE SMITH,
Professor of Chem., University of Louisville.

In referring to the more recent works on analytical chemistry,
I perceive that the bisulphate of potash is still used to the al-

most utter exclusion of bisulphate of soda in rendering certain

minerals soluble; and it is still recommended as the proper
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agent to fuse with, aluminous minerals, as corundum, em-

This subject occupied my attention to a considerable extent
when engaged in the preparation of two memoirs on the geology
and mineralogy of emery presented to the French Academy of
Science in 1850/ as well as in some investigations I am now
making on the emery from Chester, Mass. In the above re-

searches I had a large number of corundums and emeries to an-

alyze. The powdered minerals were fused with the bisulphate of

potash in the usual way, and I found no difficulty in decompos-
ing the minerals; but unfortunately during the operation a
double salt of potash and alumina is formed which is almost in-

soluble in water, or in the acids ; and it is only by a solution of

potash that it is first decomposed and afterward redissolved.

There are mai \ cl -u 1\ itaws and delays attendant upon this

method, which experience soon exhibits—as the constant depo-

sition of alum if the a te dilute. I therefore

ted with the bisulphate of soda, knowing that the

double salt of alumina and soda was quite soluble, and my re-

sults were e tld be desired ;
for while the soda

salt gives a decomposition at least as complete as the potash salt,

the melted mass is very soluble in water, and in the future ope-

rations of the analyses there is no embarrassment from a deposit

of alum. The manner of employing the bisulphate of soda in the

analysis of emery will be referred to in a future article on the

emery of Chester, Mass.
Preparation of the Bisulphate of Soda.—The ordinary com-

mercial article is not sufficiently pure for use, and I prepare it

from pure carbonate of soda or sulphate of soda that has been

purified by recrystallization. In either instance pure sulphuric

acid is added in excess to the salt in a large platinum capsule,

and heated over a flame until the melted mass, when taken up

on the end of a glass rod, solidifies quite firmly. The mass is

. ed to cool ; moving it over the sides of the capsule

ttate this operation. When cool it is readily detached

from the capsule, is then broken up and put into a glass stop-

pered bottle. So far as my experience has yet gone, in almost

bit of using bisul-very instance where we have been in ine naou 01 using o

phate of potash, the bisulphate of soda can be substituted.

c, 1850, and vol. xi, 1851.

,. XL, No. 119.—Sept., 1865.
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Lbt. XXVIIL—Altitudes of Shooting Stars observed on t

of Nov. lB-Uth, 1863, at Washington, Haverford College,

A brief notice of observations made upon shooting stars on
the night of Nov. 13-14th, 1863, was given in this Journal, [2]
xxxvu, 141-145. A collation of the data thus accumulated
shows that seventy-eight meteors were observed at two or more
places so that we can compute with more or less accuracy their
paths. The following table gives the altitudes above the earth's
surface in statute miles (one mile =1609 meters) of the meteors
at their first appearance, and at their disappearance. In the
second column is the hour of the day, and in the fifth column
are numbers designed to express the measure of confidence
which I have in the determinations of the altitudes of the mid-
dle points of the paths. These numbers range from 1 to 10,
and depend upon the probable accuracy of the observations and
the positions of the paths with respect to the observers.
More than half of these altitudes were computed from obser-

vations made by the assistants in the United States Naval Ob-
servatory at Washington, and by a party under the charge of
-Prof. Gummere at Haverford College near Philadelphia. Fre-
quent use has been made, however, of observations at Washing-

l?
n

o u
he partv from the Coast Survey Office under charge of

Mr. Schott, of those at Germantown by Mr. Marsh, at Phila-
delphia by Mr. Vail, at West Town, Pa., by Mr. Hoopes, and else-
where by other persons. The Connecticut Academy of Arts
and Sciences, at whose instance the observations were made, in-
tend to publish them in detail. It has been thought best how-
ever to publish this table in advance in order thaf the informa-
tion which it contains may be in the possession of those who
desire to observe the meteors on the return of the anniversary,
the morning of Nov. 14th prox. There were on that morning

ra^?i
m7e sho

,

oting stars than usual, and there was a decided

ext, n?
m the Sickle m Leo

- We h*ve *ome reason to
expect a still greater increase this year.

Th^hT
6
"? nUmbers °f the table the altitudes are not Siven -

5 feT Wfe not in those cas<* entirely reliable, andZi Ir °f the middle P° ints of the visible paths were
computed. They were as follows:

F

No. 10 mid. alt. H3 miles, w't 3 I No. 37 mid. alt. 50 miles, w't 1
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Ha „,„, dr.. o, the night of Nov. 13-14 h. l -:.

80

Hour. l,t alt. 2d alt. jWeight .No Hour. 1st alt. 2.i alt uv,,;t

13-5

is

ill

102

113

97

83

58

66

80

45

62

3

57

69

63
15-3

15-8

79

so

49

72

?

If the several altitudes in the third column of the table be

multiplied by the corresponding weights, and the sum of the pro-

ducts be divided by the sum of the multipliers, we have the

mean altitude o
arance that is,

96-2 miles or 1549 kilometers. In like manner we fand tor the

mean altitude at extinction 60"8 miles, or 97"8 kilometers

The mean therefore for the middle points is <8-o miles, or 1Z0M

kilometers. The nine special cases give about the same result,

If the altitudes be taken in seven groups, tne several means

for the middle points will be 81% 82 "4, 734, ,4-9, 80 9, iS'O,

and 792 miles. These numbers indicate that there is no essen-

tial difference of altitude for different hours of the mgfct
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The altitudes given in the table are represented to the eye in
the first division of the diagram on p. 253, by a method first

employed, I believe, by Mr. A. S. Herschel. The disl
the two extremities of each line from the base line, AB, repre-
sent respectively the altitudes above the earth's surface of the
corresponding shooting star at its appearance and disappear-
ance. The length of the line represents therefore the amount of
descent, not the length of the path. The dotted lines stand for

those meteors of which the heights of only the middle points
are computed. At the end of this division of the diagram is a
heavy line that represents the mean of all the paths as computed
above. r

In the second division of the diagram is given in like manner
a representation of the paths of 39 meteors observed at New
Haven, Hartford, Williamstown, Wolcottville, Albany, &c.,

J
ntbe night of Aug. 10-Ilth, 1863, (this Journal, [2] xxxvi,

303) The last heavy mark represents the mean. The mean of
the first altitudes is 69-9 miles, or 112-4 kil, and that of the
last altitudes is 56-0 miles, or 901 kil., that of the middle point

62 9 miles. The computations of the observations made at that
time are incomplete. The results thus far obtained, and here
represented, agree well with previous determinations. Thus
the mean altitude of the middle points of meteor paths deduced
from the table in this Journal [2], xxxviii, 136, is found to

a
6 ^°3

x
(luite 60 miles

>
(this Journal [2], xxxix, 194). Mr.

i*P ?e
r
schel from th e same table, and from observations since

published, finds a mean altitude for appearance 73 miles, for

disappearance 52 miles, (Ast. Soc. Notices, March 10th, 1865).
Ihe large majority of the paths from which these results are
obtained belong to August meteors.

It appears, then, that the region in which the November me-
teors appear and disappear, is 15 or 20 miles higher than the
corresponding region for the August meteors. If the decrease
ot density of the atmosphere at this elevation follows the same

fZ-
M I

lfr
ar *e earth '

s surface, the air in the latter region is

forty or fifty times as dense as in the former.
±ne most plausible explanation of this remarkable fact is, that

the two groups of bodies differ iu .eehanical

that oflZust
K°Vember SrouP bein§ more inflammable than

.

It is altofether unlikely that any of the meteors became visi-
Die at a greater altitude than 125 or 150 miles. The &
wl™ °bser™>g is very considerable. It seems impossible

mp^nl /A°u
eXplam ia this waV the large difference between the

means of the computed altitudes of the two groups.
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H. F. Walling on Gravitation.

Art. XXIX.

—

Remarks on Oram Hon to a sup-

posed Universal Force ; by He^ry F. Walling.

The determination of the co-relation between gravity and the
other known physical forces has been the object of numerous
delicate experiments and investigations by many eminent phys-
icists, bat this object has not yet been attained. There is be-

i theory of gravitation.
It has occurred to me that the latter difficulty may be over-

come by the simple supposition of a primary universal force,

the other forces may hereafter be
established.

This universal force may be supposed to fill all space, either

associated with the universal ether, or independent, and to be

exerted along every possible line in both of its directions, form-
ing rays of force passing through every point in all directions.

Inert or gross matter will be acted upon by it, and the compo-
sition of all the rays of force which act upon a given body will

impart motion to it in the direction of the resultant force, pass-

ing through its center of gravity.
Let us now suppose a single atom of matter to exist in space.

We shall readily perceive that there will be no resultant force

since the atom is acted upon in every direction alike, each im-

pinging ray being counteracted by its opposite ray, producing an
equilibrium, in which we may suppose the force of each imping-
ing ray to be decombined or developed from the atom by its

counteracting ray so that the general store of force remains un-

changed.
But let there be two atoms at a given distance from each

other, as A and B in the figure, which we will suppose to be in-

* b definitely small, so that only one line of

.~~
'

" " =^~ force rays may be considered as passing
through the two atoms. This line will be occupied by two
forces ln opposite directions as represented by the arrows. It

will be seen that each atom intercepts the ray which passes
through it before reaching the other, and thus a portion of the

counteracting power of the ray is removed, so that an equiva-
lent resultant force acts upon each atom in the direction of the
other. This action continues d,;. -rant pro-

other
gUn J accelerated motions of both atoms toward each

Let us suppose one of the atoms A to be doubled in quantity
01 inertia, B remaining as before; then the gravitating force of
each toward the other will be doubled, for A having twice the
combining capacity it had before, and being otherwise under
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similar conditions, will absorb twice as much force, and B hav-
ing a double amount of counteracting force removed, will also

combine with twice as much force as before, during each suc-

cessive instant of time, so that B will pass over twice the dis-

tance that A does in the same time, each having a uniformly
accelerated motion toward the other.

"We may consider the entire amount of force traversing any
given line to be infinite, and it follows that the successive ab-

stractions of definite amounts from it will not appreciably di-

ts proportions to finite quantities. Any number of
atoms, therefore, possessing equal quantities of inertia, placed

along a given line, and having equal amounts of counteracting

force removed, will virtually combine with equal amounts of
force from the same ray in equal times.

It evidently follows that any two bodies of matter placed at

a given distance from each other, and acted upon by a given

number of parallel force rays in the two opposite directions,

will, during each successive moment, acquire equal amounts of

force impelling them toward each other, proportional to the

products 'of of the two bodies, the square of

the velocity of each at any given instant being proportional to

the mass of the other.

The proportion of the inverse squares of the distances readily

follows, when we consider the relations of one body to each of

the several atoms of the other. The rays which act upon the

hodv ;„ t }ie direction of the atom, form a pencil centering at

the atom and the counteracting rays form another equal pencil

from the same center in the opposite direction. The aggregate

»f power produced by each pencil at different distances

will be proportional to the area of a figure which the rays pass-

ing through a given section of the body, cutting its center of

>» ill project upon a plane at a fixed distance from the

atom, "and parallel to the given section. This may be seen by

inspecting the figures, in which A represents the atom, B the

body, C D the given section of B, and E F the parallel plane,

at a fixed distance from A. The area of the projected figure

upon E F will of course be in inverse proportion to the square

of the distance AB, and since the same proportion hods be-

tween either body and each several atom of the other it hods

good between the two bodies referred to their centers of gravity.

A growing dislike to the doctrine of inherent attraction, has

existed since the days of Newton, who shared the feeling as

may be seen in the following quotation made by Faraday in
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connection with some recent remarks of his own, showing the

want of harmony between this doctrine and the conservation

"That gravity should be innate, inherent, and essential to

matter, so that one body may act upon another at a distance,

through a vacuum, without the mediation of anything else, by
and through which their action and force may be conveyed from

one to another, is to me so great an absurdity that I believe no
man who has in philosophical matters a competent faculty of

thinking, can ever fall into it. Gravity must be caused by an

agent, acting constantly according lo certain laws; but whether
this agent be material or immaterial I have left to the considera-

tion of my reader."

The idea of an inherent power of matter enabling it to pull

distant and disconnected matter toward it, seems somewhat anal-

ogous to the old idea of an inherent suction power in the piston

of a pump, by which it was supposed to raise the water below it.

The apparent annihilation of power in the equilibrium of

forces in a statical condition, and the deficiency in the total

power of a resultant force, made up of forces in different direc-

tions compounded, may be accounted for by supposing the elim-

inated forces to be mutually decombined from the body acted

upon, and added to the general store of universal force. This

takes place during each successive instant of the time in which

the opposing forces continue to act. When an entire or partial

removal of a given number of counteracting or modifying forces

takes place, a force which would exactly counteract the resultant

of the removed forces is converted from" "potential" into "actual

energy," and produces corresponding motion. The changes in the

velocity and consequent power of motion of the heavenly bodies

are therefore due to the variable amounts of force alternately

drawn from, and restored to, the great reservoir of universal force.

The constant mutual transmission of the radiant forces, in-

cluding light, radiant heat, &c, which apparently takes place

from the surface of all bodies, across vacant spaces, or through
t or diathermanous mediums, can perhaps be ex-

plained by supposing the universal force rays to be modified by
the molecular actions going on v. -h produce
vibrations of such a nature, that at the surface of the bodies
small amounts of counteracting force are alternately added to,

and then partially withdrawn from, the universal force rays, m
minutely brief periods of time, endowing the developed or de-

combined rays with the power of impressing vibrations upon the
surface atoms of any matter which they may encounter, by deter-

mining the resultant force which will take effect upon them.
lhese vibrations are equal in duration and intensity to those by
which they are generated, though perhaps opposite in direction,
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and result in an augmentation of the centrifugal or expansive
motions of the atoms, which is communicable from atom to atom
and convertible into "modes of motion." The differences in

the constituent parts of rays of light and heat, developed by
decomposition, polarization, &c, and due to differences in the

duration, direction, &c, of the generating vibrations, are thus

transmitted and reproduced with rigorous integrity, being equal

in duration, direction and intensity to the generating vibrations,

and in quantity or aggregate effect, inversely proportional to

the squares of the distances.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On a new and very power' v.—In a commu-
nication to the Vienna Academy dated the 16th of March of the present

year, S. Marcus has described a new thermo-electric battery which pos-

sesses extraordinary interest both in a theoretical and practical point of

view. The properties of the new battery are as follows

:

(1.) The electro-motive force of one of the new elements is equal to

jrV of that of a Bunsen's element of zinc and carbon, and its internal re-

i ur, iter tii in that of the

,
\*.) A platinum wire of £ millimeter in thickness introduced into the

(5.) Thirty elements develop in an electro-magnet a lifting power of

(6 ) The'current is generated by warming only one of the contact-

sides of the elements and cooling the other by means of water of the

ordinary temperature. „ . n
As positive metal in these batteries, Marcus employs an alloy of 10 parts

of copper, 6 of zinc and 6 of nickel. The addition of one part of cobalt

^creases the electro-motive force. For the negative metal he uses an

ahoy of 12 parts of antimony, 5 of zinc and 1 of bismuth. The electro-

motive force of ti
repeated fusion. In place of

these alloys a par: M A1Pacca>
mav

be used with the same negative metal ; or, as the positive metal, an alloy

of 65 parts of copper and 31 of zinc, and, as the negative metal, an

alloy of 12 parts of antimony and 5 parts of zinc. The bars are not

soldered but screwed together. The mechanical arrangement is such

that only the positive metal is directly heated, the negative metal being

warmed by conduction ; the former melts at about 1200° O, the latter

at about 600° C.
Am. Jour. Scl-Second Series, Vol. XL, No. 119.-Seft., 1865.
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kn interesting fact in relation to the transformation of heat into elec-
tricity in the ... is that the water which serves to
cool one of t!

,A irmg

is open. The alloys employed in this

-
:

. ..

I

'

- '
'

: :..:.. , -. '
'

should not be expensive, and that the
;nal should resist a high temperature and

The thermo-electric battery i

with reference to the use "

!

\T
The imPortacce of Marcus's invention in a technical point of

view can hardly be ,,,;..;, r
s,.'

, bar-
est method of ob:,

.-,-s and public build-
ings, and even holds out a prospect, perhaps not remote, of applications
in domestic economy.

^
»

Fl

It must be remembered that the step taken by Marcus is, after all, a

shewn that tlr
"~ rf

*
a"d Sief*n

'

^^

srtancetToo^T
tb^^ gh the internal re-

If the progress'of scienc-e'should make uTacqSlTwith metallic"^--• ..-.,.- •-. ,-v,;-^

£, ... ., I V " -Mimed in place oi

n-m^et,,

; .
.

;-'
; -; --

_ .... , ....;. .....,,.:::

vield 10 J f Ti re<
l
u,red

< since our best steam engines do not

ble of doing1*
°

G j

W°rk which th« consumption of the coal is capa-
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* some thermo-i w powr.—
! a variety of mineral BUI

ermo-electiic power at high temperatures. Tlie mineral to be

>d was placed upon one end of a strip of copper while the end
pper wire rested upon the mineral, the whole being pressed to-

o insure contact. The wire and copper strip were connected with

lometer of great resist ... <• md tin e<.pp..-i -ti p u is then heated

)irit-lamp. In examining the mutual lelatioiis of the minerals

r strip was placed between them, wires attached to the free ends

•agments of mineral and the whole pressed together by a wooden

The free end of the e> pp-r strip was tl n h.-ah-d and the heat

(6.) Grai

(7.) Copper—iron pyrite

pact copper py

the great influence of structure upon t

vstals of galena was at some points negativ

pper. The element No. " *

"y:X+



2Gij

4. On the

—Delafoni
as distinct elements, has compared
metals with that of didymium
S Gladstone. The absorp

'

by Gladstone. The absorpti-- a of erbium and t

bium were first observed by Bahr. The didymium spectrum has be

also studied by Rood and by Erdmann, both of whom detected sevei

dark bands not noticed by Gladstone. Erbium gives usually five Hi

or bands, and eight when in the form of a thick svrun. Era remai-. .^, ...J eight W*»u .1. uu„ ivnu ui a iuivk. i

after all the other lines have vanished. Terbium is cnaracierixeu uj

three bands of metal, of which only two are very distinct. The third,

or Ti*, is difficult to recognize, and perhaps does not belong to the metal

at all. Upon a scale on which Na=27, Li*=10 and Tl=43, the

Ti* =30-32 Er<= 9

b=48-50 d=14
c= 85-89 ff=16

c=85-91

From this it appears that two of the bands are common to all three

elements, (Di»>, Tr^, Er* and Di°, Tr«, Er°), and also that E;
with D\K—Pogg. Ann., cxxiv, 635. w. 0.

* PoU><
; Relazhni tra la geminazione dei

Cnstalli ed il loro ingrandimento ; par Arcangelo Scacchi. 120,
28 pp 4to, with 4 plates. Napoli, 1864.—By polysymmetry Professor

ierstands the quality pertaining to most substances of present-
ing distinct but closely related crysta >re or less in

physical qualities. Dimorphism differs from polysymmetry in that the
lorms of a dimorphous substance are widely diverse, and fail of the dose
analogy which exists between Scacchi's pol/symmetric forms. A hexagon-
ally crystallized species, for example, as sulphate of potash, may, when
fo"™W ave one lateral axis eloui;
small variation of angles in the transverse zone, so as to become
metric though m planes and habit like a distort
and this variation of form will appear also in the optical
Such variations have often been locked upon as mere distoi lions. But
Scacchi shows that they are of frequent occurrence, and occur according

the oronerTv "S^ ^ ,a
r'

a"d he Siv<* the

tratP tr/

arS
•

arJmitted to be incorrect. Sea.

one whU * jt is only hJ a 9ina" variation, and

metric to a clinometric. The acid naratartrate of soda is one example
Scacch, mentions of a substance crystallizing under two types, one of
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them triraetrie and the other triclinic. Ortboclase and albite constitute,

as he observes, another example. Yet it is one which brings dimorphism
and Scacchi's polysymmetry into close relation. Professor Scacchi pre-

sents a large number of facts illustrating his views, and discusses also

the origin of the phenomena observed. In his second memoir, Professor

Scacchi gives an account of some important observations bearing on the

origin of twin crystals.

6. Memoire sur TEmploi du Microscope polarisant, et sur Vetude des

proprietes optiques birefringentes propres a determiner le systeme cristallin

dans les Cristaux naturels ou artificiels ; par M. Dss Cloizeaux. 60

pp.8vo, with two plat—. 1804. Paris. (Dun. !. iiteur; Quai des Augus-

tus, 49).—No one has labored n al mineralogy than

Mr. L>e- Cloizeaux. I lie s< i< n< - U us evidence throughout of progress

due to his inve>:ig iti. i.s. |-'., r -u ]> il leseaiches a polarizing mien>

scope is very often essential, owing to the smallness of the crystals, or ot

the fragments of crystals, which may require study. In the memoir above

mentioned Mr. Des Cloizeaux describes the microscope which he has found

most satisfactory I $ raa the method of using it for

the various binds of observations. The author promised in the first vol-

: this memoir should ap-

certaiury with regard to

t it separately.

-Zirconium has been the subject of researches by Mr.

ere recently presented to the Academy of Sciences at

to go to show that zirconium acts the same part in the

elements that antimony does in the Nitrogen ;
and that

tut s the passa < 1 etween silicium and aluminium, thus

places in a common group,

—Les Mondes, July 20.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. On the Sand hills of Cape Henry in Virginia; by B. Henry La-

trobe, Esq. (Trai :

.

v
-
voL ,v

- P-
439

'
and Bruces

Mineralogical Journal, No. iv, 1814).
1—From the falls of the great riv-

ers of Virginia ovei
lta

'
the &™™

level of the land gradually approaches the level ot the ocean. At the

falls it is elevated from 150 to 200 feet above the tide
;
on the sea-shore

at Cape Henry, the original coast rises not more than 15 feet above high-

That the whole of this extensive country, from the falls to the coast,

is factitious, and of Neptunian origin, appears far from being hypotheti-

cal
; and the fossi

:

accompany this memoir^and

ftwn thTdepXS 7l

D

feet, prove that the "deposition of the super-strata

1 We reproduce tl -

J ] fift? ?ears since
'

because
.

of itB

(
interest as affording *» m frognm along portions of
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is not of a date sufficiently removed to have <I

almost earti j

tlie teeth. 1 ' of geogenj, has now very

taken place of the o!<i \ as coniectu

Jmt a'oi.g ti,e ,•..„,* ,t Virginia,
2

a
[

<>f which will be exact;;.

The shore, an J the bed of the Atlantic near he shore, consist of a

fine sand. The laily action of the flood tide can
igb water mark, which being di

inland by the winds. The mos
the points between the northw

besides, a gentle easterly breeze prevails the whol nmer, during some

is in fact a trade

wind, is felt as 1 isrl. as "Williamsburg. *

It is said

m formerly, and to be annually e

e felt, at this day,

higher inland th

ubt, when* the woods shall be mo

ely unhealthy.

These easterly winds blowing during the driest an J hottest season of

ttie year, carry fort . and have amassed

hills, which now extend about a mile from the beach. The natural level

of the land, elevated little more than 10 feet above high-water mark,

has a very gentle declivity to the east. It is now a swamp3 of about five

miles square (25 square miles). The so il below the surface is a white

loamy sand, and if the water falling upon, or rising in it, had a free

discharge to the ocean, it would probably be perfectly dry; this, how-
ever, the sand hills jjed into the sea to

the southward, and into the mi e to the northward,
by small creeks, which find vent from the westerly extremities of the

swamp. Lynnhaven creek is the most e nsidorable of these drains.

The swamp, or as the neighb it, the Desert, is

overgrown with aquatic tree, and shrubs: the cum, (L. styraciflua)
the cypress

( Gup. the tree improperly
callod the syeam (Pluhn,^ <„<!, <ui;i) the Magnolia iriauea, the wax
mvrtie {.\[,/>„•„ cvrijpra) and the reed, {A. tec to) are the principal.

Of these many thousands are al read v buried in tin- sand, which over-

tops then- summits, and threatens the whol- forest with ruin. Their
destruction is slow, but inevitable. I',,,,,, the extreme edge of the sand
hills toward the swam,, th< tops of the trees,

doTn thYb

[

d
-
V
:.

tl
:" M *

: " :;: ! "' ! i "'' !l i:
'

; m.eij'tat.d, and runs

belt^Lot
t°nly

°
f

*
he "^ " f Vi,'-ril '•" "'' Ca "'" lh lirv: f" r a,thou"h l LaVG ^

i may be forced with g
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either slowly, and before they are

austible abundance of fish and oysters in the

reeks, and the game, lender it easy to ^lpport a family.

The lighthouse,
6

v •.:. en yeara ago, is an octan-

u!:ii- truncated p- to the light, and

ghthonse is the keeper's dwelling, a wooden building of two stories,

oth are surroiindeo . and, without any such de-

<£n in the architect serred both these buildings

th _, mtl u m great numbers.

lighthouse there arc
lhe westward and «

many.

It 13 a goo
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He would there discover a bed of vegetable and animal exuviae, and

going home, he might erect upon very plausible ground, a very good-

looking hypothesis of a deluge, sweeping the whole upper country of its

sand, and depositing it along the line of its conflict with the waves of

2. Volcanic Eruptions in Northern California and Oregon.—Within
the last few years there have been frequent reports of volcanic activity in

or near the extinct volcanoes of Northern California, Oregon, and north-

ward from that chain of high peaks. Thus, Mt. St. Helens in 1851,

Lassen's Peak in 1856, Mt. Hood in 1864, are most familiar, the ac-

tivity being shown by vast quantities of steam emitted. Various similar

reports occur at times in the newspapers of the Pacific coast. The Ore-

gonian of last April contains the following: "Mt. Baker, it is said, is

rapidly sinking in. It is asserted that the mountain has fallen 1000 or

1500 feet, and that its summit, which was formerly a sharp point, is

now much flattened. This peak has been for some time in a state of active

eruption. Dense clouds of smoke have of late issued from it." Corres-

pondents of the California papers speak of the same phenomenon, one of

of the summit has fallen in. We have no other data. w. h. b.

3. Notice of Pot-holes near Poultney, Vermont; by John A. Nich-

ols.—About two and a half miles south of this place, on the road to

Granville, N. Y., the U. S. Slate Co. has just opened a new quarry.

abound in the neighborhood, some i

>rked for years; but in this new quarry seven pot
i found, and nothing of the kind has ever been

quarry. The largest complete hole is elliptical in shape, its longest di-

ameter being 11 ft. 6 in., its shortest 10 ft.; its depth is not known, as

the earth and stones which filled it are not yet dug out. A bum
which has been emptied, is 9 ft. deep and 5 ft. in diameter. Its sides

are smoothly polished and it contained boulders, the largest weighing

one and a half tons, the smallest not larger than a hen's egg, most of

them beautifully rounded and polished. The slate is quarried in the

dch runs a brook in a general south-

erly direction, emptying into a little it e river. The
valley varies in width from a quarter to half a mile, and is quite flat

;

and the bounding hills ria eight of 50 to

100 ft. The Rutland and Washington railroad, running north and

MM through the valley. The .nvisonthe
western side of the valley, where the chain of hills suddenly makes a

•!' westward, giving the appearance of a small -

[»g a diameter of about 250 larry on the

side of a bluff. The tops of the pot-holes are respectively 30, 25 and

10 ft. above the bed of the brook and about 800 ft. from it. There are

no traces visible of the bed of the stream in which the pot-holes were
m

u- u* c
Strata have a di P westwardly of about 30°. Poultney river,

which forms -part of the boundary line between New York and Vermont
turns abruptly near the i VH l]ev cf the brook, and
flowing northward empties into Lake Champlain. The quarry is two
and a half miles from the nearest point of Poultney river. The side of
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!st pot-hole has, in some places, a coating of carbonate of lime
i of an inch thick, laid very evenly over the slate, and large

le nature of stalactites have been found in the

mentioned above.

Poultney, Vt. July, 1865.

4. Observations on the Eocene Lignite Formation of the United
States; by T. A. Conrad. Older Eocene or London Clay. Lignite

- n • y« ars ngo I visits! a marl deposit near Long Branch, Mon-
mouth Co., N..L in \

'

K"eene char-
acter. Observing i» Yanuxetn's ra'oinet a specimen of what is now
raown t be U t oc, I descril i it in *

i I irns '

t lie Academy
of Natural Sciences, vol. i, '2.1 seties, p. 129, and referred the marl, prin-

account of the presence of this shell, to the Eocene era. I

ibed an imperfect cast of the same species as Nautilus angus-
tatus, in Dana's Report of the Geology of the Exploring Expedition,

.1 it \>toria in "! iron, in company with many shells

With Eocene types shows t! older tertiary relations, ai their matrix
to he synchronous with the London Clay, ot Sheppey, Iligbgate and

Professor Cook has lately sent me a box of specimens

.
Vw Jersey, collected

»J Dr. Km? - > imperfect

:

of the Paris Basin and of Belgium. I
» bed, refer-

able to the genera Mpadites and Mimosites, showing the tropical or
•-

— :-:-
, .

;

.
. h-

Eocene ocean, and Southern Tertiary

epoch flourished at the same time. Tl aracter of

:'. ....... .- " "
' . ' -

'

:

-
of it away o* . "nee covered. The locality at Mont
Alto, near Chambersburg, described by Prof. Lesley, is doubtless a locally

.:ion once deposited over the Appa-
lachian slope to the very base of the n pying

large space in South Car : Pb and 'n

ttap of the Cn I
' -he Unit

ipposing what 1
had become land and fresh

water.

It is probable that the estuarv deposit
of the older Eocene, and the f'resh-wat.

types of this continent. The species of
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Vanuxem was the first geologist who stated that a lignite t

ated in South Carolina between the Cretaceous and Eocene I

Tuomey has sine, iWi.lwl -r-n I !<>< htn - in that M it. a

Clark Co., Alabama, represented by No. 6 of his Bashia ('it.

group, or sec- , _. , .'. jonn & 111
*

t <\ p. it- h\ lu.iii i i
! t ,'j. ti 1 \siii4 n-t it •

tained in No. 2 is copied, with eroendati >ns, from bis Report

<,v,Vo.v/r<, Prolorcri'i" V,

Con., VolutiUthes Tuomcyi Con. This bod represents the da

jq Bucces<ioi

• to the "great Carolinii

'1
' - in I ! - 1 ml i nilin t us t v-il-, a> w II as l!i sum i

'

as trom the Appalachian to the Rocky mountains, and seems to 1

been hit rsected by manv i iveis a i t'n -li \ iter I iki - whii li haw hi

abundance of sh taina entombed in the strati

posited by their waters. 1 ibed by HitcbeoffS

all different from those of Shark River, but the conditions under w.

they flourished may account for this variation. They probably gret

others was on low land along the shore, where Palms and Acacias I

tered their fruit within reach of currents which swept them into the

At present the marine beds of this era are found to lie close tc

Atlantic, and in Oregon t -
t sim, but estuary d ts

observed by Meek and Haydeii in !;•!<. -r Miss >uri. The Shark I
marl is an indnra - :' green sand, *
are often smooth in the form of B

which are m > e j av are indim
making it as difficult to break stone. Its thickne
yet unknown. The AtnrU.i of tiii- locality is discoid, which is the r.

gon forms are broader, and one specimen
proximates to the normal form of the European shell.

_
Professor Harper describes a deposit on Chicka^awhav river. M

.e -,. '-The JVi-jj'mlHes and
adites mixed wi

| even oaks." "Stumps are
root" ,i •» the ground, as smooth and even a> if not cut with an axe,

-A !,tt:- hi,!,,-,- up. on the <'l'i^ v

abundance •
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limestone, or Orbitolite limestone, eighty feet; 4. Vicksburg group, with
a new species of Orbitolite,—iV. st*;jera*Conrad.

Ibis formation appears at
'

lis, where, at about
the water level, "under a si -upon an imper-

: a layer of almost

vulsion. The crust which forms the base of this aluminous layer is a"•••. hardness. The
imbedded pines are converted into lignites m<>iv or less impregnated with

sulphuret of iron. 1 informed into pure
metallic sulphuret, j in the hollow parts octahedral

crystals of a yellowish metallic lustn u d gn it » !n< ss. The more re-

sulphuret of iron. The external rays, as well is the cortical layers, are

generally pure lignite, some ' '- retaining the

color and friability of rotten wood. In same instances their texture

seems to have sum i tfw central system, concen-

tric rays, the bark tly discernible; even fruits are

occasionally found in a pretty good state <f pronation as to form."
1

The lignite is correctly place* I i
erlying the sec-

ondary marls. In M .'\>. \ p ,p. i tie- *.,<
]

.. -\\ d notice of the for-

^hmii ',. ^ ,ua. Deshayes states that he

lias found no species of organic remains common to Cretaceous and

EoceDe strata in Europe or Asia, and I have no doubt that the destruc-

tion of life was total over the whole surface of the globe at the close of

the Cretaceous era. Deshayes, indeed, affirms that life has been five

times destroyed an I
-u»T of the earth. When we

find evidence of sni P*™o\ the lim-

ited nature of a mixed fauna is remarkable, for we would expect to find

it much more extensive at the base of the Eocene, The bed of the At-

lantic along the coast of the 1 May to the Gulf
,

t.f Mexit:o,°contains a mixture of recent and Miocene shells, which, if

elevated above the sea level would present a group of shells consisting of

reeent and extinct si
'' fossiI could not

! - distinguished from the recent forms, except by one conversant with all

diells.
, ,

Deshayes affirms of the Maestricht beds, "that there has been an acci-

dental mixture
1

1

' ;'
of a stratum of

first deposit. The bed of the ocean, under our own eyes, shows an acci-

The Wilmb^on rock proves conclusively that this was the case in

Korth Carolina. Eocene and I
re minSled m a

breccia. When I
!e or excavation

revealed its true i

nal resemblance to the Timber

Creek limestone of Xew Terser, with its ,
ra n,-,. was striking. The

mixture of Second
disturbance occurred in the bed "of the Eocene ocean, which evidently

1 Durand, Journ. Philad. College of Pharmacy, v, 12, 1S34.
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from Tuomey's account, extended into South Carolina. No one, I sup-

pose, will tell us that the Venericardia planicosta existed in the Cretaceous

period, yet countless thousands may be observed at the base of the

Eocene. It is true that in Europe a series of strata, termed Upper and

Lower " Landenien" and "Heersien," are said to intervene between the

chalk and Eocene ; but one of the characteristic fossils of the Upper Lan-

denien occurs in the Shark river beds,—the Cyprina Morrisii of Sowerby.

It is therefore probable that the former system is merely an extension of

the London clay. Certai - ites, there is no such sys-

tem aMhe "II ersien," whilst Lyell found, in the Belgium Lower "Lan-
denien" grey marl, a perfect specimen of the Terebratulha ymcilh, a

- '.—together with Ostrea (Exogyra) late

Lyell remarks, that the Lower " Landenien," at Folx les Caves, rests on

the Maestriuht chalk.

There is an extensive bed of lignite in Europe of Eocene age. which

-.ays forms a well determined horizon with the long series of

the ^
h:V..-l IV

ates. They reveal a singular state of

f the Tertiary period, presenting a vast

I region covered by a dense forest, in whi'ch palms and oaks grew

side by side, and rivera, and long shallow bays of

the globe was exhibited in Europe and America at the same time, and

the Appalachian and Rocky mountain ranges stood out from the vast

plain.

The Shark River fossils are few in number of species, and generally

imperfect casts with small chalky portions of the shell occasionally re-

A few of the bivalves have connected valves. Al

nd plants have been collected, of which I

'- ~- identical with species of the London Clay and one of the Plaa-

• --",5,70.

and Hemerisha,

by Samcel H.
bccdder. (From a letter to Professor Dana.)—In my study of the speci-

mens of fossil insects from Illinois, allowed me through your k
have observed new facts ; at some conclusions dif-

ferent from yours, which i to communicate to you.

Ihe part in the Miamia which I I

'

ad is an ob-

scurely defined portion in front which you regarded as the anterior femur
and which I at first supposed it, until my attention was directed to the

diminutive .size of the prothorax (only half the width of the rest of the
",or

f.
x); fo

! ionally large, fore-femur
would

!

require a prothorax of at least the size of the mesothorax or

metathorax, bearing, as they do in this case, wings of such a feeble type.

Ihe right posterior border of the head is not represented in the drawing
given, and is quite indistinct, but forms a regular outline of exact sym-
me ry w,th the opposite. The middle and hind femora and tibi* are

quite distinct, but unfortunately we cannot see the
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e femora, and do not know how far they may b

natural connection with the bodv ; and i

'

are unable to tell whether the tibue are docked, or

view the extremity, although the latter is probably t

one of the wings wet

except a very short ier of on.
,
win h t. rtun it. W

is at the most important curve; neither have we. apart from the direction

and position of the nervures themselves, any means of determining

whether the upper 'f
nted to

"ft
the

abdomen being aU » nevertheless possible to

decide that the upper surface of the insect is uppermost; that the right

anterior wing pre!

.

^attd^to *™™££c

f™
**

the dTrertion™ thl nervures, and to point ouAhe principal and most

characteristic differences between the neuration of the anterior and pos-

^TheTtlils I have presented in full in a paper read before the Boston

Society of Natural History which will soon be published m their Memoirs

From the facts which I have observed, I am enabled to determine with

^^^ttt^fha"diets t!;i:;l^ '!;:;
; \ ,„.

her^tffrbt^mentof my results. 1 am sati sfiec
I

tba. the

direction, mode of branching, and the amount and position of the space

occupied by the principal, nervures of the wings form ™ost sat.sfactory

bases for the <listi

V

ptera, character

upon which no systematic ap] / J
<
aQ

f
t0 <**

none have invited
"''r'

ment of it appears to ha, - ther
,

a

his work on the fossil insects of (Eaingen 4a, has distinguished die Ter

nportant characters I

litina by characters of this sort in a Pr0Pe/
retted that he should not have extended his s

From the wing-characteristics we learn that
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^mblinii' in certain

nn.ction, t<> find that t'n t'.m ilh-, ti .in vhuh
(long, some to the Neuroptera proper,

issed by some authors
^vltil

'
'>'<[

< ). -<, that ti t — ,' tonn- mi. an -tionabh lepresent a

in one and the same group features

of wiii^-strueture f. uml "exist - b\ rh. 1. -,'<-,, \ ii N

tions of the iusect in the Miamia. In the abdomen, me.-otho-
1

< ' "j r a - t i _ i m ,
i t <

i dis, one of the

»'< pten us f n ih ; while in the head ami proth i ix, to-

. .<«*, \\<> Iiav,- f-atuo- whi. h are .put,- charae-

'it..- IViIina. a member of the I'-eua .-niv-plera ; their oom-

i ' i»<l < n!\ in t fmnlv to win, h tin- Mi.-.m 1

i of femora and tibiee in the Heme-

of tie- win-- we- -hall tin.!, as in

Miamia, a relationship v n.-uropterous

types.

For these two synthetic families, I would propose the names of Pai^-
opterixa and Hemeuistina.

In the Palceopterhw we have a body rather broad and depressed, the

head horizontal, the legs compressed, 'not ],„ ^ t h<- win-- i.aj.->. ^V
"'•-

. :
, _ :

' : -.-a,::..

it overlapping one another horizonl
l the wings the first nervi

-

cose contiguity to the pi . m of the

_

ow the branching of the previous ones, its upper

r, or with the lower branch of the

IL^.!:^ °f a nuraber «* bi ;n, - ^ and fill the

ules running parallel to the low
wings are feeble an ,:,., as in Ephem-

^Mthfemer
\

Stina the first
-
second ™* third nervures run nearly par-

atth^S;;-. ™tou£ b£&whiVh «nnn Ing at a considerable angle,

m*£ZZ?2 ^^^
^l^ZtV la'i^ginconV

ofthr^ th'IV
th- bua.eian?

or tne tHird, the fifth, running parallel to the previous, forks very nar-

3 fifth. Thev
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5 base, the upper fork again forking in a similar manner,

in the Palceopterina, though but little remains of it. The
one another very completely, are twice as broad in the
the base, strong, the nervines prominent, and connected

cross-veins. The

step farther back.

op. Engrs. in 1855 and 1850. / rertd •„te*. bv F. P.

v and F. V Hayden, M.D.; Parti, 136pp. th rive plates:

. (Smith* accepted for publica-

—To Messrs. Meek and Hayden w ndebted for a

J paleontology

ne of th^K^v Mountains. Pot i""hay xpior. d j
>r-

on, but Harden much the most (

thet;,-Ml^ collected and the work.

nd-r 'the auspices of the Smithson

..'am or Primordial pe

uiinin, and (4) tin Tut t-n . A m .

.

ml

t!„. ( , l( -i )ib ( -ik md a thn
i

'

lertiary. The

fossils with figures; but besides full c

y, and their

his western t .

ancient progress ag« a
"

re not the ]east valu"

—On one of the two slabs from Solenhofen contain-

aniains of the Archaopteryx, there is 'a
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History Review for June, to have been due to the remains of the Crani-

um of the Archaeopteryx, and even the form of the brain cavity and po-

sition of the brain—both . are supposed to be made
out. There is al.-o on the principal slab a small V-shaped object, the

longer limb of which is l£ inches long, made partly of mineralized bone

and partly of the same bones that occur on the counterpart slab. Along

tide of it there are impressions of four teeth. These teeth may be the

teeth of the Archaeopteryx, */ not of some other animal whose remains

lie buried in the same rock. H. von Mayer has examined the teeth and

observes that he has not before seen teeth of the same kind in the litho-

: and that they are most like the teeth of his family <>f

les phenomenes volcan-

known with respect to the volcanos and earthquakes of the £
lands and Kamtschatka. He quotes at length from a memoir b

>n Dittmar, in Petermann's Geo^r. Mittheilun^eii, 1860, on the 1

• riptiMijs of 12 active and 22 extinct volcanos in

- many hot spr

mar states, in activity

h near the parallel of 62°, but is apparent there only in hot springs,

first volcanos o& is of 58° and 57°, and these

extinct. 57° is the beginning of the long line of volcanos (the

eoutes") which continues to the southern extremity of the peninsula,

extends on, in the Kuriles, even to Japan. The active vents are

t thickly grouped between 54° and 55°, and the hot springs about

53d parallel. The solfataras and the deposits of sulphur occur along

whole volcanic line from 62° to southern Kamtschatka, being situated

lie old craters or near hot springs. On the western side of the penin-

there are only a few volcanos, and these are extinct. Prof. Perrey

s from other men, f interest connected with the

os, and the earthquakes of the peninsula.

-

'
r some years by Mr. Delesse, the author

i the subjects of I

--.—.„ ,.w« wm|H.-
:

.,
tl „, ,. ,.

;;
, .,,.,[ ,.,„.]. materials, mineral water.-,

ivium, meteorites
i

j ferous rocks and
various mining

,
, me tallic veins;

' f"
' / '" / """'

::-ver relates to the alteration

'

""
' "

'

:
''

•
• . '.-'' -

'"

'"jorphism, and I . general features.

great interest to both the theoreti-
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Earthquake i

-

,

Tennessee, St. Louis • '"ssouri, and Cairo in III

e not yet learned. At Mem-
>ck lasted about ten seconds, and was severe enough to

chimnies, upset loose articles, and cause the people to run

houses. It is reported to have been most severe at Holly

conformity with the provisions of t

islature of this new State.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. The Tennessee Yellow-Wood (Cladrastis lutea).—One of the very

handsomest of our ornamental trees has this summer flowered finely in

the south of England, as we learn from the Gardener's Chronicle,—the

tree "completely covered with long drooping branches of pure white

flowers, many of tl -
; and from ten to

twelve inched wide at the shoulders. The foliage, being of a lively green,

contrasted favorably with the pure white blossoms. It is also nicely

scented." An nnus b« for once brought this tree

well into blossom in England. Even here it blossoms copiously only every

other year; this year it did so to perfection, owing to the heat and dry-

ness of last season and the very favorable spring of the present year.

The fine large tree in the Cambridge Botanic Garden was, as it were,

veiled with white, and many of the graceful pendent clusters were fully

two feet in length. . . .

A
"
G*

2. Welwitschia mirabilis, Hook., fil.— Some account of this very

strange vegetable, % niemoir, in the Linncean Trans-

actions, in'which Dr. Hooker ,

nucal world, was

given in our vol xxxvi for Nov. 1863. Through the great kindness of

Dr. Hooker, the H,rl mum t II .r. .rd V r.v, r-v has recently received

a fine old trunk of this tree,—if we may so call a woody plant which,

though perhaps a century old, is only a foot or two in height, and as

broad as it is high, and never had any other foliage than the primary

pair of leaves, the ;

d h? the cones Vor lt ,S

,

**°rt

A. G.

3. On the Movements and B ^ h7
f

C
?
A*LE*

Darwin-.-TIus is a long paper read before the Linncean Society in Feb-

ruary last, and pn
> 120 page* of the

double number, 33 and 34, issued in June. The investigations which it

records were made, we believe, during a period when the author s ordi-

ers and LTs tomm
S

e on'he SS ' * of

^tr
Of these works and of the t -

v are'"7n I
Wrly t%Ii;, .haUh^ho^a genius for biologica. io^gauon, and

Ax Joux Sc-SHCO*!. Saans, Vo... XL, No. 11D.-8.pt., 1868.
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a power of turning common materials and ordinary observations to high

scientific account, which, if equalled, have not been surpassed since the

days of Hunter and Charles Bell. This will be the opinion equally, we
suppose, of those who favor and of those who dislike Mr. 1 Irwin's the-

ory of the gradual transformation of specific forms through nal

deed, all these collateral researches have a bearing,

direct or incidental. In the present case the bearing is obvious. The
'

• •

ferred from the gradation ies and pow-

1

specially useful, and enhanced from generation

to generation. Tendril-bearing plants,—the
and the rely adapted to tin end m view,— ire supposed to

have been derived from leaf-climbers, and these in turn from simple

The author states that he was led to this subject by a brief note, com-

municated to the American Academy in the summer of 1858, (and re-

printed in this the writer of the present nol

ed his observation of the coiling of certain tendrils by a v»il

ment promptly following an extraneous irritation. Mr. Darwin's obser-

vations were more than half completed before he became awai
spontaneous revolution of the stems and of some tendrils of climbing

plants had been observed and recorded almost 40 years ago, and nearly

at the same time, by Palm and by een the sub-

ject of two memoirs by Dutrochet, published more than twenty years

ago. But the mode in which the free and growing end of a stem sweeps

around seems not to have been previously well made out, having been

more or less confounded with the torsi aany twining

stems, such as the Hop and the Morning Glory, are apt to undergo. It

is plain to see, however, that many stems which revolve do not twist at

"hose that do never could' twist on tie ir axis at every revolution

without speedy destruction,—indeed at nl they have
ceased revolving. Every one must 1 r. ._• extrem-

ity of a Hop, Convolvulus, or other twiner, when unsupported, hangs
over or st ret one By«. Bat it is not so well

. while at the proper acre, is eontin-

the same direction, in search of some object round which to twine. The
Hop revolves with the sun; the Convolvulus, Bean (Phaseolus) &c,
against the sun, that is, in the same iae. Two or

.

:

:
'

' ' ' --.. • , , .

:

now grown : ,, B„g i n .

'-

'

•. -....-.- '

:
: -r

: — - ,,,-,-. _ .. . ::•• :- ,>::.<.

>ns were easily observed. The thirty-

was the last or

nternode abruptly
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became upright, and, after moving to the center became i

tied a weight to its upper end, so as slightly to I o\\ it, and thus to detect
any movement ; but there was none. Some time before the last revolu-

moved during five days ; but the more rapid movement after the third

revolution lasted during three days and twenty hours. The regular rev-

olutions from the 9th to the 36th inclusive, were performed at the aver-

age rate of 2 h. 31 m. The weatln r w i , .. ai , this affected the tem-

perature of the ! g the night, and consequently

retarded a little the rate of movement After the seventeenth

revolution the internode had grown from If to 6 inches in length, and
carried an interuode l£ inch long, which was just perceptibly moving;

lution the penultim it. u n I w i> -" in li - .on,' and prohablj re-

volved in a period of about three hours. At the 27th revolution our

lower internode was 9 and th a length; so that,

the same time revolving."—(pp. 3, 4.)

The shoots of i,:
i.pi.lly

;

than the

n lather less than

less; while more v. move more slowly, some requir-

ing from 24 to 50 hours for each revolution. But the thickness or tex-

ture of the shoot does not govern the rate, many slender shoots moving

slower than some stout ones, and some lignescent quicker than other

purely herbaceous ones. The movement appears to be accelerated, up to

a certain point, bv a
ia retarded bj low-

ering it ; but while tin- same, the rate is often

remarkably uniform. The quickest rate of revolution of a proper stem

by Mr. Darwin was that of a Scoph,,

ie light comes frott'hen the ji-ht comes from one side, the -

isually described in less time, often in less than half the time, of that

Vom the light. The tendency of young stems to turn toward the light is

iere active as usual, but is over. •
The end of the

'hoot describes cirek
- ;Vom insufficient power

>r mechanical dis I

"• or "regular fig-

ires. A horizon ta.
:s be found

'
,

n
.

ofc

infrequently, to sway from side to side in a semi, rcular course, whde

- affoi led (n a cas n « i 51 I'arwin dlowed the top of a Ceropegia

ogrow out almost horizontally to the length of 3 1 inches,—three long inter-

iors tormina: I h t« .!. "rt ones. The whole revolved at rates be-

we,,, H ;in ,J t;

•
e-- tip sweeping a cirJe of

.....:'_,../ . : .
,

. .

"
•

' .
:-

»• at the rate of at least 32 inches per hour. " It was an interesting

pectacle to watch the long shoot sweeping, night and^ day, this grand

ircle, in search of some object around which to twine.
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As to the nature of this revolving movement, Mr. Darwin clearly shows
that it is not a torsion of the axis, but a successive bending [similar to

that by which ordinary stems bend toward the light], the d

-tanth and uniform!} changing. " It" a colored streak be

his was done with a large number of twining plants) along, we

depending on the rate of revolution, be found to lie along one side of

the bow, then along the concave side, then on the opposite side, and,

lastly, again on the opposite convex surface. This clearly proves that

the internodes, during the revolving movement, become bowed in every

direction. The movement, is, in tact, a continuous seli"-l»>v

whole shoot. •
k ]i point, of the compass." It is

other parts of plants effect in eiianu u^ position or direction, sometimes

slowly and sometimes with a visible motion. The movement may b«

likened in one case to that of the hour-hand or the minute-hand of a

clock, in the other to the second-hand, but in both is as truly a vital

s the contraction of an involuntarv muscle. It must be

r. Darwin recognizes—either by the contraction of the cells

) side, or by the turgescence and elongation of t

in the present essa^

No differences in this regard are observable in the behavior of exogen-

ous or endogenous stems, or even of tbo.-e of rliml.in- Ferns. Lygodium
acandens, according to Darwin, revolves like other twiners; i

r

• ; -
•

•' '•--: '• ,. .; :. - - " "

rate of Phsenogamous twiners, like which it comports itself in all re-

spects. Our own L, palmatum, we find, revolves in the same way, in

about four hours, the temperature being 75° Fahr.
The power of revolving depends, of course, upon the general health

and vigor of the plant, and upon the age of the shoot, is retarded M
lowering the temperature, is interrupted by any considerable disturbanc
such as exposure to cold or t, og the plant from 01

place to another, or cutting off a shoot and placing it iu water, stops tl

movement for a time, just as . automatic moveme
of Desrnodium gyrans. But oendent that ci

ting off an upper one does not affect the revolutions of the one beneatu.
Twining stems are far from being insensible to the action of light (as

Moh suppose,!,,
at being W

'

: but as the rate of ran
day and by sight the one half of the circu

-
:

developed.

The design, as \

ing stems is obviou
supporting object i
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mg together make a mutual support, from which, as they lengthen,

they may reach yet n of the revolving with twin-

ing is obvious, though the latter is not a necessary consequence; for

many stems revolve which do not twine, hut climb in some other way.

"When at last the [revolving] shoot meets with a support, the motion
at the poiut of coni. . 1-m the free projecting part

goes on revolving. Almost immediately another and upper point of the

shoot is brought into contact with the support and is arrested; and
*o onward to the extremity of the shoot; and thus it winds round its

support. When the shoot follows the sun in its revolving course, it

winds itself round I left, tin' support being sup-

posed to stand in front of the beholder; when the shoot revolves in an

opposite direction, the line of winding i> reversed. As each internode

upporl. it a :

gescence of the cells along the free part of the shoot replaci

>mentum of each atom of "the free end of the rope.

"All the authors, except von Mold, who have discussed the spir

oward any object which I

Even before reading Mold's interesting treatise, this view seemed to me so

probable that I tested it in every way that I could, but always with neg-

ative »esults. I rubbed many shoots much harder than is necessary to

excite movement in any tendril or in any foot-stalk of a leaf-climber, but

without result. I then tied a \
sbo°t of a Hop,

i Ceropegict, Spkcerostema, and Adhatoda, so that the fork pressed on one

side alone of the si - : l purposely selected some

?ery slow revolvers, as it seemed most likely that these would profit from

ility; but in no case was any effect produced. More-

over, when a shoot winds round a support, the movement is always

slower, as we shall immediately see, than whilst it revolves freely and

touches nothing. Hence I co: ~ are not irritable;

be so, as nature always econ-

l be superfh

do not wish to assert that they are never lrnt

Lopkotpermum

is, as we shall hereafter see, certainly irritable

Id be superfluous. Nevertheless I

this case gives me
quality, for directly

it it behaved differ-

3 extremity, even wm»u ro.u».uing in
--'-- of vijturning this same form. The free intemodes of vigorously growing

plants, when they cease to rei
M,d show n0 ten"

dency to be spiral ; but when any shoot has nearly ceased to grow, or

when the plant is unhealthy, the extremity does occasionally become spi-
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ral. I have seen this in a remarkable degree with the ends of the shoots
ot the SUam

| Akebia, which became clos.

. just like a tendril, especia l-forraed leaves
had perished. The explanation of thi that the lower
parts of such terminal i

;'

v and successively lose
their power of rnovemtm.

j
ust above move onward,

and in their turn become motionless : a\ng an irreg-
ular spire.

°

"When a revolving shoot strikes a stick, it winds round it lather more
slowly than it revolves. For instance, a shoot of the Ceropegia took 9 h.— —mplete spire round a stick, whilst it revolved in

--' '
' • i

complete its spire. This, I presume, is due to the continued d

' retards the revolving movement.

as^to^Serlhe" T\r
^ ^"^ rUl""' "' "'

'

L ''''''•" "^ "P ^
*

dently due to the force which caused I now almost
freed from the constraint of gravity, and allowed to act freely. With
the Wisteria, on
at first,ai nrst, in a very close spire, which i

quently, as the shoot grew, it made a l

the many plants which were allowed fr

minal internodes made at first a
weather, well served to keep the t

but as the penultimate internodes
selves up for a considerable space (ascertained by
shoot and on the support) round the stick, and

" If a stick which has arrested a revolvini

i long, horizontal shoot wound i

pen spire. With all

ely to ascend a support, the ter-

tbis, during windy

with their support;

they pushed them-

round, be suddenly taken away, the shoot generally sprin

wing that it has continued to press against the stick. If I

rafter having been wound round, be withdrawn, the she

forward, sho'

retains for a time its spiral form, then
The long, much-i

Y alluded
I

internodes, which continued to "revoive" had"

t

^ere incapable, on repeated trials, of twinin"
ng that the power of movement was retained ,

FnntA'into
'

,

was
,,
en nea% wouna round

l

r n^pSl T
1

-^' r for eleven hours,

Lrt stlaiX TV dfty the CUrkd
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show, that, in the arrested portion of ;i revolving shoot, the power of
lediately lost, and that when temporarily lost it

be recovered. Whei1 a shoot has remained for a considerable time wound
round its support, it permanently retailis its spiral form even when
support is removed.

" When a stick was placed so as to a.rrest the lower and rigid in

nodes of the Ceropegia at the distanc e at first of 15 and then of 21

inches from the centeir of revolution, trie shoot slowly a slid

up the stick, so as to become more and . lined : a n 1 tl

after an interval suffi(

denly bounded from ithe stick and fell i

ordinary slight inclin ation. It now recommenced revolving in its usual

> contact with the

stick, again slid up it, and again bounded from it. This movement of

the shoot had a very odd appearance, as if it were disgusted with its

failure but resolved to try again. We shall, I think, understand this

movement by considering the former illustration of thesapling. in which

the contracting surface was supposed to creep from the southern, by the

eastern, to the northern, and thence back again bv the western side to

the southern face, successively bowing the sapling in all directions. Now
with the Ceropegia, 1 1 i st < k bein? placed a wn i tile to the east of due

south of the plant. n could produce no effect beyond

pressing the rigid internode against the stick; but as soon as the con-

traction on the northern face began, it would slowly drag the shoot up

l shoot would be drawn from the stick, and

: n<mln\ >st rn contraction, would cause it suddenly to fall to the

posite side with its proper sKgb ind the ordinary

revolving movement would go on. I have des

"The view just « I believe, a fact observed by

von Mold (S. 135 ugh it will twine

round an object as thin as a thread, cannot do so round a thick support.

I placed some long revolving shoots of a Wisteria close to a post

between 5 and 6 inches in diameter, but they could not, though aided

by me in many ways, wind ro»i 1S °wing to
,

the

flexure of the shoot, - , - ntl
-
v curved M

this post, not bein<r sufficient t '«» when the ex-

tracting force ere, ^ rface of the shoot
5
*> **'

it is at each revolution with Irawu fr m its support."— (pp. 9-13, passim.)

The successive si "8 side of the shoot
'
wmch

?
X"

plains the revo!u* : ,n
>
no less exPlalM

the twining round a proper ??™ idiosyncra-

sy unexplained. - at-chmbing plants

equally possess this revolving power ; but their usefulness depends mainly

upon additional and more special endowments,—mainly upon the power

of directly responding by curvature to the contact, more or less pro-

longed, of a
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Of Leaf-climbers, no instance is more familiar than that of Clem-
atis or Virgin's Bower. Little more was known of them than that they

objects. Mi ttions upou eight species of Clematis,

seven of Tropceolum, the common species of Maurandia, Lophosper-
mum, Fumaria, &c, as also upon Gloriosa and Flagellar™, which
cKinb I -y \

,-' the tip of the leaf. From the sum-
mary it appears that plants which belong to eight families are known to

have clasping petioles, and those of four families climb by the tips of

e. In almost all of them the young internodes revolve, in

some of them as extensively as in twit ing plants,—the movement being

plainly serviceable in bringing the petioles or the tips of the leaves into

contact with surrounding objects. Those whose shoots revolve most
freely are also capable of twining spirally around a support; but when
the stem twii ih/cina, but not in C. Vit-

-

3, and then in the opposite direction. The petioles are prin-

plants, and that by means of an endowment

, with one or two excep-

tions. That is, the petioles or their divisions are si nsitive to the contact

contracting on the side touched so as to curve or

ubbing them with a twig

-

a permanently clasped by the footstalk. So sensitive are some
footstalks that " a loop of I aused them
to bend

; a loop weighing one-eighth of a grain sometimes acted, and
sometimes not." In one instance, in Clematis Flammula, even the six-

teenth part of a grain caused a petiole to bend through nearly 90 de-

the young petioles are sensitive.

Ua for an illustration of the mode in

which the leaves do the work of climbing.
" The leaves are of large size. There are three pairs of lateral leaflets

unal one, all borne by rather long petioles. The main petiole

arises, and the petiole of the terminal leafk-t is bent downward at right

'..- who'.* |..-r
;
,. .-, ui'h ,n ,, tin mi u, \ bent extremity,

acts as a hook This, u -je upward,
lorms an excellent grappling apparatus by which the leaves i

come entangled with surrounding objects. If they catch nothing, the
wnoie petiole ultimately grows straight. Both

:

'•

' -

f'°

a0tthei!!
the first pair of leaflets, is

Z?Z «f° 7 (
ca

,

rrying the term;., ,s the inner

'
'

'

:.:.
.

....' ....:..• ^
-

is manifestly best adapted
ir£ To show the differ-
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! in sensibility, I gently placed loops of string of the same weight
)ue instance weighing -82 of a grain) on the several lateral and on
terminal sub-petioles ; in a few hours the latter were bent, but after
I. no effect was produced on any of the lateral petioles. Again, a
u'nal sub-petiole placed in contact with a thin stick became sensibly

10 m. had moved through ninety degrees,

lot become sensibly curved until 3 h. 30 rn.

tter case, and in all ot"

ward; so they do after a slight rubbing ; but ultimately/if the flexure
has not been very great or long-continued, they become, after about a
day's interval, straight again."—(p. 31.)

In numerous cases, notably in Solatium jasminoides, the petiole when
clasped increases very greatly in thickness and rigidity, undergoing a
change in its woody structure by which the fibro-vascular bundles, orig-

inally semilunar in cross-section, develop into a closed ring, like that of

Lophospermum scandens of the gardens climbs, like its allies Mau-
randia and Rhodochiton, by clasping petioles ; but in this plant, alone,

the young inter! to the touch.

"When a petiole clasps a stick, it draws the base of the internode

against it; and then the internode itself bends toward the stick, which
is thus caught between the stem and the petiole as by a pair of pincers.

The internode str . , septing the part in contact with

the stick. Young internodes alone are sensitive, and these are sensitive

on all sides along their whole length. I made fifteen trials by lightly

rubbing two or three times with a thin twig several internodes ; and in

about 2 h., but in one case in 3 h., all became bent : they became
straight again in about 4 h., subsequently. An internode, which was

rubbed as much as six or seven *me just percepti-

bly curved in 1 h. 15 m., and subsequently in 3 h. the curvature in-

creased much ; the internode became straight again in the course of the

night. I rubbed some internodes one day on one side, and the next day
on the opposite side or at right angles; and the curvature was always to-

ward the rubbed side."

Here, then, is one case in which the sensibility of a stem is manifest,

and is turned to useful account. The peduncles of the allied Maurandia

semperflorens are also sensitive and flexuous, although Mr. Darwin insists

might have been expected; for tendrils of axial nature (e. qr. of Patsi-

flora gracilis) are not less sensitive than those of foliar nature, as of Le-

ffuminosce, Cucurbitacece and Cobcea. And if twining stems in general
*

' mjectured,

1 for it. In general, the most striking cases of auto-

ic movement belong to leaves or their homologues.

The distinction can be only somewhat arbitrarily drawn between Leaf-

climbers,—especiaHy those with small or undeveloped leaflets, or where

the tip of the leaf forms a hook or tendril-like projection,—and Tendril-

climbers. The tendril, however, whether answering to leaf or stem, is

Am. Joue. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. 5L, No. 119.—Sept., 1S85.
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the more specialized organ, adapted only for climbing, and endowed in

different plants with very vai i remarkable powers.
To this subject Mr. Darwin has devoted more than half of his essay.

An analysis of it must be deferred, for want of space.
Near the close of the essay, under Hook-climbers, Mr. Darwin re-

marks that :

—

"Even some of the climbing Roses will ascend the walls of a tall

house, if covered with a trellis ; how this is effected I know not; for the

young shoots of one such Rose, when placed in a pot in a window,
bent irregularly toward the light during the day and from it during the

night, like any other plant ; so that it is not easy to understand how the

*
s strong summer-s

can get

we have had occasion to observe that the s

of Michigan Rose (Rosa setigera Mx., P. rubifolia R. Br.), I

latticed wall, are strongly disposed to push into dark crevices and away
from the light ; they would, ma

! v place themselves
under the trellis, and the lateral shoots of the next spring would emerge
as they seek the light. We suspect this is also true of the Sweet Brier.

4. Gradationfrom " Individual Peculiarities* to Species in Insects.—
The following are the concluding paragraphs of a paper by Dr. B. D.
Walsh " On Phytophagic Va ',ic Species." The
name phytophagic is given to those otherwise identical insects which dif-

fer, as varieties or species, according to the species of plant they feed

upon. " When certain unimportant characters in the insect are correlated

with the food-plant, while at the same time there is no sufficient reason
to doubt that the two varieties freely intercross," the forms are called^?/-
tophagic varieties. When, from the lack of intermediate forms, intercross-

Sg w7
, ^

e inferred not t0 take P lace, they are called phytophagic species.

Dr. Walsh sums up his conclusions thus :

"From the facts referred to above and those recorded by me elsewhere,
we may construct the following almost unbroken series, from the first

dawmngs of the Phytophagic Variety to the full development of the
Phytophagic Species.

1st Difference of food, even when the food-plant belongs to widely
distinct botanical families, is accompanied by no difference whatever,
either in the larva, pupa or imago state.—Attacus Cecropia Lin., Dryo-
campaimperialis Drury, Lachnus Caryce Harris, (Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil.

' £' fl' and hurjdreds of other species.
2nd. Difference of food

color of the silk-producing

3rd Difference of food is accompanied by a tendency toward the ob-
meration ot the normal dark markings in the imago.—Haltica alternata

4th. Difference of food is accompanied by marked, but not perfectly
constant, colorations! differences in the larva, but none whatever in the

«1 Aiff
D

-

e
°/ f°°d is a<*ompanied by a marked and perfectly con-

stant difference in the size of the imzgo.-Chrysomela scalaris Lee.
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6th. Difference of food is accompanied by a marked difference in the
-

of the <J 9 imago remaii £ idc-i i .— < , > tica O. S. and
C. 7 . inunis 0. S.

7th. Difference of food is accompanied by a slight, but constant

change in the coloration of the abdomen of the <J ? imago, and by a
vht >light change in the chemical properties of the l di pn.dui in-,' s< < re-

tiuns, the galls of the two insect.-, .: distinct,

being connected by intermediate grades in the case of the latter.

—

Cyn-

|N q. punctata Baesett and G. q. Podagra Walsh.

8th. Differ..- \i 1 l.y • tie marled and pcrfectly

constant col i
are Dot perfectly con-

stant, in the Ian i. I. at i .n«. whatever in the $ ? imago.

—

Halesidota

r.\ Sin. U.b. and // I */,»W« Walsh.

9th. Dirt' n ;r constant

structural differences in the <f imago, but none whatever in the ? im-

ago.— Clytus K • Drury.

lifferenceinbothtfand ? i:
n. sp.and

T. uwu -pha n. .-;,. 2. 1
1 '• -ubtful.) Diapheromera femorata Say and D.

Velii n. sp.

11th. (Doubtful.) Difference of food is accompanied by very strong

by a constant structural difference of generic value in the $ imago, the

6* imagos being to all external appearances identical, and the t

belonging to different genera.—Sphingicampa dittigma $ ? A\ aUh and

Dryocampa bicolor $ Harris.

12th. Difference of food is accompanied by marked and constant dif-

ferenc e tl coloration !rva
- PuPa

is belonging to the same genus and commonly

considered as distinct species.

The constitution of the human mind is such, that the sam.-

ts. Others will no doubt dra • from the

-tied above; but for my own part, as .on the most careful con-

to say with certainty that here end the Varieties and here begin the

Species, 1 am therefore irresistibly led to believe, that the former gradu-

aen and become developed into the latter, and that the dif-

ference between them is merely one of mode and degree."

Harvard College. No. I, Ophiuridm and Astrophy tides ;

dore Lyman. '200 pp., large Svo, with two colored plates. Cambridge,

1865.—Th,. • Zoology, under the dire

Professor Air i« •'. :.t < ..
.

'- •

'•'- illreadJ become a vast tc

I he idea of

connecting with a catalogued" the Museum the publication o

tempktion, and 1
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iblication selected for the series is all, as regards

first

he series.

The Ophiuridse and related Asterioids have been for some yean
department of study. The memoir co iptions of the

species from the shores of North and South America and Greenland,

that are now in the Museum and also in the collections of the Smith-

- tution, including in all 105 species, of which 26 are new;

iiistrated by two beautiful colored plates, on which seven of

the species are represented. It contains also an extended bibliography,

and a table of the known species of Ophiuridse and Astrophytidae.

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. Shooting Stars seen at Hinsdale, Mass., in August, 1865.—The
following observations were made on the days specified below, the

writer's station being at Hinsdale, Mass., about W. long. 73°, N. lat,

42£°. During all the ol iphere was pure and un-

clouded, but the moonlight interfered with all but the brighter paths.

The area of observation was centered Perseus, but

reached generally to Auriga. It was not, however, more than four-fifths

of the field ordinarily due to a single observer.

Aug. 9th.—From 2^ 20™ to 3* 45m a.m., an interval of l h 25m ,
ten

meteors were seen, of which nine were closely conformable to a radiant

centering in A. R. 47°, N. P. D. 33°.

Aug. 10th-—Between 2h 25™ A . m. and 3^ 50m , an interval of lh 25m ,

nineteen meteors were seen, of which all were conformable to a radiant

centering in A.R. 42°, N.P.D. 34°; but elongated some 4°, either way,

across the meridians.

Aug. 11th and 12th.—The sky was wholly obscured by clouds.

Aug. 13th.—Between 10h 45m p. m., and h 45m of Aug. 13th, an

able closely to a radiant point in A. R. 52°, BT. P. D. 32°. Two-thirds of

the whole number were seen in the first three quarters of an hour.

Aug. 14th.—Between h 10in a. m. to lh 35™, an interval of l
h 25m,

twenty meteors were seen, generally -
J
and wholly

destitute of a regimen to their lines three of the

earliest and one of the latest conformed to an area of several degrees

around A. R. 689 N. P. D. 1 8°. Three of the flights were very long but

unstable in motion—say 30° of arc traversed in 2^- to 3 seconds of tune.

<

It seems to be clear from the foregoing that the proper August meteors

- nice, appeared as early, at least, as the first morning hours of

lSh
th

Ia

na ^^ DOt d 'SCernabIe later
'

"at least
'

than U
.

P
'

M
'

°f A
e

U

e
g
d

Notwithstanding the impracticability of observing on' the important

mornings of the 11th and 12th, a shifting of the radiants, as above speci-

imistakable. a. c. t.

2 Shooting Stars seen at New Haven in August, 1865.—On the

night of Aug. 9-I0th I saw, during half an hour, ending about 2* a. m.,

ten shooting stars, about two-thirds of them moving from Perseus. The
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«ky was clear, but the bright moon, then two days past the quarter, very
greatly interfered with observation.

The next night was the one on which the greatest display was looted
for. A numerous party was ready to watch, but could do nothing be-

cause of the clouds.

On the night of the 1 1—12th, during one hour ending about midnight,
I saw fourteen. The sky was again clear, but the moon interfered. Not
more than half radiated from Perseus. But for the light of the moon
the number visible on this night, as well as on the night of Aug. 9-10th,

would have been no doubt twice as many, probably three times as many,
as were actually visible.

On the night of Aug. 15-16th, C. Tomlinson, M.D., Messrs. A. Van
Name, J. Avery, G. L.^Woodhull, and A. W. Gates, Col. B. S. Pardee

and myself, watched from the roof of the New Haven House, during three

hours, from five minutes past eleven till five minutes past three o'clock.

All but myself were constantly wat-diin^ th<.' sky, and saw during th

first hour 55 meteors, during the second hour 56, and during the thin

hour 61. A'
Of twenty-fi

About half of my time was occupied in keeping the record.

party thought he saw a shooting star, b

moon rose at 12»> 40m , and from t'
A

*

ently diminished a little 1ittle by its light. A fog which was rising toward

the end of the watch also interfered. Shortly after two o'clock the fog

closed entirely c . „ _
The special object of the watch was to determine what proportion of

the meteors visible at one place would be seen by one observer; in other

words, by what factor the number seen during any time by one person

should be multiplied to obtain the whole number visible at the place.

The conclusion, as derived from this night's work, is that this factor is at

least 4-5, and cannot safely be assumed as greater than 5. The detail*

of the observations, and the d - ^realter.^ ^^
rose there was abri

! uf short strean>

i
probably illumined by the moon, as sug-

... .. _J Phenomena of August 3, 1865.--On the night of August

2d-3d, there was witnessed at New Haven a display of the Aurora Bo-

of great brilliancy notwitbst

full. An intelligent witness states th?

gested below by Prof. Twining.

2d-3.i.

ity, ascending' from far down in the east-of-south high

point north of the zenith,—and simultaneously with it a «

in the northwest rising toward the same

were but a degree or two broad, and did not, while this

unite to form a complete arch. When he *-—

l

a quarter past 11 o'clock—they were u

ness. They were said, by others who witnessed the t
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When the writer first observed them, at about l h 45m A. m. on the 3d,

the auroral lights were spread in a continuous and luminous sheet over

more than half the sky through west, north and east,—and southward
on the meridian to about N. P. D. 70°. This luminous sheet was com-
posed of streamers in irregular groups, not so dense in nebulosity, nor so

great in linear extent, as the writer has often witnessed ; but unusually
abundant, and forming a very stable corona at A. R. 341° N. P. D. 64£°,—
this being a little east of the meridian and, as usual, at the magnetic
pole or near it. The entire assemblage of streamers down to within say
18° of the horizon was pervaded by a rush upward of auroral waves in a

constant and quite regular succession. Two to four of these waves might
be seen following one another, but with interrupted courses, up toward
the corona. Their brightness at the corona was not less than in any
other part, and I estimated their medium angular motion at about 90° in

a second. The streamers were moving ontrary to the

usual direction of this movement, and it <

aly. This movement, as naturally suggested by the phenomenon itself

when first noticed many years ago, is re direction of

current* along the streamer. the earth and
atmosphere. At 2 h 30m a cluster 23° high in the N.E. by E„ was observed

rapid in other parts, in obedience to the laws of perspective.
At 2h 40m a. m. the phenomena had faded, and clouds in extended

masses obscured the view. These increased until toward the first ap-

ear spaces in the ft

altitude. Also along the eastern sky there was left a clear belt from the

horizon upward in which clusters of short streamers were visible, and,

rarely, a faint auroral wave.
It had occurred during one of those grand auroral developments which

witnessed between 1838 and 1848 from his place of residence

nv, Vermont, that, in one instance, at a very early morning
hour, he was viewing an assemblage of enormous streamers which arose
from the north, when he noticed that an upper segment of each streamer

altitude in all. This he suspected to be the effect of sunlight striking the
tops of those streamers at a height of several hundred miles—as it must
have been at that hour—above the earth's surface. But, in the great
number and variety of a] ited notice, he omitted to
'' -' *<' '.-...

-
. -. - ...:. - ---

- •• >-. ..-.: ... V..:.,-

tore the phenomenon has rested without particular notice; but on the
morning of the 3d inst. it received a and the wn-

-"'- .. -.
may have op, :,

(
,ther b sunlj ht or m00nlight. It

'

:

;
'

'

::

•

in the Northern Lights which possesses luminosity. At 3" 30'" and
onward there was, in the vicinity of Orion and above it, a limited and
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solitary but distinct cluster of short and yellowish white streamers, in
about 5° S. of E., and 17* high. This was earnestly attended to, and,
at 3 h 40m—as noticed by feeling the minute hand of the watch—its

upper part began to be intensified in color with a speedy progress down-
ward and d 8ion in those
directions, and north of the cluster a coi nter stream-
ers. The yellow had now become not merely intensified suddenly in hue
but changed in quality, or imagined to be so. What I would specially

I streamers, although now as bright as

the aforementioned cluster had been at llr-t, a;.] • u. i nut of the same
nebulous yellow bat ptuk I than the
cluster had itself become. Soon the latter turned to a clear but dilute
red, like the same commonly witnessed in auroras, but which appeared
now, for the first time, in this. This rosy color propagated itself, as the
glistening yellow had done before, and soon characterized the whole, and
so continued until the twilight overpowered it.

The observations of time, altitude and azimuth in this instance are

not clear enough for exactness, but they give—after allowing for atmos-
pheric refraction—about fifty miles for the average height of the cluster

This of the 2d-3d inst., was, by reason of its extent, duration and
completeness, one of the class of grand auroras— although far less bril-

liant and variegated than several whi b - place since

1830. In but one instance however—and that one but poorly devel-

oped—did it embrace any of those fan-like curtains or assemblages of

streamers which sweep down to a definite altitude, for the time, and

having a termination so abrupt and bo at the sus-

picion may be allowed (and the suggestion of it pardoned) that this ab-

rupt development takes place at the definite upper boundary of the at-

mosphere proper—at the transition, or rebroussement, which it would

seem must there exist, from a lower to the secondary atmosphere, or, if

that supposition is preferred, to the simply ethereal spaces.
1

a. c. t.

New Haven, Conn., August 8th.

4. Compa Ughi refectedfrom the Moon and Ve-

nus; by Mr. Chacornac.—On the 20th of June last, at 3 h a.m., the

Moon and V
*

!lde of Lyons, France,

so that both bodies could be seen in the same field of vision, and use was

made of the opportunity to compare the light received from them. The

surfaces tab thoae affording rays at the same an-

gle of incidence; and on the Moon, the region was that lying between

the craters Rocca and Eirchstadt, over the very I

lies to the southeast of Grimaldi. It was found that the light from this

brightest part of the Moon was only a tenth of that reflected by the sur-

face of Venus- j
Let Mondes, July 20.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

m

1. Magnesium.—Magnesium light contains an extraordinary propor-
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and it is particularly efficient for producing fluorescent and photographic
,-ry remarkable fluorescence may be obtained by exposing to

the light a paste made of powdered platino-cyanid of barium and gum
arable.

—

Les Mondes, June 22.

2. The Rumford Premium.—The American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, at its annual meeting on the 23d of May last, voted: "That
the Rumford Premium [a Gold Medal] be awarded to Professor Daniel
Tread wel nprovements in the management <

his mvest)<?;u elating to the construction of cannon
of large calibre, and of •_ France."

3 - The & !. founded by the Society
of ArU in honor of the memory of
ness Prince Albert, has been given this year to the French "Emperor,
Napoleon, for his encouragement of the "arts, manufactures and com-
merce, his patronage of the fine arts, etc.

4. Exploration of the Urals.—Von Helmersen, of St. Petersburg, has
beeu commissioned by the Russian Government to explore the central

b special reference to the discovery of coal, which
some geologists of distinction have thought to exist there.

5. Mineral Waters.—Scouteten, in a paper read before the Academy
of Sciences at Paris in July, endeavors to demonstrate that the medicinal
value of mineral waters is due mainly to their electrical condition.

>

6. Association for the Advancement of Science in France.—This asso-

i an extraordinary session at Marseilles, in Mav, commencing
on Friday the 26th, on the occasion of the inauguration of the Observa-
tory there, at which Le Verrier was present.

—

Les Mondes, June 22.

7. A Central Meteorological Bun tuted on the

1st of May. It will be connected with the principal ports of Prussia,
and will make regular announcements of all meteorological phenomena,
storms, etc., to the bureau. The atmospheric bulletins of the principal
cities of Europe, containing especially whatever relates to the progress of
storms will be placarded in the principal seaports.

8. Ooeppert on the Diamond.—Goeppert has published his essay on
the organic nature of the diamond. He shows that it cannot be of ig-

vegetable

• of the Museum of the Conservatoire des Arts et
Metier died m } . -ninth year.

Dr. bAMDEL P. \\ , ,, v ,. F (

•

s a raember of the Council of the
Geological Society, died at Heme Bay, on the 11th of July, at the age
of forty-three. Dr. Wo &e department of geol-
ogy and mineralogy i n ; . ; „ is the author of various
scientine papers, and between the years 1851 and 1856, published his
excellent work * A Manual of Recent and Fossil Shells."

a5x?v tiT
LI
^
M Lcbbock

'
Bart- died iu KeQt in ju»e ]ast<

in hi3
sixty-third year. He was one of the Vice Presidents of the Royal Society.

sir William J. Hooker, the eminent botanist, died in August.
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e on the Assaying of Lead, Copper, Silver, Gold and Mer-
; German of Bodemann and Kerl, translated by W. A.

.B. 12 mo, pp. 214, with plates; published for the Ber-

Lssociation, by Joha Wiley & Son. New York, 1865.—
inleitung zur Berg- und Hutten-mannischen Probicrkunst,

ii filiu-'"l by Mrl-no Kerl, is well known

h for accuracy of statement and fullness of i

passed if not unequaled. The present translation of a most important

part of this book is a very welcome addition to the literature of assay-

ing in the English language. Assayers, who have heretofore been con-

fined to the vagaries of Mitchell, as well as of most other English and

American works on this subject, will take great satisfaction in studying

the clear exposition of the theory of the processes, and the careful di-

rections for the practical operat :

'
! tllis bo°k- Mr.

Goodyear has endeavored to adhere strictly to the text in making Lis

translation, and we think in some instances he has sacrificed clearness,

and even accuracy, in too closely holding to the German idiom
;

but, not-

withstanding the translator deserves the thanks of chemists and aseayera

for this contribution to Laboratory literature. The book is published by

the Berzelius Trust Association, a society of students connected with the

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College.
.

«• * b.

2. The Declaration of Students of the Natural and Physical Sciences.

30 pp., 8vo.—This pamphlet, issued recently in England, contains a

declaration of regret that science is sometimes misused tor throwing

doubts upon the "truth and authenticity of the Holy Scriptures fol-

lowed by more than seven hundred signatures. Its object » excellent,

and it is gratifying to find the names of such men as Sir David Brewster,

Sir John Richardson and J. H. I

itdogue. *et the

pamphlet is not sal * the™ a™ ™f
numbers of men of science in !

confident of the

truth of the Bible, whose names are not included They have objected

to givinar their names, as English journals have intimated, because there

was something of - »*^ w*
'

tb% *D<

£
whatever thek vi \ ™e b?^st searchers for

truth; and because also, as they thought, this division of men of sci-

ence into seemingly hostile ranks' was calculated to operate against that

independence in u
-mial to real progress

For ourselves we regard such efforts to sustain the Bible unnee

They raay <jive courage to some wavering minds. But, on the other

thereby be the sooner eliminated ;
and that when thus eliminate

d
2u

-"n and the Bible will manifest all the more convincingly their oneness

authorship.
'*

'an Reportfor

. V«Tx£ No. 119.-SEPT., 1865.

3. Smithsonian Report for 1863.—This volume c°nt
.

MDS
»
ln *„ -
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sonian Institution for 1863, and the Report of the Assistant Secretary

on the Museum, the following important papers ?

—

Lectures on the Principles of Linguistic Science, by Prof. W. D.

Whitney.

Memoir of C. F. Beautemps-Beaupre, by M. Elie de Beaumont.
Origin and History of the Royal Society of London, prepared by C.

A. Alexander.

^Theory of Chemical Types, by Dr. Gharles M. Wetherill.

i on the Pbei apany the Propagation of

. . Highly Rarefied Elastic Fluids, by Prof. A. de la Rive.

Report on the Proceedings of the Society of' Physics and Natural His-

tory of Geneva, from July, 1862,- to June 1863, by Prof, Marcet.

Experimental and Theoretical Researches on the Figures of Equilibri-

um of a Liquid Mass withdrawn from the Action of Gravity, &c, by

Prof. J. Plateau, (39 wood-cuts).

History of Discovery Relative to Magnetism.
Recent Researches Relative to the Nebula?, by Prof. Gautier.

Figure of the Earth, by Sr. Miguel Merino.
Aeronautic Voyages performed with a view to the advancement of

Science, by Francis Arago,
Account of Balloon Ascensions, by James Glashier.

Account of the Aboriginal Inhabitants of the Californian Peninsula,

by Baegert, translated by Prof. C. Ran.
Ethnology.—Account of KjoekkeD-Moedding in Nova Scotia, by J. M.

Jones, of Halifax ; Abstract of the Fifth Report of Dr. Keller on Lacus-

trian Settlements, by A. Morlot \ Agricultural Implements of the North

American Stone Period, by Charles K count of An-
cient Fort and Burial Ground in Tom] :, by David

Trowbridge; Account of Ancient Town in Minnesi
Account of Ancient Relics found in Mi« . I. W. 1 u*ter ;

Account
of a Mound in East Tennessee, by A. F. Danilsen.

Purple and Azure Dyeiug, Ancient and Modern, translated from Au>
der Natur.

Method of Preserving Lepidoptera, by Titian R. Peale, (4 wood-cuts).

Account of a Remark Bats, by M. Figanierre e

Morago, Portuguese Minister to the United States.
Tables of Weights and Measures.

_
4. Quartz Operators' Hand-Boole. Wheeler k Randall, San Fran-

cisco, 1865. 16mo. pp. 130.—Thi Led to give

treatment of gold i

nia and Nevada. In the ~, t . , \ ;.,'-v m \vA\ pages" the" authora t

ot the blowpipe, chemical tests, the dry and humid assaj

,

treatment of gold quartz by pan process, extraction of gold by cblon-
nation (Planner's method), extraction of gold by the Freiberg pro-

cess, the platinum process—cupellation, Augnstin process and Zier-

vogel s process, besides the patio, Pat in processes
lor silver ores. This extreme brevity renders the first portion of the

book of little value to any class of readers. The mechanical rules and
formula, which fill much the larger part of the Hand Book, will be found
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Kseful to all mill men and others concerned in the management of mining
n:aehin,ry. Mr. Whr- ' mia as a successful mill-

wright and the inventor of the "Pan," or grinder, which bears his name,

so generally used in ^u' and silver reduction works. Mr. Randall has
:*

the tractory conoid. His >n of the tractory and

differently formed grinding surfaces given to plates in pans of various

flames, is original and ingenious. The pra tica result - dined by the

.;..!• ;

Tractory eouoidal plates of uniform hardness =1-7778.

Conical plates of uniform hardness srl'1042.

Plain circular plates of uniform hardness =-9877.

Randal '•
.

- L'1752.

5. The Scientific Review and J<n Institute,

'> o. •". J u!\ I.I Siio : 1 6. pp. sm. fol. Cassell, Pelter & Galpin, Ludgate

Ilill. L, m d'..
."!.—A paper devoted mainly to }>rac-

q general principles in

'-•hfini-ti v, physics and art. . .

1

i elopment of the Petro-

3.S.Hau>k*an; ^djMj,K
•'

• ^ -. ^
.
:-.;. '

•

c: ... - -
'

:

-

second part of the present work has over sixty references.

i
Essay on the Trees and Shrubs of the A

! ^menta^ to

Won. <J..H.AJ.Parker.)
. „_„ __d of the Precious Metals, by C.

; :rby
r

.U engravings on steeled copper.

"(fcongmai

' J. ?
yf^ro ^
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Man. Translated and edited by Thomas Bendyshe. M.A.
lished for the An Longman & Co.)

VI o by the bime Society, Nouveau Svsteme des Blattaires, by Charles Bru
with 13 copper plates,

,r

parations
;
par Aethui

Infusoria. 2nd ed., con
histology, by G. Pouci
A. de Brebisson. Paris.

'

400 pp., with 28 figures in the text and 16 colored plates. Pai
Dedicated . o.n.mv, S« t . Mii.u,_c E:i,'i h ...^-i f Finance'- m Italy.

Guide pratique d'Entoinologie Agricole
;
par M. H. Ggbin. Paris. (Eugen

Verhandlungen der k. k. zoologischen-botanischen Gesellschaft in Wien. Th
14th volume of this . Society of Vienna wa
issued in 1864. It contains numerous zoological and botanical pa| rs md ^ cop

per plates, mostly colored, and covers 920 pp. 8vo. Among the longer papers an

C. <t R. Feldee ; a review of the n ing species of the genu
PaludinaZam, by I

' „ synopsis oi th

Phryganidse by II. H.
, Dr. Fbanz Steindace

ner. There are also various miscellaneous zoolo-i, A papers' '

, by Dr. J. R. Schimee
;

t New Yore. Vol. VIIT. Nos. 2, 8. 1^4.

Ue with a Note on Panterpe .—p. 46, Sum-
mary of a Meteorological Register for the year 18453 kept in the City >d >«'

="

- • .

'

.
' ;:. . :. .

..'>.--.—. -
"

' "

at the Island of Sombrero, \V. L, with observations by A. A. Julien; G.N. La*

Proceedings of the Amer. Phil. Soc, Vol. X, No. 73.—Page IS, R i

:-
.

:• . -
.

. -

"

109, Venango County Oil Region; R. Briogs.—p. 110, Po]

Vr. Dranklia Bache; Geo. B. Wood, M.D.—p. 137, On the Mythical Compounds of

y ;::': -

-

<'.":-.
; :

-•' ;-
:'

-
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:
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Art. XXX.— On the Origin of Prairies; by James D. Daxa.

In the articles on the Origin of Prairies recently communi-

cated to this Journal bv Prof. Winchd! aid Mr. Lesquereux, 1

presenting independent theories, the view that this origin is in

1
See for Prof Wn ^btfW
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any way due to the dryness of the climate is unnoticed except

with the endeavor to set it aside.

The writer, in his Manual of Geology, makes, on the con-

trary, the degn
that tend to del

of prairies. This idea, although not claimed as original '

him,
3
is the result in his mind of original observations made in

various parts of the world ; and he proposes briefly to state some

of the facts in its favor which he has noticed.

On arriving, in 1839, off the north side of the island «

one of the first of the Pacific islands visited by the Exploring

Expedition under Capt. Wilkes, it was a matter of much sur-

prise that the land, so famed for' its tr< pica! fertility and beauty,

was bare of trees over the lower ten or fifteen hundred feet of

its slopes, the forest trees being confined—the valleys excepted—
to regions above this limit. The explanation was at once sug-

gested—that the bare backs forming the sloping surface that lay

between the valleys were too dry for trees, in contrast with the

region higher up, which was one of very frequent clouds, mists

and rains. The existence of forests in the valleys stretching

down below the limit accorded with the explanation ; for there

the declivities were dripping with moisture coming out from be-

tween the nearly horizontal layers of the rocks, besides being

the courses of many streamlets from the moister region above,

and the route of all its rills. Observations afterwards made

on the ascent of one of the lofty summits of the island, and on

other excursions, confirmed this inference. Over the bare slopes

there were no marshy areas; and there was positive proof m
the structure of the island, the dip of the rocks beneath being

always seaward, and in the nature of the surface, that there

never had been such areas ; while on the upper slopes, where

moisture was abundant, and the ground often boggy, trees were

of luxuriant growth.
Similar facts were observed on other Pacific Islands. One oi

them, Upolu, of the Navigator group, " was covered through-

out with forests ; or rather it was one dense forest from the ex-

treme east to the west end, and from the water's edge to the very

summit of the most rugged peaks. The natives had spread

their cocoanut groves and bread fruit trees along the shores,

many places the line of forests remained yet unbroken.
Shrubbery and sugar cane covered some parts of the lower de-

clivities, but there was nowhere a spot of pasture land." Par-

allel with this condition "the island is in general well-watered.

:.":':
..

;

. \
:

-

'

" - '
; '':

"''- ':'':' : TZ
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There is scarcely a day without low and heavy clouds about the
summits of the mountains. Many streams of moderate size flow
down both sides of the island to the sea, and numerous fountains
gush out along the shores.

3

Again at the Feejee Islands "luxuriant forests cover the ele-

vated parts of the ridges where the frequent rains and more fre-

quent mists and clouds afford them the necessary moisture,"
while lower down, " the slopes, especially to leeward, are cov-
ered with grass ; " " the forest vegetation descends lower on the
*' -ten !

•,!'-.';.- because they are well supplied with moisture
from the trade winds—the rain of the southeastern side of Viti

Lebu at least trebling that of the opposite side."
4

The roe'
i

- and the Feejees are of volcanic

or igneous origin, like those of Tahiti, and similar to the latter

On the western coast of America the distribution of trees was
found to sustain the same view, as the writer has already ex-

plained in this Journal.
6 Oregon, along the sea-border, over a

breadth of 15 to 25 miles, is mostly covered with forests made
up of large evergreens, some of the trees being 300 feet in

height and 50 in girt ; and the heavy sea-mists extend inland for

about the same distance, covering the land the greater part of

the time, even through the period of the summer droughts.

And on the ascent of °the Columbia, there is usually in summer
a sudden transition from the mist region to that of clear brazen

skies. Resi LI, at Astoria, within 20 miles of

the mouth of the river, for three weeks we had hardly one day

clear throughout ; and for the following month, at Fort Van-

couver, 100 miles from its mouth, we hardly saw a cloud the

whole time, and the loftv peaks of St. Helen's and Hood were

generally v. their very top, indicating the dry-

ness of the climate over this interior region.

Beyond the forest border of Oregon, to the eastward, the

plains and rolling hills, as those of the Willaramet region, are

;

trees on the borders of the rivers, and along the slope between

the upper and lower alluvial flat or terrace. But the higher

tills, above one or I .

: '° largely
forest-covered ; for these, owing to their height and coolness,

condense some of the moisture remaining in the sea-wi

have, compared with the plains below, a moist soil, and the

moisture which falls naturally d< s ice- b&r'

ther east, b \
dryness

of the climate is more extreme, and the forests fail altogether

3
Exploring Expedition Geological Report by the Author. (4to. 1849), p- 314.

4
For details see same Report, and also t!
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except on the high mountains; and at a point on the Columbia
river, about 250 miles from its mouth, there is the "last tree"

on its banks—the region beyond being seemingly too dry even

for the growth of the usual river-bank line of cotton wood.
Thus the fact of a connection between the prevalence of

moisture and forests, or of dryness and prairies, seemed to the

writer most evident; and it appeared to be i

To the southward, in the Sacramento region, and
coast, a similar system of facts was, later, observed. The dry-

ness of the climate, as is well known, increases southward; the

average annual amount of rain along the const of Oregon is 50 to

: atSan Franc Aco,(_\ , . idinj to OihlMii-. but

i the coast, at the b -

the California p -ninsula, but 1<> inches. So the h rest' region of

the sea-border narrows southward, failing on the lower lands

before reaching Sun Francisco, and only to be found on the

saing winds; and in the peninsula of Lowe*

In the Lai jco, and farther south, the Sierra

mento prairie plains at their western foot. The
the Sierra is much drier than the western ; and
extend nearly to the same line, they are less d
of smaller trees.

The forests, as has been said, reach far dov\
valleys; for the strati ligation o

L

C the rocks le;

stretch out ov . or form iso

liar "oak-openings." But in o
observed ahead, with some sur]
oaks. The surprise was renu
finding that the soil below wa
sufficient to make the grass of
the rest of the plain it was the:
all appearances as dead, as hay.
minished around the borders o
pondingly more and more wid<
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h equally sustain the view that forests belong

riginally prevail*

and beyond th M ssiss m>i v/es i K m s and Iowa, it is

15, and e -en 10 inches. Parallel with the increase of dry-

a.- all km.
and the, m ies wl rethcdrvn ss is i ost extreme, grad-

ients. Such tacts seem suivb to prove that

have some kind of relation to d ;. uess oi climate,

hat moist are has as much to do with the prevalence of

e'r the moister region of New York, and much of New
the countrv, it is common to find

.s'and ui>| r alluvial plains (or upper terraces of

v • v > lower flats bordering the rivers. The

irlvl it Ft Y Y., in t Mohawk valley

;

ning this remark m well , < 'luted all along

,,.,Y< <tiil cover some parts of the lower fiats,

;'

lvt

'

J vi'mo^th- v-t awav for purposes of culti-

n; and th
> .as through the

1 forest patches on the/the pas
. ,-, the uld stumps,) at

r, over the Herkimer
"

'
-

L

.,r.l tVV c-a-t oi Johnsville. These forest

or required

\rw ,p e value of the land seemed to warrant.

t the year

a, near Oriskany, there are large bogs which are

around that they are hardly penetrable unless

See Blodget s Rain Chart, Amy Meteorological Register. 4to, 1S55.
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when frozen over in winter; and still they are covered with

The soil of these lower flats is often the finest of silt, such as

naturally belongs to bogs and lakes: and varies from this on

one side to peat, and on the other to sandy loam ; and that of

the upper terraces and hills varies from sandy loam to gravel

ami the coarsest and hardest of drift-material. Yet all these

different kinds of soil are covered alike with forests. There are

small lakes or ponds with their borders of rushes and sedge,

swamps, peat bogs, and river bottoms, like those described by
Mr. L.'squereux; but none of the swamps, peat bogs and river

bottoms, wi -, have become, or show a tend-

ency to become prairies by natural change, however acid or

unfavorable for trees the soil may be. The passage is in general

from swamp to forest instead of from swamp to prairie.

Dr. Asa Gray, in a recent letter to the writer dated Sanquoit,

N. Y., which is in the vicinity of the Mohawk Valley, observes

that in the transformation of the bogs of that region (which in

part have rush-bordered lakes at centre) to forest land, the tree

lis observation comes farthest out into the bog is uni-

formly the Larch, young trees growing on very shaky treacher-

ous bog; but that, according to J. A. Paine, Jr., an able bot-

anist of Utica, in the North Woods Black Spruce extends out

as far as the larch. The next tree to the larch, and not far

behind it, is the Arbor-vibe, (Th ijaoe :i I n talis) ; the next Black

Ash; the next Bed M >: then, as it grows

: then Elm, (Ubnus Americana). Alder, which

runs out on the bog almost as far as the larch, is not here

counted, it being regarded as a shrub. The " Cedar " (Arbor-

vitae) swamps, which are the remnants of the very extensive

ones of Parishhill and Sangerfield, and from which the cedar

has been cut out, and which ai are already

becoming filled with black ash, with a sprinkling of red maple,

and especially of elm.
The great lake regions of Maine afford facts of similar import.

I cite the following from observations made the last summer, at

the suggestion of the writ, r, : Pro! A E. Vernll, of Norway
now of Yale College), and communicated by him

(from Westport, N. Y., on Lake Champlain,) for this article:

"Thepoi • which I had in view it my< -M'VH ions were the following:

ssion of vegetation s lake 8 to a swamp, and then

2nd, when swam nanently flooded what

;

M hkv or swamps are drained

ire produced ; 4th, \ meadows are ever pro-

climate, and under «! at cii nces will grass or trees

flourish I

There are in Maine abundant opportunities for studying almost every
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hange which can occur independent of climate in the vegetation of the
ake margins, swamps, and meadows, both recent and ancient.

Near Norway I found a lake, one part of which has been gradually
ihanging to a bog, and presenting all gradations from the openlake to a
somparatively dry swamp. App: >acl iug the i. g. the water becomes
hoal and the bottom is composed of black, soft vegetable mud of great
lepth, the surface of the mud i

shoaler water clumps of sedg<'> and rushe* appear col-

mps, driftwood, e;v., and at the sarin point there

; Ericaceons shrubs (such as Andromeda polifoli;

nd old stumps, driftwood, *';<..

Kalmia glauca, Cassandra calyculata, Ledum palustre

Alder (Alnus incana) begin to form <i.n-< patches of shrubbery bog-

land. Back of this these patches begin to blend, anil other species are

added to the shrubs, while tlie drift I •_-, Arc, give support to an abund-
ance of sphagnum and herbaceous plants, and now trees of Arbor-vita?

and Swamp-ash !.
g

apparently on the

old logs overgrown with vegetation and covered with mould, but the roots

extend downward into the soft mud and water. Both these trees will

i swamp these two trees become

larger and more dense, and are mixed with fir, alder, larch, and an oc-

casional white-pine and hemlock; the latter, however, only becomes

common upon the drier borders of the swamp. The red maple also often

grows in these swamps, in the firmer spots. Many other shrubs also oc-

cur, such as Rhod. Vaecinum (several

species), Myrica Gale, Ac. The entire assemblage constitutes a dense

forest with thick underbrush. Some of the Arbor-vita? grow to a diam-

eter of three feet, and the Ash to 15 or 18 inches, in the wettest parts.

The final condition of this kind of swamp may be seen in another

place a few miles distant, where an extensive meadow has been formed by

clearing a portion of such a swamp in a farther advanced stage, and par-

tially draining it. This has been cleared about fifty years. It was form-

erly'covered by a :

~"rae portions still

remain in the original condition. Other parts that have been neglected

have grown up to thickets of alder, white birch, American aspen, and

other trees. The grassy portion covers 300 acres, or more, and in many

parts is still quite wet and soft. The soil is composed of peat and muck

which in many places has been penetrated to the depth of 6 or 8 feet,

and is doubtless deeper in some parts. On some patches of low clayey

soil, originally islands or low points of land, there are dense thickets of

In 'the same region there is another extensive meadow surrounded by

high, well defined •• often terraced, and forming

apparently the botti
l lhe Dnft F".01

to tho- U i !
« - " '

' ' 1" '

"e,lof sandy soil and

somewhat hi.ri...r, were originally covered with a heavy forest of Pine.

There is no evidence that grass ever grew upon any part of it until

I have observed some cases where lands have been flowed by means of

dams at the outlets of lakes. In these cases, those trees, even of swamp-
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a-*h hi '"1 arbor-vita?, whi. It li ivc their trunks submerged to the depth of

1 have met with but two cases of lakes recently drained. In one of

joint,'' it I Qt years the lake bottom

g> >\ ':;•'•• i Xix-;it rapidit; to . th ! tut alder, *\\ low, poplar, &c.

In the otl us plants pre-

vailed iv; r a year or two l>,.t ver\ - -• i \- place ton rank growth of

r, white birch, willow, poplar, red

maple, <fec.—the alder and willow growing most rapidly. I have no
reason for supposing th it the tr< •-- i,nr; they

became conspicuous as they grew higher than the grass and otl

often 1 or 8 miles wide, composed of
|

kness where
exposed by the encroachment of the sea. In the tnidsl

there are often small lakes or pools of stagnant wai r. '1 h su ice < f

the bogs or heaths is covered thickly i>\ spbaL" up and bv a variety of

Ericaceous shrubs. Vaccinum, (several" species) Kahnia, 'Khodora, Le-

dum, Rubus, Chamaemorus, &c, abound. Occasionally in the shallow

pools and in wet depn—hm- th.-i.- a;, pctehe-, ot' «"dovs and coarse

grasses; but dense clump, of alder.
'

u scattered

over the sin;' . lakes there

white-birch (canoe birch). The last two v ,-
i i,n the chief part of

the forests away from the bogs. In no case have I observed
grassy land occurring naturally of any considerable extent away from

uite sea-shore. But th- is everywhere
fringed by a belt of coarse grass, (Elymus mollis, &c.,) mingled with
various flowering plants. This belt sometimes widens into large patches

The smaller low islands that are occasionally swept by the spray, usu-
ally support a dense growth of the same grasses and herbs, but the

^ - '"
' .

'

spruce, fir, larch and birch.

• J^ the
,

se facts vou °an draw whatever conclusion you may think

limate trees will invariably
vegetate in the wettest soil and even displace grass where it has already
become established."

The facts described by Prof. Verrill are so full and explicit in
tavor ot the possibility of lakes, peat-lands and swamps, passing

a ai-l
meS^ct]y t0 forest land, that it is unnecessary to cite

additional observations.
In this connection it is important to note some of the condi-
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a. Elms, maples, and other shade trees drop their fruit pro-
fusely over a grass-covered lawn, and yet none take root. The
grass prevents the seeds for the most part from reaching the
soil

; or if washed into it by rains, the pre-occupation by the
grass hinders their development.

b. But along the sides of an earth-made path, and in shaded
places, as near a fence or hedge, a crop of young plants will
often spring up.

c. These young plants, as the writer has observed about his
own grounds, die off during an ordinary summer's drought.
Only those which spring up where the earth is kept moist by
the shade and the position is one favorable for perpetuated
moisture, and those which fall into the open and enriched soil

of a garden, will stand the usual summer's drought and live.

d. The si roots of most trees are slender
and rather sparingly branched, and the leaves also are few ; and
unless they have a chance to strike deep before a drought, down
to depths where there is permanent moisture, and take consider-
able expansion at such depths, they are cut off by the dry
season. Even if a pec ' favors the seedlings

so that they get a year's start, the drought of the following year
is almost sure to cut them down.

In view of the facts we believe we are safe in deducing the

following conclusions

:

i
.

.

'

-
-

knee of forests.—This is exhibited in the distribution of forests

over the surface of the continent; on mountains; down the val-

leys of mountains, where outcropping layers bring moisture

to the surface ; along the slopes di ' rraces of

many prairie regions, where moisture oozes out for the same
reason—the stratification of the alluvium; over many prairie

plains when they are unusually moist; and along the banks of

rivers, which feel even the narrow fogs that may overlie the

To avoid misapprehension of this statement it should be con-

sidered that this moist condition is not proportioned necessarily

to the annual fall of rain and snow. For the mists which pre-

vail throughout the year along some sea-coasts, and m some

mountainous regions, may not drop half the amount of moisture

in a year that descends through rain and snow in other regions,

and still be vastly more favorable for forests. The mist keeps

the ground alwa *, on the contrary, may de-

scend plentifully during half the year and give a large number
of inches of fall, and yet be followed by a season of drought
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, and lose

th<

Q-chart do not necessarily

with those of the greatest extent of forests. The area of even
"45 inches " over the United States is not necessarily, therefore,

an area throughout of forests.

Again, the effects of the falls of moisture in the shape of rain

mists, &c. depend much on the heat of the region, because of

the consequent difference in evaporation. With a cool climate,

like that of the coast of Oregon, there is comparatively little

evaporation, and the moisture lies long in the soil. But the

same moisture, from the same kind of mists, on a coast like that

of Peru should produce much less effect. Forty inches of rain

in a year about a mountainous region, or in a cool climate, would
have far greater effect toward keeping the soil moist than in

those low lands which lie in the same latitudes in the Missis-

sippi valley. It has been stated that the amount of rain-fall in

the Sierra Nevada is 50 to 75 p. c. more than in the Sacramento
and Joachim plain on the east ; but the effect of this moisture

on vegetation is vastly greater than this on account of the cooler

climate of the heights.

2. In a moist region soils of all hinds not under water may he-

come forest-covered, from the finest silt to the coarsest and loosest

ud and drying peat swamp to the

: alluvium.—This is shown through eastern North
America, and has been illustrated by reference to facts in the

States of New York and Maine.

m

Yet, where there is only a moderate supply of moisture, the

different kinds of soil will manifest their differences in unlike

productiveness in trees. The loose gravel is quick to feel

" much less so; the best vegetablethe clayey
I less so. Th

the same region has become comparatively dry the soil is still

unfit for trees. When, on the first recovery of the land, grass

takes possession of the surface, forests, in moist regions, may
soon spread and dispossess it.

3. Grass-regions may encroach on forest-regions, or the reverse,

Where the

ground is permanently moist, the meadow seldom makes progress
against the trees. Thus the line of forest which covers the slope
lying between two terraces, so striking a feature in some prairie

regions holds its place notwithstanding the grass of the prairie
plain above, and of that below it.

But if the old forest covers dry soil, the grass, or its precurs-
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do not destroy the grass, while they do the seedlings of the
trees; and when, under such conditions, the old trees die, they
die without successors. The encroachment is the slow work of
centuries, because the standing trees are not injured by such an
undergrowth. They live out their life-time, if left to nature, and
only when they die does the meadow-surface complete itself.

The forest, as has been explained, cannot ordinarily encroach
on the prairie. But if a prairie, through any change of circum-
stances, becomes permanently wet, so decidedly so as to weaken
the grass, but not a region of permanent water, then the forest

has its chance for encroachment.
4. If mou '

to the growth offor-
ests, a change in the moistness of a region occasioned by geological

events would be attended by a change in the adaptedness to such

growth.—The Champlain epoch of the Post-tertiary, when por-

tions of the continent over the higher latitudes were much de-

pressed, (in many parts 300 to 400 feet), and the more southern

much less so, and wheu the great upper terrace flats of our lakes

and rivers, often many miles in width, were made, was a time

of warmer climate over the continents than the present, as the

distribution of the terrestrial animal life of the era proves.
6

It was, also, as the same terraces and the raised beaches prove,

an era of wider expanse of lakes and rivers over the land. It

was, therefore, in all probability, an era of moister climate

over these regions than now. This being so, it was an era emi-

nently favorable for the growth and extension of forests, when

trees would have taken possession of the dry land not under

water ; that is, wherever it was not too dry, as even then was prob-

ably true of th • far w - st. X< >w. aft i
T ? < 'ham plain epoch of de-

pression, an elevation of the land began, bringing the continent

up toward its present level ms « tige of climate to one

of greater coolness and dryness, 4 gions that

had been under water isequently,

there would have been, from the beginning of this change, a

tendency to a narrowing of the forest regions
:
and, w ith such a

tendency, an actual narrowing would, in one region or another,

have begun.
As the various parts of the continent would have differed hy-

grometrically during the Champlain epoch in the same way as

now, the great dense forests of the continent, on this side of the

Rocky Mountains, would have the the eastern

l

jsippi Any subsequent extension of the mra

accompanied the approach to the present era and condition

would, therefore, have been from the west toward the east.

The prairies would have gradually stretched their bare surfaces

• See the author's Manual of Geology, pages 547 to 567.
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along the rivers, and made their winding way eastward among
forest-clad bills, wherever the dryness of the soil most favored

them. There would thus have been a slow yielding of the soil

to plants that could hold their places in spite of droughts.
At the same t*me the new-made lands about drying bogs,

lake shores, etc. would have taken thoir v. *-.< t-ition from the ad-

joining regions; the kind being determined by the dryness or

moistness of the region through the year; by the nature of the

vegetation that was iiK^t a < .

-'.1
1

• v, ith its m t ds; by the char-

acter of the soil; or, if either the dryness of the climate, or its

moistness, were great, very largely by this one clement alone,

the dryness determining the absence of trees in spite of all

other conditions, and tb presence. Accordingly,
there are interminable forests in Eastern America, interminable
prairies on the slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and in the region

between an intermingling of forests and prairies.

The species of the Post-tertiary trees, as may be concluded
from the observations on buried fragments, were probably iden-

tical for the most part, if not wholly, with those now existing,

(as is true also of the species of invertebrate animal life). Our
forests of modern trees date, be v. i. from this

remote Post-tertiary era. Their' distribution began then, and
in accordance with" the favoring conditions of the soil and cli-

mate. At the present time, we ha i of that era

as it has become after being modified by the effects of subse-

quent changes of level and of climate.
But the modifications from these causes are, even now, far

from being completed. As is well known, there are extensive
forest regions where the soil and climate are so dry that if the

trees were cut away they would not be able to re-

themselves. A conformity between the distribution of trees

and the climate is, consequently, only partially accomplished.
Any cause that destroys the trees of a region, be it tempest, fire,

0rm^6r aSency» nelPs on this progress.
I he prairies of the Willammet, and in part those of the Sac-

i ad also many east of fch - have now
their "oak-openings," or surfaces scattered over w ith oaks, 15 to

' an acre. But these trees may once have been m
ves, as they are now clustered near Feather River, in

the fcacramento region, (p. 296.)A continent, or a large portion of it, cannot pass from a con
dition of

_
greater to one of ,ut ultimately ex

hibiting it in the distribution of its forests and prairies.
It is, therefore, no objection to the theory here propounded

that forests, when cut down, do not, if left to nature, always re
sume their places, but give way to meadows. The times sine*

the original planting are changed, and meadows are on the in

crease irom natural causes, as well as through the agency of man
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ART. XXXI.—On the Construction of a Spectroscope with a num-
°er °J Pr< m deviation for any
ray may ,.; \- pon'tim in the solar spec-
trurn determined; by Josiah P. Cooke, Jr.

In an extract from a letter of the author published in this
Journal, vol. xxxvi, p. 266, a method of adjusting the prisms
of a compound spectroscope was described, by which the ad-
justment for any portion of the spectrum could be obtained
with great rapidity and accuracy. A further study of the sub-
ject has shown that the method of adjustment then only briefly
described admits of the highest precision, and may be applied to
the exact measurement of the angle of minimum deviation of
the spectrum rays. It has been thus possible to apply the great
dispersive power of the large Cambridge spectroscope in deter-
mining the relative position of the various sp< trum lines, and
to secure all the accuracy of which angular measurements are
capable. The value of such measurements is obvious, and with
the hope that this method will prove to be an assistance to in-

vestigators we propose to give in this paper a description of our
instrument and of the manner of using it.

The general construction of the instrument is shown in fig. 1.

The two telescopes are constructed in the usual way. The
telescope A, which we shall call the collimator, has an adjust-

able slit placed exactly at the focus of the object glass. The
small tube which carries the slit slides into the body of the tel-

escope, but a rack and pinion motion would be preferable, so

that when the focus is changed the slit will necessarily remain
"vertical. The rays of light diverging from the slit and rendered

parallel by the object glass of the collimator next pass through
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a series of prisms adjusted around a conical wheel, which will

be soon described, and are then received by the telescope B.

The spectrum, which is formed at the focus of the object glass

of this telescopepis examined with eye-pieces of different mag-

nifying powers in the usual way. The object glasses of the tel-

escopes are 2^ inches in diameter and have a focal length of 15|

inches. They rest in Y's and are provided with spirit levels and

adjusting screws. The frames which hold the telescopes are

supported on pivots turning in sockets at the ends of two arms

connected with the body of the instrument and may be clamped

in any position. The arm which carries the collimator is per-

manently attached to the main iron plate, but the arm, which

carries the observing telescope may be moved around the plate.

The details of the construction are shown in fig. 2, which

through one of the

legs of the tripod

and the movable

pivot having first

been removed from
the socket. (This

figure as well as

fig. 4 were drawn
to the scale of one
inch to a foot).

The parts are as
follows: H is an
iron tripod with
leveling screws

;

G is a hollow ma-
any column;^

*-><:.

ity at the top ; F is an iron cone which rests in the conical cav-

ity, supporting the whole body of the instrument and connected
by a long iron rod with a clamping screw beneath the tripod.

By means of this arrangement the instrument may be turned as

a whole in the horizontal plane and the collimator directed to

the source of light. Above the iron cone and fastened to it se-

curely is the main circular plate of the instrument, which is 18

inches in diameter and r the outer

edge of this plate is i a - - graduated
to 10" of arc. On the under part of the plate there is a neck
and at the center of the upper surface a socket, which are accu-

rately centered with each other and with the graduated limb.

Around the neck atE moves an iron collar, to which is attached
the arm bearing the observing telescope. This moves, therefore
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3 with the graduated limb and bears a vernier by which
the angular motion may be determined, reading to 10". In
the socket of the first plate rests the pivot of a second plate,
C, which turns on the first and supports the prisms with the ad-
justing wheel A. The diameter of the upper plate is an inch
less than that of the lower plate, so as to expose the graduated
arc near the outer edge of the latter, and its upper surface i> as
flat and even as possible. Eising from the center of th<

plate there is a tall screw pivot of iron, B, on which I

Uj.jVT

conical wheel, made also of iron. By this
~ L

sither raised or lowered. This wheel is an essentialirerec

of the instrument, and we will next consider the theory

In the ordinary method of measuring the angle of minimum
deviation with a Babinet's goniometer the prism is placed on a
revolving plate at the center of the graduated circle, and so ad-
justed that the edge of the refracting angle shall be perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the circle, and Jlel with a
diameter of the circle. The axis of the collimator and observ-
ing telescopes, moreover, being parallel with a diameter of the

is evident that, when the prism and telescope are turned
into the position of minimum deviation, the vertex of the angle
of minimum deviation will coincide with the center of the
circle, and hence the arc intercepted between two radii of the
circle parallel to the axes of the two telescopes will be the

measure of the angle required. This angle is practically meas-
ured by first bringmg into line of collimation the observing tel-

escope and collimator, so that the image of the slit at the end of
the collimator coincides with the vertical wire in the eye-piece

of the telescope. The position of the vernier on the graduated
arc is now noted. Then, having adjusted the prism, both the

prism and the telescope are turned to the position of minimum
deviation, and a coincidence established between the vertical

wire and one of the lines of the spectrum. The vernier is now
again read and the difference between the two readings is the

angle of minimum deviation for the ray corresponding to that

line.

It will be obvious however 3
from fig. 3, that it is not neces-
sary for the accuracy of this

measure either that the prism
should be placed at the center
of the circle, or that the axes
of the telescope should be par-

allel to one of its radii. If
only the bisectrix of the refract-

ing angle passes through the
center of the circle, the prism
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may be placed on the outer rim of the plate, and if only the ra-

dial arm, wh i mies the observing telescope, moves' concen-
tric with the graduated arc, the axis of the telescopes themselves

jatever. Let Op and
0? be two radii of the graduated circle. Let Ap and Bq rep-

e axes of the two telescopes in collimation and making
any undetermined angles with the two radii. Place now a prism
at m and turn the radial arm 0? into the position Oy', but with-

out clnmging the inclination of the axis of the telescope to the
arm, and let BmB' be the angle of minimum deviation. Since

that the ang
\ js therefore

measured b\ the arc in!me< pr« d I iwe< n i\ e radii On and Oq'.

In order now to applv this principle in the spectroscope the

mtcd pcrm.-ncntly in brass frames. The
-' "ii three hra-s pins which were adjusted by filing

until the refracting edge of the prism was perpendicular to the

iron place C fig. 2. Two brass pins were also attached to the

back of each prism and the lengths of these so adjusted that,

when the prisms are pushed against the conical wheel, the bi-

sectrix of the refracting angle should coincide with a radius of

the wheel. The last adjustment was made with the aid of a

guage cut from a sheet of tinned iron fitting at the same time
the periphery of the wheel and the face of the prism, which was
applied alternately on either side. The angle of minimum devi-

ation of the ray D was then measured for each prism in the fol-

lowing way :—
The prism having been placed on the plate with the pins applied

to the periphery of the wheel, the collimator was turned on its

pivot, and at the same time the plate C turned on its center,

until on applying the eye at the open slit and looking through
the object- _ 3m) the further back edge of the

prism seen through the glass of the prism, appeared to coincide
with the nearer back edge seen directly. When this is the case
it is evident that the rays of light which reach the eye from the
turther back edge of the prism must pass through the glass par-
allel to the back edge of the prism, or, what amounts to the same
thing, perpendicular to the bisect i i angle, and
when the light passes in this way the prism is at the angle of
minimum deviation. When the prism was thus placed the colli-

mator was turned slightly on its pivot until the axis of the teles-

cope prolonged passed through the center of the prism-face, and
was then securely clamped in this position. This adjustment may
be made withsufhcient accuracy by the unassisted eye. The prism
having now been turned one side, the arm of the observing tel-

-~ "'"-? turned on
"
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the collimator. In order to facilitate this adjustment the tele-
scopes are provided with caps which cover the object-glasses of
the telescopes with the exception of a narrow vertical slit at the
center. The pivot of the observing telescope was next clamped
and the caps having been removed the image of the slit seen
through the observing telescope was brought into exact coinci-

I the position of the vernier noted.
The prism was now brought back to its place by turning the up-
per plate of the instrument, and the observing telescope also
turned until the position of minimum deviation lor the ray D

n double line brought to coincide
with the vertical wire. The limb was then again read, and the
difference of the two readings gave the angle of minimum devi-
ation for the prism.
In order to show that this method of measurement is perfectly

Jvo In I. w the anglrs of m uiuinm deviation of the

ima of the Cambridge spectroscope measured as just de-
scribed, and in a parallel column the same angles measured in
the old way with the prisms at the center of the plate. It will
be seen that the differences are insignificant and within the
limits of error of observation :

X... i.

No. 9, 29° 28' 40" 29° 29' 40"

267° 37' 50" 267° 37' 30" -20"

Although the ado; '" appear complicated,
they can be made in far less time than it "has taken to describe
the method.

It is a well known fact that when a beam of homogeneous
die angle of minimum d< ^ at on

tla make the same angle with the

faces oft: ally enter and leave
the glass. Hence as in the same

at the angle of minimum deviat ; "ii a .- c id prism be applied

to one side or the other, find a posi-

tion, in which this pi .- - of minimum devia-
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tion, moving of course the prism on the plate without disturb-

ing the position of the plate itself. In like manner other prisms
may be added until the required number is obtained. (In the

Cambridge spectroscope there are nine glass prisms of 45°, as

shown in fig. 4.) This ad to be made, how-
ever, once for all, since

J

when the prisms are Fig. 4.

adjusted they are fast-

ened to a very thin,

flexible brass ribbon,
which, passing through
a box at the back of

keeps them always in
place. By tracing the

ray of homo- <

ous light through a
bci ies of similar prisms,
as is shown in fig. 4,

the path of the rav within the prisms is always tangent to

! circle, provided that it passes through "all under the

3 of least deviation. Assuming, then, that the dis-

18 are fastened to a brass ribbon as just described, it

rident from a moment'- greater the

iHty of the given ray the less must be the diameter of

bich the prisms should be arranged in order

- under the required conditions, ai
;

.
know-

a easy to calculate ap-

in a given case.

icai wheel A, fig. 2, were thus deter-

ter. 9J inches, corresponding to the

est diameter, b£ inches corresponding
to the extreme violet rays of the solar spectrum. In order to

lacihtate the adjustment" a series of lines were engraved encir-
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cling the wheel at equal distances from each other and numbered
from 1 to 12.

Having described the construction of the instrument it will

now be easy to understand the method of using it. Let us sup-

pose that the object is to measure the angle of minimum devia*

tion of the blue ray of the strontium spectrum. By examining

any chart of the spectra of the chemical elements it will be

found that this line is ess than

Iwo-thirds A to U. Ii. then, we turn the

conical wheel until the pins of the prisms all rest against the

line nark. i 7. we fr > the tine po.Mfnm.

exactly as before lesei bed for a single prism. Turning then

the upper plate so as to remove the prisms out of ranej\ we

bring the observing telescope into collnnation with the colhma-

tui a also bet i <k- lined, . h n on ' 1 t > b we

have the starting point for our measure. We next turn the

field, and carefully bring the blue .;.
' '" '';

raise or lower the coi
3 wa

,.

v til °

angular de\ in the po-

:
,. ;...,-, ,,. :1

.

:1 rue difference of the two real n
r«a

-.'.'.,•..) •'••-: :l
. . .

-

When near the position of mini f'
motion

;::... .-..,-
.; .-. '-. .-.••

^
*

'

•

wheel for a few of the marked lines of the s

possible to bring the wheel at star; ' More-

over, the fact that when near the position of minimum

'-: ;..-.-.:. ../::• . -

-

in the position of the
: KC {l11 the

adjustments required with exceei racy.

In orde« to test the accuracy of our method we have made

< of :h minimum d« . tion f the line D,

was completed dismounted, the value obtained was i.

267° 37' 50"/ It will be remembered that the sum ot t-

measured on each prism separately at the cer

given on n -
37 50

>
;ind t,,e

slm of th'osf,fasnied on tliedge of the plate (267° 37' 30")

onlv differs from this bv 20".

use absolutely the whole aper-

ture of the prisms it is not necessary to change the i

one part of the spectrum to an-
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other. If we adjust the collimator as above described, when
the prisms rest against the middle <> the u eel whole
spectrum can be passed under review with great rapidity with-
out any further change of the co i t and each point seen
under the condition of minimum deviation. When/ however,
on account of the feebleness of the light it is important to use
the whole aperture of the prisms, a slight gain can be obtained
by readjusting the collimator at the extreme points of the spec-
:''•'

-

.

. -

rd; for it its position is changed, the point to which
the angular measurements are -<>, and must
be determined anew. If however the arms, to which the tele-

scopes are attached, an- so arranged with a sliding motion that

both the collimator and the ob^ervi a t.-l.-scn] ?
, i\ be moved

ptr.d:
1 to them^lve^vitho.it idUMinu t i in hti\ e angular P o-

uro ol' the prisms may at any time be used,

and nevertheless all the measurements referred to the same point
on the graduated limb.

Besides the set of glass prisms the Cambridge spectroscope is

also provided with a set of sulphid of carbon prisms, which
lave been previously th scribed in this Journal. They are mount-

s plate with a separate wheel of the proper
mensions ai like the glass prisms
above described. The. plat< a i , lies so that

one battery of prisms may be quickly lifted off from the i istru-

ment and the other put in its place. But although the liquid

prisms are valuable on account oi rsive power
-rout faint lines, especii ruinous por-

' spectrum, V et their use' is verv restricted. One dif-

ficulty arises from the iange of the index of

of carbon with the slightest change of
temperature. We have noticed • on a sum-

a change of 8' in the angle of minimum deviation of
a single sulphid of carbon prism of 40 . although the tempera-
ture of the room had only in the mi antime changed eight tenths
of a Centigrade degree." The temperature of the prism un-
^btedlyeh but when we remem-

5
erthat

r

li;
I amount to over one

degree lor the niue prisms, it will be seen that they i—* K* "aft*

less for any

ble rays of the
8jr

liquid, which are fatal to good definition. Nevertheless under
the best conditions, we have found that sulphid of carbon
prisms define as well or even better than glass. The instrument

any purposes of direct measurement. Again, sulphid
'' ~ transparent than glass to the more refrangi-

changeof tempera-
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described in this paper, with the exception of the glass
was made by Messrs. Clark & Sons of Cambridgeport, and we
would here especially express our indebtedness to Mr. George
Clark for his great ingenuity in planning and executing the me-
chanical details. We reserve for another article an account of
the results of <

I HAVE already published thre
ical polarization (Proc. Amer. Philos. Soe., ix, 359), and I have
endeavored in various ways to show that '

is probably owing to an" analogous polarization of aerial and
aetherial currents. Finding that my hypothesis was sustained

by some rem n k ibl : urn ric d e > u 1 ices, as well as by vari-

ous points of correspondence between the assumed influence of

[daily vai ti ms of declina-

tion and inclination, I sought for some practical demonstration

of the truth of my inferences. I therefore endeavored to imitate

the movements of the atmosphere by mech
and the res v >st respects such as I anticipated,

and which are all susceptible of an easy explanation, are em-

bodied in the following additional experiments.

4. By the use of fans, bellow-
either alone or in conj rrents may
be produced that will deflect the needle in any desired direction,

hi accordance with simple and evident mechanical laws.

5. I have tried iron, copper, wood, zinc, and pasteboard, and
find, as I anticipated, that the material employed for producing
or directing the artificial currents has no effect upon their mere

mechanical action, but I have found the re-

when, in order to avoid the complication of induced m
or electricity, I employed non-conductors, such as v

pasteboard. Upon subsequently repeating the experiments with

different metals, the effects of the induced currents have been

plainly shown.

'

6. Increasing the number of directing discs (provided they

are all parallel), often modifies the intensity of current-influence,

but does not appear otherwise to affect the result.

The most striking developments that I have yet hit upon,

were obtained by the aid of a Gauss ' Faraday's

apparatus for showing the electric currents developed in moving

metallic bodies by terrestrial magnetism. It consists of a heavy

' From the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, July 21, 1865.
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copper ring (a), fixed to horizontal supports {b) (c), on which it

in i
'

f ]

'

* ('/i an J j.ii on (<?), the sup-

-

of the ring is 6 inches at each in the mid-
dle; the inner diameter 5 inches; the thickness U inches. The
axle opposite to the gearing

(
-\,

j s ] 3 ,nOWf t0 ;i!! n\

ol it brass rod (/?), v izontally in

i

and it is tin re lore easilv nil" . d bv as rial currents, i

is made to revolve around the N". pole of

•

. r"

the top of the ring.

For my special purpose, I replaced this copper ring by a

wood mi one ot i-sam-dn .- ,s M 1 prepared a number of

(0, in the form of sem -clients,
fitted so that they could be fixed, in different vertu ,il positions,

,'i?s h.)x, above the needle. Causing the wheel to

rotate, with the axis variously placed, I tried the following ex-

periments:—

A. Single disc, or multiple and parallel discs.

a. Axis in magnetic meridian.

7. When the disc was in the meridian, the currents produced
a slight tendency in the needle" to move in the same direction as

the upper part of the ring.

8. Whenl equator, the slight tendency was
opposite to that in Exp. 7, and the same as if it had been pro-

the ring.
9. When the disc was inclined to the meridian, there was a

marked polarity, perpendicular to the disc.

b. Axis in magnetic equator.

10. The disc being placed in the meridian, there was no dis-

turbing current.
11. Placing the disc equatorially, the needle was still undis-

turbed.
J1

12. But when the disc was inclined to the meridian, the cur-

rent-polarity was parallel to the disc.

c. Axis 45° from magnetic meridian.
13. In nearly all positions of the disc, there appears to be a

disposition ,n the needle to move ring. But
when the disc is in or very near the meridian, there is a slight

tendency towards the axis.
In order to imitate more closelv the earth's principal thermal

rad.at.on-planes, which are all i with the

»In speaking of the needle's tendency I always refer to the motion of the %
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?rmal pole, I constructed

ngle of about '60°, with whieh 1 tried ll»

B. Spherical-angular disc.

a. Axis in magnetic meridian.

14. If the disc is so placed, with its opening towards the
south, [\ ,r i;s ai g<e i- bisected b\ the im-rid n. the current-
polarity carries the needle in the same direction as the motion of
the top of the ring.

15. If the opening of the disc is turned to the north, the ap-
:''•

". :

.

.

current-polarity is rev* rsed (as in Exp. 8).

16. Placing the disc equatorially, 1 am unable to discover any
current-polarity.

17. Inclining the disc towards N.W. and S.E., the needle
moves tow;: ier the opening of the disc is to-

north or towards the south.

18. If the inclination is towards N.E. and S.W., the motion
of the needle is westerly.

Experiments 14 to 18 are perhaps the most interesting and
important of the entire series. Exp. 14 represents the direction

of the gnu tend to restore the equilibrium

which is continually disturbed by the thermal radiation of
the northern heimsi-Ir re. while Exp. 15 represents the like di-

rection in the southern hemisphere, and all the experiments

demonstrate tuations, (he motion of
tiiat end of the needle which is nearest to the equator shoukl follow,

it doesfolbw, the direction of the

sun's meridional influence.

b. Axis in magnetic equator.

19. When the disc is in the meridian, the current-polarity and
the magnetic polaritv coincide.

20. If the disc is in the
when the top c

declines to the
21. But when the motion of the ring is towards the south, the

current polarity is reversed, and the needle declines to the west.

22. The revere »g the opening to the west,

likewise reverses the polarity, the declination being east when
the ring moves south, and west when the ring moves north.

23. The disc being inclined to N.W. and S.E., the needle de-

clines towards the west (the action in Exp. 17 being reversed).

24. Changing the inclination of the disc to N.E. and S.W.,

the declination changes to east (reverse of Exp. 18).

From Exp. 19 that in consequence of the

action of the- trade winds, combined with the greater radiation of the
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northern hemisphpi

the magnetic dedin
of tht needle.

c. Axis 45° from magnetic meridian.

25. When the disc is in or near the meridian, there is a slight
tPn^nc-v in the cxrromit

. j need!, wh h is under the
' - '';;..:. to f^Hon the dmction of the top of the

ring. In all other positions the needle declines /?wrc the axis.

d. Axis variously inclined.

26. If the inclination of the axis to the meridian is less, or
greater, than 45°, the results approximate respectively to those
obtained when the axis is in the meridian, and when it is in the

Art. XXXUI.—Nitrates of Iron; by John M. Ordway.

Of the scattered accounts to be met with respecting the
action of nitric acid on iron, few or none are worthy of entire
confidence, because all are defective in the statement of condi-

ds, they commonly set

general truth.. M this wav Thenard'long
ort of correctness in each and every assertion when

ne said,
1 "On ne peut obtenir que du nitrate de fer vert et du

nitrate de fer rouge
; et encore le premier ne se forme-t-il qu'en

prenant de 1'acide a 5
C

, et le second, qu'en employant de l'acide
an plus 4 12° a 15°. S une portion
ae J oxide rouge se precipiteroit, et Ton n'en retrouveroit plus

1 avoit 36° a 40°." And some
vers have been little more successful in gei

«3..-
n

r
C1
^
nt data

-
Ifc is sil

I of the varied reactions have hardly alluded to any

tW^t ^ great diversities observed except difference in
tne st.ength of the acid used. Davy does indeed go so far as to

Se nheVn
T ir

|

deanite rnention of temperature, and describes

suoif^T
ena

^
lus:2 " Whe » • ii! - thatis

'

•
specific gravity 11(V> . n without

• When
8
very dilute

n trous oxvH "*!? to aCt u
l

'
(> of ,,eat'

oxva is produced in considerable quantity mingled with

'

^' -
"'.-'- '/ '/.'

' '.

'

' Kaj kind, and evglves gas abundantly.
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nitrous gas and nitrogen." " In the beginning of a dissolution
the nitrous gas generally predominates, in the middle nitrous
oxyd, and at the end nitrogen."

It should be remembered that the terms iron and nitric acid
are too generic to allow qualifiers and definers to be altogether
dispensed with. It must also be borne in mind that a finely
divided metal does not always behave exactly like compact
lumps of the same; and that heating or cooling a few degrees

9 suffices to change the order of affinities of substances
in mutual contact. A sound philosophy would therefore at the
outset suggest the inquiry whether the action of nitric acid on
iron is not a function of 'several i s, sue] is the quality,

the quantity, and the strength of the acid; the form, the kind,
the state, and the amount of iron, and the quantity put in at a
time; the initial temperature, and the range of temperature
allowed during the action, pressure, light, rest or agitation, and
the access or exclusion of air.

Having only the data afforded by a few hundred experiments,
I cannot presume to enter into; rough dis-

cussion of all possible causes of variation : but the narration of
some of the principal trials will serve to show that most of
these supposed influences are really operative.

Wrought iron turnings and weak acid were found sometimes
to give off hydrogen copiously and produce a green protonitrate,

whi] e in other instances nitric oxyd was evolved and a red per-

nitrate was formed.
For some comparable trials, turnings were secured clean and

all alike by catching them as they fell from the lathe in turning

a shaft of common rolled iron. The i 3 I used was a nearly col-

orless com:;. out free from chlorine and sul-

phuric acid. The following are the final approximating terms
of convergent series of experiments made by varying the tem-

peratures, all other things being equal

:

I 45° C, 100 g. of nitric acid of pp. gr. 1-03, with 5 s

added all at once, gave off hydrogen continuously. The temperature

during the action rose to 49°.

and then, chanj }d to the end.

rose to 50°.

2, X.~At 15° C. H 0» a i acid«'f> _ 1 •

The temperature

, and 5 g. of iron
'

beat rose to 4fi£.

erials gave nitnc

3, JT.-At 31" ' Bp. gr. 1-05 and 5g
;
of iron gave

off hydrogen on] inserted rose to

f acid 1-05 and 6 g. of turnings evolved i

oxyd and heated to 47° C.

4, JT.—At 16° C, 5 0g. itb 3 g. of iron ev<

hydrogen throughout the action, though the temperature rose to 2T
Am. Jouk. Sci.-Second Sebibs, Vol. XL, No. 120.—Nov., 1S65.
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,
50 g. of acid aud
stopped entirely,

C, 50 g. of acid aud 3 g. of turnings gave off hydrogen f<

unt on and evolved nitr

oxyd to the end.

5
> -^—Taking another kind of iron turnings, at 29° CJ. 60 g. of nitric

acid of sp.gr. 1-04 and 3 g. of iron
; tonitrste.

n.—-At 30°
' materials gave hydros

gen for a while, and then changing evolved nitric oxyd and made a per-

It is worthy of notice in these cases that the final action is

determined by the initial temperature, and not bv that which
may be reached during the operation. We see too that when

mure alone is varied, the dividing limit between cn-

d ifined; but with un-
like qualities of iron, the limit is same for the
same strength of acid. Indeed, in trying some sorts of the
metal, there has been no prodnei.,m '

<>i ,«..; n observed
under any circumstances. And it may be that the failure of
others to notice such a phenomenon is owing mainly to their
chancing to operate with iron of the purer kinds. Priestley

6
re-

ving once obtained "explosive air " by warming iron
rate of iron; and this solitary instance appears to be

the only one on record.
The essential peculiarity of hydrogen evolving iron remained

: lies of rust
floating in the water over which it was ca. -lit. "> he °r.s was
found to be capable of discoloring paper moistened with a lead
solution. So a small fractional p. i-<

:

: ,r , : sulphur is the
chief, if not the only. ..-on^itu nt ol imn which su e< to make

\m part fr0m its more usual modes of operation
;
and

probably it is the proportion of sulphur which determines for
acid of a given streng iL of teraperature be-
tween hydrogen and nitric oxyd production I have seen a
temporary evolution of hydrogen even with an acid of sp. gr.

the s

lt 1S possible that a sti11 wronger acid might operate in

The."« {ouowing •

sea caused by what is con-
emently designated as "mass;" but how far "mass" depends
n mere weight and how far on the extent of surface exposed
> action has not been ascertained.

• wrnTn-
350

°' 10° P' 1 ' ts of n ' tlIC aci ] of <P gr- 1-04, with 5 parts

b.~At 3j> C, 100 parts of nil I w,th two parts

ade a red solution.

Z0n~?
23° C

;' \
00 Part8 of nitric acid of sp.gr. 1-04, with 28 parts

cast iron, gave hydrogen only and made a protonitrate.

'
ExPerirae^8 and Observations on Different Kinds of Air : London. 1779. & 134.
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. of sp. gr. 1-05, with 50 parts of cast

n parts of the same
nitric oxyd and pro-

Minute proportions of sulphur or phosphorus are known to
have a wonderful effect on the physical properties of iron, and
now the hydrogen production shows that one substance at least

possesses a not less remarkable power of altering the normal
chemical reactions ; for when we take the purest iron to be had,
such for instance as that used for fine wire, the alternative of
nitric oxyd evolution is silent solution. When no gas is set

free the product may be either protonitrate, or pernitrate, or an
uncertain mixture of the two; and after long continued action,

protoxyd of iron or peroxyd may be precipitated. Oftentimes,

when air is freely admitted there is not only no loss but an
actual gain in wciVnr. In such cases probable nitric oxyd in

rgen. There
is aiwavs a production of nitrate of ammonia, but I have inva-

riably found the quantity much too small to account for all the

oxydation that takes place.

For trials of the purer irons, coarse wire was taken, of such size that

one meter weired 15-6 ± A tine wire was ust-d wei-hii _: 054 g. per

meter, and therefore for the same weight presenting 5£ times as much
,«• course.

9, a.—At 0° C, 100 tr. of nitric acid, of sp. gr. 1-05, with 52 g. of

. and made a protonitrate containing

b.—At 22° (
'.. 105 2. of nitric ; 5"2 g. of

Thus, by operating (

tures, we may get an u _
a specific gravity as 1-05. And acid of much greater strength

gives some protonitrate, if the action is retarded by cold.
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13.—71 g. of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-25 being cooled in snow, 10 g. of
•

the loss was only 1-23 g. Were the metal in tl

'.-'
' '"

'
'

. •

.

'

given off. The solution did indeed contain some ammonia, l.ut its

amount was too trifling to account for any considerable part of the oxy-

The nitric oxyd, therefore, instead of passing off as fast as it

was liberated, must have been in part oxvdized bv the superin-
cumbent air

into the liquor. The following
instance gives a more forcible illustration of this matter :

14. 7 g. of fine wire were gradually dropped into 07 <: ot nitric acid
-

re was no loss, but a gain of 026 g. The pro-
duct contained 0-13 p. c. of ammonia and a trace of protonitrate.

As the iron in this experiment was all used up, it is plain that
the production of ammonia and a protosalt was not owing to
the after reaction of I n excess of
the metal. And it seems likely that the formation of proto-

'
' ,;

» :i!iimi niia, :u d nitric oxvd, and the
absorption of oxygen from the air were goin
and during the whole time.

It is not certain] v known whether, in the direct action of
nitric acid on iron, the generation of ammonia and the form*
tion of protonitrate have any i on. I have
never detected protonitrate i i was
also present; but ammonia is sometimes found when the iron is

all in the state of pernitrate. "

may have been formed in some sta^e of the operation and sub-
sequently oxyd , d a, th, a. ti.,n we, t on. No doubt there is

often a partial rearrangement of the elements; for a perfectly

the undissolved iron, will some-

tity of rust and give off s

he inqu

ZT„Vh%\TJ not Wa > litrit * <ormcd,-2Fe and 3NO,

S"Kje
J.?.-

8 -N0
*:

V"'

would slowly de-

nggest^ ]•

there may not 1

,

~ re
2 3 8X(j,. \V\

W^r. P
u
erman^nicacid

;
but the amount of permangu.

bleached by any of the products has never much exo

ZZT% t0
, <luantity of protonitrate present. I have not,

such thin°
Und any S°0d reas™ fOT Mie™g that there is any

wk <^" ^on.When we bring together iron and nitric acid of as high a

i*8 the phenomena of passivity sometimes
*?elf; and the induction of such a state depends not

SuaHtv Tnd
StrSngth °f the acid

>
but has SOrae relatioa t0 it3

quality and temperature, and to the kind and condition of the
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iron. In speculations respecting the cause of passivity, it has

not unfrequently been taken for granted that this singular

change is wrought in iron only by the very strongest acid.

Thus in a brochure
6
setting forth a new theory of the constitu-

tion of acids, Peretti gives the following unsound instance in

support of his views, and goes on to argue that inactivity is

owing to the lack of a certain hypothetical deutoxyd of hydro-

gen:—"11 ferro che e attaccato si forteraente da questo acido,

preparato con il commune metodo Az0 2
+2H0 2 ,

cessa di esserlo

posto a contatto con l'acido azotico fumante Az0
4
+HQ

2
ciue a

dire con questo acido privato de un equivalente di acqua," etc.

But the fact 'hat an acid ->f :- b>w a ^ • if :i ivity as 1*20

may refuse to act on certain kinds of iron is far from lending

any support to this and some other theories that have been pro-

posed. The strongest acid has apparently no more effect on

iron than so much water would have ; but v

strong there is often a momentary action, and then the metal

brightens and undergoes o d tempera-

ture has much to do with determining the continuance or term-

ination of the active state; and yet for any particular acid or

iron it is not easy to state the exact degree beyond which qui-

escence is no longer possible; for in a still

action may, by reason of local heating, get such a start that it

will go on to the end, while a thorough and constant stirring

would so distribute the small amount of heat evolved on first

contact as to cause a speedy cessation of chemical change. But

when passivity has once supervened, it requires very strong

heating of the acid to make it attack the iron again The fol-

lowing trials show that in treating of passivity we should take

int not only the strength of the acid but also its qual-

ity and temperature the degree of agitation, and the kind and

condition of the iron:

lo.-Some nearly pure commercial nitric acid of sp.gr. 1-36 being

heated to 34° C and briskly stirred, a bit of bright iron wire was drop-

ped in. The action conti:
all gone.

In another experiment with the acid at 33° C, the action quickly

le.—JSTitric acid of sp. gr. 1-38 warmed to 31° C, soon rendered iron

W,

Som
a

e

S

of

V

the same acid at 32° C, kept on acting till the iron was used up

17, a.-A nearly pure and colorless aci 1 f - _• 1 ' » ™^£**
C, rendered iron wire passive : but when such acid was heated to 31 U,

1 ''
- - -

"

. . , . • ;

6—Sonu crude red acid of 8p. gr. 1-39 warmed to 411- C. exercised

in on wire" and when the acid and iron were

:
.;,V r d, e oo_Qtac_t,_«h

!j
Wtadid

8

notr,



This acid heated to 42° C. rapidly dissolved iron wire.

18, a.—A pale commercial acid of sp. gr. 1-40, warmed to 33° C, re-

ft.—Some pure acid redis

sp.gr. 1-40, and being warmed to 36° C, quickly induced passivity in

With some of the same acid at 31° C, the action did not cease till the

iron was all gone.

c—Pure red acid of sp. gr. 1-40 warmed to 58° C, rendered wire

Such acid at 59° C. continued to act.

d.—Some commercial red acid of sp.gr. 1*40 warmed to 65° C, had
but a momentary effect on iron wire.

The same acid at 66° C, kept on acting.

19.—A pale acid of sp.gr. 1-41 heated to 41° C, rapidly dissolved

40° C, the wire became passive.

V/| "' ,

]

";;->; »t "-id \ (- b.iskly shaken at the time of contact, 49°

20^o.—Pale acid of sp. gr. P42, at 55° C, rendered iron wire passive;

-The same acid even at

'.'-
'

rid was first he
i would not sU

lne steel turnings were also tried with common r<
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Such acid of sp.gr. 1-34, at 65° C, rendered the steel passive; with
the initial temperature 65 -6° it continued to act.

Acid of sp. gr. 1-335, at 58"3° C, soon ceased to act ; with such acid

With acid ofsp.gr. 1-33, at 49-4° C, the action was momentary;
v.

:

-h this acid first heated to 50° there was no stoppage.

With acid of sp. gr. 1*327 the limit of passivity lay between 47-2° and

Acid of sp. gr. 1-32 at 32-2° induced passivity ; with the same acid at

so precisely

iron very slowly and silently after the first momentary, vio-

action is over. It having been found by many trials that

iivity may occur in c tst in n \ n v. itli aoi 1 of as low sp. gr.

'20, the rolloi merits were made:
>•

—

Took in each case a tared lump of iron weighing between 2-8

33 grams, and some acid at 25-5° C. At the end of four hours the hits

on weie il< uel f the Ioom 1 . il ii % t
' u d weighed.

With acid of j.p.jrr. 1-20 the iron had lust 218g.

• th 20 c.c

:' sp.gr. 1-18

--

newhat longer.

At the end oi

iron had lost

o-295
g"

"
1

2-266

2-246

u sample of cast iron in pieces weighing betw

•ied in each instance with 20 c.c. of acid at

i hours the iron in acid of sp. gr. 1-20 had lo
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In the first instance the action was apparently over in six
minutes. In the next five cases all was quiet at the end of
about twenty minutes. In the last three there was no stoppage.
The phenomenon of passivity,—which had been observed by

long ago as 1782, and has been the subject of more
speculation than experiment,—is explained by some as owing to
the formation of a coating of insoluble oxyd. But we have no
reason to suppose that an uncombined oxyd can possibly be
formed in the presence of a greal cid. In fact

after contact with the acid the surface of the iron often remains
as bright as ever, and a crust so thin as to be transparent must
be too thm to be impermeable.

Others make the m« . n that the metal im-
becomes covered with a layer of nitrate insoluble in

L Thus Heldt says:
8—"Die Haut von saltpetersauren

Eisenoxyd durch welche das blauke Metall mit seinem Glasz
hmdurch schimmert, ist unter einer guten Lupe deutlich zu
erkennen." I have never been able to detect anv such film

I my experiments with heated nitric acid go
to show that in many cases an adhering coat of nitrate cannot
exist; for though the crystallized salt°is not soluble in cold

Ives readily enough even in monohydrated
the aid of a moderate heat. When iron has become

hile cold, the acid ought not to require heating beyond
50 to make the action recommence. But we have seen that
even boiling sometimes fails to remove passivity.
When the iron is temporarily attacked, an incrustation of

oxyd, or of nitrate, could only by degrees acquire sufficient

thickness to resist the acid ; and hence the theory of a protect-
ive film would require the gradual cessation of activity : but in
fact the cessation is usually sudden and abrupt.

Reason seems to be on the side of those who refer passivity
to a molecular change in the iron, which may be induced by a
momentary electric action set up on the first contact of the acid
with the metal. And such an alteration in the electric or chem-
ical relations of iron is no more wonderful than the modification
or the mechanical properties of steel by tempering, or the in-

tI°\°1 Perma*ent magnetism in steel.
ine following summary shows the results to be obtained by

bringing together iron and nitric acid under various conditions.

mhZ~ *^ be either no perceptible action or only a mo-
mentary one, the iron quickly becoming "

Passivity supervenJ moat «.a«isw »;
carburetted

haneed by annealing!

I £
e*>re V0I» Verwandscbaft der Korner, p. 108: note.

Erdmanns Jour. f. Pr. Chem. xc, 267.
? '
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2.—There may be silent action with the production of proto-
nitrate, or of pernitrate, or of both together.

3.—There may be a more or Jess rapid evolution of gas,

—

mostly nitric oxyd,—and the formation of an acid, ft I

or rusty pernitrate, or of a mixture of protonitrate and per-

4.—Hydrogen may be given off continuously, while a proto-
nitrate is formed.

5.—Hydrogen may be evolved rapidly at first and then more
and more slowly till there comes a pause ; after which there-
action changes and nitric oxyd is liberated abundantly, a per-

nitrate being the final product.
6.—A very small portion of the acid may be decomposed so

as to generate nitrate of ammonia ; and this can take place
while nitric oxyd, or hydrogen, or no gas at all is given oft".

7.—Durin t there may be an absorption of
oxygen from the air, and consequently a greater amount of oxy-
dation will ensue than can be accounted for by the gases extri-

cated and the nitrate of ammonia formed.

Pernitrate solutions made wit i weak acid and excess of iron

are generally so basic as to become turbid when they are treated

with a solution of any sulphate. The precipitate, which is

probably the tribasic persulphate of iron, is producible when-
ever the niti ina less than two equivalents of

acid to one of ferric oxyd.
The proneness of nitric acid to dissolve an excess of iron,

renders it hardly possible to make directly a solution that shall

contain an exact normal nitrate ; for even if we try to use the

precise quantities of material which theory would indicate, the

reaction is not simple enough to allow us to predict just how
much acid will be consumed in el; Yet the

procuring of a norm s t)een spoken of by
some writers as very difficult, is far from being a hard matter.

We have only to resort to the process by which most other

Me salts are insured free from excess of acid or base.

The nitrate out of an acid or normal solution,

and of all the ferric salts it is the easiest to obtain in crystals

and in a state of purity. In cone I
ire should

be taken to apply but a moderate heat: and, before setting it

aside to crystallize, enough strong nitric acid should be added

to make the liquid seen in a thin stratum appear of a pale yel-

low color instead of a deep red.

Solid Nitrate of Iron.—There are two definitely cry

sesqui nitrates of iron, differing much in form and composition

The cubic nitrate noti
by Hausmann 10

in 1854, is a tetraborate, Fn ' >

3
3XO s

12HO,

* Pogg. Ann., xxxix, 141.
w Annalen der Ch. and Ph., Ixxxix, 109.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Sebiks, Vol. XL, No. 130.—Not., 1865.



A-ill be shown presently, is produced only under cir-

3 of peculiar constraint. The more commonly occur-

ring salt, which forms when there is no deficiency of water, is

the oblique rhombic sexhydrate,— Fe 2 3
3N0

5
18HO,—de-

scribed in this Journal in 1850." At that time I was not aware
that any previous analysis had been recorded ; but in a little

work published in 1834, entitled " Manuel du Fabricant d'lndi-

ennes, par L. J. S. Thillaye," is to be found the following pass-

age:—a
Si Ton veut obtenir des cristaux de pernitrate, on fait

dissoudre lentement le fer dans Tacide nitrique a 34°, en plagant

le vase dans un lieu frais. Lorsque la dissolution est a peu

pr&s complete, il se forme des cristaux qui affectent la forme de

prismes di iquefbis ils

ont six pans. * * * * Le pernitrate cristallise est forme

de Acide Nitrique 41,968, Peroxide de fer 20,725, Eau
This composition corresponds nearly to Fe„ 3 . 3N0 5

.16HO,
and the specimen analyzed must have been a mixture of the

two sorts. Having observed scores of crops of crystals formed
under very diverse circumstance riably found

the sexhydraled salt to belong to the monoclinic system, I think

it would not be too much to say that those who speak of square

prisms, either have had the cubic nitrate or a mixture to deal

with, or have used Vauquelin's eyes instead of their own. "An
observation which Citizen Vauquelin has communicated" is

thus given in Fourcroy's Chemistry :—"Concentrated nitric acid

poured on an oxide of iron arising from the decomposition of

I been left in contact w i
3. * * *

Citizen Vauquelin was much astonished on stirring the liquor,

which was of a brown color, to see in it several large crystals,

the least of which weighed upwards of four grammes. * * *

Their form was that of a square prism terminated by a bevel."

As Vauquelin used concentrated acid, he might possibly have
had the cubic crystals ; but the cubic nitrate is not often modi-
fied, and the last clause, respecting termination "bya bevel,"

suggests a query whether the dimetric form was not" predicated
from a hasty glance rather than from measurement or from care-

stion. And there is the more room for a doubt because

sen " Vauquelin's time the science of crystallography
lacked much of the simplicity and precision which it has subse-
quently attained. In all likelihood it was the oblique nitrate

ras first observed by Vauquelin ; and I may, perhaps,
rightfully claim to have been the first to dot

1 The edil >r of the Chemical Gazette,—xii, 211 —speaking c

Grdway gave the formula Fe-O. 3NCK 18HO f<
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acter and composition, and its close correspondence to the ni-
trates of alumina and chromium.

.
Hausmann i lined the < abic nitrate by evaporating a solu-

tion, at a very moderate heat, to the consistency < f sj r ip, and
then adding to it half its volume of nitric acid. By analysis,
the crystals pressed in absorbent paper, gave him per-
corresponding to Fe

2 0,, 3£ N0 S + 13H0, equal to Fe a 0,,
3NO

?
,12HQ+ f(N0 5

4HO). *

Wildenstein 12
found several pounds of cubic crystals deposited

from a quantity of very stroma commercial nitrate that had
stood a year and a half.

* Thev had aim «\ ex ictlv the composi-
tion Fe

2 3 , 3N"0 5 , 12H0. these acei I mt i!!\ formed crystals
appear to have come from a somewhat b isic li juor deficient in

place under very un-

fact that only "10
riuna crystallized out of "'2i Uentner " of the solution.

Hausmann's crystals were produced in a very concentrated
liquor containing a large excess of acid,—a condition much
better suited to giving a large crop. A lack of water is, no
doubt, the essential requisite for the production of cubic ni-

trate; for I find, by many ex> ixed cubic

rotation to

be crystal'^ ted nitrate

for water, shall be rather more than counteracted by the at-

traction of an excess of nitric acid for water;—that is, so that

the liquid shall consist of tetrahydrated ferric nitrate dissolved

acid. Almost the whole of the nitrate then

58 out, because at low temperatures it is but slightly

soluble in m. A solution containing more
water than will make up Fe a 0„ 3N0 5 ,

12HO+n (NO
s ,
3H0)

may afford a few of the rhombic sexhydrate crystals mixed with

the cubic; and one containing less water will hardly give any
solid nitrate at all. When there is water enough present to

make up Fe
a
0,,3N0 5

18HO+n(N0 5
,4HO), the crystals will

be all oblique rhombic.
The conditions of formation of the solid nitrates are some-

ilar to those for the production of the two hydrated

chlorids. When a solution is not basic and contains between

six and fcwel ater to one of perchlorid of iron,

it first dep ate, Fe 2
CI, 6HO, in transparent

ml theu woes on to form the light yellow, opaque, in-

distinct tetrahvdrate, Fe,Cl 3
12HO. Unless the liquid lacks

water, no transparent crystals can make their appearance.

For making cubic nitrate, the oblique crystals afford a definite

able treatment. We may take a

weighed quantity of these crystals in a tared dish, and evaporate

by a gentle heat about fourteen per cent of their weight, or six
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equivalents of water; then add trihydrated nitric acid enough
to double the bulk of the liquid, and set the whole aside to

crystallize. A still easier method is to melt one equivalent of
the common nitrate and add a little over two equivalents of
monohydrated nitric acid. Atmospheric moisture must be care-

fully excluded during the cooling and the subsequent repose.
The following experiment was made with a view of finding

out whether there is any crvstallizable nitrate of iron contain-
ing still less water than the cubic salt

:

28.—100 g. of Fe2 3.3N0 3 ,18[IO, were gently heated till 27 p. c.

were evaporated, one-half of th.- water and one-eighth of the acid being
expelled. 42 g. of m

| were added and the dish

No crystals formed except a slig

ttle moisture had probably been absorbed

Afterwards the whole was heated and 33 g. of oblique rhom-
- 'ere dissolved in it. On standing in a cold place a

full crop of the cubic salt was soon deposited.
So then the drying power of nitric acid does not enable us to

get a nitrate containing lass water than the tet.rahvdra'e, but,

when pushed too fur altogether prevents crystallization. Yet
Scheurer-Kestner 13

speaks of a, tarkable and
irregular composition Fe„ (

) ,. :JX0., 2HO. To obtain this, he

evaporated a solution of nitrate, at 'a moderate heat, till it be-

came very dense and a part was decomposed. The liquid por-

tion on cooling produced a mass of confused crystals of the

almost anhydrous salt. The mother liquor by long standing
gave crystals of the cubic nitrate.

_
M. Scheurer-Kestner erroneously cites me as having mentioned

jn this Journal, vol. xxvii, p. 107. such a salt as Fe„ 0„3NO SI

otLO. He probably meant to refer to p. 17 of that volume,
where I have taken the liberty of showing the generic agree-
ment of the sesquinitra' -

j ,,r.
- .nitrates, by

• Fe+sSfr,; and he must have been led
astray by a „i of n ota-
tl° 11

' A * dd be too singular to be accepted

rization; and I should be very far from
calling on the world to believe in a 3?,<v%fl

6
on the strength of

a mere formula. At rh t tim • of writing the article on nitrates
I had not met with Hausrnann
therefore «ras not a •ity of i

—•——- »<« nut aware ot trie peculiar^
ranking amon-

| , ^ ell as in tbe raore €

bcheurer-Kestuer's more recently discovered salt, 3Peff,fi3l
is not

u
Bulletin Soc Chimique de Paris, March, 1862, p. 36.
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in reality the anhydrous pernitrate of iron with a slight admix-
ture of the cubic nitrate. For he did not obtain it in well de-
fined crystals and therefore could not be sure of its singleness;
and moreover there is no analogy in favor of the formula which

sis assigns to it. It is very remarkable that the tetra-

hydrate is more fusible than the oblique rhombic salt which
contains nine per cent more water. The sexhydrate melts at
47° C., and Hausmann found the cubic nitrate to liquefy at
35° C. ; but his product contained a little free acid and it is prob-

able that the pure tetrahydrate melts at a point between 35°

If s

The unaccountable anomaly of greater fusibility with a less

percentage of water is not peculiar to the nitrates of iron, but is

shown also by the perchlorids. For I find the transparent di-

hydrate, Fe„ Cl
3
6HO, to melt at 31° C, while the opaque tetra-

hydrate, Fe", CI 3 12HO, fuses at 35 5
J
C. And if a mixture of

thetwochlo" the transparent crystals liquefy

first. The addition of 'six equivalents of water to the melted

dihvdrate is attended with the production of heat.

The plan of using fuming nitric acid to contend with a hy-

drated nitrate for the possession of water, of course admits of

more extended application. Witl indeed it

floes not v. - Point °f

that salt and its verv sli<> i

f - n in ^en boiling icid Ni-

trate of chromium is more tractable, and a mixture of monohy-••.-.:.•
all the nitrate as a confused crystalline mass probably contain-

ing less than twelve equivalents of water, and having little re-

semblance to the cubic nitrate of iron. In a single instance I

have seen in the mass one or two crystals apparently cubic, but

they were too minute and scanty to allow any special examina-

tion. Nitrate of glucina has never been obtained except as a

trihydrate, as mentioned in a former paper. Since the date of

that publication I have succeeded in get-

formed crystals which appeared to the eye din

very short square octahedra. It remains then still uncertain

whether the other sesquinitrates can form salts corresponding to

the cubic nitrate of iron.

With the help of sti
Manganese

and zinc may be cryst
"; ie" t3 of

water, but these products have not yet been fully examined.

Protonitrate of iron is a salt of such a nature that we can

never expect to get it in the solid state except as a sexhydrate.

Protonitrate of Iron.—The most convenient way of procuring
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ferrous nitrate, is to dissolve the protosulphid of iron in nitric

acid of less sp. gr. than 112, no considerable elevation of tem-

perature being allowed. Though protonitrate crystals are very
unstable, a moderately strong solution may be evapor.
out much risk by a heat not exceeding 60° C. As the strength

however, the temperature must be lowered, especially

3S of acid. By thus proceeding with greater

the liquid becomes more concentrated, we may get it

29, «.—A sol ip iron and nitric acu

of sp. gr. 1-08, contained 29 p. c. of FeO,.N0
5 , 6HO, and 0-6 p.c. of fit

acid. Some of it heated slowly remained clear and unchanged ^m'
the temperature rose to 83° C. At 90° it underwent a rapid transfer

6.—Some of the solvit on mixed w th about its ow , weight c

tolOO°C. It required s

ml
c~Som^:

a complete re arran-enu-nt of

weight of pure nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 off gas a

a clear, dark red liquid.

d.-~Some of the solu ed with nearly

and heated slowly. At 6G C, it sta

:loii with 11 gr. of pure n

1-10, began to alter at f-°c.
30.—A so a rated at 15° C.

p.c. of FeO,N0
5
,6HO, >va- heated i a water-bath. It began

35° C. At 88 3
the rearrar gement went on violently

vithout alteration ; but when they
mother-liquor, they are apt to start suddenly, even at the com-
mon temperature of the air, and ^formation,

red, clear, basic pernitrate being produced. The compo-

pastv rmiss, in one in-: n . vus found to be about

..., ;
.:...-.

The foregoing experiments show that neutral solutions, even
when very strong, wi.

. : temperature. Weak
solutions may be brought for a moment to the boiling point

without immediate inj ury. But acid solutions undergo a change
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much more readily, and the greater the quantity of acid the less

stable are they.

Crystals of protonitrate of iron, well drained and dried at a
very low temperature, were found 27*566 p. c.

of ferric oxyd. The formula must therefore be FeO, NO
s , 6HO,

which would correspond to 27'778 p. c. of peroxyd.
A solution saturated at 0° C, yielded a quantity of peroxyd

I to 663 p. c. of the crystals. So at 0° the salt is solu-

ble in half its weight of water.

A solution saturated at 15° C, contained 71 p. c. of crystals.

Itssp.gr. was 1-48.

A solution saturated at 25° C, contained 75 p. c. of crystals.

Its sp. gr. was 1*50. At 25° C, then the crystals are soluble in

one-third their weight of water.

t

The slight difference in strength between cold and warm solu-

tions, a> .-. - the inex-

pediciency of attempting to do anything with it except in the

coldest weather.

Art. XXXIV.—Some Indications of a Northward Transportation

of Drift Materials in the Lower Peninsula of Michigan; by
Professor Alexander Winchell.

Throughout the northern part of Lenawee and Hillsdale

counties, the southern and eastern parts of Jackson, and the

southern and western parts of Washtenaw county, are found

numerous tabular, detached masses of limestone, sometimes crop-

ping out on a hill side, like a ledge in place, and sometimes im-

bedded two or three feet in the sand and gravel at the summit.

The position of these masses is generally nearly horizontal,

though for the greater part slightly tilted in one direction or an-

other. They sometimes present an extent of six, eight, or

twelve feet square ; and in occasional instances even more, so as

to offer every appearance of an outcropping formation. In some
cases many hundred bushels of lime have been burned from

them before exhaustion. Underneath them we find the semi-

stratified drift materials so characteristic of the general surface

frequently the Marshall group, in place.

— r~- north as the outcrop? ***

; great confusion in ti

ing the latter formation unless the fossils are strictly attended

Smaller fragments of the same limestone are still more abui

ant throughout the same limits; and, by their disintegrati
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have imparted a highly calcareous element to the soil, even
along the arenaceous belts. The percolation of meteoric waters,

in turn, has given rise, in great abundance, to calcareous springs,

and deposits of marl, tufa and travertin.

In the southwestern part of the peninsula, in the counties of

Berrien, Van Buren and Ottawa, similar phenomena are again

observed. The calcareous element of the soil is even more
abundant; and large patches of sand have become firmly

cemented, so as to present the consistency and appearance of

ledges of sandstone. It really requires an extended series of

observations to convince one's self that the region does not fur-

nish considerable outcrops of a sandstone formation—especially

as numerous blocks of undoubted Marshall sandstone occur

upon the surface.

Some examples of these phenomena may be more definitely

cited. On the S.W. £ S.E. \ sec. 13, Woodstock, Lenawee
County, (221),

1

in the side of "Prospect Hill," limestone occurs

K by twenty feet, and seven feet thick. An
old lime-kiln stands near. Similar limestone occurs on the S.E.

i S.W.i sec. 12, Woodstock (223) and S.W.JS.K1 sec. 1.

From the latter locality several hundred bushels of lime have

been burned. On sec. 3 of the same township, the
sandstone is reached at the depth of 4 to 12 feet from the sur-

face. On sec. 4 the sandstone is known to be over 75 feet thick;

so that there can be no mistake in assuming it to be in place.

On the N.E. £ N. W. \ sec. 6, Woodstock (230), is a large tabular

mass 10 feet long and known to be over 6 feet broad. The dip

is toward the east.

On the N.W. ± N.W. i sec. 32, Columbia, Jackson county,

(233) is a mass of limestone. Sixty rods north of here the sand-

rock is known to be within 20 feet of the surface, and has been

penetrated 44 feet. On sec. 30 it has been penetrated 60 feet.

On the N.W. * N.W. i sec. 26, Liberty, Jackson county, (235),

masses of limestone are so abundant that a kiln has been con-

nd several hundred bushels of lime manufactured. At
the time of my visit, about 35 cords of wood were piled by the

kiln, indicating considerable confidence in the resources of the

quarry. Fragments of Marshall sandstone, with its fossils, are

abundant mingled with the fragments of limestone. Similar
masses of limestone may be seen a-ain on N.W.
26, Hanover, (239), and on the S.W. i N.E. ± same section, (240).

Several wagon loads of fragments have been removed from the

subsoil over the principal mass at the latter place. On the S.B.

*^ *' satne section, a common well reached the Marshall
sandstone at the depth of 35 feet, and was excavated 40 feet m
the rock. The hills on N.E. J N.E. ± sec. 33, same township,
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(243), are filled with fragments of limestone, while the Marshall
sandstone is stru< k at the d< pth of 50 feet on sec. 35, and at 30
feet on sec. 27. Farther north, on sees. 10 and 11, Leoni, (92
and 206), bi jain occur. Also on sec. 25, Grass
Lake, (208). At a place one mile northeast of Franciscoville,

(209), 20,000 bushels of lime have been manufactured in ten or
twelve years.

In the adjoining parts of Washtenaw county, several kilns

proclaim the presence of extensive nests of limestone. Even
the city of Ann Arbor an exten-

sive deposit has been quarried ;
and just beyond the limits, on

the east, are the ruins of a limekiln which, many years ago, ex-

hausted still another deposit.

Similar masses of limestone occur in Hillsdale county, one

half mile southwest of i - *\ Hie, 270) ; on S.W. J N.W. I sec.

21, Allen, (274) ; KE. 4 N.W. 4 sec. 21, Adams, (289) ; S.E. i

X.E.
! pe.\ 22, Adams. (2iH): X.K.jX.K. !

s . 24, Adams,

(292); S.W. 4 N.W. I sec. 19, Woodbridge, (296), and in many
other localities.

In the southwestern part of the state, on the S.E. 4_ N.W. *
sec. 11, Hartford, Yan Buren county, (415), limestone is found

within two feet of the surface over the space of three or four

square rods. One hundred rods north of here the wells are

from 40 to 100 feet deep, without reaching any native rock-
though thick beds of cemented sand and gravel are frequently

encountered. ttM .

On the S.W. i sec. 17, T. 7 N.R. 13 W, Ottawa county, (438) is

the last occurrence that will be cited. Several slabs 3 or 4 feet

long have been removed, and others remain, over an area of at

' least a square rod.

It is quite evident that such masses of stratified limestone

have not been rolled to the same extent as the quartzose and

gneissoid b
' ite the most striking feature of

the " northern drift;" of the same regions. By son

the.** tables have been lifted gently from I

arefully deposited where we find them.
_

Paying no regard

sir included fossil remains, it might be imagined that they

constitute the ruins of the Carboniferous 2

whose place is between these fragments and the centre of the

peninsula. This formation gently rises toward the per

the peninsula, and at m «* P"»eDt outcr
?FJ

would inters ™ the,PJa
,

c
.

es
.
^Pjg

by the fragments which I have for this

outermost limits of a

once contii f Carboniferous limestone. Ihe

abundant :
ied in these fragments, however,

A*. Jour. Sci.-Secoxb Seeies, Vol. XL, No. I20.-Nov., 1865.
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not to speak of their lithological characters, convince us that the
rock belongs to a much earlier epoch.

In short, no doubt could be entertained by one who has ex-

amined the subject, that these fragments appertain to the age of
the Corniferous limestone. The rock, in structure, is irregular,

often brecciated, with streaks and nests of bituminous and ar-

- matter. At other times it is compact and massive.

requently it presents the peculiar structure known as

'h gmlites." All these characters belong to the C<

limestone as exposed along the western shore of Lake Erie, and
at numerous poi its through >ut the county of Monroe.

Turning to the more reliable evidence of the fossil retrain?,

=
' m:iy he stat. 1 that the following are examples of the more
frequent identifications:

At 92, HeliophyUum Canadense Billings, Clisiophyllum Onei-

iamse Bill., umtrigonak
BW'i {' lexus and Favosites.
At 182, Lucina proavia Gold; . fonale, Den-

talium and Fenestella.

At 208, Lucina proavia and three species of Bryozoa.
At 230, Slrophomena rhomboidalis Wahl, Chonetes glabra Hall,

,: :

At 233, -a Hall, Atrypa reticuk
donta (Vanuxemia) Tompkinsi Bill, Pleurolomaria rotunda, Hall.

At 270, ( Atrypa reticularis.
At 289, Chonetes lineata, C. glabra Hall, Atrypa

i Thalia Bill., Lucina

proavia, Conocardium

>, Fenestella, Producta (two spe-

At292, OrthisVanuxemi, 0. propingua Hall.

^ At 29b, Chonetes glabra, C. arcuaia Hall, Strichlandia elongata

re common Corniferous fossils occur-
ring m the Drift at Ann Arbor :

ca Goldf, F. cervicorms Be Blainv., F. tur-

ovtata am., jf m polymorpha Goldf., F. (Emmonsia) hemisphenca

Tvn K i/?"'
FlstuliPora Cartau a convexa

-
.

.;
: ,..;. ;.- ••' - -

:

ooais ism,btromatopora concentrica Lonsd., Cyathophyllum Zen-

'"''•rentUprobjicaBL utnse Bill.,
keriB:
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Heliophyllum Eriense Bill., K exiguum Bill., OisiiphyUvm Ameri-
canam E. & II , Bloti

Arclriaci* I. rneuili K. & II. /'. gigas Owen,
Sp., Acervubirai Iht >A^r \-\.\ II., 7: '</ /'- - -;/, Si-hlot.,

Chonetu glabra Hall, C. Lemitpherhi Hail. Ktroplmmwi hnnis-

pherica H., S.perplana Con., & vuequiradiata II.. X (fcmWi Con.,

OrOiis propinqua H., 0. ifryna H.. .1- >'
i nato Con. sp.,

Xiurit'rra gaynria Ciapp, N. ><.'''•<•-( II., X '"' ..,•"'•/ Con. sp.,

.

:

L, A. impress II.. .1.

<upera| Ha •/Con., sp., J/. R<M«fa Con., sp.,

Lept,,:-vi;ncuncava II, Pailamcnis aralm Con., sp., MiAh'a.u/ia

do% :•>,., Vi-iux.. Bp .

'

£, Cbnocaj ft 1 ',/,w<', Ball,

sp., Platycerax Thetis A.. P.cmssum H., P. clumosum Con., Plalyos-

toma strophius EL, Murchisona Leda EL, P«*
H., and more than two dozen species which seem to be unde-

served.

If no reasonable doubt exists that these detached masses be-

long to the Corniferous limestone, the next qu sti m which pre-

sents itself relates to the region whence they have been derived.

In view of the facts cited, it is evidently a' s>i:\i to ns< n :e iliat

no transno "

: for these masses of Cornifer-

ous limestone are found resting over the Hamilton group, the

Marshall group and the Carboniferous limestone—and, I am
pretty well convinced, even in some cases, as far north as the

that they have been transported with the great mass

- from the northern outcrops of the rocks of this age at

and the surrounding region. Fi

agenev has not moved masses ol

:. .. •
" _ > I .

-'
•

. . :

up 1 , ,r Vy ,, u judge from the condition of th

-<oid boulders of admitted northern origin,

would have ground to powder so fragile and friable a rock as

these limestones; or at least would have broken them into

I deposited them in a worn and rounded

If the Corniferous limestone could have

been trans] saea from its northern outcrops to

much more would the harder and m
-

far exceeds any that :e °id " oria"
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transported. The same may be said of the Trenton limestone.
We find, however, tha h. c .

• uts < f tl -e limestones are of
rare occurrence; and the fossils of Silui
tain to those of the Corniferous limestone the ratio of one to

one hundred, in the drift deposits of the southern portion of
the state. Even the Carboniferous limestoi e. who>e outcrop
extends through Kent, Eaton, Jael-> ... t ,d <

>

; L\ .d . >m ti - is

scarcely represented among the drift materials of the region in

question. It is apparent that we must look in another direction
for the origin of these lost rocks.
The nearest outcrop of the Corniferous limestone is in north-

ern^ Indiana and Ohio, and the -< 'h. ; tun <• rner of Michi-
gan*. Every fossil cited above is fo md m place in some part of

;). The formation dips und-i the i .ii:..- mi <>f Mi.-hi-

tt the area occupied bv the lost masses in

question, it lies from one hundred to tweh hundr< d ieet beneath
the surface—the depth of course increasing toward the center of
the Carboniferous area. The cii

tion of some powerful agency acl i tremendous
energy, but with a gentle and equable movement. It would

f the summit of the low anti nal in th : Corniferous
limestone to the southeast of Michie in 1 d been immersed in a

i j; of which had incorporated the

upper layers of the rock in an \
: e. which,

by a rise in the watei as enormous ice-floes,

bearing their cargoes of limesto lee per and
.iter loosened their icy hold, or they became stranded

on the bosses ivh jh - ik the b, t < i the .V shah vindstmie
trom the position of these mas.,.., in the "Modified Drift," as

well as from the direction and evntmnoss of the movement, it

would seem iropossibl should have been con-

- -
:

glacial epoch.

Additional facts exist which seem to lead the mind further
toward a belief in a northward actii _

f
>,t _ a. ial agency. The

- -' '
•

•

.

bear to the Corniferous. Inde-J ^ir^ra
- in our drift; as it

parts of the Lower & . mmon species of the
^a!

' - rouP are Amboccelia umlunuti Hull, tytia Hamilton-
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. :

'

•

Platyceras attenuatum Hall, Dah F), sp., and
many others. These species exist in an admirable state of
preservation, quite incompatible with the theory of their trans-

portation from the far north ; and they occur across a belt of

the state reaching at least thirty miles north of the outcrop of
the Hamilton rocks.

Again, above the identifiable Hamilton rocks, Ave find, m this

state, a great thickness of argillaceous and bituminous shales,

destitute of fossils, but freighted with Kidney iron ore. Nod-
tiles of this ore are strewn, not only over the region of the out-

crop of these "Huron" shales, but throughout Washtenaw and

other counties lying over the upper Devonian and lower Car-

is sti it to bay nothing of the occurrence of such

nodules within the limits of the Coal measures, where, by some

geologists, they might preferably be referred to the indigenous

Still again, the well marked fossiliferous beds of the Marshall

sandstone, lying next above the Huron shales, and outcropping

along a belt still farther north, is represented by a series of

enormous fragments resting over the non-fossiliferous upper por-

tions and the Carboniferous limestone. The lower, or fossilifer-

ous portions of this formation do not outcrop farther north

off, in Hillsdale county, while fragments of it have

been transported in great abundance into the southern townships

of Jackson county. The most not » » a deep

tiles north of Napoleon, where the abundant

its led me for some time to suppose the

actual outcrop must be in the immediate vicinity
;
although I

had found the non-foss sandstone intervening

between the locality and the most northern known outcrop of

,. I collected here a large pro-

portion of the common fossils of the Marshall group such as

-/'-'.- ........,...-. .
^

.

Btlhrophon aalericulatus, Orthoeerc tiites Mar-

and numerous other species The fossiliferous layers

rshall sandstone are decidedly friable-insomuch that

it is in little request for building purposes—and it would seem

absurd to suppose that these large fragments had been moved

two hundred miles from the northern outcrop of the formation

when a transfer of ten or fifteen miles from the southern out-

crop would bring them to the position which they occupy. We
should expect, also, if derived from the north, that some con

trast in the organic facies, due to local, if not to climatic causes

Would presenlTitself ; but on the contrary, we find the fauna of
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it is pre

I fori

S3->

the fragments strictly identical with that of the nearest indigen-
ous rocks of the same age.
The facts above cited recall some observations made several

years since in Alabama, and which led at that time to impres-
sions similar to those just set forth. My observations were

pon the neighborhood of the junction of the

..mestone" of the l';-ivr (Vtaceous, with the argilla-

ceous and arenaceous strata of the Lower Cretaceous. The
"Bed Loam " of the central belt of the state, which I have evi-

dences to prove to be but the Eotten Limestone altered in «*«,

or with slight transportation, h;i.» _ the junc-

tion of the upper and lower strata, been moved northwanl over

'ii i han-lv re-10,1 ap, r\. m> 1o the h>\\er Civta-

its admixture with diluvial sand and pebbles,

an exotic formation,
forbear to express any belief in reference to the former ex-

istence of a transporting agency acting from the south to the

north, over all or any portion of the interior of the continent;
but such facts as I Imve cited cannot fail to call to mind the sug-

gestions made some years since by President W. Hopkins,

the course the Gulf Stream would mressarilv pursue.

in case of the subsidence of the North American Continent
4

.

The facts are of sufficient importance to merit ii-

and it is to be hoped that other observers will inform us

whether they are exceptional phenomena, or correspond, in con-

nection with others, to some ancient, glacial or hydrographical

ization of Sulphur and upon the

Reaction between Sulphid of II, ind Alcohol;
by Charles M. Wetherill, Ph.D. M.D.

Sulphur, in three of its four allotropic conditions, has been
v"

'

-
; -•-

. < -. .-. - . '•.'. -..'. "-

f5
e
°i (1

S) throiJgh C
5 S) to («S) presents to experiments

upon the first two modifications.
Ine mosi ,, have been ass igned

the following

:

Phombic octohedral(«S)
Obhque prismatic (3 S)
lae red, amorphous

(r S)

*QUar.Jour.Gecl.Soc.,viii, 56 . R.p^ted,
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Regnault found the specific heat of (« S) = 0-20259, and
and Scheerer that of (j?S) = 020684. During the

f (/ S) to (u S), a considerable a in mtof heat is evolved.
Hence in the red amorphous variety, the molecules are more

widely separated, and are in a condition ot' unstable equilibrium.

In satisfying their tendency to approach each other, they assume
(by the fusion method) the beta form of prisms of the monoclone
system

; but they soon' pass into the conditio]) of rest as rhombic
octohedra (« S), of the trimetric system. This transformation

ciin.Mf 1 »i. i eoin, u d i. . i i , - is- i . rm-tiKof («s).

According to Frankenheim, '' <ju him a " sulphur, like other so-

called amorphous bodies. possesses the property of crystalliza-

tion
; but the manifestation of the phenomenon is prevented by

agent by
which the («) form is converted into the (5) and (^modifications,

and has always been supposed to play an important part in the

crystallization of this element. The ordinary or d] ha sulphur,

when crystallized from its solvents, sulphid of carbon, or oil of

turpentine, reappears as octohedral alpha sulphur.

Fraukenht im, however, observed that when the body is pre-

lotions at a temperature approaching its point

ot fusio ,
tic form of beta sulphur.

Mitsch< crystals of (/? S) are transformed

into (« S), when dipped into a solution of sulphur

in sulphid of carbon.
According to Pasteur, both forms of the element may crystal-

lize from the above solvent.

M. E. Rover determined the crystallization from a turpentine

solution, either in « or § crystals,"' according to the temperature.

Thus, when fifteen grams of sulphur were heated with two

hundred and fifty grams of oil of turpentine, the solution boiled

at 158° G. Upon pouring one-half of the liquid «««

vessel, so that a
ited

; while the i

and not a single prism.
Such experiments would appear to present an analogous con-

dition to the pris
and subsequent

change to the alpha form bv rest. By the elevated temperature

the molecules of sulphur are separated, and assume the relative

positions required for tf S) ; while, during the slow refrigeration,

they have time to arrange themselves into the rhombic octohe-

dral form, in which they are in stable equilibrium.

Each of the allotropic conditions has probably a correspond-

ing vapor densitv and its own chemical affinities.

The only known vapor density is that of (7 S) ;
the others not

having been determined from their transformation to this modi-

fication by the heat required for the experiment.
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Upon the assumption that sulphid of hydrogen has an atomic
;on analogous to that of water, the specific gravity of

the vapor of the sulphur in the compound is (bv ca

the vapor of sulphur (y S) itself to be three times this

or 6-63378. It has hence been inferred that the hydrogen sul-

phid is not constituted like water; but is composed of one vol-

ume of hydrogen to one-sixth of a volume of sulphur.
If, however, we were acquainted with the true vapor density

of (« S), it may be presumed that a calcul
element would establish an analogous constitution for sulphid of

hydrogen and water, two bodies resembling each other so much
in their chemical behavior.

Otto supposes that sulphur occurs inHS and in most of its

combination as (« S), and that perhaps in the persulphids of po-

tassium &c, and in the sulphur acids which contain two, three,

and four atoms of that element, it exists in the condition of i?or

y sulphur.

When sulphur is dissolved in the fat oils at a moderate tem-

perature, a large portion of the element separates on cooling as

a yellow powder (« S) ; but if the temperature be elevated, as in

the preparation of balsamum sidphu '
'

solution, probably as (y S), and a t<

the result of the reaction (Otto).

This chemist infers that since the vapor density of (y S) is

thrice that of (« S), the specific gravity of the vapor of {? S) is

probably double that of (« S). If this assumption be correct we
have in sulphur an allotropism like the the polymerism of com-
pound bodies.

From these considerations, the question of the crystal form of

sulphur in the act of separation from any of its compounds be-

comes one of great interest.
One of these instances, the subject of this article, has been

presented accidentally to my notice.
An experiment was instituted to ascertain whether the pres-

ence of copper in alkaline solution (ammonia oxyd of copper)
would determine a decomposition of glucose different from that

effected by the alkali alone. The ammonia copper was added
to a boiling solution of glucose until the blue color of the

iTT
W
? n° l0nger dis°UarSed - UPon cooling, alcohol

—
jTj ,

"u monger discharged. Upon cooling, aiconoi wo*
added and then sulphid of hydrogen was passed through the

-parate the copper. On the next morning the filtrate

made crystals of sulphur,

agth. When spread upon

[ue, and broke up readily

of. decomposition of the

contained a quantity of beautiful prismatic crystals of sulphur,
of which some exceeded an inch in length. When spread upon
niter paper to dry they became opaque, and broke up readily
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glucose effected the crystallization, a liter of 94 p. c. alcohol was,

on July 4, 1864, satur. . then with sulphid

of hydrogen, and was placed in a loosely stoppered bottle upon
a shelf in the laboratory of the S ion, where
it remained undisturbed until May 26, 1865.

At this time the sides of the Dottle were coated with white,

slightly nacreous crystals, which were more numerous upon the

part of the bottle most exposed to the light. The formation of

these crystals commenced upon the day after the saturation with

>gen sulphid. The solution was of brownish deep red

color. The crystals measured |th of an inch in diameter, and,

under the microscope, had the appearance of scales or plates,

with rounded, ill-defined contour. A few appeared to be hex-

agonal and a very few were of spear shape. They were all

completely soluble in water, more slowly so in alcohol, yielding

a solution of faint acid reaction. They lost ammonia upon being

1 at. 1 with c ?tie potnss 1
'

' '• ' sul-

phuric acid evolved sulphurous arid, and deposited sulphur.

Hear d uj n i 1 it ia -il t n " previous

fusion. T r. Heated in a tube

they yielded a deliquescent sublimate which contained sulphur.

Their solution did not blacken acetate of lead, but gave a white

• r baryta a white

short time.

r a precipitate was - 1 Mined w]

jrellow and brown to black. It

:
': ...

'•
:'

ammonia. Kammelsberg gives for the constitution of this salt

the formula 3(NH
4 0, S„0,,)+HO.

If the experiments had" rested at this point, the erroneous

inference would h ve be. n drawn from them that the presence

of organic matter (from the glucose,) occasioned the prismatic

ation of sulphur; but the! •' -xample

was filtered to remove the crystals; and the clear li pint was re-

turned to the bottle. The crystals were washed upon the filter

with a lil suffered to drop into the bottle

and formed a stratum of a few lines in depth upon the surface

of the dark colored solution.

On the next day b
»t,on of sulphur in

prisms was observed, and ;•< a I vane-- w i- wan-'. 1
!' r several

davs. The crystals 'formed upon the sides of the vessel at the

surface of the" liquid, extended inwards, and developed them-

selves downward. In proportion r- :'.-. -ew. the liquid ex-

v.noleof
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octahedron was detected. By their insolubility in water, and by
heating upon platina foil they were proved beyond a doubt to be

sulphur. Some of the crystals measured over two inches in length;

they were at first transparent, and of a canary yellow color.

On the second day after their appearance they had lost their

transparency, and the microscope showed them to be full of

fissures. Very minute crystals were formed upon the prisms

and upon the sides of the bottle. Those occupying the latter

position were magnified with a high power, and appeared to be

bushes or star-shaped groups of prismatic

from a central globular and minute molecule. On the third day

the latter crystals had become sufficiently developed to show
that they were not prisms but rhombic octahedra, and that tbe

crystals strung along the primary prisms like beads, were also

rhombic octahedra. These crystals were all truncated as to their

apices by planes perpendicular to the principal axes. The sirni-

(O) of the lines of octahedra situated along tb

prisms were contained in parallel planes. These octah
not appear to have resulted from a breaking up of the primary

prisms; but to be deposited upon the latter. I inferred that the

prisms were at first (#S), in which a change to multitudes of

i crystals of («S), contained within the prism, was ef-

fected ; and that the contact of this group of (« S) crystals with

lly from its solution determined

ing to the alpha modification. It was remarkable that while this

tals were forming in other parts of the solution, and I supposed

long observation of them assured n t vv e monoclinic.

On June 4th the separation of the s 1 p! ir was complete from

? of amber color. At this time other crys-

tals in the form of transparent scales were forming. These

were ascertained, by the taste and action of reagents, to be hy-

< ammonia. 1'here was nothing new in the crystal-

lization of the sulphur except the very instructive fact that

where a prism had fallen from the side of the vessel to the bot-

tom, the sulphur had crystallized in beautiful, well defined

t apices, and which were as clear

-= :h rod: C r\>t.i.. T.vy were arranged in rows, thus

indicating the former positions of the prisms upon the bottle.

All of these crystals were first treated with water to dissolve

the hyposulphite of ammonia. When this was performed under
the microscope, the transparent scales were seen to
and there remained octahedrons and prisms, some of which had
imperfect octahedral crystals deposited upon them. The prisms
appeared granular and were of canary color ; the octahedrons
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were almost white. When heated, and observed thus with the

microscope, the crystals became of deep yellow color, and by ele-

vating the temperature fused, yielding all of the characters of

sulphur. It would seem to result from these experiments that

sulphur ex . i hydrogen, (or perhaps with

ammonium), in the B allotropic condition. We may readily

conceive a bur after it has been separatee!

from the i to the « modification; but we cannot so readily

imagine that it should leave its alpha form to assume the more

unstable beta condition.

We have also here an example of the crystallization of «?S)

tn'di'jut heat Since the original prisms <>£ I sulphur are

c:nmr\ r 1 and not o o\< iisn ting it would seem that

or ^,V v,], vellww, that -.1 US) yellow, that of (}'S) reddish

brown and that of (5S) nearly black.

In the re

•
: ; ... .

, , ,, '
•'.

,

- -• '

its odor, is at first formed; the smell is e

:•
:

--.
. ::-: ..,

I.

:. ;. >
:• ,- -

:'.:•• v -..;.'-'
.

\
.

, lost a
|
irtiond

. lark color. Then another portion of hy-

-

bv slow crv*t

,

; h ;, m I a u unable at present to say

a has been formed. The odor of free^

ethyl. A drop evaporated in the air upon
; d the liquid contain .

. -i :.. a.. „;.. ,„„™ n ,rl.^ d.-ie exhibits

„ .. ,reoipitating by water,
_

•the, al so
-meously in a watch glass.

phite of ammonia in solutio

a; I there are no cry«

Thefollowi
..-action:

8NH4
8+60=NH4

Ot 8,0J+2NH4 0+S;

and for the i
iaW
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I cannot say whether mercaptan was formed ; the odor ap-
peared to be different from thai of this aL ol, a

no action by the solution on oxyd of mercury. I have regarded
the formation of the ethyl sulph. 1 .- - v \ < u , i

,. •• \<>,,>n

the peculiar crystallization of sulphur here des ... it 1 av
otherwi^. i, i MM.DietzenbacherandMoutier(C.R,

lx, 353) have recently discovered that m
creosot..-. o;l f turj ,.i::.i .-, carbon, &c, modify the coi

sulphur rendering it soft and plastic, as well as partially insolu-
ble in sulphid of carbon.

AET. XXXVI.— Oi the History

note to one of the Editors from Sir \\\ E. Logan, dated Feb. 17,

1864, announcing the discovery in the Laurentian limestones of

Canadaof organic r mains, uhi h. al r a rait nil microscopic ex-

amination had been pronounced by Dr. Dawson, to belong to a

note by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, dated April 2, INU. in which he

" n n i i st . , Up >kei t a it-

mains unci;:,:, _
:

. whil the sarcode is replaced by certain sili-

ca! -.-«... chlorite in

i; the minute tubuli of the fossil being injected by

ted by the

'i'h -e\\ iv tl ; tirat . .
.
.ble discov-

ered up. Specimens
of this fossil, which Dr. Dawson has haiil , .,] /;,- ,

have been submitted to 1 >r. \Y. B. (
'ai • ,ter of London, who is

well known to be the great authority on Ehizopods, and the re-

in completely the de-

- of Dr. Dawson, and to add to the description by
-

specimens examined by Dr. ( ai i detect
The results of the , of the Eozoon are

:.'
i

V' - - ; - .

' ' - ••

- •

-

reproduce below.
He also relates the history of the first discovery of the fossil,

specimens of which were exhibited bv him to the American
Association, at Springfield in August, 1859—and were then re-



nd by Prof. James Hall as organic, although the
' :ect the beautiful structure

found in such perfection in the specimens from other

Sir William Logan
already from the pies

sulphurets, argued for the €

of the Laurentian rocks. See "on this point a paper read in Jan.
1859 before the Geol. Society of London, and published in the
Journal of that society, of which a review will be found in this

Journal, [2], xxx, 134. This view is further developed in Br.
Hunt's paper on American Geology in this Journal. [2], xxxi,

896, where he concludes on chemical grounds to "the existence
of an abundant vegetation during the Laurentian period."

The second paper is by Dr. Dawson, and gives his zoological

description of Eozoon ami its afi'nitii .-. with a lithographed plate.

The third is an extended note by Dr. Carpenter, in which he
fully confirms the sa of Dr. Dawson as to

the rhizopod characters and f.>ramii; ; feral affinities of Eozoon,
and is illustrated with a wood-cut and ten lithographed plates.

In the fourth place we have a paper on the mineralogy of Eo-
zoon by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt.
These tour papers are reprinted in the Canadian Naturalist for

April, 1866, mg selec-

tions from the three just mentioned, and with the addition of a

nature-printed section which we place before

our readers, toe f the papers.

The Eozoon has also been carefully studied by Prof. T. Rupert
Jones, who in the Popular Science Review for Apri
~' :

"
'

. <.: 'X ['
.1 •:. '•" .:•: .-.'- i ' -

of the new a colored plate. In addition to

this the Intellectual Observer for a an essay

of twenty-four pages on the same subject by Dr. Carpenter, with

two excellent plates. As a further contribution to the

of Eozodn we may mention that the pages of the London Reader
for June, contain a correspondence between Dr. Carpenter and

Messrs. King & Rowney, of Galway, who venture to question

the opinion i A M< ss a. 1 '.. 3 * ,
Carpenter and Rupert Jones as

i. This correspondence is chiefly

interesting as giving from Dr. Carpenter the authorized an-

Bouneemenl rer a careful study,

My concurs in the views of the latter named observers as to

the structure and affinities of Eozoon.

We now •

' m Logan's description of

Ltian rocks, the general facts in whose history are

briefly given in a paper by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt in this Journal,

[2], xxxvi, 222.
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"The oldest known rocks of North America are those wh
compose the L da and the Adir.
ducks m the state of New York. By the investigations of I

Geological Survey of Canada, they have been shown to b
great series of strata, which, though profoundly altered,, cons
chiefly of quartzose, aluminous, and calcareous rocks, like I

less ancient times. This great mass
crystalline rocks is divided into two groups, and it appears tl

the Upper Laurentian or Labrador series rests unconformal
upon the Lower Laurentian series. The united thickness
the two groups in Canada cannot be less than 30,000 feet, a
probably much exceeds it. The Laurentian of the west of Sc
land, also acoordi u to Sii U Jen Mui hison, attains a gn
thickness." In that re_ion the Labrador series had not until

cently been certainly recog , ! i,
, rum the descriptic

of Mcculloch, and from an examination of the specimens c

lected by him, and now in tin- Museum of the Geological Soch
in London, Dr. Hunt in ]Ht}:\. had expressed the opinion tl

the rocks of Sk.\ 1 1 »i _ this series (See as abovt pa

L.na and Skye, and & tiotia of Br. Ha
- izine, Feb. l3<io

;
page 73.)

The labradonte and hvpcrstiiene rocks from that island i

identical with those of the 1 abrador .-, n, * in Canada and N<
York, and unlike tln.se of auv formation at any other knov
horizon. This resemblance did not escape the 'notice of E
mons, who, in his description of the Adirondack Mountains, i

ferred these rocks to the bypersthene-rock of McCulloch, j

though these observers, on the opposite sides of the Atlant
'-Hd upon them as unstratified

ten proceeds to notice the ancient gneiss which
ina and Bohemia underlies the prii .. lial z i » -

: '

Id gneiss, whi<

;
• ' '- '.-.::

back to a period so faa

tively modern
«

' aurentian period, the same chemical an
nich have ever since been at work dia
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structing the earth's crust were in operation ^ >^a &:
as now. In the conglomerates of the Hu- **

#J
••!

ronian series there are enclosed boulders m ^
derived from the Laurentian, which seem ^ ^ |'5

to show that the parent rock was altered to ^ ~ || •• »S
its present crystalline condition before the ^^ iI %\
deposit of the newer formation ; while in- ZI
pstratified with the Laurentian limestones

\ \

there are beds of conglomerate, the pebbles g< r a =,
|j|

of which are themselves rolled fragments \ § § _ s <pj
of an older laminated sand-rock, and the I § s' ~- '

;

formation of these beds leads us still farther = p *= r^j |
into the past."

=f-
=- i "

I

"In both the Upper and Lower Lauren- 2

ther- : of ji.

stone, each of sufficient volume to constitute

an independent formation. Of these cal-

three, at least, belong to the Lower Lauren-
tian. But as we do not as yet know with a. 5*:.*

certainty either the base or the summit of $g>$
this series, these three may be conformably g^H*
followed by many more. Although the <>3 sjjf

Lower and Upper Laurentian rocks spread | Q
|

over more than 200,000 square miles in * § P .

Canada, only al lea have = ,

yet been fully and connectedly examined in k (

any one district ; and it is still impossible to I

say whether the numerous exposures of Lau- §
rentian limestone met with in other parts of s°

the province are equivalent to any of the

three zones, or whether they overlie or

underlie them all." ^ * *,

In this connection are given the two fol- '^
lowing sections, which serve to show the 3.3 §
structure of the Lower Laurentian rock?, -^ L

=

and their relation to the overlying Labrador "
fj

3

and Lower Silurian series.
g'f

The Eozoon Canadense occurs at Gren- §-f §

ville, and in the Petite Nation seigniory at
| p

the two points indicated in the first section, • ST

and in both places in the third or upper- f ,

most band of the Lower Laurentian lime- g m
stone. The same fossil has also been ob- g o-

|j
tamed to the south of the Ottawa, in Bur- * || w
gess, and farther west at the Grand Calumet
on the Ottawa, in both instances in a limestone band whose pre-
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cise place in the series has not been determined, nor is it known
whether the fossil extends to the two lower conform:
stone bands, or to the calcareous zones in the unconformable
Upper Laurentian series.

"The Grenville zone of 1

1500 feet thick, and it appears
tances into two or three parts by very thick bands of gneiss.
One of these bands occu- _,.

pies a position toward the
F,gl 2

\ r
Sechon across Trembling

lower part of the limestone,
Mountain (2 1 miles),

and may have a volume of
between 100 and 200 feet.

It is at the base of this

limestone formation
the fossil occurs. This
of the zone is largely (

posed of great and s

3 pyroxene, some rf '-TIlird limestone.
\ f.

of them twenty yards in
4 Third gnelbSl

' f' * irst gne,ss'

length by four or five wide. They appear to be confusedly
placed one above another, with many ragged int

-worn, rounded, large and small
es, some of them pretty deep. The pyroxene, though

presents a multitude of small spaces filled

with carbonate of lime, and many of these show minute struc-

ar to that of the fossil. These masses of pyroxene
may charactei w a tl ss of about 200 feet, and the inter-

spaces among them are filled with a mixture of serpentine and
carbonate of lime. In general a sheet of pure dark green ser-

pentine invests each mass of pyroxene; the thickness of the

' rviim \ the si'xt ith of an int - to s veral

' :•

plates of

ally finer

cede from the pyroxene, and occasionally occupy a

•:ness of five or six inches. These portions constitute
the unbroken fossil, which may i *er an area
ot about a square foot, or perhaps more. Other parts, immedi-
ately on the outside of the sheet of serpentine, are occui
about the same thickness of what appear to be the ruins of the
fossil, broken up into a more or ire of calc-
spar and serpentine, the former - structure;
and on the outside of the wh tre appears
:

"
'

"

and curving layers; the mixture becoming gradually more
calcareous as it recedes from the pyroxene. Sometimes'beds of
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limestone of several feet in thickness, with the green serpentine

more or less aggregated into layers, and studded with isolated

lumps of pyroxene, are irregularly interstratified in the mass
of rock ; and less frequently there are met with lenticular patches

of sandstone or granular quartzite, of a foot in thickness and seve-

ral yards in diameter, holding in abundance small disseminated

leaves of graphite."

"The general character of the mass produces the impression

that it is a -reat i-'oramii.ir.-ral reef, in which the
}

masses represent a more ancient portion, which having died, and
having become much broken up, and worn into cavities and deep

recesses, afforded a seat for a new growth of Foramimfera, rep-

resented by the calcareo-serpentinous part. This m its turn be-

came broken up, leaving in some places uninjured portions of

the general form. The main difference between this B\

eral reef and more recent coral-reefs seems to be that, while with

the latter are usually associated marine shells and other organic

in the more ancient ones the only remains yet found are

those of the animal which built the reef."

The structure and appearance of the unbroken fossd will be

understood from the following nature-printed section, the prepa-

ration of which is thus described by Dr. Hunt.
" The replacing min-

eral in this specimen
being serpentine, the
calcareous" septa were
dissolved from the pol-

ished surface by the
action of an acid, and
the fine material re-

placing the tubuli hav-
ing been removed by
the aid of a brush, a
wax mould of the
etched surface furn-
ished the
cast from
above figure is printed.
The lights thus repre-
sent the calcareous skel-
eton, and the shaded
portion a thick mass of

. which is
""

stinguishable from a

turn of the same rain-
««.«1 *l a x r Canadense trom ret.
eral, that seems to form
Am. Jouk. Sci.-Secokd Snu», Vol. XL, No. I20.-Nov., 1865.
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the base of the Eozoon. The gradual passage from the wide
chambers and thick septa to the narrower and thinner ones, and
finally to the irregularly aggregated mode of growth, designated
by Dr. Carpenter as acervuline, is well seen. The white patches
in the upper portion of the figure do not arise from any imper-
fection in the electrotype, but represent the irregular growth of
this part of the calcareous skeleton."

Slices of the fossils having been prepared for microscopic ex-

amination, and submitted to Dr. Dawson, were at once recog-
nized by him as presenting the characters of Foraminiferal shells.

After a careful examination of a large number of specimens he
named and described the fossil as follows.

" Eozoon Canadense
;
gen. et. spec. nov.

General form.—^Li^ \<\ u U\ _ • - -i!e patches or irregular

cylinders, growing at the surface by the addition of successive
lamina.

Internal structure.—Chambers large, flattened, irregular, with

numerous rounded extensions, and separated by walls of varia-

ss, which are penetrated by septal orifices irregularly

disposed. Thicker parts of the walls with bundles of fine branch-
ing tubuli."

The grounds on which he inferred its foraminiferal character
are thus stated by Dr. Dawson

:

"1. The serpentine and pyroxene which fill the cavities of the

calcareous matter have no appearance of concretionary struc-

ture. On the contrary, t . r >j , t - that of matter introduced
by infiltration, or as sediment, and filling spaces previously ex-

isting. In other words, the calcareous matter has not been
moulded on the forms of the serpentine and augite, but these

i spaces or chambers in a hard calcareous mass. This
conclusion is further confirmed by the fact, to be refered to in

the sequel, that the serpentine includes multitudes of minute for-

eign bodies, while the calcareous matter is uniform and homoge-
neous. It is also to be observed that small veins of carbonate of
lime occasionally traverse the specimens, and in their entire ab-

sence of structures other than crystalline, present a striking con-

<?9
t0
mu

e 8uPP°sed fossils."

2. Though the calcareous laminae have in places a crystal-
line cleavage, their forms and structures have no relation to this,

ineir cells and canals are rounded, and have smooth walls,

wnich are occasionally lined with films apparently of carbonace-
' ~ Above all, the minute tubuli are different from

anything hkely to occur in merely crystalline calcspar. While
in such rocks little importance might be attached to external
torms simulating the appearances of corals, sponges, or other or-

ganisms, these delicate internal structures have a much higher
claim to attention. Nor is there any improbability in the pres-
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ervation of such minute parts

examination of fossils that the finest structures are visible* i

•specimens in which the general form and the arrangement of
parts have been entirely obliterated. It is also to be observed
that the structure of the calcareous laminae is the same, whether
the intervening spaces are filled with serpentine or with py-

"3. The structures above described are not merely definite

and uniform, but they are of a kind proper to animal org
and more especially to one particular type of animal life, as

any other" to occur under such circumstances; I refer

to that of the Rhizopods of the order Foraminifera. The most
important point of differenc
habit of growth of the specimens in questk

[inference is in the great sia

be of small size, more especially since forms of eo ,-,.! ruble n tg-

nitude referred to this type are known in the Lower Silurian.

Prof Bal twelve inch-

es in diameter : ami the fossils from the Potsdam formation of

Labrador, refen !i Mi Billing to the -r.mus J,-' > if is,

are examples of Protozoa with calc ircely infe-

rior in their massive style of growth to the forms now under con-

sideration."
" These reasons are, I think, sufficient to justify me in regard-

ing these r
m search-

ing for their nearest allies among
"Supposing then that the spaces between the calcareous 1am-

were once filled with the sarcode-body of a Rhizopod, compari-

sons with modern forms at once suggest themselves."

layers of chambers, separated by c ut comma-

-
-

the modern genera Car «. Cikfi

the first o< - seem to have beea *

tendency to leave in the midst of the structure a large central

canal. o r ,leen fnnn '
• opening, for commu-

the structure becomes more vesical ir,
:> - imestl |acerval*ne

character seen in such modern forms as Nubecularia.

" Still the magnitude of these fossils is enormous when com-

pared with the species of the genera above named ;
and from the

specimens in the larger slabs from Grenville, in the Muse.;:a oi
|
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the Canadian Survey, it would seem that these organisms grew
in groups, which ultimately coalesced, and formed large masses
penetrated by deep irregular canals ; and that they continued to

grow at the surface, while the lower parts became dead, and were
filled up with infiltrated matter or sediment. In short, we have
to imagine an organism having the habit of growth of Carpen-
ieria, but attaining to an enormous size, and by the aggregation
of individuals assuming the aspect of a coral reef."

_

" The complicated systems of tubuli in the the Laurentian fos-

sil indicate however a more complex structure than that of any
of the forms mentioned above. I have carefully compared these

with the similar structures in the ' supplementary skeleton' (or

the shell-substance that carries the vascular system) oi I

and other forms, and can detect no difference except in the

somewhat coarser texture of the tubuli in the Laurentian speci-

mens. It accords well with the gre it dimensions of these, that

they should thus thicken their walls with an extensive deposit

of tubulated calcareous i mtt •] : a id from the frequency of the

bundles of tubuli, as well as from the thickness of the partitions,

I have no doubt that all the successive walls, as they were form-

ed, were thickened in this manner, just as in so many of the

higher genera of more modern Foraminifera."
Dr. Dawson further ascertained that certain parts of the fossil

present that irregular mode of growth which Dr. Carpenter has

designated as acervuline, and moreover that considerable masses
of Laurentian limestones are made up of fragments of the fos-

sils. He further points out the presence in these limestones of

other fragments, which are probat rich may in-

dicate the existence of other animal remains. Films of carbon-
aceous matter in some of these limestones also exhibit under the

microscope forms which indicate that they may be the remains
of Pla

f
te\ He further adds, that "although the ibundance and

wide distribution of Eozoon, and the important part it seems to

have acted in the accumulation of limestone, indicate that it was
one of the most prevalent forms of animal existence in the seas

ot the Laurentian period, the non-existence of other organic be-

ings is not implied. On the contrary, independently of the in-

dications afforded by the limestones themselves, it is evident that
ra order to the existence and growth of these large Rhizopods,
the waters must have swarmed with more minute animal or veg-
etable organisms on which they could subsist. On the other
nand though this is a less certain inference, the dense calcare-
ous skeleton of BosaoSn liable to the
attacks of animal enemies. It is also possible that the growth
ot Aozoon, or the deposition of the serpentine and pyroxene m
wmen its remains have been preserved, or both, may have been

,
connected with certain oceanic depths and conditions, and that
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we have as yet revealed to us the life of only certain stations in

the Laurentian seas."

Subsequent to the above examination and description by Dr.

Dawson, specimens of the new fossil from Grenville, and also

more perfect ones from a similar and newly discovered locality

in the Petite Nation Seigniory were taken to London by Sir Wil-
liam Logan and submitted to Dr. Carpenter, who fully confirmed
the above results, and made out some additional structure. More
especially he observed in specimens from the new lota

preservation of the fine tubulation of the original cell-wall, which
had not before been clearly made out. The additional points

are thus stated by Dr. Carpenter

:

" Although Dr. Dawson has noticed that some parts of the

sections which he examined present the fine tubulation charac-

teristic of the shells of the Nummuline Foraminifera, he does

not seem to have recognized the fact, which the sections placed

in my hands have enabled me most satisfactorily to determine,

—

that the proper walls of the chambers everywhere present the

fine tubulation of the Nummuline shell (plate, figs. 3, G) ; a point

of the highest importance in the determination of the affinities

[though not seen with the clear-

ness w ith which it is to be discerned in recent examples of the

Nummuline type, is here far betti " k m tne

- in which the tubuli have been

filled up by the infiltration of calcareous matter, rendering the

shell-substance nearly homogeneous. In Eozoon these tubuli have

been filled up by the infiltration of a mineral different

of which the shell is composed, and therefore not coalea

it: and the tubular structure is consequently much more satis-

able. In decalcified specimens, the free mar-

the chambers are often seen to be bordered

with a delicate white glistening fringe ;
and when this fringe is

examined with a sufficient magnifying power, it is seen to be

made up of a multitude of extremely delicate acicuh standing

side by side like the fibres of asbestos. These, it is obvious, are

the internal casts of the fine tubuli which perforated the proper

wall of the chambers.
|

to ,ts ° ute
f

surface; and their presence ia this situation affords the most sat-

confirmation of the evidence of that tubulation afford-

ed by thin sections of the shell-wall."

"The successive layers, each having its own proper wall, are

often superposed one upon another without the intervention or

any supplemental or intermediate skeleton a

in all the more massive forms of the Nummuline series
;
but a

deposit of this form of shell-substance, ^ilydisfan^ishable by

its homogeneousness from the finely tubular shell ^mediately

investing the segments of the sarcode-body, is the source of the
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great thickening which the calcareous zones often present in ver-

:sot Eozvon. The presence of '

eton has be* ted by Dr. Dawson; but he does
not seem to have clear

| r0m the proper wall of

: a. All the tubuli which he has described belong to
-" stem which, as I have shown, is limited in its dis-

jaly destined

sions and distribution, we learn more from the casts presented by
decalcified specimens, than fj. , n l v exhibit

' r as tii ir ph.ue m i\ h q.j n to traverse."
/' It does not appear to me that the 'c\iki1-> ~u- n' take? its ori-

1 directly from the r,v .,; On the coi %hAv.
i (which Dr. Dawsor
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the most delicate pseudopodial threads, consisting of the softest

and most h i - substance which were put

forth through pores in the shell-wall less than 01 e t< n-tl ou-ai dth

of an inch in diameter, being thus perpetuated to all time."

"The proper walls of the chambers are everywhere formed of a

pellucid vitreous shell s
' >rat< \ with tubuli,

so as exactly to correspond with 1 1

etc." The serpentine casts of these tubuli are frequently de-

tached by the disengagement of the gas while the skeleton is

being removed by an acid, but the iind
f
stand-

ing side by
'

: " 1

1
'le n[ velvet,

their lower ends resting on the subja- nt ?t rv. ;. win e their

upper extremities present a uniform surface. These casts of

tubuli are distinguished from the adjacent serpentine, which is

pale-green by their whiteness, yet the two are found by Dr. Hunt
to be identical in composition, and thus, as he, and Dr. I

after him, n oess is due to their fin.

many groups and bunches of this white substance being found

by Dr. Carpenter to be aggregations of the elementary forms of

sarcodic prolongation, which he has described in detail.

With regard to the intermediate or supplemental skeleton

which resembles closely that existing in Calcarma as described

bv Dr. Carpenter in his admirable Introduction to the Study of

the Foraminifera, it is an exogenous deposit on the outer surface

of the proper walls of the chamber, where it seems to be produced

by the sarcodic layer which is formed by the coalescence of the

pseudopodia after they have issued from the tubuli, and is trav-

ersed by a more or leas
f

tem
>
0CC

T
U -

pied during life by prolongations of that sarcodic layer In

those portions of the fossil where the char,

ing regularly arranged in floors, are piled

manner, there is little or no trace of this in

but in these irregularly aggregated chambers the

their proper walls is still well seen, both in transpaproper
'

i decalcified specimens.

nsparent sections

.a' the"
"one which are made up of frag-

ments of Eozoon, Dr. Carpenter could find no trace ot the inter-

mediate skeleton, though these specimens afford the most perfect

examples of the Nummuline tubulation. He hence i

that -the breaking up of the surface of tl

must have taken place before the proper walls ot its

tiers of chambers had been strengthened by exogenous deposit.

Space will not permit us to follow Dr. Carpenter in his com-

parison of Eozoon with other Foraminifera He remarks, how-

ever, the resemblance in its mode ol growth with the discoidal

modern Cycloclypeus from the coast ot Borneo, which attains a

diameter of more than two inches and is made up of many
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thousand segments, while in Globigerina the c„_
of the individual body by segments soon ceases and new indi-
viduals are formed by the separation of the segments.

Reverting to Dr. Dawson's remark as to the important part
played by the Eozoon in the Laurentian seas, Dr. Carpenter ob-
serves the significance of the fact that this lowest type of ani-
mal life known to the phvsiologist (the Ehizopod) should have
attained such a great development and apparently culminated in
the very earliest known period in the history of the life of our

The serpentine marbles of Tyreeand of Skye, whose probable
-n age had been pointed out by Dr. Hunt in the paper

already cited, offer, according to Dr. Carpenter, "a structure
clearly identical with that of the Canadian Eozoon." A like

lias been discovered by Mr. Sandford in the serpentine
marble of Connemara, known as Irish green marble. ' ;

1 have,"
says Dr. Carpenter, "examined decalcified specimens of several
portions of this rock, and have not the smallest hesitation in

identifying them with the acervuline portion of the K ,

adense although I have met with nothing corresponding to the

iamellated structure of other portions of the Eozoon. More-
over in place of the c nn iaver covering the

segments, long straight bundles of filaments radiate from them."
lhe age of the Connemara rock is by no means certain. Sir

. was at first disposed to regard it as Lauren-
tian, but has since expressed the opinion that it is of Silu-

rian age.

In this connection we call the attention of American geolo-
gists and microscopists to the crystalline limestones of the

Highlands of New York, which are doubtless of Laurentian
age, and also to the figure and description, given by Dr. Em-
mons on page 60 of his Geology of the 2nd district of New
iork, of a banded arrangement in rounded or oval masses of
serpentine and carbonate of lime, much resembling in external
form tbe Eozoon of Canada. The specimen figured by him is

from Warrensburg, Warren Countv, New York?
<

lhe mode in which the Eozoon has been preserved by the in-

S°k °J .

serPentine has already been noticed, but is further

ing extracte-
*

HUQt '

S paper
'

fr°m which We make the f°ll0W *

dJt?™
d
fails °f structure have been preserved by the intro-

duction of certain mineral silicates, which have not only filled
* ppear-

i
been

^Pi
h
nf°Il

amberS
'
Cells

'
and canals left va^nt by the d:

*Zz£a • !
ar

?

imal matter
'
but have in yery mariy

~
ijected into tliP tnK„i; en: .._ ,1__•

J „ .

J' :

T.v:-5.
tubuli, filling even their smallest ramifications,

silicates have thus taken the place of the original sarcode,
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while the calcareous septa remain. It will then be understood
that when the replacement of the Eozoon by silicates is spoken
of, this is to be understood of the soft parts only ; since the cal-

careous skeleton is preserved in most cases without any altera-

tion. The vacant spaces left by the decay of the sarcode may
be supposed to have been filled by a process of iniiltration, in

which the silicates were deposited from solution in water, like

the silica which fills up the pores of wood in the process of sili-

cincation. The replacing silicates, so far as yet observed, are a

white pyroxene, a pale-green serpentine, and a dark-green

alumino-magnesian mi ied in composition to

chlorite and to pyrosclerite, and which I have referred to logan-

ite. The calcareous septa in the last case are found to be dolo-

mitic, but in the other instances are nearly pure carbonate of

lime. The relations of the carbonate and the silicates are well

se n i i t'hii - < tions under the microscope, especially by polar-

I te. and pyroxei exhibit their

structure to the unaided eye; and the serpe&l

loganite are also seen to be crvsf: ' :ti! the

microscope. When portions of the fossil are submitted to the

action of an acid, the carbonate of lime is dissolved,^ and a co-

herent mass of serpentine is obtained, which is a perfect cast of

the soft parts of the Eozoon. The form of the sarcode which

filled the chambers and cells is beautifully shown, as well as the

connecting canals and the groups of tubuli; these latter are seen

in great perfection U]
'< the carbonate of

lime has been partially dissolved. Their preservation is gener-

ally most complete when the replacing mineral is serpentine,

although very perfect specimens are sometimes found ;

ene. The crystallization of the latter mineral appears, however,

in most cases to have disturbed the calcareous septa."

"Serpentine and pyroxene are » in these

specimens, as if their - od different stages oi

a continuous process. At the Calumet, one specimen of the

-bits the whole of the sarcode replaced by serpentine;

while, in another one from the same locahl

green translucent serpentine occurs in immediate contact with

the white pyroxene. The calcareous septa m this sp<

very thin, and are transverse to the plane of contact of the two
both the pyroxene and

a or change. Some sec-

jells, or even

l clear line of division being visible

„r_eiraens
from Grenville, on the other

if the development of the Eozoon (con-
een them. In the specimens :

I, it would seem as if the devel
.

able masses of which were replaced by pyroxene) bad b,

rupted, and that a second growth of the amimal, which i
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replaced by serpentine, had taken place upon the older masses,
filling up their interstices."

The paper of Dr. Hunt contains numerous analyses of the

various minerals noticed above. We extract his account of the

loganite, which replaces the Eozoon from Burgess. The cal-

- epta in these specimens are represented by a "some-
; iierous dolomite, the ami 1

' sis i f \ hi i \ : s made upon
porti. s mechanically separated from the enclosed sili ate; it

yielded carbonate of magnesia 40'7, carbonate of lime, with a

little peroxyd of iron, 59-0= 99-7. The septa of the specimen

in some parts more than 3*0 millimeters in

ibit the chambers, cells and septal orifices;

but no tubuli are seen. The repli

of serpentine, for which it was at first n ~tak< i Its color is

n, but olive-green in thin sections, when it is seen

by transmitted light to be crystalline in texture. Its fractur is

i its lustre feebly shining. It is decomposed by
heated sulphuric acid, and was thus ; al\ '.« 1, yi -Iding the re-

sult i. The centesimal composition of the soluble portion is

given under n.

5-14

Magnesia • 3024
Protoxyd of iron 8-19

Water 14-08

Insoluble sand 2-50

" The silicate which here takes the place of the pyroxene and
serpentine observed in the other specimens of Eozoon is one of

frequent occurrence in the Laurentian limestones, and appears

cribedimt species, which I long
der the name of loganite, and which occurs at the Calumet in

I have since observed a similar

esides the one here noticed. The
result in, which is placed by the side of the analysis of the Bur-
gess fossd, was obtained with a greenish-.

aving a hardness of 3'0, and a

specific gravity of 2539. These hydrous alumino-i
silicates, which I hav name of loganite,

1 are

related to chlorite and to pyroscl ;
but these

istmguished from*' it by iated mica-

lcture."

''When examined under the microscope, the loganite which
replaces the Eozoon of Burgess, shows traces of cleavage-lines,

1 For a description of this and simiW «iKw«. »p aan}nrrv »f rwda. d. 491.
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which indicate a crystalline structure. The grains of maoluble
matter found in the analysis, chiefly of quartz sand, are distinctly

- n - foreign bodies imbedded in the mass, which is moreover
marked by lines apparently due to cracks formed by a shrink-

ing of the silicate, and subsequently filled by a further infiltra-

tion of the same material. This arrangement resembles on a

minute sea":
|

* arances are also ob-

ser\i?d in tne ^h -i.trie whiJn replaces the Eozoon of Grenville,

and also in a massive serpentine from Burgess, resembling this,

and enclosing fragments of the fossil. In both of these speci-

mens also '. impurities are detected by the

;' they are, however, rarer than in the loganite of

"From the above facts it may be concluded that the various

were directly deposited in waters in the midst of wl

Eozoon was still growing, or had only recently perished
;
and

that these silicates penetrated, enclosed, and preserved the cal-

careous structure preciselv as carbonate of lime mig

done. The association of"the silicates with the Eozoon is only

quantities of them, deposited at the same

found associated with the Eozoon limestones of Grenv.

sive layers and concretions of pure serpentine; and a serpentine

from Burgess has already been mentioned as containing only

small broken fragments of the fossil. In like manner large

masses of white pvroxene, often surrounded by serpentine, both

of which are destitute of traces of organic structure, are found

in the limestone at the Calumet, In some cases, how.

-ion of the pvroxene has given rise to cons

structure

appear to have been a
' l b3

r the calcareous

plates of E Qe calcite
'

and of serpentine, are found to traverse such pyroxene masses

in the Eozotin-limestone of Grenville."

Veins of fibrous serpentine (chrysotile) m like manner inter-

- - ^ - -
"

ting across the masses of Eozoon. It is stated in a note to this

portion of the paper that, "R® -ve shown

that some of these ma

; have replaced the organic mat-

ter of the Rhizopod." . . „. . , a
" These observations bring the formation of siliceous

face to face with life, and show that their generation was not in-

compatible with the contemporaneous existence and the preserv-
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ation of organic forms. They confirm, moreover, the view which
I some years since put forward, that thes
have been formed, not by subsequent metamorphism in deeply
buried sediments, but by reactions going on at the earth's sur-

face.
3

In support of this view, I have elsewhere referred to the

deposition of silicates of lime, mt from natural

waters, to the great beds of sepiolite in the unaltered tertiary

strata of Europe; to the contemporaneous formation of neohte

( a! > i-magnesian s te related to loganite and chlorite

in composition) ; and to glauconite, which occurs not only in

v
;

tertiary, and recent deposits hut also, as I have

:

;

toxyd of iron and potash, which snm. tin its ii -hid. > a <• >i ^id r-

proportion of alumina in its compo.Mtion, has been ob-

Ehrenberg, Mantell, and Bailey associated with or-

ganic forms in a manner which seems identical with that in

which pyroxene, serpentine, and loganit • c«- -ur with the Eozoon
in the Laurentian limestones. According to the first of these

observers, the grains of green-s; from the ter-

tiary lnn^t-jne ot ALikuna ar^ ra-u of the interior of Poly-

a by a species of n*fr

-

and coarse cells, but also the very finest canals of the cell-walls.

teir connecting tubes, are thus petrified and separately
.' Bailey confirmed th id extended

them. He found in various cretaceous and tertiary limestones
of the United States, casts, in glauconite, not only of Foramin-
ifera, but of spines of Echinus, and of the cavities -of corals.

Besides, there were numerous r ite casts of

minute anastomosing tubuli, wh , . res-m-

ists of the holes made by burrowing sponges
and worms. These forms are seen after the dissolving; of the

carbonate of lime by a dilute acid. He found moreover, simi-

lar casts of Foramimfera, of minute mollusks, and of branching
tubuli, m mud obtained from sou -ream, and
concluded that the deposition of glauconite is still going on m
the depths of the sea.

4
Pourtales has follow- I U p t .

- im -' '

gations on the recsnt formation of glauconite in the Gulf-stream

He has observed its deposition also in the cavities of

and in the canals in the shells of Balanus. Accord-
ing to htm, the glauconite grains formed in Foramimfera lose

alter a time their calcareous envelopes, and finall:
conglomerated into small black pebbles,' sections of which still

• This jZ£i' rS' I^IU "*il
,

286
-

,
G*ol°ey of Canada

> P-
671
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show under a microscope the characteristic spiral arrangement
of the cells.

6

"It appears probable from these observations that glauconite
is formed by - in the ooze at the bottom of the
sea, where dissolved silica comes in contact with iron-oxyd ren-

dered soluble by organic matter; the resulting silicate deposits

itself in cavities of shells and other vacant spaces. A process

analogous to this in its results, has filled the chambers and canals

of the Laurentian Foraminifera with other silicates; from the

comparative rarity of mechanical impurities in these silicates,.

however, it would appear that they were deposited in clear

water. Alumina and oxvd of iron enter into the composition of

loganite as well as of glauconite; but in the other replacing

minerals, pyroxene and serpentine, we have only silicates of

lime and magnesia, which were probably formed by the direct

action of alkaline silicates, either dissolved in surface-waters, or

in those of submarine springs, upon the calcareous and mag-

Lts of the sea water."

In the second part of Dr. Hunt's paper on Xai iral Waters,

published in this Journal for July, there will be found in § 41

some observations bearing on the formation of the silicates of

lime and magnesia. The chemical and mineralogical relations

of the Eozoon, or rather of its are by no

means the least important points in the history of this remark-

able fossil.

Explanation of the Plate illustrating the Structure and Affinities of

Eozoon Canadense.

Of the figures here given, 1, 3, 6 a, 6 b, and 7, are selected

from two plates given by Dr. Carpenter to illustrate his paper:

while 2, 4, and 5, are from the plates accompanying Dr. Daw-

son's description, and are from drawings by Mr. Horace H.

Smith, the artist of the Canadian Geological Survey.

The figures, with the exception of 7, are from transparent

sections of spec urns in u t • ds I was well pre-

served, and its minutest cavities infiltrated with serpentine.

Figure' 7 is from a specimen from which the calcareous skeleton

was removed by an acid, and represents the internal casts of the

tubes, as seen by reflected light.

Fig. 1. Vertical section of regularly stratified portion of E
incr the of. ''on of the chambers of

each stratum; magnified 10 diameters.

2. Horizontal section of Eozoon from Grenville, magnified 25

3. Portions of two chambers of different layers, showing at a a.

si? of t

Report of United States Coast Survi
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skeleton; and at c, c, a stoloniferous passage; magnified 25

Fig. 4. One of the systems of tubuli cut transversely; magnified 100
diameters.

5. Part of a system of tubuli cut transversely ; magnified 200

Xmnniiiiine tubulation, as seen at a in longitudinal, and°at b

magnified 100 diameters.
Cast of the i

s group magm

Art. XXXVII.—Notices of Earthquakes.

I. Notices of the Earthquake of August 17 Ik, in (he Mississippi Valley;
received from Dr. A. Wisuzencs, of St. Louis.

1. Note by Dr. Wislizenus.—In the city of St. Louis the motion
- is in tun distinct shocks, hut lasting, in

it twenty seconds. Some ob-
served its direction as going from north to south.

2. Notice from the Slissovri Rep, hlican, of Si. Louis, Aua. 18.

18bo.—The shock of an earthqua
morning at 25 minutes to 9 o'clock. "The m. ti« n v as

• a eh ];. Itias-Jncuriva
' :

- and end of the shock. During
-

sound proceeded from the walls of the houses, as if t-

C«>ro, IV... Any. 17.— A. severe shock of an earthquake was
felt here at 8* 45- this morning, causing people to rush out of
their houses in the greatest consternation.

iout 9 o'clock this moraine at
'

Holly Springs, Oxford, and Grenada" A:"^ WM S6Vere «™«h t0 CaUSe P~Pfe to ™ °Ut °f

^fX
iZ

CtS from a letter t0 Dr
- A - Wislizenus bv Mr. John T.

l£S ' ^T^*1 W at X '"A ^'Ki
-
M "- ^-d SeP- 6

'

lbbo.--On the morning of the 17th of August, about half-past

going to my office, and having to proceed
'' - the middle of it, and in the

- tor neanng and observation, I heard, as I
bought for the moment, heavy rolling thunder. This astonished
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me, for it was almost entirely clear, no clouds whatever visible
that in the least indicated thunder, rain, or change of weather.
I was at this time going in a b n, and the
thunder, as for the moment I had taken it to be, seemed to be
exactly in the opposite direction from that in which I was then
going. Astound i as I was, I stO|

;
>d. an I, t \r dug to aso rtain

from whence this noise proceeded, the earth began to vibrate to-

and fro from northwest to southeast, and continued for several
times, the first vibration being the greatest (apparently not less

than three or lour inches), and -radualh din nishing. On
nois \vl h I h 1 f ! i for thunder,

in lift, was the noise a • • •<<. anving the earthquake
r

seemed to be about in a northwest u!y direction from here; and
hruj it lioen thund< r, 1 should have thought it not over twelve or

- distant It seemed to roll or pass off in a north-
(, a>t tIv direction, or at riirht angles to the vibrations of the

earth. The noise and vibrations lasted about a minute.

In the town, the druggists' jars, bottles, &c., were all rocked
to the ver; . du - m tl ; -h< Ives, and some of them off. Chim-

consideral s, cups, saucers, glasses,

I was talking to a ferryman here a few days since about the

earthquake, and he told me that he was at the time crossing the

M ;.
i r i\ in a s and that the water rolled as if a

t had just passed. He said he was much frightened

until he heard the nois -" it was- The fact is,

however— 3e at the time referred to—that
the noise generally precedes the shaking or vibration from one
to three seconds. In this case I think it was about two seconds.

I would mention one fact, notorious here, that the earthquakes

are much more severe in the swamp or low and inundated lands,

than in the high and drv lands. Hence it is that those living

west of here, in what is'called Little Eiver Swamps, and follow

nation, often experience earthquakes when we
feel none at all. The earthquake of the 17th, of which I am
speaking, was much more severe there than here or in high and

dry lands.

Another remarkable fact about the earthquakes here, is, that

while sometimes the earth quakes or trembles, as it were, at

other times it seems to roll in waves, like the ocean, and at oth-

ers, as in the one I am more par: at present,

58, apparently, in a horizontal direction. They most

generally come from the west or northwest, sometimes from the

southwest. The character of the noise, or roaring, as it is gen-

erally called, is also variable.
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May I not now suggest a plan by which valuable information,

relative to the time, center, and progressive movement of these

convulsions, might be obtained ? Suppose there should be a

correspondent at the county seat of every county in the vicinity

of the region of earthquakes, whose duty it should be to note

all the facts of each convulsion, its direction, its duration, &c.,

and forward the same to some scientific gentleman for compari-

son and analysis. Could not something be obtained by this

I am told that the most graphic description of the earthquakes

of 1811 and 1812 is to be found in the works of Lorenzo Dow.

This description is from the pen, and in a letter of M
beth Bryan to that reverend gentleman, Mr. Dow. The old

lady was res time, and is still here, in her 88th

ereniog, Dg the line above my Big

a quarter past 8 o'clock this morning, the 7th, we had another

shock, shaking houses, &c. considerably. It was not accompanied

with much noise—came from a westerly direction, and lasted

about half a minute.

It Notices, received from Dr. C. F. Winslow, of Boston.

1. Letter to Dr. Winslow, from Mr. G. PENDLETON, dated Koch-

ester, Sept. 10, 1865.—In accordance with my promise I here-

with send you the facts about the earthquakes I have experi-

enced during my voyages in the Pacific ocean.

(1.) Earthquake off .-.—The first case was

as follows:—On board the ship Charles Phelps, at sea, Septem-

ber 22nd, 1845, Cape Kamtschatka bearing N.W., distance 15 to

20 miles; the weather clear, wind light and baffling from the

westward. At about 8 A. M. we felt a heavy shock of an earth-

quake, causing the ship to tremble about as she would if going

in a strong wind; and the noise on board was much like

the rolling of a heavy cask fore and aft the deck. It lasted

about 15 to 20 seconds, and then passed off, and left all quiet.

(2.) Earthquake at Guam, one of the Ladrones, in 1849.—The
next earthquake I find noticed as follows, in my journal :—

-

. of Stonington, at Ulmata Bay, Island of

Guam, January 24th, 1849. At 230 P. m. experienced the shock
of an earth , beyond anything I have ever

known before. It lasted for about one minute, and was followed

by seven other shocks he last being at day-

light of the 25th. The last seven shocks were much lighter

than the first. At the time of the first shock, and during the

night, the atmosphere was a little hazy, and had a very strong

sulphurous smell. The earliest intimation we had of the first
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great shock was an exceedingly great agitation of the water and
the land. The convulsion on the land was so great that all of
the brick and stone buildings on the Island were more or less

injured, and some were reduced to a mass of ruins; and a man
could not keep on his feet without holding on to something. I
had a boat on shore at the time, and the inflood of the water

i fourth of a mile
or more into the country. And when the water receded, it left

them with hundreds of fish high and d#y, and the land at the
watering place sank about twelve feet. When the water receded
it took my ship back with such force that it parted my chain
and I lost an anchor; she had run over it when the water flowed
in and then went back with great force.

I would say that at the time of the first shock, and through
the night, the wind was very light from the northeast. Several

g at Apra (the capital of the Island) lost anchors by
being cover i of the harbor, and they had to

part or cut their chains. I think there were six lost. The mo-
tion of the water on the Island was east and west.

2. Notesfrom the Journal ofDr. C.F. Winslow.—-(1.) Earthquake

at Lima, March, 1865.—T. J. Pope, Esq., Secretary of Legation

to the Embassv of Peru at Lima, informs me that on the 1st of

March 1865, at 6£ A. M., he was then on board the U. S. Ship

Lancastre (acting as secretary to the Admiral), and his attention

was called by the orderly to the strange agitation of the water

in the bay. He states that the surface of the bay for a long dis-

tance around the ship was in a state of agitation and ferment,

and that the water with wind was thrown up in jets from 12 to

15 inches. The odor of the sulphuretted or carburetted hydro-

gen was horrid, and the white paint of the ship was blackened.

This occurr irt before, in February,) when a

great wave suddenly rushed into I I the bath-

ing house away, and several persons drowned. There were

several shocks of earth time-
But Mr. Pope

felt no shock on the 1st of March, at the time of the phenome-

non he speaks of.

(2.)' Earthquake off Paita, May, 1865.—At \ past 1 P. M., a

rthquake was felt here which agitated the people very

much. It lasted 20 seconds. This is experienced by me and is

the strongest I have felt in Paita. Movement great from h.E.

Paita, May 15, 1865.

(3.) Earthquake at Amotapa in Aug. 1858.—In 1858, August

28, at 6-Q amI felt a very severe earthquake at Amotapa

Made a crack in' the river Chira, so that sulphurous fumes and
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petroleum came to the surface. This was felt very far into the

interior and was si;

Longai. Mr. Woo-
earthquake, being then residents of this place or Paita. The
earth trembled slightly very often for the next 24 hours.

Amotupa.May 27, 1865.

(4.) List i /, from hooks given me
': M •]'."/,>

. /. >/ Amotapa, May 28, 1865 1.—Earthquake in

Lima, 1860, Apr. 21, 1-35 a. m.
;
pretty strong. At 12 o'clock,

midnight, of 21st, a sligfct shock. 22nd, 1-40 P. M., a very heavy

shock : walls thrown down and others cracked; some churches

injured.—2:3d, 1a.m., a light shock ; at 610 a.m. same day,

another very severe shock ; at 11-30 A. M. same day, another

severe shock accompanied with a loud rumbling noise; 5'45

P. M., anoii; 3d, at 12, midnight, and on 24th at

12-30 A. m., and at 2 a. m., light shocks.—26th, 6 a. m., a loud

rumbling with slight shaking. Mav 1st. 7 a.m., shock pretty

hard. 20th, at 1130 a. M , shock pretty hard.

(5.) Letter of June 8, from Hon. ('. liuhimon. U. S. .'.-

Peru.—In 1865, on May 29, at 716 A. M., an earthquake was felt

at Lima which was very violent and lasted 56 seconds. It was

very alarming, but did no serious damage. The air was damp
and heavy and misty. Temp. 64° Fah. Cool for Lima.

III. Miscellaneous Notices.

(1.) Earthquake in California.—At 12h 45m October 8th, an

earthquake of great viol neo oecurr. d at San Francisco. Chim-

neys were tumbled down, th lings badly

cracked, bells of steeples made to ring, and :i-uiv> two or three

inches wide were opened in the lower part of the city. There

were two violent shocks within half a minute. The accounts

from Sacramento, Stockton and San .lose represent the earth-

quake as the severest ever felt in those cith s. It was not per-

cei ved at M a ryavi knta C r u z was severely

shaken and some buildings much damaged
The tide at San Francisco rose verv high at the time of the

shock and fell very low immediately afterward. Ten or eleven

(2 ) Earthquake at Buffalo.—The announcement of an earth-

quake at Buffalo in the last volume of this Journal (xxxix, 372),

taken from a Buffalo paper, is an error.

1 In Tacna, Sept. 19, 1860.
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Jl lie^, Assistant i

Sombrero, a remnant of a coral Island, lying in lat. 18° 36' N.
and long. 63° 27' W., varies in height from fifteen to forty feet,

and comprises an area of about ninety-five acres. The quality

and continued yield of the deposit of rock guano, which is d in-

seminated in veins through the beds of limestone, have rendered

its name familiar. During a residence of between three and four

years (1860-1864), the following minerals have been observed

bv me. an unusual number for a formation of so recent geological

origin and limited extent.

Cakite, and its phosphatic pseudomorphs.

Common salt, in cubes and in curved crystals.

JBrushiie, in massive specimens.
Mft.'thruddtp, and its pseudomorph, zeugite.

Omilhite, and its pseudomorphs.

1. Calcile.—This mineral, in its variety of massive, lamina-

ted, and stalactitic forms, is very abundantly dispersed through-

out the fissures of the though less

common are not rare. All these character-

; and possess no features worthy of notice.

However, a remarkable pseudomorphoua
in the substitution of phosphoric for carbonic acid in the calcare-

ous material of the Key, has taken place on a very extensive

scale at various periods in its geological history. 1 his has been

effected by solutions of certain be '^ guano

deposit, brought down bv the rains into the joints of the lime-

and brown-

of lime (3CaO, PO.), containing about 85 per cent of that s:dr,

also about 5 per cent each of phos "« carbon-

ate of lime, tages or traces of organic mat* r,

.

. ;

.; '

:

" '^
'

'
'

- ' •

fluorine. i
to in the vicinity of 1

veins have participated in the same changes and thi

lomorphs have been produced, not only of th

us but of the crystals. Of tne latter three

varieties mav be mentioned

:

(1.) Those" which consist simply of an ordi

cite, overlaid with a brownish film of the phosphatic material.

1
I take this opportunity to acknowledge ray indebted*.

.... Prof. J. b.D^,i New Haven, for
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(2.) Hollow crusts, formed by the removal from the former of
their cores of carbonate of lime.

(3.) Solid crystals, wholly consisting of the phosphatic material.

2. Common SulL—Ths numerous pools of sea-water along
the edge of the cliff, which are fed by the spray from I

.

high winds and heavy ground swells, sometimes evaporate con-

siderably or wholly during the droughts of the winter season and
the long cairns of the summer. Tims, as in the large salt-ponds
of neighboring islands, their bottoms are left sparkling with the

ordinary cubical crystals of common salt.

But again, in September, 1863, a quarry in the northern part

of the Key was partially rilled by the overflow of a heavy ground-
swell, and in this way masses of a porous variety of ro<

saturated with sea-water. The waters' soon subsided

i bottom of the quarry and a peculiar efflorescence of

erwards appeared, near the sea level. It occurred over

les of these masses on the sides of the quarry, in cavi-

ties shielded from the sun and rain, but otherwise freely expo-
sed to the atmosphere. This crust consisted of slender eiy-iais,

usually one-eighth of an inch in length, white, translucent, and so

much curved as to take, in some cases, one and a half turns, or to

return to and become re embedded in the matrix. In this last

stic and in their fibrous structure they strongly resem-
ble, especially under the microscope, the similar forms of gyp-
sum, etc. fracture uneven. A tendency is shown, (by the

sides, etc.), to a disintegration into the slender fibers of

which each crystal seems to be an aggregation. There is also a

3 plane of cleavage, marked by the numerous lines of

are. In the thicker crystals the breadth is, in most
'.riy uniform throughout their length; but in others it

ases from one end to the other. The outer termina-
tion is usually rounded and sometimes a slender crystal ends in
a sphere of greater diameter. The transverse section of every

- apparently almost circular, though irregular. The
following are the results of an analysis :

Moisture (expelled at 100° C), - - -

L

34

JfU«no, attached to the crystals, - - -1-53
Sulphuric acid, - I . . . .35
Chlorine, - fiH 79 S8-73

Potassium,
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These results are equivalent to water -55, guano T53, sulphate

of lime -75, chlorid of aluminum -35, chlorid of calcium SO,

chlorid of magnesium 1 1, chlorid of potassium -20, and chlorid

of sodium 9546=99-25.
The crystals were found to be very

deliquescent in an atmosphere saturated

with moisture, absorbing more than

their weight of water after a few days

exposure. A sketch of a crystal

niried about fifteen diameters is given \my^Mf hSU
in fig. 1. 9MM

3. Brushite.—A few small specimens -^r^j^
: struc-

ture and having a botryoidal surface,

were found in one locality" as crusts

adhering to guano. Drusy cavities occur

in this material, but no crystals like

those from Aves Island, described by
by Mr. G. E. Moore,

1 have yet been found. The folloi

d :tc: Hardness = 2 To. Specific

graviu -='i 953-2 9'.t9. bv two dot i nimttiuns of the coarsely

powdered mineral i,i ah'-h-I and in pure benzole, at on- F.

Luster vi1 lin& Color white, but

crystals). Streak and powder white. Translucent; in thin laminae

re uneven. Brittle.

again whitens by ignition. The water, condensed i

ives the reactions for phosphoric acid. \\\

'

*. .,: ' - '

light at a high temperature and fuses with a little into

to a button which is crystalline on cooling. At the s

viouslv moistened with sulphuric acid. V tli borax and with

: t ., -
. ;

., , . r ::
:

.- -
•

• •

bead which is clear and colorless, both hot and cold; when

nearly saturated, the bead is clear and slig

hot, transparent and colorless when cold,

f opaque by flaming: with a sti

slightly ye "ent while hot, and bee .

and opaque on cooling. With carbonate of soda on c

fuses readily to a clear and colorless glass. It dissolves easily

:.-.
^ ,- ' -.-.: "

-.:. --

slowly in ac
-r m a test-

tube the water gives a strong acid reaction with litmus
;
most

1 This Jour, [*], xxxuc, 43.
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probably from the well-known decomposition of the salt, by hot
water, into bone-phosphate and super-phosphate (CaO, 2HO,
P0

5 ) of lime.

Two determinations were made of the amount of water in

the air-dried material, the assay being successively heated in each
case i an air-bath, at various temperatures from 100° to 2-i-r C,
and then ignited at a red-heat. The results were as follows

:

Hygroscopic moisture,

"Water and org. matter.

Combined water,

Total,

100° C.

26°-240°C.
ignition.

I'J-

27-1 •I-".". 27-170

A tendency is thus exhibited to the expulsion of the four

nts of water of crystallization (in the formula below)
between 126°-210°C, the basic equivalent being retained until

the temperature becomes much higher, or reaches ignition. The
following is an analysis made with one gram of material

:

Water and organic matter,

-

Phosphoric acid, -

Magnesia, ...
Alumina and sesquioxyd of i

100-346

These figures correspond to the following composition
Moisture, 1-229
Organic matter, .346
Sulphate of lime (CaO, S0

3-f2HO,) - - 1'675

- -v,,J

Silica, phosphate of magnesia, and fluorid of calcium, traces.

5-050

40-004
20-200

The method, employed in this and all but one of the subse-
quent analyses, was as follows, the precipitates and filtrates
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being treated in the usual way. The lime was first precipitated

huric acid and alcohol. To the filtrate, evaporated to

citrate and aqua ammonia were added in excess,
by which all the magnesia and a part of the phosphoric acid
were thrown down as ammonio-phosphate. In the filtrate the
remainder of the phosphoric acid was precipitated with the
usual sulphate of magnesia solution. The filtrate was evapo-
rated to a small bulk, digested in a flask with nitric acid until

the complete expulsion of all chlorine, evaporated to dryness in

a platinum dish, and calcined to perfect whiteness. The residue

(excess of magnesia from the reagent) was redissolved in hydro-
chloric acid, the alumina and the oxyd of iron precipitated with •

aqua and carb mate oi amm >ni i. and, after we gh rig, the iron

I and determined volumetrically, if desired. In the

filtrate the alkalies if present were separated from the excess of

In another portion of material, the water was determined as

already explained, the ignited residue dissolved in nitric acid,

and the chlorine and sulphuric acid successively estimated by
additions of nitrate of silver and of nitrate of baryta.

4. Melabrushite.—This new mineral has been observed to oc-

cur only with the guano as a matrix, and in two localities in the

northern part of the Key ; in one, studding the sides of a cav-

ity and attached in mi -rascopic crystals to many small rootlets

within it; and in the other, as a single large group, weighing

about ten grammes, some of the crystals being nearly an inch in

inch in breadth. The crystals are usually

I r, with most of their faces uneven and
brushite. The planes of cleav-

age are the Jral and in selenite, but are more
.-ens have yet been discovered.

H. =2-75. Sp. <rr. (with large crystals and distilled water at

60° F.) =2-288, 2-356, and 2-362. Luster vitreo is. inclining to

pearly, splendent on cleavage faces parallel to the clino-diagonal

Color y'elh- > with a slight reddish tint by

I light. Streak and powder white. Transparent ; in

some crystals, however, the surface is covered with a translucent

film, by which their transparency is disguised and to which

their reddish tinge is probably due. Fracture uneven. Brittle.

It presents the same characteristics before the blowpipe and

when treated with acids as massive brushite, except that it is

i little more slowly soluble in the mineral acids.

In one assav the total loss of water by ignition was at once

determined, and in three others, as in brushite, the loss at sue-
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temperatures from 110° to 400° C. was carefully

" J
,

. r-983 17-419
21-865! '.

A tendency was noticed to the expulsion of one of the con-

equivalents of water (in the formula 1 elow) at about
126° C, of the remaining two at 175°-180° C, a fraction of a per
cent of water at 235°-239 c C, and the basic equivalent on igni-

tion
;
but the figures were somewhat variable. The quantity of

material iu my hands being small, the following analyses were
an amount altogether a little less than two grams,

according to the method already explained.

•^0s i

There was no trace of chlorine present, and no examination
ras made for fluorine. The results may be grouped as follows:

5-908 metabrushite.

and

While, therefore, brushite corresponds to the salt of Bodeker,'
which contains four equivalents of water of cry*

"'

a found by Pies' in almost pure acicufai „ ,„,
central tissue of Tectonia grandis, we have i

allied salt of Raswsk *

retical composition
(

iof Tectonia grandis, we have in metabrushite the

Raswsky 1 and Berzelius, the analysis (1) and theo-

>sition (2) of which, bv Berzelius, are as follows

:

* R6p. Chim. Appliq.,
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2CaO, 34-39 HO,
5-67

P0
5 ,

43-£

roo
',-50

. 100.

Its relation to brushite

have therefore been designated in the prefix of its name fr/cra,

after). In many of its characteristics it bears a strong resem-
blance to gypsum, a mineral which, it may be stated, does not
occur upon 'the Key. I am indebted to Prof. J. D. Dana for the

following results of his crystal]ographic examination of meta-
brushite and its pseudomorphs.

"System mor.oclinie. Occurring planes the \\
-

a hemidome which
may be lettered -1-i. as shown in the annexed sectional figure,

(fig. 2,) iri on -1-1=41° 30'-42° SO', as measured

with the common goniometer, but varying in some .

Ig'-

cases between 38° and 46°. . . . Large crys- \
tals, which vary from a fourth of an inch to an inch V*
in length, oft i n< rl\ 1 ill as broad a* lomr. with

_
\

commonly only i-i smooth, -l- ; being en — d verti- "

rally b N u ( >w'd
t

furrows and ri Igns, and round-

ing either side into i-t, which is also uneven from a &
rallel to those of -l-i, (see fig.

3). Cleavage clinodiagonal, easy and pearly. The u
crystals differ ii ties from those of <v

brushite, although like them in being of the mono- \
stem, and in having a pearly clinodiagonal » \

cleavage. They approximate moreover in the \
ano-Ie /./

: _i-/- tor calculation crives : >r this angle

fce (in which the plane -It does not occur) 41° 44'.

The discovery of other crystals at Sombrero with

planes, and those that are better for measurement, is necessary

to settle positively the question of identity.

3 (hollow crusts or

shells) in considerable abundance have been found in certain

localities in the course of quarrying. Of these

at least the two following varieties may be un- *•

hesitatingly referred to m
..-.':•.;, -

'
__ 1

A. Zeugite.—H. =i
white, and with light shades of yellow

brown. Translucent. The crust in these cry

usually very thin, brittle, and r.

terior surfa *h (
on the orth °-

diagonal plai - lustre; but the

i being broken open, is extremely rag-

ged and irregular. Both surfaces are often, but

a completely covered with glittering por.,:-

beneath the' microscope are revealed to be tiny rhombs of calcite.

Am Jour Bet- N - IW.—S«PT.,18Kk
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This

Minerals of the Key of Sombrero.

ety of the pseudomorphs was fo

the same cavity with the large group of crystals of metabrush-
ite before mentioned in stellated, radiating, and irregular groups
and drusy crusts, adhering to guano and also to the sides of
cavities in tin limestone. A few are also attached to the large
group itself, showing the commencement of the pseudomorph-
ous process. Two analyses of this material follow, of which I

is the mean of two almost complete analyses of the same speci-

men, in which the phosphoric acid was determined by means of
oxyd of mercury.

and organic matter, -

•08

2-99

39 I:

47-07 40-(

a and sesquiox-yd of iron,

44-18
•54

44-i

•7

of sodium,

98-50

—
In grouping together these results we must of course, in th<

first place give to the percentages of sulphuric and carbonii
acids their equivalents of lime, and to that of magnesia sufficien

phosphoric acid to form the salt, 3MgO,PO
s

. There only re

Phosphoric acid, - - - 42-28 -59 3

If we calculate to the lime its proportion of phosphoric acid
to form the bone phosphate, 3CaU, PO

s , five per cent of phos-

rernain uncombined, except with the trifling

and oxyd of iron. From these considerations,
to elucidate the proper method of combining the re-

! a matter of great doubt and un-
certainty,) the following arrangement seems the most probable:

Water and organic matter, 293
Sulphate of lime, -41
Carbonate of lime, -54
Phosphate of lime (8CaO, 3POA - - - 85-62
Fluorid of calcium, - - - . . . traCe.
Phosphate of magnesia, 1SG
Phosphates of alumina and iron, - - - - MO
^nlond of sodium,...... i-08

99 54
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;
This is therefore a new but accidental product, and although

it is amorphous and there is no apparent relation between the
constituents, (the phosphate of ma i -,. . ikimi ia, etc., prob-

. in variable proportions, here as elsewhere,) never-
theless it differs somewhat in appearance from every other phos-
phatic material upon the Key, and is the only substance, I
believe, in • of lime, 8CaO,3PO

s , occurs in

ported by Berzelius, as well as certain methods for its manufac-
ture, were ascertained by Raewsky to be incorrect; but no evi-

dence has been offered against its identity (with the addition,

of some proportion of water) with the pi

v pouring chlorid of calcium, drop by drop, into a
solution of phosphate of ammonia, containing an excess of am-

piiosphoric acid is thrown down. In the
following table its composition, together with that of the boue
phosphate of lime, are put side by side for the sake of compar-

of an equivalent of th

stuls ru* m ro ul -phate of lime

of the pseudomorphous solution, and the old theory of its com-

position is thus confirmed, (rejecting the water
:)

2CaO, P0 5
+2(3CaO, PO

s )= 8CaO, 3P0
5 .

To ex-press, therefore, the junction in this mineral of meta-

brushite and ornithite, (soon to be described,) it may be called

,n,.\ voked or joined together,) and the other phos-

. present, may be considered, as usual, impurities.

In the
i

;:< with

an empyreumatic odor/ whitens, glows > th a -re. >h light

aot so strongly as in the case of brushite and meta-

- lot fuse, even upon thin edges. In it closed

i the odor, whitens, and gives off a \ery

little hvo-ros j.ic water. With borax, miei cos salt and

When boiled in a test-

tu ie \> th wai
In cavities of the limestone in another locality of

varht of thes ps i ;

! s has been found in

-l-i, is invariably covered with many sm

ae cavities also occur' irical and

botryoidal crusts. These are probably pseudomorphous crystals
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of metabrushite, with the angles rounded off by a concretionary
tendency in the pseudomorphous process, or thev may be pseu-
domorphs of massive specimens of the mineral. 'Their material
resembles that just described, in color, etc., (except that it is not
drusy with calcite,) and it has pn tposition.

B. Color straw yellow, buff, to dark shades of brown. Sub-
t—opaque. Brittle. Crusts rather thicker than those of

A, without the glittering surfaces. Found in isolated crystals,

irregular groups, and drusy films, in cavities and fissures of the

limestone, and in radiating groups upon stalactitic deposits of

phosphate of lime. From their color and furrowed sides they
often resemble little chips of wood.

C. Sp. gr. =2-988-3-030. Color straw yellow, buff, and shades
of brown. Opaque. Brittle. Narrow" blades, sometimes an
inch and a quarter in length. In ra :

;
- tiny- or irregular groups.

Crust tin s im.-s s. much so tha th erv,tals are nearly
or quite solid. Occurs in limestone cavities. The following are

a complete i n 1 a pn.rt.in a ... vsis of different specimens, the lat-

ter having been spoiled by an accident

:

Water ;u,d organic matter. - - - 3-98 3*88

In grouping these results bv the method employed in the case

of A, if \ve calculate the remain der of the lin bone-phos-
er cent of phosphoric a(.•id will remain nbinedex-
alumina and iron. It seems more iud.icious .

therefore.

3 the existence of a mixJure of the tv.,, plic
•

2 anal vsis, for
lows: \\rater and org r, 390; sulph lime, -39;

carbonate of lime, 3 >hate of lime (8CaO, 3P0 5 ),

8528
;
bone phosphate of lime, (3CaO, PO

i7 )
52-49

;
pi

1-22
; phosphates of al

59. As thenarrowness of t he pseiidomorphs
of this vo rasual amonjr at least the ";•,.,

•n crystals

sjeh'ev-r exited oathe
r
Kej

lished statement8
of the discovery of metabrushite, I errone-

jibly be pseudomorphs of prisms
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ousty attributed to its composition the results of a qualitative

iion of the foregoing pseudomorphous material. No
analysis has been made of the material of variety 13, but it is

probable that in both B and C the material always consists of
zeugite, with bone phosphate of lime (as well as the phosphates
of magnesia, etc.,) as an impurity, in proportions ii

until perhaps the amount of 8CaO, 3P0 5
becomes too small to

be distinguished.

5. Orjritlrite.—In the empty casts of Madrepores and other

cavities of the coral limestone, in two localities of the southern

part of the Key, another new mineral occurs.

System monoclinic. Small crystals, not over a fourth of an

inch io length, usually very narrow, with the planes even and
not polished, and -1-t very slightly convex, resembling some-

what a common form of gypsum. CHnodiagonal cleavage

perfect; so that this, unlike the other minerals, is easily sec-

tile into very thin scales; two other planes, as in gypsum.

The broader crystals are arranged in radiating irrouj s. while

most of the narrower are isolated and strewn irregularly over

the surfaces of the cavities. No massive specimens of the min-

eral have yet been found.

Hardness bes mica when rubbed upon it).

Lustre pearly on clino-diagonal surfaces. Color white. Streak

When heated before the blowpipe in a closed tube, it darkens

with a feeble empyreumatic odor, loses water, and again on igni-

tion becomes white, opaque, and lusterless. It is probable that

the water condensed above is neutral to the test-papers. In the

forceps and on charcoal, the mineral undergoes the

res and does not fuse.
7 When pi

parted to the flame. W 3 Ititdis-

soh - r h\. i ilan-m "' v..th ^ * etlerv.-e i « l t an n

the case of
'-

'
*

[
' <-i whiou ,s

«th hot and cold; when nearly a

jh while hot, clear and colorless when cold,

. . - -

-

lite and opaque on cool
1

ln
,.
m*nfl

and chlorhvdric acids. In thin scales it exhibits a feeble display

of colors under the polarizing microscope.

i

only about one-tenth of a grain c I be used

I at 100° C, with but
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trifling loss. With this two water determinations were first
made from -048 and .058 grame respectively of unbroken
crystals, as follows:

v\ acer and trace ot org. matter, strong ign. 5-154 9-827

Tota]
r

I

9-072
I

9-827
| liTiY

A tendency is thus shown to the expulsion of one equivalent
(m the formula obtained below) below 250° C, and the retention
of the other until ignition. The ignited residues were combined
and analyzed in the usual manner, with the following results:

No attempt was made to test for sulphuric acid and fluorine,
traces of which may occur. These results correspond to the
formula 3CaO, PO

s
+2aq., so that this mineral is

'

composition with the gelatinous pn rij it ,!• j
> d i. U L< n tlu

bone-phosphate of lime is thrown
, ; . The fore-

going figures may be arranged as follows :

Organic matter, trace.

Alumina, oxyc! of iron, and their phosphates, C-061
Phosphate of magnesia, - - - trace.

3CaO -
°-

. 45-768
P0

5 ,
- - - 38-701

2a q-> - - - 9-762 94-231

100-292

I do not think that I can do better than to dedicate this spe-
cies to my old comrades, the sea-birds of Sombrero, {ion;, «
bird,) b whom we are mainly indebted for the contril

/union to apatite. Its physical charae-

than those of metabrushite, correspond re-

in its formula and mode of crystallization
/''-—'• rt-h."M,l vhovMi white en-tals, with

;

intermixed with the crystals of ornithite.
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No analysis has been made of the material but I suppose it to
be identical with that of the original crystals, mivv.s the water.
They occur intermixed with the original crystals; and also as
solitary white groups, dotting over in marked contrast the dark
brown phosph sin the limestone.

In conclusion it may be observed that specimens of all these

tc minerals are exceedingly rare, few having been
found since my departure from Sombrero (in the spring of 1864).
Good specimens of the pseudomorphs are also uncommon,
though imperfect or drusy crystals have occasionally been found
in tolerable abundance on the opening of some new vein. It is

a universal rule, when the original or the pseudomorphous crys-

tals occur in cavities of the limestone, that they are never in

direct contact with the matrix, a film or thin layer of a common
brownish material, rich in bone-phosphate of lime, always inter-

vening. As to my theory in regard to the origin and history of

these minerals and of their pseudomorphs, I must refer to the

coming publication of my general observations on Sombrero.

It is sufficient here to state that they have undoubtedly been

deposited from the salts of the superficial guano-deposit brought

down in solution by carbonated rain-waters into the joints of

School of Mines, Columbia College, New York. June, 1865.

In clearing the white coral-sand out of a crevice of the rock

near the east°eliff of the Key of Sombrero, W. I., a loose mass of

ite acicular fibres was found, associated with fragments

six feet above the sea,

and imbedded in the sand at a depth of about three feet from

the surface. Among these fibers the two following

were distinguished, the former composing the bulk of the

A. "Acicular, tubular, and gently-curving spicules (fig. 1,«),

tapering from the middle toward each end, at first very gradu-

ally, and then rather suddenly at a short distance from the end,

to a rounded point.

and advice, and to ProFc
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The curvature of the ordinary spicules is in general very
I they are sometimes nearly straight. Among them,

however, other forms occur (fig. 1, h) whose length is about the

•nrW of an inch, and whose curvature amount to that of a semi-
circle. These I take to be rudimentary spicules and suppose
that they may lose their curvature in their enlargement.

The sudden contraction near each end of a spicule occai

an irregular slope (fig. 2, a) or perhaps more frequently a s

of from two to nine steps (fig. 2, b) consisting of a successio
curved planes. This slope is usually from ^m to riU o

inch in length, and it not only varies greatly in length and:
in different specimens, but sometimes at the ends of the i

j of the spicules are generally circular,

though sometimes somewhat elliptical, and the outer surface
appears perfectly smooth. When the spicules are examined

bigh power, a series of very fine parallel lines can be

bed on either side of the central tube (fig. 2,5). In
the transverse sections also (fig. 3), a series of very numerous

very faint concentric rings is often revealed, of which
from three to five, adjacent to the center, are often most strongly

alone be distinguished. We maymarked and
therefore conclude that each e i of a great
number of enveloping sheaths. (They are much too remote in
the figure.)

The section of the tube is generally circular, but sometimes

of the spicule, near each end, but the tube evidently extends
through, to tne outer B "spicule is

immersed in water the liquid e ibe bv the
orifice at each end. When magnified, a portion of a spicule
Dears a strong resemblance to a thermometer tube. The dimen-
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Variation. j Mean. Mea^'u------ _^-£inch finch 40
at middle, - - - *^ ff

- TiT inch Tf^ inch 58

n ." " end
' - - - - Ufon, 15

to length, ^- TU riv 8
Ratio of middle to end diameter,! .7\-i £ 13

i central tube, - - Lnhnr-roW inch
Ratio of bore to diameter, • | A -| I * 45

The range in the variations of the measurements and of the
ratios is consequently very considerable, and the same conclu-
sion is impressed by a simple examination of a few spicules

under a microscope, without measurement. Some of the long-

est spicules are the narrowest, and the thickness of the walls of
the tube seems to bear no fixed relation to any other dimension.

A portion of the mass was carefully clean* !. l>y digestion

with acidulated and with pure water, from the intermixed impu-
rities, particles of sand, etc., and on analysis yielded the follow-

ing results

:

Water, 7-902

Hardness =3. Specific gravity =2-071. Color white. Lus-

ter pearly. Powder white. Tj Easiiy

ground to a very fine powder. Fracture conchoidal. Trans-

verse planes of fracture very distinct; so that on coarsely pul-

verizing the spicula, very thin and beautiful transverse sections

may be reai >ng the fragments. The material

does not possess double refraction.

In the platinum forceos or on charcoal, before the blowpipe,

the spicu tly, whiten, lose their luster, and

curl together into a coherent m: ffl is exam-

ined beneath a microscope, the ends of the spicules are found to

be fused and in many cases blow a series of

bulbs occurs along their stems. This has evidently been effected

by the fusii the expansion of the air in the

tubes. In a closed tube the spicules wl

water. Unaffected by the acids, hot or cold, but readily soluble

B. Acicular, tubular, and gently-curving spicules, tapering

gradually from the middle toward either extremity. Only about

Am. Joub. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. XL, No. I20.-Nov., 1865.
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a dozen specimens Lave been observed, all of which were frag-
ments like that sketched in fig. 4. These ft

differ from those of A in their minute size and in being marked
by a series of from nine to sixteen nodes, each consisting of from
four to eight sharp spines encircling the spicule. From their
general correspondence to the spicules of A, in their curving and
tapering outline and tubular character, as well as from an anal-
ogy (stated below) in regard to the number of the spines upon
the nodes, I have ventured in fig. 4 to reproduce in lighter lines
the lost portion of the spicule.

The surfaces between the nodes are more or less concave, and
the intervals, though nearly equal in the same spicule, vary from
the fsts to the yj'TT °f an inch, averaging the yTV» : hut this

variation seems to be partly occasioned by the contraction of

the intervals between a few of the central nodes, and in the

larger specimens the length of the intervals (as well as the dis-

tance of the extreme node from the end of the spicule,) is quite

regularly the^ of an inch.

In the smaller spicules the nodes are crowded nearer together,
are apparently composed of minute rounded projections, and

rings or raised fillets
; but in the larger the spines are

These spines are acute and conical, like the extremities of the

spicule. Their length varies slightly and irregularly among the

nodes but never exceeds the T*J ¥T of an inch.
The number of spines on each node diminishes from the frac-

towards the apex of the spicule, but in a progression

i ies in different specimens. In the largest spicule found
(hg. 4) the grouping of the spines seems to be as follows from

.•« lity of tne perfect spicule to the other, supplying from

side and upon the lost half of

on each node

8 spines each, five nodes on either side of 6 spines, and three ter-

minal nodes of 4 spines: 100 spines in all. Again, in other
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specimens, no 8-spined nodes seem to be present,
'

The central tube appears to pass uninterruptedly through
nodes, to diminish in breadth towards the extremity of thei

ule, and to present an open orifice there, into which the

spicules a

spicule is immersed. The dimensions of these

allows:

Vanauon.
|

Mean.

Length, -

i

" '« end, '- - - -

I " of central tube, - -

jRatio of bore to diam. of spicula

,_t
T
-

:
J

T
inch - L

r inch

h 5*Vf meli

• -nW lncn
i

*

9

1

3

3

The chemical and physical characteristics of this variety are

. th those of the former.

Both these varieties are related to the spicules of s]

their general ch ira tei sties ; and I learn from Prof. A. E
.
\ er-

rill that a sponge secreting such spicule -m-^ m the a est

Indies. They may come from species of Ilyaionema. win h.

a to published descriptions, are Gor-

an axis of parallel siliceous fibers; but Mr. Verrill r*~
—

the spec' "

may be, there is a decided
tions of the oi

dies of the parallel fibers, which mny imply that they were not

sin the irregular man-

ner usual to the spicules of a sponge, but occurred in a coherent

mass of parallel fibers.

Although the mass of spicules - t0 floa*»

falls to pieces when placed in water. It

in its present form but is the residue from ;

a sponge in the sand. Many sponges have been

. ground swells at the locality m which the

* kL The negroes state that similf- "' u

lerved on the beach of the island o

,, Columbia College, New York. June, 1865.



C. M. Warren on the Volatile Hydrocarbons.

Of the Calculated ] f Hydrocarbons by Schroder s

The subjoined tables exhibit the theoretical boiling-points of

the above mentioned hydrocarb cording to

'a last theory, in comparison with the boili

actually found. By this theory, as aln ady stated, each double

atom of carbon (C„) con tail d in a b \ is ;n>
i
osed to influ-

O-:- i ':'
- .

' -
. .

-'
' ::--

(H a ) to influence the same—10°
; from the sum of these influ-

ences the number 70° is in all cases to be deducted, in order to

find the boiling-point.

1. Hydrocarbonsfrom Pennsylvania Petroleum.

Formula. -

c
a H 10

0°
(?) ;

C I0H„ 102
c ia a 14 40 21.3

C U H,. 30.4

C 1B H lfl 1195 39.5

C 18 H, 150-8 100 50.8

Porrailla CI .

c
Pn 10

8-°9 g 8-9 1

C 10H 12 37-0 20 17-0 i

GiaH„ 28-5

ClX 6 98-1 60 38"l

-^lLu__ 1276 47-6

3D Series. (Not completed.

F0rmul, S55S& '

C2oH 20

22H22

1749
1958
216-2 170

45-8

46-2 |

.

nding bodies from petroleum. s See foot-note on p
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2. Hydrocarbonsfrom Coal-tar Naphtha.

Forraul, .

Toluole,'

Xylole,

Isocumole,

Ci 2H6

C
i 6H 10

C 18H 12

139-8

169-9

100
120
140

19-8

29-8

3. The Homologous Hydrocarbonsfrom Oil of Cumin and Cuminic
Acid.

Name of ^stance. F0rmU ,a.

•151°1

179-6

•

Cuniole,

Cymole, C 20 H 14

140
160

11°1

19-6

It appears, therefore, that the theory of Schroder finds no

support from any one of the different series of hydrocarbons

presented in these tables. The discrepancy between the observed

and calculated boiling-points, as shown, varies from about 10° to

50° C. This discrepancy is found to increase pretty u

by about 10° as we rise from one member to the next higher in

the ascending series. In the series of the formula C„ Hn ,
how-

ever, the discrepancy is nearly a constant one, viz. about 46°.

I would not overlook the fact, that the calculated bo.

of benzole is absolute'
" found by experiment;

' remarkable coincidence, that the agreerr— almost

and that obtained by
formula C

8
H, " the

perfect between the probable boiling-point,

calculation, for the body of the probable f(

1st Series from petroleum. It is obvious, however, that theo^

are merely accidental circumstances, to which no importance can

attach.

Of t*e Calculated Boiling-points of Hydrocarbons by^Lowig's

Theory, viz. that One Atom of Carbon (C)

point 38°-4, and On Hydrogen (H) lowers it 29°-

Hydrocarbonsfrom Pennsylvania Petroleum.

Determined

C 8 H io
0°0(?) 15°2

i C I0H 12
30-2 33-6

j
C.,H,. 61-3

i c I4h 16
90-4

88-8

1

C 18H 20
150-8 107-2 43-6
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ror^cn SEgSS.

c 8 H 10
C..H 12
C 12 H U
C 14H 16

8-9

370
68-5

98-1

15°2 6-7

16-5

27-7

3d Seeies. (Not yet completed.)

Foraul, £$Sg5&
'

10-9CaoH20
C22Haa

174°9
. 184*0

202-4

220-8

A cursory examination of the last three tables will suffice to

show that, so far as regards the hydrocarbons of the formula

Cn H„ and Cn Hn+a , the theory of Lowig also has no foundation

in fact. That his theory did not hold good with the hydrocar-

bons of the formula C n ITn . 6 was observed by Lowig
who found that it would place the boiling-point of benzole at

285°-6, i. e. 205° above its actual boiling-point.

Of the Calculated Boiling-points of Hydrocarbons by Gerhardt's

Theory.

"We come finally to test the law of Gerhardt, above mentioned.

as this law was especially designed to apply exclu-

sively to the hydrocarbons,—upon the observed boiling-points of

some of which it was indeed founded,—we should naturally ex-

pect to find this more in accordance with facts than either the

a of Schroder or that of Lowig, both of which claimed

to be of more genera] vre framed more es-

presented in the following tables will show, however, that this is

1. Hydrocarbons from Pennsylvania Petroleum.

Formal i..

c 8 H 10 o°o n 8°0
°

C ioH 12 30-2 17-5
C 12H ]4 330
C i4H 16 90-4 53-5 36-9

45-5
C 18H 2

°

94-5 56-3
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far from being the case ; and that the theory of Gerhardt, as

well as those of Schroder and Lowig, so far as these relate to the

hydrocarbons, was by no means legitimately drawn from nature,

but is altogether artificial.

2d Series.4

F„ mula. (7)
.

,
:,

c
8 H l0 8-9 -8 16-5

c, H 12 37-0 125 24-5

c. 2H ,4 68-5 33-0 355
c\ 4H 16 98-1 53-5

c 6H 18 127-6 74-0 53 6

Fonnula. ^Ksst !

,

..;;.'

:

.:'i
i

;-.;^ Z£:r
C20H20
C22 H 2 ,

174°9

195-8

1300
150-5

1710
453
45-2

2 Hydrocarbonsfrom Coal-tar Naphil a.

*ameor Sl]bstanCe.
:

Formul, ' r
-

;:
!

,;,
: •

Benzole,
i

Toluole,

Xylole,

kocumole,
f

C 12H6

c24 n 8

C 16H 10
C 18H 12

800
110-3

139-8

113-5

155-5

13-0

85

155

3. Hydrocarbonsfrom Oil of Cumin and Cuminic Acid.

r-::

(,
,,
n ^

The chief conclusions deduced from the foregoing facts and

considerations may be briefly summed up as follows

:

1. That the boiling-point difference for the addition of C H
in homologous series of hydrocarbons is generally 30 C, which

is~a much larger difference than has been commonly supposed.

2. That of the five series of hydrocarbons examined only one

series was found exceptional to the rule just stated, and this pre-

sented the boiling-point difference of about 20 ,
which is but
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little larger than the number 19°, which Kopp found t

with other classes of substances.

3. That ceit; n series of -Viivatives from the benzole series of
hydrocarbons present boiling-point differences corresponding to
the elementary difference of C 2 H_, considerably smaller than
the number 19° of Kopp.

J

4=. That the formulas of Schroder, Lowig, and Gerbardt, for
the calculation of boiling-points, so far as these may be supposed
to relate to the hydrocarbons, are incorrect and purely artificial.

5. That the custom of taking boiling-points with the bulb of
the thermometer in the vapor is more liable to lead to an erro-

neous determination, at least in certain cases, than if the bulb be
placed in the liquid.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
1. Iron regions of Ariz

Dana, dated San Francis

Journal (xxxix, 358,) upon ___
,

'r. Manross, induces me to send you a r

\Vi

w or dolomite, evidently m<
at a high angle. The whole forms a belt of peculiar appearance,

be traced by the eye for miles across the country in a direc-

tion a few degrees south of west, so as to pass over the Colorado, and into

the limits of California. It is inter- and talcose

sa and granite, and the serii a >per ores and
gold. The iron ore is found in large boulders or blocks in most of the

ravines; and as it resists decomposition by the weather better than the
•

ous specimens of similar ore were coll ith, and on
the Cerbat and Aquarius

, pie's party in 1863, of

which Mr. Marcou was the geologist. It would thus appear that the

\tends over a considerable area north and south,
and it may possibly be connected with the Mexican series, and be pre-

of the Aztec and the Aquarius ranges and the

»ic region about them, as compared with the Sierra Nevada

f^ i ? iy ™ountains
*
was commented on by me in vol.

•- ±\- :

-

-:•
:-

,
. ,

....
aconglomer.. and raeta-

morpmc (*n ^ arfl

evidence of age should be of extraordinary thickness.—j. d. d.]
2. Unan

Jr (
Fronl

a letter to Prof Ebsi, dated Chicago, Sept. 16, ]
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for this Journal.)—I have recently bored a well at Chicago '

"

is p< r. us ni ] n u h d -, tup - d ; at d it is so til eel with j cfn

100 gallons of r sources of the

what we call . from the name of the place where it

outcrops; it is t yeiiouhh-whif. ston. and vei < ti
]
ut. and affords no

. Xext below, tor 200 . dme-tone
with oil in the seams; th.-n a hand of >lia'<\

ea the Upper and Lover

_:

further progress, 'ibis water is perfectly limpid, and is free from all

. -

Ions of water p t .-r day through a 3\- inch oiiti-.-e. Its head is 120 feet

3. On the j composed i fa nder the Drift

;

fo. to !,.-.-], t - 1-Hiv;,

i

; oii- U I'iof. Aoa-si:-.. <\ »mnnini u i f.r this .lour-

nal by Alexander Agas'siz.—At J i bout 1,800

i ibout seven or eight miles f:-. m Rio, there is a drift hill

-
' -

"cable traces of drift in the

-
; but there was everywhere con-

nected with t amount of decomposed rocks of vari-

-;- :-.*.-'.. .'-- '
'.-

ft. Tb ere

':••-:.-

posed rocks, with a distinct line of demarcation between the two.

-

i to distinguish both,

d in contact or Beparal rocks are

he, jr.,*!-. fact all the various kinds of rocks

'.-
. .

_.

• ......•
.

and the whole n
appearance of

Aif.JoCB. Sc. -- No- liu—Nov.,
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metamorphic rocks. I tis plain that such masses forming ei

phenomena, and it is i

eountn m, •
I i*u' m tin , 1. a tuat tin- ninace inks aie everywhere

decomposed, and that there is no erratic fwrmatiun or drift here. But

upon close examination it is easy to see that, while the decomposed rocks

smaU particles of the primitive rocks, which the} rcpre-

; composed metamorphic

boulders have not yet

of a kind of greenstone,

;
i Mack hornblende and

are worked in a rock

lence has been furnished of the action

, been found of glacial

The decomposition of the surface rocks to the

place here is very remarkable, and p< lological agency thus far

not fully diseuswd in It is obvious that the

-

:

,::-
muld rather wonder that

4. Mihinif

Coal, .....- 92,787,873 toDS.

Iron ore, .... 10,064,890 "

Pig iron, - - 4,767,951 "

214,604 "

Metallic copper, - 13,302 "

Lead ore, .... 94,433 "

Metallic lead,

Silver (from lead ore),

Zinc ores (nearly all sulphuret),
Metallic zinc, - 4,040 "

Iron pyrites (for sulphuric acid and soda works), 94,458 "

Tin ore, . - 15,211 "

Metallic tin, 10.108 "

Gold (from Merionethshire), - - 2,887 ounces.

lue gross value of the above mineral products was 39,979.837/
were 2,351,342 tons of coal taken to London in 1864 and 1,786,
in 1863. Eight and a half millions of tons of coal were exp
1864, and nearly half a million of tons of iron.—Athen., Aug.
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5. Cretaceous Reptiles of the United States, by Joseph Leidt, M.D.

136 pp. 4to, with 20 plates. From the Smithsonian Contri' —' -

Knowledge, vol. xiv, 1865.— Dr. Leidy has lies- <i

figured with great beauty and perfection, the Saurian remain „
American Cretaceous. The species included are the following Thoraco-

Bottosaurus Harlini, undetermined species of Crocodiles, Hyposaurus

Royersii, Dinosaur* • Pvratosaurus ph-

catus, Mosasaurus, Macrosaurus Icevis, Polygonodon vetus, Hadrosaurus

Foulkii, undetermiiK 1 n-ptil.-s allh 1 to II. lrvs>uirus, Astrodon John-

stoni, Tomodon hart **» Chelone sopita,

Chelone ornata, Em », Emy* pravus, Plaiemys sal-

<atus, Bothremi/s CookU, Triom/x prisons.

6. Note on 'the Discovery of Rhizopods in the Azoic; by James D.

Dana.—It may be thought that the recent discovery of the Eozoon in

the Laurentian of I

^« M-iuyl .;t

Geology, in which the Laurentian is styled Azoic. But m truth the book

and facts are in more perfect harmony for the discovery nmle since us

publication. The .
page 147 that Rhizopods may

have existed in the Azoic alo.
mM vegetation,

« the sources of the material of the Azoic limestone strata; and on

page 596, after aliu
,,ke) Pro ophvte

with other Alga* as P» *e Azoic, and as the Jirst

of comprehensive types, it is added : ,

.
"The Protozoans (kzopods, etc.) may have been the -^aated^

cies of the superior group, as remarked on pi a

* extreme simplify of organization. In Alga* the Radiate
,

typ of

structure, charac
i

lant, is not brought on and a

Protozoans neither ;

i
ears,—the Kadi-

• -'.. v -.:.r, '
' ;

ch were afterwards displayed

taceous age in the
f ' ^j Tht fo?-

!,, " uf, "'

i

'^ Km
'-'

'

' ie

;,

""* t

$S-

**i ( 1'non ,f S m U i go.' Near the P icei M i
,

' bed of true aathra-
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20 plates. Boston, 1865.-

8or Hitchcoek, contains ,1

nor which are s

and .in ii -tit ! up i 1 v 1'i-Mt - ! J. \V\n im at |>. 1^7 •

'

ment. The opinioo

i.-.v.m] L .n i .n is \;,-a tli u they belonged to_ a Saurian

row, tv , >ai toPteroda 3 lea or Birds. The species

r :adactylus polyzelus.

10. NewB i of Wight.—

A new Dinosaurian, for which Prof. Owen has proposed the name Poly-

'""I «*«' '"»*- "«• h -'
'
fouu

,

J by ^f*

..-::' '.;
. . .. .,. ,......-._ - ;••

SeasjWe Studies in Natural History; by Elizabeth C. Aoassiz

.lexander Aoassiz. Ma -.us Bay. Ra-

3. 156 pp. 8»o. Boston, I Is.)—The tend-

ashore is creating a demand for popular

Wes>
1 maiulv to the species of )
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setts Bay. The work 13 exact in its science as well as popular in stj le,

Hi.- t< \t is m 1 1 Is fi mi thi l< u> r '<> pen

and the work is .led i it d to 1 1 I - nd. Prof L \gas>iz. The illus-

Uations fti ,r, and the printing and paper all that

12. Entomological Society of Philadelphia.—The publication commit-

bullet mi] t it * lhePi.i 1 i ii -. . _ -t 1
\<

. t ij.cis

benefit of th expresB in their circular

-

this m - -A' the country, by lead-

tliem, and • acquired, the power to

in irease tl
-

: wnicIi t,iey

1, Hop, and various other

crops suffer at times im men-els- from insects whose h;d.:t.s sv<

of each and all of 'our noxious insects; and it is believed that, this at-

tained, sim; whirh in certain cases

-

gist," as only insure

Ktc less i is a labor of public benefit, without

mpense
13. Ada^prut, a of V h t >ra hated on

Von ; by Edward S. Morse. 20 pp. 8vo. From

- -

H. Natural I/lston/ : A Manual of Zoology for Schools, Colleges,

«nd the General Reader; bv Sanborn T,:>n::v. A. .M.. author of " Ge-

r,Lirv." P,,,f. Xat. Hist, in Vas-M- P-male «

..... V, \,,v. 1865. ,' - 1
r.)-Th«

American st
'
verJ ^ n '

-
-

study of zoology popular and easy. It fails of any introductory chapters

°D- the Structure of minna!.*.



15. On a solar halo, seen at Crav 40' 03'); by

Prof. J. L. Campbell. (In a letter to the Editors, dated Wabs
. May 27, 1865.)—Herewith I submit a report of the re-

markable appearances in the atmosphere on May f "
"
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16. British Association at Birmh e meeting of the British^
nation opened at Birmingham on the 6th of September, Pro***
» being the President. The m.mbe, of nun,!, >s lt the meeting during
!
week following was about 1,40 .. * ere prewnt

3 ladies and 23 foreigners. The funds received amounted to 2227/.-
'
'" M1

-
N tll,s ^™ount was set apart foi >; rioiis s i. nutit inv< sti^atic ns in

1 " ,,,u I'hwe-., > _\. v „\ tv in i i_ Ml fur ower cul-
e. The number of papers read was two hundred and sixty. We
e no space in this number for a notice of the Proceedings. The next

Id at Nottingham.
'"• Systetna Xaturce of Linnceus.—By letter from Prof. A. E. Nor-
iskiold or Stockholm we learn that the Academy of Sciences of Sweden

judge

F the probat

iy copies may be -oj,| i- ivouU be ot some interest to

f the probable extent of its sale in the United States."

in folio and
stlJi «'ontains rti . *.i product).

18. JVew Planet.—Planet No. n was di^-overed on Aug. 25, by Dr.
Lnt her, of the <.»bservat.»i;iy at Miik, near Pu-cM-af. O n the day of

n tunc, its A. I;, was 323° 37' 49 1",

and its declination N. 14° 20' 47-1". It lias been named Clio.

19. Italiai inary meeting
of this Society was held at Spezzia on the 17th of September.

20. Prof. BertheloL—X chair of been founded
at the College of France, a minted to fill the place.

—

Reader, Sept. 2.

21. Statue of Arayo.—An inauguration of the statue of Arago, erected
at his birthplace, Estagel, in the Basses Pyrenees, took place ou the 31st
of August. His son, di-ati^tied u at he h A n .; r. 'w-1 a sjveia! invi-

tation, and because there was no commemoration of his father's political

terrices, declined to be present.

—

Reader, Sept. 9.

21. Chambers's Encyclopedia.—P'arts 94, 95, 96, 97 of this valuable

g to RID., have been issued by the American pub-
lishers, J. P. Lippincott & Co.

Admiral William Henky Smith.—Admiral Smith died at his resi-

dence near Aylesbury, Sept. 9th, at the age of 77. He had acted as

quarians. B 5 from naval life, and published in 1844 the

"Cycle of Ce ling the "Bedford Catalogue," an ex-

cellent hand corny, a result of a series of astro-

nomical observations in his Observatory at Bedford. He also published

many works or memoirs on Geographical and other subjects.

—

From a
notice in Reader, Sept. 16.

Hugh Gumming, died in London, on the 10th of August last, at the

age of 74. He commenced his journeyings in behalf of natural his-
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tory, et] ecially concbology, in 1826, when he built a yacht for the par-

islands of the South Pan tic. Returning to \ alpai nso, lie prepared for

continued for two years coll , _ in ill lepartments of zoology. In

1835 he started on' a new expodfiinn of f(Uir years to the Philippine

hMheie \ i^t .,1'c < turn- m hot inj mti 7 > )logy. During

pied mainly with the arm! lions. He
had long beene Section, and

these were finally the occasion of his death.—From a notice in Aihen.,

Johann Franz Encke.—Encke, the Director of the Berlin Observa-

Wn * am !;, wan- II ,
Astrono-

mer Hoval for Ireland, died on the 2nd of Septemhcr. at the age of

sixty. He became known as a mathematician of extraordinary genius

His papers on svsv ms of" ravs. on the m tlmds of dynamics, on alge-

be given, one of th - m in ,t •(' II , 'one which

optieal theory atone, bj i that under

certain circumstances a ray, instead of v, should, if

the theory were true, split into a cone of rays. This conical refraction,

on being looked for under the proper circumstances bv Prof. Lloyd, was

actually found to exist. No such phenomenon had ever been even imag-
ined

; and it may be ju ;';. said th it mpb of the-

must add to it. De by Leverrier and

loee honor to the other. Sir W. R-

Hamilton was a man of very wide I
talents;

"

was a scholar, a metaphysician, and a poet. He was beloved for I

kindness of his fa , f hj s character.
From a notice in Athen, Sept. 9.

John T. Plummef:, M.D.— Dr. Plummer died on the 10th of April, at

, aged 58 years. He was a graduate
of the Medical N.1 ..

I <[ \ A \, <
i , ^ „ h>. \\ („ «. not making

':-•,;
, -

• -

"^
: .

•

!
..):.:•

: '. ' ".. - •:• -
,: ;"./

sive to an extreme. He has left numerous man
'Hte to the Society of Friends, of which he was one of the

-
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APPENDIX.

2V«* Planet.—Prof. Watson, of Ann Arbor. Mich., announces the dls-

ery by l.im of another pla net, on the 9th of October. In a second

W from Prof. Ferg planet dweor-

1 bv me on the ^9th inst. i,vas di-ovu- J by l>r. Peters at Hamilton

lege on the 20t! iber. I did not know of this prior diseov-

until to-dav. It seems tinit Dr. Peters communicated his discovery

he Observatory at Wasliin.gton, but so far as I know no further an-

as made.
From a little which I have made I feel pretty sure that

ipfko 0» discovered by Pogson at Madras

M .' 2.1. 1m; 4, but subse |U

as 1 have observed it, agree precisely with

the . \ i Sappho, according to "Pogson's observa-

i- bom May 3d to May 12th, 1864."

>» Praj>«M.-On the subje et of Pi dries snnm excellent observations

act. lion known' as .
^

niu

Meteorites.—In a pamphlet on Meteorites (Aerolites) by R. P. Greo
of] author presents the following System of

Arrangement:
L AEROLITES.

Oaiin A. Sp. gr. mostly bistween 1'7— 3-2, containing little or no

metallic iron.

"
Group a. Carbonaceous; .

Group b. II ,sh-gray, fine-grained matiix, somewhat
-

Grnup c. F-

' of Rose.

"Group d. Crystalline; peridotic, shalkitic, chladnitic; (magnesia.

silicates).

Grcup e. Vesicular.
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Order B. Sp. gr. mostly between 3-25 and 3-9.

Group a. Variolitk ; after the manner of the mineral called Variolite.

Group b. Sommitic ; consisting of finely mi.v

something after the nature of the ejected masses of Mt. Somma
Group c. Tufaceous ; mixed ; spherules numerous. ) '• Porphyritic

"

c
1 ; composite, crude, &c. \ of Shepard.

c2 ; brecciated, marbled, <fec.

Groups. P.«ti,imitic ; aienaeeous, like sandstone, granular; color

i ; particles < hiefh olivii i :
- iet i! ie parti-

lition of mag-
netite and gi ; braut may be

taken as the type. Polished surfaces show more or less of spherules.

d
x ; ditto, very fine-grained texture.

d 2 ; ditto, grayish; texture more compact or tough;
New Concord and Lixna may be taken as types.

Group e. Chondritic ; structure coarse-grained, grayish.

e2 ; con: gments.
Group/. Blanskltic; after the manner of the Blansko meteorite;

ml;' in!" r or <!.,
;

prol>al>lv contains

Group//,. Kr.cUbenc/ir ; texture tine-grained, tough, and gritty;

uiif'-ious with a >Ii-_jht l>ron/.-lik<: luster; this

represents quite a peculiar group, of which the Erxleben meteorite may
be taken as the type.

Group a. iV,' v crystalline.

Group b. Partially or silicates.

Group c. Containing aerolithic fragments, inil,.

Widdmannstiittian figures.

Class III. METEORIC IRONS, or AEROSIDERITES .'

Order D. Sp. gr. between 7-0 and 8'0.

Group a. Agrammic ; without line-markings, not lettere

a,
:

;
nacreous, pearly lustered.

spotted, or dotted.

Group c. /.
J

, u , k 1; |jn
of the octohedron.

es parallel fa

Group d. Sponhirammk ; scattered lines, finely marked.
;
ditto, coarsely marked.

Group e. Nephrhic; convoluted, or clouded markings.
Group/. Undetermined; markings doubtful, or siltered by arl

«wE3£U

7

™^ bedded portions of pvrites
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